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Abstract
This dissertation studies how three different liberal democracies; Germany, Canada, and Australia, have
experienced and reacted to contemporary migration, focusing on asylum seekers and refugees. Conceptually,
it assumes that their admission leads to paradoxes for host states’ governmental apparatuses: If these
migrants’ reasons to seek new lives outside of their home countries and regions are recognized, they need to be
granted protection statuses and thus be ‘welcomed’ to stay temporarily or permanently. As a consequence of
public ‘backlashes’ and anxieties, destination countries’ governments have however increasingly attempted to
control and restrict their entry. To understand these phenomena, this study explains the underlying incentives
and scopes for handling contemporary migratory movements primarily from a governmental top-down point
of view. Historical institutionalism helps to understand the path-dependent emergence of certain policies in
the context of each state’s particular actor constellations. Approaches taken from public choice theory are
adopted to illuminate the connection between societal sentiments, discourses, and domestic political decisionmaking. Insights from delegation, blame and signaling games are used to complete this picture. Supplemented
by expert interviews, the empirical part of this study deciphers the observable political developments, as well
as the resulting administrative asylum/refugee regimes in 21st century Germany, Canada, and Australia. The
selected cases include one ‘newcomer’ and two ‘classic’ immigration countries. In line with the conceptual
model, its focus lies on key actors’ influences in the corresponding institutional set-ups, as well as the
internal developments that are shaped by the historical paths, discourses and public opinion. The crosscountry comparison in this most different systems design shows that, although Germany’s, Canada’s, and
Australia’s humanitarian commitments and overall experiences with contemporary migratory movements
have differed sharply in many regards, certain phenomena have been recurring. In particular, political elites
in all three states have been maneuvering fine lines between different policy objectives, attempting to ‘filter’
and ‘manage’ migration and settlement. The advancing externalization of border regimes made it more
difficult to physically reach these states in the first place. But also once there, migrants have been facing
other obstacles before eventually being granted protection statuses and the corresponding socioeconomic
rights. The legal regimes have been complemented by widely hidden practices of ‘administrative deterrence’
aiming at the reduction of so-called ‘pull factors’. This has entailed dysfunctional and discriminatory refugee
status determination systems which pit different migrant groups against each other and leave many in
legal uncertainty for long periods. Only for particular subgroups of refugees, the way to an arrival in
dignity has been paved in all three states. Further crucially, the observable overall convergence to more
selective admission frameworks cannot distract from the fact that related challenges have been of completely
different scales: The implementation of well-functioning asylum administrations certainly depends on the
corresponding claimants’ numbers and profiles. Domestic conflicts over material priorities have nonetheless
contributed to the development of short-term pseudo-solutions to the inherent dilemmas in all three cases.
These often came at the expense of procedural fairness and long-term goals such as social ‘integration’.
Instead of reflecting strategic decisions, many findings thus point out to political ‘muddling through’. The
comparison of their preconditions and the corresponding outcomes provides starting points for emulating,
consolidating or abolishing certain policies – in order to achieve more coherent and evidence-based decisionmaking in this controversial area.
Keywords: asylum/refugee policy and administration, migration regimes, Germany, Canada, Australia

Zusammenfassung
Diese Dissertation untersucht mit dem Schwerpunkt auf Flucht und Asyl, wie drei verschiedene liberale
Demokratien, Deutschland, Kanada und Australien, jüngere Migrationsbewegungen erlebt, und wie sie
auf diese reagiert haben. Konzeptionell geht sie davon aus, dass die Aufnahme Schutzssuchender für die
Regierungsapparate der Zielstaaten zu Dilemmata führt: Sobald individuelle Fluchtgründe anerkannt werden, müssen den Migrant*innen Schutzstati gewährt und sie somit ‘willkommen’ geheißen werden, vorübergehend oder dauerhaft zu bleiben. Unter anderem infolge gesellschaftlicher Widerstände und Ängste haben die
Regierungen der Zielländer jedoch zunehmend versucht, ihren Zugang zu kontrollieren und einzuschränken.
Um diese Phänomene zu verstehen, erklärt diese Studie primär aus Regierungssicht die zugrundeliegenden
Anreize und Umgangsmöglichkeiten. Mithilfe des historischen Institutionalismus vollzieht sie die pfadabhängige Entstehung bestimmter Politiken im Kontext der jeweiligen länderspezifischen Akteurskonstellationen nach. Ansätze aus der Public Choice Theorie werden übernommen, um den Zusammenhang zwischen
gesellschaftlichen Wahrnehmungen, Diskursen und politischen Entscheidungen zu beleuchten. Erkenntnisse
aus den Theorien zu Delegations-, Schuld- und Signalspielen vervollständigen dieses Bild. Ergänzt durch
Expert*innen-Interviews zeichnet der empirische Teil dieser Studie die beobachtbaren politischen Entwicklungen, sowie die daraus resultierenden administrativen Asyl-/Geflüchtetenregime in Deutschland, Kanada
und Australien des 21. Jahrhunderts nach. Zu den ausgewählten Fällen gehören ein ‘Newcomer’ und zwei
‘klassische’ Einwanderungsländer. Dem konzeptionellen Modell folgend, liegt der Fokus auf den Einflüssen
der Schlüsselakteure unter den entsprechenden institutionellen Rahmenbedingungen, sowie auf den internen Entwicklungen, die durch die historischen Pfade, Diskurse und öffentlichen Wahrnehmungen geprägt
sind. Der länderübergreifende Vergleich in diesem Forschungsdesign unterschiedlichster Systeme zeigt, dass
sich die humanitären Verpflichtungen und administrativen Strukturen Deutschlands, Kanadas und Australiens, sowie ihre Gesamterfahrungen mit Migrationsbewegungen zwar in vielerlei Hinsicht stark voneinander unterscheiden, dass aber bestimmte Phänomene immer wieder auftreten. Insbesondere beim Versuch,
Migration zu ‘filtern’ und zu ‘steuern’, haben die politischen Eliten aller drei Staaten feine Grenzen zwischen verschiedenen politischen Zielen gezogen. So erschwert es die fortschreitende Externalisierung ihrer
Grenzregime zunehmend, diese Staaten überhaupt physisch zu erreichen. Aber auch nach ihrer Ankunft
sind Migrant*innen oft mit vielfältigen Hindernissen konfrontiert, bevor sie schließlich einen Schutzstatus
und die entsprechenden sozioökonomischen Rechte erhalten. Die rechtlichen Regime werden ergänzt durch
weitgehend versteckte Praktiken der ‘administrativen Abschreckung’, die auf die Verringerung sogenannter
‘Pull-Faktoren’ abzielen. Dies involviert teilweise dysfunktionale und diskriminierende Systeme zur Statusklärung, in welchen verschiedene Migrant*innen-Gruppen gegeneinander ausgespielt und oft über lange
Zeiträume in Rechtsunsicherheit versetzt werden. Der Weg zu einer Ankunft in Würde wurde in allen drei
Staaten nur für bestimmte Untergruppen Geflüchteter geebnet. Trotz dieser Gemeinsamkeiten vermag die
beobachtbare Gesamtkonvergenz hin zu immer selektiveren Aufnahmeregimen zwar nicht davon abzulenken,
dass die mit diesen verbundenen Herausforderungen in den drei Vergleichsländern von völlig unterschiedlicher
Größenordnung sind und waren: Die Implementierung gut funktionierender Asylverwaltungen hängt zweifellos von der Anzahl und den Profilen der entsprechenden Antragsteller*innen ab. Innenpolitische Konflikte
über materielle Prioritäten haben nichtsdestotrotz allerorts zur Entwicklung kurzfristiger Pseudolösungen
der inhärenten Dilemmata beigetragen. Diese kommen oft auf Kosten prozessualer Fairness und langfristiger
Ziele wie der sozialen ‘Integration’. Anstatt auf strategische Entscheidungen, weisen viele Befunde eher auf
ein politisches ‘Durchwursteln’ hin. Der Vergleich ihrer Voraussetzungen und der entsprechenden Ergebnisse
liefert Ansatzpunkte für die Übernahme, Konsolidierung oder Abschaffung bestimmter Politiken im Sinne
einer kohärenteren und evidenzbasierteren Entscheidungsfindung in diesem kontroversen Bereich.
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“[Migration] has been with us always, as mankind has striven to go where life may be better, with
or without permission” (Hawkins, 1989, p. 195)

Chapter 1

Introduction
Migration regimes illustrate some of the most fundamental tensions of contemporary democracies:
More than anything else, they reflect the imagined constitution of a political community based
on the exclusion of others. On top of that, they also articulate the political expression of a
nation’s perceived need to regulate the boundaries of its hospitality (Friese, 2017, pp. 20-21).
Democratically articulated demands for controlling both permanent and temporary migration, in
turn, stand in sharp contrast to the aspirations of persons on the move1 – especially those driven
by the sheer thirst for survival. These migrants often find themselves ‘seeking asylum’ and are
eventually being granted a ‘refugee’ status – having left their homes under way more contentious
circumstances. Strikingly, the very existence of refugees and stateless people, in turn, emanates
from the nation-state system itself2 . It is thus upon the constituencies of nation-states that may
grant refuge to those migrants in need, to find ways to balance out these plights with their own
demands for migration control. All these aspects have to be taken into consideration whenever
referring to the broad statement ‘refugees welcome’.
This study therefore views the formulation of asylum/refugee regimes as intrinsically domestic
issues3 that cannot be understood without knowledge of each country’s geographical and historical
1 It must be noted that this work cannot elaborate in detail on the aspirations of individual migrants which
are subject to controversial discussions even in the philosophical sphere. Zizek (2017), for example, argues that:
“Refugees mostly [...] want a decent life back at home. Instead of working to achieve that, Western powers treat the
problem as a ‘humanitarian crisis’ whose two extremes are hospitality and the fear of losing our way of life. They
thereby create a pseudo-‘cultural’ conflict between refugees and local working class populations, engaging them in
a false conflict which transforms a political and economic struggle into one of the ‘clash of civilisations”’. Also
see Hofbauer (2018) for a timely critique of the mainstream perspective on the determinants and consequences of
migratory movements.
2 Certainly, “[n]ation states are a relatively new concept; migration is as old as humanity” (Younge, 2017). The
emergence of the modern nation-state system, however, had a number of crucial implications for people on the move.
Firstly, according to the Geneva Convention, one can only qualify as a refugee if having crossed the borders of one’s
country of origin. In the words of Watson (2009, p. 139), “the 1951 Convention created expectations of both states
and refugees, but reinforced the sovereignty of the state in the Schmittian sense, it reproduced the right of the state
to decide on the exception, situations when the expectations and obligations contained in the Convention no longer
applied”. Secondly, institutions such as electoral systems and related democratic accountability mechanisms reflect
a basic imbalance caused by the existing nation-state system. For example, the risk of being returned to a country
where a person might face torture or persecution is generally only borne by non-citizens (without voting rights in
a host country), whereas even uninvolved and uninformed citizens (with voting rights) may ‘punish’ the politicians
elected within their state territories.
3 Of course, the domestic realm is not the entire picture: According to Hawkins (1989, p. 188), “immigration and
refugee policies are the very substance of international relations”. For a complete assessment of the corresponding
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circumstances. Its focus lies on three countries’ responses to contemporary migration: Germany,
Canada, and Australia are studied with a focus on their political elites’ attempts to govern this fluid
field in the 21st century. Whereas much points to the fact that states’ asylum policies are inclined
towards “security and immigration management, rather than the principle of refugee protection”
(Stoyanova-Yerburgh, 2008), it remains under-investigated how they manage to live up to their
humanitarian images or to ‘walk the fine line’ between these two poles. In order to cover this
‘grey area’, the key question ‘refugees welcome?’ must be understood with its different layers –
including the overall societal acceptance and the formal configuration of the admission regime,
but also more hidden practices and experiences made by the people on the move: One finding of
the present study is the widely hidden practice of ‘administrative deterrence’ that complements
restrictive migration regimes aiming at the reduction of so-called ‘pull factors’.
Empirically, this dissertation tries to find answers by studying both constancy and historical shifts
in the politico-administrative responses to the phenomenon of changing migration patterns4 , focusing on those migrants taking the ‘asylum channel’ or those already qualifying as refugees5 .
During the research period of this dissertation, a lot changed at both the national and the supranational level: When the German Chancellor Angela Merkel sent welcoming signals to the worlds’
displaced people in August and September 2015, the world held its breath: Was this going to be
a U-turn of wealthy states’ restrictive approach towards displaced people? Arguably, her decisions were even more surprising in view of her party’s overall conservative stance. At about the
same time, Canada’s liberal Prime Minister candidate Justin Trudeau forged his plan to airlift an
extra number of Syrians to his country (Valiante, 2015), which should become a major factor of
his electoral success. Partly because of these rather unusual positions, Trudeau and Merkel were
lauded as “lonely defenders of the ‘liberal international order’ on a planet increasingly hostile to
it” (McCullough, 2017). But also Australia’s government under Malcolm Turnbull announced to
increase the humanitarian intake of Syrians and Iraqis during that time (Australian Government,
2017). But did these responses initiate a period in which these three countries would really start
‘welcoming’ millions of people on the move? If not, how would migration effectively be ‘filtered’?
To what extent have refugees really been welcomed6 in these three states? Which role did political
reasoning play in these and the surrounding decisions? How were the administrative admission systems equipped to deal with these migratory movements? To what extent have their responses and
strategies differed and how can we explain both similarities and differences between the observable
political responses, we must therefore acknowledge the external contexts in which all domestic experiences develop.
While this study focuses on the responses of three distinct migration states, it only touches upon aspects that
emanate from their interrelations in the corresponding regional contexts and the overall global framework.
4 From a historical perspective, neither contemporary migration movements themselves nor the way they are
viewed in most host societies are really unique (Malik, 2017, p. 108). As depicted in more detail subsequently,
migratory patterns have however shifted mostly in terms of their quantities and their composition: We can observe
an increasing level of multidimensional diversity among the origins of migrants who arrive to the OECD, comprising
the three states under investigation (OECD, 2018, p. 17). As a consequence, rigid regimes based on more clear-cut
distinctions between number of migrants’ supposedly ‘typical’ characteristics (on dimensions such as education or
religion) are no longer up-to-date.
5 Throughout this dissertation, the term ‘migrants’ is being used in order not to distinguish between those meeting
these different criteria, as explained in more detail in the below section 2.2 (‘Terminology, concepts and subjects of
analysis’). Also see Scherr (2018) for a sociological critique of the distinction between ‘refugees’ and other migrants.
6 As mentioned beforehand, ‘being welcomed’ may be understood with its different layers, comprising both the
formal and the hidden components of the overall migration regime: Which expectations do displaced people face in
these three countries, and what kind of support can they count on? Under which circumstances can they rely on
being granted a refugee status at all – and what does this status entail for them? Did they encounter a ‘welcoming’
administration and society?
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outcomes? And finally, based on such an examination, what can and should different migration
states (not) learn from each other in these highly controversial areas? All these questions will be
touched upon in the course of this study.

Underlying dilemmas In a world characterized by unprecedented global mobility, migration
is a highly politicized issue that today’s policy-makers cannot ignore (Dauvergne, 2016, p. 1).
Particularly, refugee protection has become one of the most challenging policy issues of the 21st
century, remaining full of controversies: The increase of so-called ‘mixed migratory movements’
due to the interplay of several factors (Anderson, 2010, p. 937) has arguably intensified the
dilemma between sovereign states’ demands for migration control and universal human rights
commitments (Joppke, 1997, p. 259; Pastore, 2005, pp. 349-354; Poutrus, 2009, p. 175). From a
governmental, ‘managerial’ perspective, humanitarian migration could be seen as the ‘weak point’
of national migration regimes ever since their emergence: “Throughout the twentieth century,
providing asylum to refugees has been viewed by governments as a worthy exception to the normal
immigration control rule” (Shacknove, 1993, p. 516). Due to a number of geopolitical changes,
however, these exceptions seem to have become more and more contentious. From the perspective
of the migrants themselves, in turn, asylum/refugee regimes have direct consequences for millions
of lives7 , tendency rising. While these plights may cause moral obligations, the juridical realm has
arguably been more relevant for governmental decision-making: Legally, asylum seekers have to be
granted certain rights once they reach the territories of states that are signatories to the related
international treaties; such as the right to a fair hearing and the guarantee of non-refoulement 8 .
Ultimately, refugees are seldomly expected to ‘benefit’ their host states (at least in the short
run). Some even perceive them as a ‘burden’, which can lead to xenophobic tendencies and
‘public immigration backlashes’ (Peters, 2016, p. 94 et seq.). When focusing on these segments of
society, it has even been posed that “any policy that has popular support is likely to be immoral
and unworkable” (Malik, 2016). Others, in contrast, highly value the admission of newcomers,
an overall adherence to human rights norms, and the potentially positive socioeconomic effects
attributed to migration9 (Economist, 2017). Consequently, “governments can almost never get
their policy right: they either do too much, or too little” (Dijstelbloem, Meijer and Besters, 2011,
p. 4). This may cause a severe dilemma for political decision-makers concerned with pleasing
their constituencies and securing their own (re-)election. Facing these dilemmas, governments
7 For these people, it often remains a matter of life and death whether they make it to the territories of liberal
democracies and eventually find shelter, as well as a question of a life in dignity whether they obtain residence
permits and social rights there. As ‘couriers from another world’, their needs and demands are voiced by their mere
act of showing up uninvited, as well as their autonomous agency vis-à-vis the political measures aiming at controlling
their mobility (Andrijasevic et al., 2005, p. 347). They thus play a crucial role in reminding the residents of the
peaceful and wealthy parts of the world of their global responsibilities and the urgency to address the underlying
issues.
8 According to this provision, migrants cannot be returned to where their lives would be in danger. Historically,
these rights have resulted from mainly two factors: Firstly, the humanitarian implications of asylum seekers’ particular vulnerability; and secondly, the signal of political condemnation of their sending countries’ regimes (Price,
2009, pp. 4-6). Corresponding international agreements are mainly the 1951 Geneva Convention and 1967 Protocol
Relating to the Status of Refugees, in addition to regional provisions such as the 1953 European Convention on
Human Rights. Given that the implementation of these responsibilities into national legislation remains in the hands
of sovereign states, an international enforcement problem is found to be the main reason for the under-provision of
the global public good of refugee protection (Betts, 2003; Kritzman-Amir, 2008; List and Koenig-Archibugi, 2010):
Individual states face incentives to restrict the quantity of entitled persons and to free-ride on the provisions of
other states.
9 In spite of all the good reasons not to mix up humanitarian motives with such arguments, we must admit the
demographic and economic implications of (im-)migration.
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need to grant protection and find ways to receive and perhaps ‘integrate’ newcomers, if they were
‘invited’ in the first place or not. It is hence a crucial question whether and how they may find
ways out of these underlying dilemmas, following or disregarding the sentiments held within their
constituencies.

1.1

Conceptual focus

Based on the question ‘refugees welcome?’, this dissertation sheds light on how different democracies respond to contemporary migratory movements. In particular, it compares the regimes put
into place to govern this field. Already at this point, it must be noted that policies in this area cannot meaningfully be viewed only through the lenses of protection norms and human rights. Rather,
they effectively overlap with security, migration, border, and social policies (such as health and
education), among others. Viewed from a top-down perspective, their formulation hence includes
attempts to ‘manage’ a very dynamic and often inherently paradoxical field. Different regulations
may be expected to serve certain goals within this wide range, while neglecting others. Within the
available ‘toolbox’ of in- and exclusion mechanisms, the establishment of borders as selective filters
can be seen as only one instrument – albeit the most visible one; and one that decisively depends on
geography. In fact, it encompasses a wider range of measures designed to ‘manage’ the admission
and settlement of certain migrants, according to categorizations that are inherently difficult due to
the diversity of migration motivations and individual backgrounds. To rightly depict this complex
situation, the conceptual focus of the present study is set as follows:
Firstly, it acknowledges that whether or not certain measures are being formulated and implemented in a given country may result from a dense interplay between a variety of explanatory
variables. Watson (2009, pp. 141-142) acknowledges the multitude of explanatory variables that
may be assessed:
“In many respects, the difference in treatment of refugees between states is overdetermined. Among the myriad reasons noted by comparative scholars are cultural
[...]; geo-political [...]; bureaucratic/institutional [...]; judicial/institutional [...]; political
factors; and even ecological differences”. (ibid.)
Furthermore, Kelley and Trebilcock (2010, p. 464) find a mix of ideas, interests, and institutions
to be crucial determinants for observable migration policies:
“In short, the policy-making process in general, and in the immigration context
specifically, is too complex to be accounted for by a single theory of the determinants
of public-policy outcomes. Ideas, interests, and institutions all shape these outcomes
in complex and interactive ways.” (Kelley and Trebilcock, 2010, p. 470)
It would hence fall short of reality to put up a rigid equation which would assume the explanandum
and the explanans to be connected through any kind of one-sided causal logic. Rather than aiming
to test these variables’ effects and relevance in isolation of each other, the present work aims at
providing a dense description of their interplay and influence on the overall processes that we
can observe in the three countries under investigation: Germany, Canada, and Australia. In the
following, these cumulative circumstances are therefore viewed as intertwined layers of complexity
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that cannot be meaningfully disentangled.
Secondly, based on the acknowledgement that an all-encompassing assessment of all of these layers
would exceed the scope of any single study, the focus lies on primarily one conceptual direction:
Among the objectives of governmental office-holders, legitimacy requirements vis-à-vis the voting
public are viewed as the most relevant factor10 . In the interplay with the bottom-up perspective
(that focuses on citizens as well as non-citizens concerned by the corresponding policies), it can be
argued that governments derive legitimacy primarily from their voters’ will at a time. Put bluntly, if
domestic majorities were to counter (certain) migratory intake, we may observe restrictive policies.
However, public choice theory would also imply that, if voters were to support welcoming (at least
certain) migrants, this should also be reflected in the observable policy outcomes. As depicted
subsequently, this is where the concept of discursive frames come into play: The resonance of
certain frames is crucial for the legitimacy of governmental decisions. Non-citizens, in turn, can
be assumed to have way less political influence.
Thirdly, this dissertation studies developments over time. To explain constancy and shifts in
policies, it works with the premise that temporal variation in policies and practices can be explained
through (albeit fuzzy) learning patterns. Based on the notion of historical institutionalism, it
argues that governments have strong incentives to adapt their laws and policies to the perceived
needs at a time. This may include constancy or changes in both symbolic and material politics.
Related to the previous point, on a mere rhetorical level, it may also comprise shifting strategies
to highlight or obscure related rights infringements11 , especially whenever the legitimacy of certain
outcomes is put into question.

1.2

Methodological and empirical demarcation

As a methodological consequence of the previously identified conceptual challenges, it must be
noted that this study is not attempting to ‘test’ hypotheses (in the classical sense of verifying or
falsifying them), but rather confronting the available empirical information with theoretical models
in an exploratory way. The aim of this confrontation is to yield useful insights that may help to
improve future theoretical accounts and to enrich both scholarly and political debates through
providing the necessary basis for sincere assessments of this highly controversial topic.
Firstly, as this study cannot give a comprehensive overview of the history of three modern states,
the most important ‘milestones’ must serve as a general orientation. Its empirical emphasis lies
on the three countries’ responses to contemporary migration in their domestic political arenas.
Background information such as more detailed statistics are largely excluded. Furthermore, it is
usually not differentiated between different subgroups of persons in refugee-like situations (such as
unaccompanied minors or other categories assumed to have particular vulnerabilities), but rather
intended to capture the ‘overall picture’. Evidence from countries other than the three selected is
10 Of

course, they are not the only motivation for contemporary policy-making: For example, an all-encompassing
analysis would also need to include the growing reliance on bureaucracy and technology in the increasingly merged
and self-perpetuating nets of private and public service providers (Graeber, 2016, p. 53). For completeness, we
would also need to include the historical development of institutions or economic interests, the influence of key
office-holders, and so on.
11 Seen through the lens of principal-agent relationships and blame avoidance models, the delegation of certain
related tasks is found to be crucial in this context. A short section below is devoted to these game-theoretical
accounts that help to conceptually grasp such strategies.
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only included in side notes. Secondly, whereas the focus of the comparative case studies lies on
governmental decisions, it does neither lend itself to comprehensive ‘migration management’ recommendations nor does it aim at deciphering detailed administrative guidelines in this area (e.g.
to regulate issues such as cost reimbursements or the allocation of other competences between
governmental levels). Thirdly, it would certainly also exceed the scope of this study to account
for all particularities at the sub-national levels. For example, neither all discourses nor the public
reactions to them can be studied: Too many differences can be observed in different districts and
cities (see for example Aumüller, Daphi and Biesenkamp (2015, pp. 125 et seq.; 134-159)). Some
of this information is nevertheless included where it suits the overall research framework. Finally,
the time span under investigation is delimited. In order to substantiate its arguments empirically,
this dissertation focuses on the 21st century and only provides some background information on
‘what happened before’: As this study’s focus lies on the time-period from 2000 to 2017, prior developments are only incorporated as far as they are necessary for understanding the corresponding
path-dependencies.

1.3

Summary of findings

In the essence, this study sheds light on the multifarious policies of practices observable in Germany,
Canada, and Australia. It shows that, in an intent to ‘manage’ mobility, political ‘muddling
through’ could be observed in many instances. More precisely, the governing elites of all three
states have increasingly been trying to decrease the ‘spontaneous arrival’ of migrants, while at
the same time seeking to uphold their (selective) commitment to refugee protection. This delicate
balancing act could not be accomplished based on clear and long-term strategies, but rather based
on step-by-step, ‘evolutionary’ regime modifications.
In spite of their crucial heterogeneity on various dimensions, all three states have found similar
ways not only to outsource and delegate much of the related ‘dirty work’, thereby distancing
themselves from eventual infringements of asylum seekers’ rights. All three have built up systems
that discriminate between migrants based on a variety of criteria, allowing the executive branches to
exercise high level of discretion with regards to assessing migrants’ claims and demands. Presumed
to hide this deviance from the norms they are formally committed to and thereby limit public
scrutiny, their governments have been attempting to ‘walk the line’ between their humanitarian
self-portrayal and the deterioration of the conditions faced by migrants.
One of the most intriguing findings, thus, is that the governments of states with very different initial situations have more in common than we would expect at first glance: In spite of all differences,
they have tried to overcome similar balancing acts through strategies that allow them to minimize
their corresponding obligations while avoiding credibility losses as human rights advocates. Strict
border regimes and harsh conditions aimed at signaling deterrence have been implemented in all
three states, aiming at pre- or circumvent obligations towards ‘spontaneous arrivals’ of migrants.
As all governments studied here have tried to distance themselves from the resulting defects and
legal infringements, the implementation of many related measures has generally been shifted ‘out
of sight’. This has been accomplished in various ways, such as by outsourcing responsibility or
delegating related decision-making authorities to different actors and agencies in- or outside these
three countries. Altogether, these interrelated strategies and practices may have allowed govern-
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ments to give “lip service to the principle [of refugee protection (author’s note)] while setting up
barriers designed to prevent refugees from entering the state’s territory where they could file an
asylum claim” (Price, 2009, p. 186) and downgrading their living conditions in the host state.
Thereby, they have apparently managed to meet the legitimacy requirements of the necessary
domestic majorities.
With regard to the second component of these strategies, i.e. fulfilling the foreseen aim of decreasing
‘spontaneous arrivals’, a twofold set of actions can be observed, distinguishable by taking effect (1)
before or (2) after asylum seekers reach their target countries12 : Firstly, ‘prevention’ has on the one
hand been accomplished through measures such as deterrent messaging, strict border controls, visa
restrictions13 , ‘carrier sanction’ regimes14 , ‘push-backs’, or other measures involving third states
or parties. On the other hand, in the long term, “tools to increase the choices of potential refugees
or migrants: development assistance, trade and foreign direct investment, or foreign policy tools”
(Boswell, 2003b, p. 620) have been implemented that may serve the same aim15 . In addition, the
responsibility for assessing asylum claims has also been circumvented or shifted to other states
through arrangements such as ‘safe country’ lists16 or readmission agreements. These related sets
of actions follow the logic that jurisdiction is not of concern to a potential receiving state as long
as a claimant does not reach its territory. Similarly, jurisdiction is also passed on in the case
of readmission to the corresponding country of origin or a transit country (whenever a transit
state can be proven to be responsible for processing the claim). Secondly, downgrading asylum
seekers’ living conditions in the host country has been a common strategy of all three, at least
implicitly serving the aim of deterrence, thereby supposedly limiting future influx17 . This, in
turn, has been done through repeated cutbacks in migrants’ legal rights and benefits, such as
limited opportunities to asylum appeals, long waiting times for working permits or for residence
permit extensions, restrictions to the freedom of movement, reduced cash or non-cash allowances,
or cutbacks in other civic ‘integration’ efforts. Interestingly, the same goal may also have been
reached through changes in ‘softer’ variables that do not require law amendments, such as longer
de facto waiting times for status-related decisions, maltreatment by responsible functionaries, or
other factors hampering ‘integration’ prospects such as spatial isolation, warehousing, and the
limited choice of housing locations18 . More positive evidence, in turn, could only be found in the
cases of resettlement to Canada as well as Australia, and of certain migrants reaching Germany.
12 See

Thielemann (2004, pp. 12-13) for a similar typology of potential deterrence policy instruments.
restrictions have been put in place unevenly, leading to a “global mobility divide” (Mau et al., 2015). Also,
Czaika and de Haas (2016) elaborate in more detail on the effect of visas on migration processes.
14 ‘Carrier sanctions’ are fines imposed on transport companies carrying persons without valid visas. Also see
2.5.2.
15 Note that such measures to address root causes of flight are not the main focus of this study as their impact can
be expected to materialize only in the medium or long term. They are thus only included as side notes whenever
necessary – e.g. in the context of the so-called ‘migration-development nexus’.
16 For a comprehensive overview of this concept, see Engelmann (2015, pp. 32-35).
17 Relying on deterrence in the context of this so-called ‘race to the bottom’ is often being euphemized as reducing
so-called ‘pull factors’ or ‘false incentives’. Note that this study does not aim at measuring the ‘effectiveness’ of such
measures in terms of ‘successful’ deterrence. For convincing studies on the impact of such deterrence mechanisms
and other related policies, see Castles (2004), Czaika and De Haas (2013), Holzer, Schneider and Widmer (2000b),
and Thielemann (2004).
18 As incumbent politicians decide how much budget they allocate to the responsible administrative servants
and how to react to their shortcomings or failures, they can indirectly influence such variables: At least in the
medium term, the adjustment of given capacities has to be seen as an alternative to leaving them ‘overburdened’.
Furthermore, leaving attacks on asylum seekers and their accommodations unpunished may be interpreted as a
‘passive’ deterrence strategy. In this context, governmental accountability for eventual incidents of asylum seekers’
mistreatment may be decreased if competences are delegated to external or private actors.
13 Visa
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Thesis structure

The remainder of this thesis is organized in six chapters: After this introduction, chapter 2 elaborates on the relationships between the core concepts and sets up the theoretical framework to
explain the phenomena of interest. Thereafter, chapter 3 introduces the methodology and the
research design employed in order to confront these concepts with the empirical data. The following descriptive chapter 4 presents the findings of the empirical case studies, tracing the processes
that have been leading to the crucial outcomes in 21st century Germany, Canada, and Australia.
The main results of these studies are analyzed and compared in chapter 5, before the concluding
chapter 6 summarizes and discusses some of the most crucial findings.

Chapter 2

Analytical perspectives and
interpretive framework
Which are the core concepts upon which this study is built? How do they relate to each other
and how can we interpret observable changes – both in the linkages between them and over time?
This chapter sets up the analytical framework to explain the phenomena of interest. Building on
theoretical contributions in the research areas related to migration policies and administrations, it
first locates the present study in its wider academic context. Thereafter, it clarifies the terminology
employed, in order to then derive an interpretive framework to grasp the related concepts, actor
constellations, tensions and developments.

2.1

State of the art and research gap

Academic contributions on the topic of migration policy and administration have increased considerably throughout the recent past. Unsurprisingly, this has been the case mostly in those countries
that have (a) been noticeably affected by migration and (b) got the resources at their disposal to
establish institutions that dedicate their research to the related phenomena. Under such favorable
conditions, the field could flourish in many places across the globe – including Canada, Australia,
and (later) Germany. By now, approaches from a variety of disciplines deal with many aspects
within this widening field. In addition to numerous policy briefs and situation reports, a considerable amount of research has been dedicated to single aspects and changing nuances of different
countries’ migration, asylum and refugee laws, policies and administrative practices.
Throughout the body of recent academic contributions, little doubt remains that the matter of
mixed migratory movements remains far from being solved (Collier, 2013; Crépeau, 2016; Facchini
and Testa, 2014; Gatrell, 2013; Hofbauer, 2018; Jordan and Düvell, 2004; Rapoport and Moraga,
2014; Schneider and Holzer, 2002). This chapter starts with providing an overview of the literature,
focusing on those approaches deemed particularly useful for the following theoretical and empirical
analyses. It is based on a synthesis of contributions mostly from political and administrative
sciences, but also from bordering disciplines such as economic, legal, historical, and sociological
9
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studies. Instead of an ‘orthodox’ embedding in only one discipline, it thus reflects the claim to
interdisciplinarity that decisively shaped the author’s work on this project. Due to the sheer number
of related publications, it has no claim to completeness. The literature reviewed is divided into
studies that present important insights on, first, the domestic level, and secondly, the cross-country
comparative design.
The domestic level: setting up the ‘puzzle’ Firstly, most relevant in the present context,
‘state-centrist’ contributions have emphasized that coping with migration is a policy issue to be
tackled at the national levels1 due to the variance in countries’ specific situations (Freeman, 2006,
p. 227; Thielemann, 2004, p. 3). Related contributions mostly have in common viewing migration
policies as state-centric approaches based on control and the maintenance of any states’ sovereign
power to intervene in human mobility. Many scholars have consequently reviewed migration and
asylum policies of individual states, including those cases studied here. For example, Betts (2001)
and Kneebone (2010) examine the Australian, Anderson (2010) and Ball (2015) the Canadian,
Bock and Macdonald (2019), Angenendt et al. (2017), Bauer et al. (2005), Hailbronner (1993a),
and Tiedemann (2015) the German case.
As noted above, a number of different factors have been found to influence the observable outcomes
at the domestic level. According to Watson (2009, p. 137), geographic location, historical/cultural
experience, influences of interest groups such as labor unions, the division of governmental power,
and the experienced number of migratory arrivals are some of the major variables. Adding another
perspective, Hofbauer (2018) and Peters (2016) trace migration regimes back to resource allocation
conflicts and economic variables such as the distribution of capital, wage gaps, trade regimes, and
corporate mobility. Most important for the present study, though, much of the existing literature
highlights mechanisms such as public choice and domestic political legitimization constraints: In
democracies, voters’ attitudes are assumed to shape political outcomes2 . Consequently, fears over
migration may translate into restrictive policies towards migrants (especially, asylum seekers). The
literature assumes politicians to cave in to so-called ‘nativist’ or ‘public immigration backlashes’
(Peters, 2016, p. 94). Breunig, Cao and Luedtke (2012) find democratic leaders to be particularly
constrained by their anti-immigrant voters.
But why should voters vehemently oppose immigration in the first place? Corresponding findings
indicate that in countries with rather highly developed social systems, ‘welfare chauvinism’ is
among the main reasons for citizens to prefer restrictive immigration regimes (Huysmans, 2000, p.
767). According to this notion, one of the main reasons for governments to ‘keep certain people out’
may be found in the suspicion “that they will become financially dependent on the state” (Watson,
2009, p. 123). In other words, outsiders may be perceived as ‘undeserving’ of the benefits ultimately
1 Studies such as Bendel et al. (2019), Holzer, Schneider and Widmer (2000a), Schammann (2015b), as well
as Spörnli, Holzer and Schneider (1998) assess the variation among related outcomes at sub-national levels of
different countries (also see below section on the sub-national and national level). Sociological contributions such
as those pooled in Lahusen and Schneider (2017) study the development of asylum administrations in different
European countries with a micro-focus on issues related to the responsible asylum authorities, including their
knowledge generation and the transparency of administrative procedures. Grundmann (2016) provides a collection
of philosophical essays on the question of which and how many refugees should be admitted by Western states.
2 Democratic systems imply that all citizens may influence decisions, including those parts of the public without
much factual knowledge. As an antidote to this, we might ask to what extent and under which circumstances we
could observe an “expertocracy, as opposed to [...] democratic control” (Van der Ploeg and Sprenkels, 2011, p. 96).
Similarly, a ‘technocracy’ would imply that only specialized experts would be consulted – see for example Feldman
(2011) for the case of the EU.
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paid by insiders’ tax money. Welfare states that employ extensive redistribution mechanisms are
thus often expected to be especially affected by such a logic. On a more cultural dimension, the
‘securitization of migration’3 (Huysmans, 2000; Watson, 2009) is found to be related not only to
the maintenance of societies’ ‘social contracts’, but also to a perceived threat to the protection of
‘national identity’ (Hollifield, Martin and Orrenius, 2014, pp. 9, 30). Another study traces fear and
hostility towards migrants back to other socio-economic factors, as well as the numbers of migrants
present in a given country (Messing and Ságvári, 2017): According to these authors’ findings based
on data from 2014-15, “people in countries with a large migrant population, with a high level of
general and institutional trust, low level of corruption, a stable, well performing economy and high
level of social cohesion and inclusion (including migrants) fear migration the least” (ibid., p. 29),
whereas “people are fearful in countries where the basic tissue of society is damaged, where people
don’t trust each other or the state’s institutions, and where social cohesion and solidarity are
weak” (ibid.). Related to these findings, the influx of asylum seekers may often be linked to issues
such as terrorism and criminality4 in the corresponding discourses (Reynisdottir, Walkiewicz and
Siboni, 2012, p. 44), as examined in more detail below. In sum, it is mostly assumed that certain
‘unwanted’ forms of migration might be risky and burdensome for nation-states (Hollifield, 2012b),
providing political elites with incentives to reduce them in order to uphold their legitimacy. The
true reasons for (not) ‘welcoming’ migrants have however often remained opaque in the political
discourses.
On one hand, thus, scholars have primarily elaborated on so-called ‘public backlashes’, i.e. voters’
‘skeptical’ attitudes that may translate into restrictive policies towards certain migrants (Hoesch,
2017, pp. 71-77). Such a mechanism has especially been observed in times of asylum seekers’
increased movements towards rich Western societies (labeling these movements as ‘crises’): “The
dominant political consensus is that the crisis can only be solved by even tighter controls on immigration” (Malik, 2018). As a consequence, deterrent policies may be formulated that allow governments to present themselves as ‘hard-liners’ vis-à-vis uninvited migrants. The existing research
has however not been fully able to explain why and which kinds of specific measures are being
adopted in order to soothe those rather abstract public sentiments summarized above, particularly
if these counteract other political efforts5 .
On the other hand, the body of literature only touches upon the question of why some political
leaders may, under certain circumstances, nevertheless send ‘welcoming’ signals – not only to highskilled migrants needed in the job markets, but also to forcibly displaced people that bring less
obvious benefits to their host societies. As indicated above, the most popular line of arguments
in this direction relates to the relevance of global humanitarian norms. Arguably though, public
choice may also be understood to work in this direction: Not all citizens automatically object or
fear such migratory movements, as the aforementioned pessimistic contributions would suggest.
3 Watson (2009) understands the ‘securitization of migration’ on a continuum from episodic to institutionalized,
in which the governing political elites, oppositions, the media, and the judiciary influence the implemented measures.
According to this author, the results desired by these measures’ initiators depend on both the discourses and the
public resonance. These, in turn, are again decisively influenced by these actors (also see below section on discourses
and public awareness).
4 See Hudson et al. (2018) for a contemporary comparative analysis of the policy consequences and human rights
impacts of the criminalization of asylum-migration.
5 As discussed in more detail below, restrictive migration regimes may be counterproductive for the establishment
of societal well-being and social equality. For a recent discussion of this intersection between social policies and
migration control, see Ataç and Rosenberger (2018).
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Instead, at least certain parts of civil society (so-called ‘refugee advocates’, etcetera) – including
great parts of the academia – continuously stress the need to maintain the individual right to
asylum and to improve the conditions faced by displaced people around the globe (Costello, 2016;
Crépeau, 2016; Zetter, 2015). As Freeman (2006, p. 239) acknowledges, many people are indeed
“more or less chronically unhappy with state responses to refugee claims”. According to these
voices, contemporary migration regimes may have lost connection to their human origin in a
dystopic manner, causing unnecessary deaths, misery, and precariousness (Georgi, 2016, pp. 11
et seq.). One policy objective may thus be found in the reconciliation of these tendencies with
their (unintended?) consequences. Here, the following question arises: Do the related demands
simply overemphasize the relevance of refugee protection norms for domestic policy-making as they
neglect politicians’ realpolitical interests and (re-)election concerns? Or can public choice theories
provide us with satisfactory answers that may explain both directions of policy evolution? To
answer these questions, we need to scrutinize to what extent related political decisions really reflect
the choices made by the citizens of liberal societies – who may be ‘proud’ of their human rights
records, but at the same time ‘anxious’ to lose certain privileges. Therefore, it remains of utmost
importance to cover the section between these two poles by investigating how democratically elected
decision-makers try to balance heterogeneous pressures opposing or advocating the admission of
(certain numbers or subgroups of) migrants: They could arguably risk their legitimacy in either
direction. In order to account for the relevance of global humanitarian norms in that regard, it
might further be necessary to adopt a transnational perspective that allows for the inclusion of
countries’ international reputations as another explanatory factor6 .
In sum, the literature presents a number of plausible reasons for governments to ‘filter’ migratory
movements, most of which interact with the characteristics of the corresponding states’ political setups. Although acknowledging that certain forms of immigration might be risky and burdensome
for nation-states (Hollifield, 2012b), related contributions nevertheless mostly omit the question
of how such perceived threats of different states’ electorates translate into policies that (openly
or clandestinely) violate the rights of vulnerable migrants. However, if the above summarized
mechanism on the influence of voters in democratic systems holds true, and voters were to advocate
for (certain) migratory intakes, we may also be able to find evidence for contrary incentives. Closing
these conceptual as well as empirical research gaps remains an important challenge that is addressed
by the present study.
A note on externalization and indirect migration control Throughout the literature, one
way to understand how this issue is being dealt with by national governments can be found in
the assessment of their externalization tendencies. Put bluntly, governments may ‘get away’ with
questionable policies more easily if majorities ‘at home’ do not notice them. The related literature
strand has been assessing the delegation of crucial ‘migration management’ tasks (Andersson, 2016;
Bröcker, 2010; Forum Menschenrechte, 2015; Hathaway and Gammeltoft-Hansen, 2014; Lavenex,
2006; Markard, 2014; McNamara, 2013; Zaiotti, 2016; Zolberg, 2003): As depicted in more detail
below, some related tasks may increasingly be delegated to actors outside a given state’s territory
6 It remains doubtful, however, how such a mechanism could work in reality: To what extent are international
sanctions and condemnation instruments that are (1) being used in this area at all, and (2) effective in causing policy
changes? This question is empirically justified: For example, not even the UNHCR can speak out loud against its
donor states’ practices. As discussed subsequently, the Australian case may be seen as a telling example in this
regard.
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(Schneider and Holzer, 2002, pp. 50-53). Among these tendencies, we can distinguish between
two degrees of the externalization of ‘migration management’: Measures under direct control that
are often carried out by agents delegated to fulfill migration controls outside their home-state’s
territories, such as ‘immigration liaison officers’ or ‘shipriders’. Indirect control, in turn, may
be exercised through bi- and multilateral intergovernmental agreements that often include ‘sticks
and carrots’ (such as the provision of financial, political, or material support) for collaborating
third states in exchange for intensified migration controls. The increasing reliance on both types
of measures indicates that governments would often prefer to control migration using a ‘remote
control’ approach. Due to a lack of public awareness or scrutiny, this may allow them to get rid of
responsibility for questionable repercussions of their migration regimes, as discussed in more detail
below.
The cross-country comparative design Secondly, the comparative perspective is not a new
one. Scholars focusing on refugee protection from a global perspective have repeatedly emphasized
the insufficiency of nation-states as suitable analytical frameworks for the study of (responses to)
international migratory movements. In the essence, the comparative research strand finds much
of its justification in the simple fact that migration may cause similar controversies in all affected
countries. Consequently, a growing body of ‘transnationalist’ research has been trying to explain
both cross-national policy convergence7 and variation in related laws and policies (Cornelius et al.,
2004; Freeman, 2006, pp. 227-228; Thielemann, 2004, p. 3). For example, Cornelius, Martin
and Hollifield (1994) hypothesize that similar pressures should lead to a convergence in liberal
democracies’ tools and instruments used to govern migration.
Among the cases studied here, most comparative literature exists on the Australian and Canadian
cases. Much of this research departs from, among others, political (Cox and Glenn, 1994; Hawkins,
1989; Watson, 2009) and legal perspectives (Kneebone, 2009). However, many of these studies
have already been outdated at the time of writing. Others have a more ample focus on all types of
migration, often devoting no more than one short chapter to policies that affect only asylum seekers
or refugees. For example, Hawkins (1989) focuses on Canada’s and Australia’s ad hoc responses
in the past century and their evolving provisions in the area of migration policies. Hamlin (2014)
compares different refugee status determination (RSD) systems as well as pathways to regimes
of ‘deterrence’, focusing on the relations between judicial and executive powers. This author,
however, only devotes side notes to many relevant circumstances and provisions that help to grasp
the overall picture8 .
Other studies comparatively assess another subset of cases and nuances within these cases, such as
Paskeviciute and Anderson (2007), with a focus on citizenship, or Ellermann (2009), comparing the
German deportation regime to that of the USA. Many scholars examine the situation in different
EU countries. For example, Schneider and Wottrich (2017) compare asylum hearings in Germany
and Sweden. From a more global perspective, studies such as Hall (2017) or Rehaag (2009) cover
evidence from the same cases as the present study – however, again more narrowly focusing on
7 The ‘convergence hypothesis’ assumes that different countries’ responses would have to align over time. It
should be noted that comparative migration studies developing this argument tend not to focus on the particular
characteristics of asylum (Bertossi, 2011; Bertossi and Duyvendak, 2012; Hollifield, Martin and Orrenius, 2014).
8 Hamlin (2014) concludes rather vaguely that “[n]o host country has threatened to abandon the 1951 Convention
altogether, and no country has managed to completely prevent asylum seekers from arriving.” (ibid., p. 78).
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singular aspects of the topic, rather than systematically reviewing the overarching developments.
Perhaps closest to the design of the present study, Soennecken (2014) elaborates on similarities
and differences between the European Union’s and Canada’s asylum/refugee policies. Schultz,
Wagner and Allemann (2018) provide another example for more recent comparative work that
comprises examples from Germany, Canada, and Australia – but only focusing on certain aspects
of their asylum/refugee regimes. Finally, Brinkmann and Panreck (2019) compile case studies on
the emergence of right-wing populism across Western states, including European states and the
USA – but not Canada and Australia.
In sum, a systematical comparative study of the developments in 21st century Germany, Canada,
and Australia has been lacking so far. Indeed, much – but at the same time only very fragmented
work has been done to identify overarching categories and patterns under which the phenomena
of interest might be understood and compared – a significant research gap which the present
study strives to fill. Altogether, this dissertation hence differs from the state of art in three major
ways: (1) its multidisciplinary and critical conceptual framework9 , (2) its systematic, comparative
macro-level focus, (3) the time period under investigation, and (4) its case selection10 . After having
located this research in its academic context, the remainder of this chapter presents more concise
analytical perspectives that feed into the interpretive framework. Before, however, it clarifies the
concepts and terminology used throughout this thesis.

2.2

Terminology, concepts and subjects of analysis

This study is situated on the narrow line between politics, administration, and the concerned
human beings themselves. Certain key terms used throughout this thesis may therefore at first
glance confuse the readers as they tend to be used rather unreflectedly in the mainstream public
discourse. It is especially daunting to conceptualize and contextualize certain findings from one
place and transfer them to another for comparison without disregarding local, regional or national
specificities. In order to come up with a solid common ground on the base of which the complex
developments can be understood and described (both politically and scientifically) correctly, the
subjects, semantics, and processes of interest must therefore be scrutinized. Particularly in the
area of refugee studies, such discussions about the ‘right’ terms have a long tradition and appear
repeatedly in many places and various forums. Even if these discussions may seem tedious, they
have an important function (Engler, 2018a). This section’s aim hence is to clarify how key terms
are used and understood in the following11 .
Firstly, the present study uses the ‘regime’ term to depict the diffuse set of laws, policies, regulations, practices and experiences that have evolved in this area12 . As mentioned above, it does so
9 Most innovation in this regard may be found in bringing together accounts taken from migration policy research
and refugee or forced migration studies with approaches from information- and microeconomics, public choice and
game theory, as well as literature on the functions of agency and on organizational learning.
10 Regarding the selection of the cases and the language of this dissertation, it is also worth mentioning that the
literature suffers from a lack of English contributions on the German case. Hence, it is very important to study
all three countries’ (interrelated) responses to contemporary migration in a language that can be understood by a
maximum number of potential readers: Evidence from both anglophone and non-anglophone countries is needed to
make policy choices and decisions better comprehensible and comparable globally.
11 Also note that terms borrowed from languages other than English are written in cursive letters throughout this
thesis.
12 In particular, the terms ‘asylum/refugee/migration/border regimes’ are used at different points throughout this
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mainly adopting a top-down view13 : It focuses on the decisions and practices of political elites and
their governmental apparatuses, assuming that regimes are established through the transformation
of problems, proposals, and demands into policies and practices by those authorities equipped with
the necessary competences. To the dismay of an even more critical way of writing, it is therefore
usually avoided to criticize concepts semantically for the sake of readability. For example, this is the
case with terms such as ‘illegal’ or ‘irregular’, which refer to the corresponding legal circumstances
and thus reflect top-down perspectives rather than migrants’ own struggles.
From the perspectives of policy-makers charged with making the corresponding decisions, the issue
of (forced) migration can best be understood as a question of how it should best be ‘organized’ or
‘managed’14 , taking into account multiple interests15 – among which this study focuses on those
held by the voting public. Directly related to this point, as Watson (2009, pp. 2-5) observes, the
categorization of migrants according to their underlying motivations is difficult, but nevertheless
ubiquitous in today’s migration regimes16 . Attached to the corresponding residence titles, behavioral expectations and ascribed identities need to be questioned when studying certain forms of
agency17 (Watson, 2009, pp. 123; 150-152). Most of the conventional literature however omits
acknowledging that migration is a contesting political force in itself (Youkhana and Sutter, 2017):
To do justice to migrants’ fights and struggles, we must include them as protagonists rather than
objects of analysis (ibid.). It is thus a hard endeavor for critical scholars to find the right balance between relying on the commonly used terms, thereby implicitly reproducing the dominant
discourses, and contributing to a more adequate narrative.
To overcome this difficulty, the following terminology is employed throughout the present study:
thesis.
13 For the purpose of this study, it is indispensable to conceive migration policies and refugee protection as statecentered – given that (usually national) governments (try to) decide whom to admit to their territories (Krause, 2016,
p. 9). The risk of such approaches nonetheless lies in the oversimplification of states as ‘unitary actors’ that could
send clear and unambiguous signals (Watson, 2009, p. 7). To draw a more realistic picture, this study explicitly
adopts a distinguished view by focusing on the (top-down) decisions of political elites, while viewing the concerned
populations’ (bottom-up) (re)actions as crucial impetuses for their decisions: Many outcomes may be influenced
by societal actors and the overall discourses in any society. In a number of cases, different actors’ initiatives
and movements must thus be examined as influential interactions with the governing apparatuses. Whenever
necessary, this study therefore oscillates between the predominant top-down and a bottom-up view. Crucially, it
also acknowledges different branches and resorts within the government. Other actors such as civil society and the
media are included into the assessment, too. Rather than viewing states as ‘unitary actors’, this study thereby
opens up the ‘black boxes’ of democratic systems.
14 Of course, there are good reasons to contest the view of human beings as ‘manageable’ objects. As for Hage
(1998, p. 48), such terminology however reproduces dominant power relations rather than challenging the given
world order. For critical scholarship, it is hence crucial to make this problem explicit. Further, perceiving policies
in this realm as simple problem-solving ‘management’ may be problematic in itself and euphemistic at best (Benz
and Schwenken, 2005, p. 366; Geiger, 2016, p. 263). Also according to Meier-Braun (2018, p. 69), the term
‘better migration management’ must be seen as a classic euphemism. Nevertheless, such a ‘managerial’ view may
be necessary to some extent in order not to lose the analytic ability to explain governmental and administrative
behavior. Therefore, even when taking into account the complex positionality of subjects engaging in their own
emancipation, the semantics need to acknowledge that governance means steering movement and mobility into
somewhat foreseeable courses, without however being over-deterministic with regards to the actual ‘manageability’
of migration.
15 As for Watson (2009), governing political elites, oppositions, the media, and the judiciary assume the most
crucial roles as ‘legitimizing actors’ in domestic contexts.
16 See for example Allen et al. (2017), Dustmann et al. (2017), as well as Ulbricht (2017) for timely discussions.
Also see Scherr (2018) for a sociological critique of the distinction between ‘refugees’ and other migrants.
17 Legal statuses are of course life-changing for the concerned individuals. For example, many so-called ‘illegal’
or ‘undocumented’ migrants may in fact be refugees and qualify as ‘asylum seekers’ at particular points in their
lives (Hoesch, 2017, pp. 13-26): The “undocumented migrants and the claimant for refugee status are in very
similar situations and can often be, at different times, the same person” (Hawkins, 1989, p. 195). By ignoring these
individual stories, host societies nonetheless tend to perceive newcomers as a rather homogeneous group (Aumüller,
Daphi and Biesenkamp, 2015, p. 14) – a picture that is often reinforced in unreflected reporting by the media.
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For simplicity and better readability, legal designations are avoided wherever possible. Legally,
terms resemble different statuses and can thus be life-changing for the concerned individuals.
The legally precise designations are therefore only used in contexts where they are needed to
understand certain provisions. To grasp the entire variety of people migrating in order to save or
improve their lives, however, the more inclusive term migrants is used (depending on the context,
interchangeably with newcomers, new arrivals, or immigrants). This also allows the author to
refrain from discussing to what extent individual decisions to migrate may have been deliberate –
and thus eventually less legitimate from different observers’ points of view (Crawley and Skleparis,
2017; Erdal and Oeppen, 2017). At the same time, this terminology points out that seeking asylum
might often not be the preferred channel of migrating18 . Finally, in this context, it should be noted
that most controversies have been arising around those deemed to migrate ‘voluntarily’ at least to
some extent19 , while often self-identifying as refugees.
Furthermore, by using the term ‘migration countries’, the present study acknowledges that
“we need to move away from the sterile rhetoric of ‘sending’, ‘transit’ and ‘receiving’
countries. We need to embrace the more substantive concept that nowadays all countries of the hemisphere are ‘migration countries’. Only this way we can more effectively
address some of the underlying dynamics of migration at the national and international
level.” (CIC, 2002, p. 2)
Similarly, Yıldız (2016, pp. 56-60) provides a critical discussion of the notion of ‘transit’ as compared to ‘target states’. It should hence be avoided to refer to ‘immigration’ through ‘transit’ and
to ‘host’ states as these terms suggest a certain one-sidedness and artificial clarity that cannot
satisfy the reality of ‘circular’ migration patterns and transnational lives.
Finally, when using the term ‘integration’ 20 , refers to measures that relate to ‘welcoming’ migrants
in the mid to long term. To clarify this, it is relied upon Aumüller, Daphi and Biesenkamp (2015,
p. 15): ‘Integration’ may generally be conceived as a summary for all processes which lead to the
inclusion of newcomers into an existing community with regards to language, culture, as well as
social and structural questions. It can thus be seen as a generic concept under which all measures
aiming at more participation, including the sensibilization of the host society, for example with
18 For timely discussions of such notions of empowerment and the (at least partial) ‘autonomy of migration’, see
Benz and Schwenken (2005), Kraler and Parnreiter (2005), as well as Scheel (2015): Although too often depicted as
such, migrants are not passive victims but actors who have their own goals, in most cases however being severely
restricted by the regulations of the international regime and the nation-state system. But, as Scheel (2013) argues,
autonomy and self-determination should neither be overestimated as inherent qualities of all migrants in times of profound and intrusive governmental control mechanisms. Through a cautious use of the aforementioned terminology,
we may try to overcome both extremes in the dominant criteria for scholarly analyses; hence acknowledging migrants’ relative subordination to global power patterns, without unreflectedly reproducing their de-subjectivization
(Benz and Schwenken, 2005, p. 366), and without asserting to answer the difficult question of why people migrate (Kraler and Parnreiter, 2005): Even when acknowledging that governments and regimes benefit from a strong
power-asymmetry, it can be assumed that migration has a momentum of autonomy vis-à-vis the political measures
aiming at controlling it (Andrijasevic et al., 2005, p. 347). Thus, while recognizing that we cannot fully account for
the subjective perspectives of migrants themselves, we might explicitly employ a critical terminology to make these
underlying issues visible and comprehensible.
19 This discursive practice’s neutrality must however be questioned given that displaced people, in total, only
constitute around one fourth of the worlds’ entire migrant populations: In 2017, the UNHCR estimated more than
65 million displaced people – as compared to a total of 258 million international migrants (UN, 2017a).
20 Note that it would also go beyond the scope of this study to compare the actual ‘success’ in the field of
‘integration’: In addition to the governmental and societal efforts in this area, a variety of circumstances matter in
each individual case. It is therefore a hard endeavor to detect patterns of causality between policy and outcome in
this field.
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regards to the reduction of prejudices and discrimination, as well as the intercultural opening of
administrations or associations. The term ‘settlement’ in turn, as it is mostly used in the two
anglophone countries under examination, tends to be less controversial, and less inclusive as an
overall concept. By referring to the term ‘integration’ in quotation marks, the reader is to be
reminded of its controversial nature that is often ignored in the mainstream debates. Regional
integration (between states), in contrast, is written without quotation marks. Similarly, the diffuse
concept of ‘social cohesion’ is referred to in quotation marks throughout this thesis.

2.3

Towards a useful interpretive framework

According to Portes (1997, p. 799), “theory represents one of the most valuable products of our
collective intellectual endeavor”, serving “as the distillate of past research in the field and a source
of guidance for future work” (ibid.). To study migration regimes as a whole, we would indeed
need a “systematic theoretical analysis of both the external pressures impinging on the state and
the internal dynamics of the legislative and administrative bodies” (ibid., p. 817). Of course,
no single theory can consistently encompass the complexity of modern migration regimes that
depend on a variety of historical facts, discourses, policies, laws, and practices observable at the
interface of different policy areas and administrative levels (Hoesch, 2017, p. 79). Analogously,
any all-encompassing theory of migration itself would likely be flawed (Portes, 1997, p. 810). The
present study therefore departs from a variety of partial theoretical approaches and constructs, all
of which combine into a useful interpretive framework. Taken individually, they have in common
portraying particular aspects of reality, thereby reducing its complexity21 . The different – but
mutually complementary – interpretive accounts presented in the following can thus be understood
as different ‘pieces’ of the same big ‘puzzle’. After having taken these conceptual steps, the overall
areas of tension as well as more specific provisions within migration regimes are highlighted at the
end of this chapter.
As a first conceptual step, basic assumptions need to be made that characterize people’s decisions in certain scenarios (subsection 2.3.1). Secondly, when examining changes over time, this
study views the corresponding developments and responses primarily through the lens of historical
institutionalism (subsection 2.3.2): It focuses on the given overall path-dependency and the transformative moments, as well as the lack thereof: At so-called ‘critical junctures’, policies may under
permissive conditions be renegotiated as a result of changing circumstances or initiatives, and with
direct consequences for the affected populations. If policies remain unchanged nevertheless, the
literature refers to ‘missed opportunities’ at such points in time (Soifer, 2012, p. 1580). Located
in the field of domestic policy research, it thirdly emphasizes one of the main drivers of democratic
governance, i.e. sentiments held among voters, which are expected to influence national provisions
in the area of asylum/migration: The interplay of discourses and public awareness (subsection
2.3.3), as well as governmental legitimizing strategies (subsection 2.3.4) constitutes the core of the
21 According to Clarke and Primo (2012), omissions in models are purposeful: No model can resemble reality to
100%. Instead, any model has to highlight certain aspects. Consequently, it makes sense not to ‘test’ models – but to
confront them with data. This applies particularly in complex situations such as migration policies. The overarching
criterion herein must be the model’s usefulness. The exploratory theoretical model used in this dissertation shall
thus serve for “investigating mechanisms or motivations underlying phenomena of interest” (ibid., p. 13) – whereas
the empirical model ought to be useful primarily for “describing data and spotting provocative associations” (ibid.,
p. 13).
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theorized mechanism. To complete the picture, some accounts borrowed from game theory are
presented (subsection 2.3.5).
Thereafter, the constellations of relevant actors are specified (section 2.4). Again, this study
emphasizes the internal (rather than external) developments within each state under analysis22 ,
focusing on the federal levels. To grasp the entire picture, it is nonetheless key to understand
how different actors may relate to each other in systems of multilevel governance. Going ‘from
small to big’, analyses of responses to migratory movements may be ‘spatially’ divided into the
local, regional/provincial, national/federal, supranational and global levels. This analytical step
is deemed necessary in order to clarify why the emphasis of the present study lies on the federal
level and which levels of assessment are left for future research.
The internal dynamics in each country, in turn, are grasped as centered around the interplay of
public choice, political initiatives and administrative practices in this area. As deduced from the
literature, this focus is justified by the relevance of overall societal sentiments in controversial
areas such as migration. It is thus key to emphasize the dilemmas and paradoxes inherent to
this topic characterized by complexity and uncertainty23 on many dimensions. Based on such a
configuration of both external and domestic dynamics, migration regimes are further understood
as shaped by political ‘muddling through’ (section 2.5) more than anything else. To explain
this strong theoretical presumption, the present study compiles a number of paradoxes that are
inherent to the present issue-area (section 2.5.1) after delineating the interpretive framework. In
the essence, such paradoxes result from both the global human rights and migration regime and
domestic factors – such as public opinion and individual policy-makers’ ideological convictions (T.
Löhr Interview, 2016). They can hence be conceived as the consequences of the aforementioned
overall configuration and the underlying reasons for political ‘muddling through’, of which many
observable particular policies or laws (section 2.5.2) may be symptomatic.

2.3.1

Basic assumptions: uncertainty, bounded rationality, and ‘learning’

Before going into more detail, this section discusses a number of basic assumptions about human
decision-making. Governance is supposed to be a “sober task” (Baker, 2019). However, as in
other social situations, (governmental) actors have to make decisions in environments shaped by
uncertainty. To resolve problems involving incalculable future outcomes under asymmetric or incomplete information, they can be assumed to assess available options based on adaptive behavior
and to react to incentives that they perceive to be relevant within their corresponding foreseeable
22 As depicted in more detail in the following, migration provisions can of course not be conceived in a political
‘vacuum’ or detached from what is ‘happening out there’. Rather than denying the relevance of ‘external shocks’
(such as changing numbers of forcibly displaced populations, particular historical ‘junctures’, neighboring countries’
reactions, or international pressures), these factors (as well as the preexisting preferences held by relevant actors) can
however be treated as exogenous for simplicity. Certain aspects of the global regime and sub-national peculiarities
may nonetheless be addressed exemplarily in order to present a complete picture.
23 Possibly different from other fields of public administration, many aspects of this area are characterized by high
volatility. Partially owing to these fluctuating and unforeseeable circumstances, each related decision may build
on the corresponding specification of a certain variable and therefore be valid to some extent and serve certain
aims but may also have (sometimes un-)intended consequences such as shifting incentives and perceptions. For
example, short- and longer-term goals may contradict each other sharply. Consequently, it should be noted that
the notions of management or coping in the sense of ‘only having to accomplish’ clearly formulated goals might be
somewhat misleading. At the same time, the insights’ transferability to other political and administrative areas can
be expected to be rather limited.
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horizons. The concepts of bounded rationality and extrapolative expectation-building (Nerlove,
1983; Simon, 1959; Svendsen, 1994; Vercelli and Sordi, 2012) suggest individuals to be ‘learning’
from past ‘successes’ and ‘errors’24 , even if not always completely understanding what was ‘happening’ and why. Particularly if implementing certain measures for the first time, decision-makers
with insufficient experience may be unsure about their consequences. Trying to optimize future
outcomes, actors can hence be assumed to investigate what can be done to avoid past ‘errors’,
potentially also by observing what others have been doing in comparable situations, not to repeat
their ‘failures’, but to copy their ‘success’ strategies. Although such behavior by different actors
might be seen as ‘rational’ to some extent25 , it cannot be conceived as ‘rational’ in the strict
economic sense of ‘maximizing utility’ based on all potentially available information. This would
bear the risk of ignoring more complex motivational factors – such as distrust, vanities, the fear
of seeming vulnerable, or the need to save face (Mishra, 2017). Rather, actors may simply follow
the line of least resistance, try to find ‘better’ solutions only as long as this search does not require
investing more than a certain capped amount of scarce resources – even if this means bearing certain risks: Doing so, actors may for example underestimate the probabilities of potential extreme
scenarios such as ‘crises’, or simply follow ‘herd behavior’ without ‘much thinking’. Furthermore,
it must be assumed that certain outcomes rather resemble accidents or happen randomly; thus not
deliberately influenced by human decisions. As deciphered below, all of this can be grasped under
the notion of ‘muddling through’.
Consequently, it may still make sense to conceive national migration regimes as somewhat ‘learning
systems’, albeit with certain restrictions. As deciphered in more detail subsequently, paradigms
and policy objectives can be assumed to be path-dependent and potentially subject to change
over time. Given that individual humans are at the center of all organizations and movements,
organizational ‘learning’ can be expected to depend on the persons who ‘have a say’ in them –
or manage to get their voices heard. Including the assumption that not all individuals charged
with making decisions have perfect information over past decisions and their consequences, we
can nevertheless expect them to be learning from an ‘uncertain past’ (March and Olsen, 1975).
According to March and Olsen (1975, p. 147), we need to model adaptive behavior based on
potentially conflictive perceptions of “what happened, why it happened, and whether it is good”:
Not only in this issue-area, the formulation and implementation of law, policy and practice may
depend on complex sets of individuals’ knowledge and experiences with regards to past choices and
resulting pressures on different levels (local, societal, supranational, etcetera) that influence their
incentives and belief-structures regarding potential consequences of available options and their
24 Rather than presenting the different cases in strict isolation of each other, this thesis acknowledges their interdependence through phenomena like policy circulation or the emulation of (what are perceived to be) ‘best
practices’ (also see final chapter): ‘Learning’ may not only be possible by observing the consequences of one’s own
past decisions, but also by looking at the experiences of other actors (potentially located in neighboring or even
far-off countries) in comparable situations. For example, politicians, scholars or practitioners of country A may be
invited by the parties of country B to present their ways of coping with similar situations; a phenomenon known as
‘best-practice exchange’.
25 For example, if modeling migrants as utility-maximizers (Neumayer, 2004), their decision-making can be “conceived as a rational calculation of costs and benefits” (Alden, 2017, p. 482). This being the case, governmental
deterrence strategies, for example, may in some cases be “based almost entirely on raising the expected costs of illegal
migration through increased enforcement and penalties, rather than increasing the benefits by providing additional
legal channels” (ibid.). Analogously, not only migrants themselves but also their supporters (including so-called
‘human smugglers’) may be perceived as actors capable of adapting their strategies to newly available information,
for example by changing entry routes (ibid., p. 484). See Massey (1999) for a summary of theories on international
migration from a cost-benefit perspective.
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alternatives in the corresponding settings. For example, persons in charge of or overseeing certain
processes may observe something ‘going wrong’ and consequently identify a need for certain policies
to be reformulated – but the observation of a problem in itself may not automatically translate into
‘ideal’ transformative action. Particularly in the context of controversial policy areas and complex
multilevel settings (such as modern, federally organized democracies embedded in international
structures), it is straightforward to assume that ‘learning’ may take place in a much ‘fuzzier’ way
than a model of ‘simple rational adaptation’ (ibid., p. 148) would suggest. Put bluntly, a lot can
go wrong between the realization of a need for change and actual change. Based in particular on
these considerations, it is all the more important to understand the constellation of actors and
their corresponding knowledge, as well as their power balances.
How do these considerations feed into the actual analysis of political decision-making in the are
of asylum/migration policies? Institutional learning and innovation necessities are given almost
everywhere in this area, just as in other policy areas affected by rapid changes. In the field of
asylum and migration policies, various examples for such obstacles to ‘ideal’ learning outcomes
may be found, such as (1) in the case of authorities responsible for receiving and processing
asylum claims not incorporating newly available data on migratory movements into their capacity
planning or work-flows26 , (2) ‘early warning’ mechanisms not leading to ‘early listening’ with
corresponding adaptations rapid enough in the context of ongoing interdepartmental struggles over
scarce resources, (3) politicians strategically manipulating administrative bodies’ work based on
their own agendas, or (4) delegated responsibilities being shifted back and forth between different
actors, thus leading to ‘organized irresponsibility’ (see for example Béland (2005)). Finally, we must
also include into our analyses the momentum of certain developments at a time, given that selfreinforcing tendencies and other ‘human biases’ may influence behavior under bounded rationality.
Altogether, with the corresponding restrictions, evolutionary ‘learning’ or ‘adaptation’ can be
conceived as overarching categories reflected in all relevant path-dependent developments and many
boundedly rational actors’ choices, and that play into or extend much of the following approaches.

2.3.2

Historical institutionalism and ‘critical junctures’

As a next step; how can we explain policy variation in this field over time? Similar to human
‘learning’ and adaptation behavior, regimes can be expected to evolve along the lines of past
experiences, present challenges, and future scenarios. Largely factoring out present and future,
the following assessment focuses on past experiences: Formulated by humans, policies are not
separable from their memories which shape not only governmental decisions, but also people’s
relations to their governments, to newcomers, or to one another. Following the notion of historical
institutionalism, observable developments can hence be assumed to be path-dependent – not only
on the micro- but also on the macro-levels: Policy decisions and actors’ preferences cannot be
understood without their historical, institutionally pre-structured courses27 .
26 The

gathering and inclusion of such information may often be fragmented: Reports or warnings may end up
being unread by crucial actors, and thus not be included into decision-making. As another example, politicians
may overestimate the effectiveness of certain deterrence- and control-tools when disregarding the low ‘elasticity’ of
migrants’ decisions in hopeless situations.
27 Although this study focuses on the 21st century, it must therefore include a summary of the preceding evidence:
The 20th century, for example, had been shaped by systemic change, displacement and other upheavals that followed each other faster than ever before. Directly related to these, intellectual developments dating back to these
generations are still relevant for public opinion today.
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“Every point in history is a crossroads. A single travelled road leads from the past to
the present, but myriad paths fork off into the future. Some of those paths are wider,
smoother and better marked, and are thus more likely to be taken, but sometimes
history – or the people who make history – takes unexpected turns.” (Harari, 2015, pp.
237-238)
What does this imply for the analysis of a dynamic policy field? As in other political realms, we
might either observe constant policies or policy changes. So-called ‘critical junctures’ may emerge
under productive and permissive conditions – resulting in the renegotiation of certain policies.
Constancy or stagnation, in turn, may under less favorable conditions be observed in cases of
‘missed opportunities’ (Soifer, 2012, p. 1580). Whenever this constancy is interrupted, we may
try to investigate the corresponding triggers for change: Why and how were certain events set into
motion? In cases of relevant changes, ‘critical junctures’ may allow for such new paths to be struck
and open new ‘windows of opportunity’ for policy entrepreneurs to change certain courses over time.
Such junctures may for example be found when a relevant share of voters or other influential actors
perceive something happening that requires governmental reaction. In the extreme, this might
amount to far-reaching ‘paradigm changes’. It should however be noted that such institutional
changes take time – presumably even more so, the higher the level of aggregation. Importantly,
the underlying facts do not feed into policy-making directly. Instead, they are moderated through
public discourses and media coverage.

2.3.3

Discourses and public awareness

Debates and decisions in sensitive political arenas are not only ‘objectively’ influenced by current
events, but also by these events’ media representation and the prevailing sentiments within the
corresponding electorate and its government. They depend on the way facts are being framed and
how these frames resonate within the public and among political elites. In many instances, what
matters for perceptions of past events are thus not only the observable facts, but their discursive
interpretations. While different actors may rely on a variety of discursive practices, this study is
based on the simplified premise that the mainstream media and incumbent politicians have the most
power to shape the dominant discourses: Any debates’ connotations are determined by those actors
who define the terms. In other words, the production of discourses, images and knowledge is not
‘innocent’. Instead, it may serve political legitimacy and its corresponding justification strategies,
always conferring the given power relations and techniques to assure governability (Friese, 2017,
p. 20).
Importantly, discourses may ‘develop a life of their own’; they may swell up, down, or stagnate at
different points in time. As a consequence, certain ideas may become dominant or even institutionalized as elites, the administration, as well as the general public ‘learn’ how to cope with what
they observe, based on how it is discursively interpreted over time. It is yet another question, of
course, how certain events are being interpreted by different segments of society. One example can
be found in the media coverage of certain events that are then interpreted pro or counter the admission of migrants: When migratory movements suddenly get more media attention than usual,
are well-documented and “vivid scenes” (Hawkins, 1989, p. 180) of migrants suffering become
harder to ‘overlook’, public interest in providing support and overall “willingness to help” (ibid.)
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can be expected to grow. At the same time, such increasing “refugee consciousness” (Hawkins,
1989, p. 180) may also work in the opposite direction through a growing “sense of alien threat and
intrusion” (ibid.). Fears and anxieties may especially grow in cases of other ‘external shocks’ such
as high-profile crimes such as terror attacks – which may then create a necessity for governments
to react and demonstrate capacity of action. As another example, observable migratory flows may
be read from a humanitarian (asking: what would be best to save lives?) or a cultural perspective
(asking: what cultural baggage do newcomers bring and what does this entail for the host society’s
culture?).
In any case, it is thus key to note that different discursive interpretations may exist parallel to
each other. Any scandalization, in particular, must be seen as one possible frame – and not as
objective ‘truth’. Legitimacy-seeking actors, in turn, can be assumed to be interested in digging
up as little controversy as possible: Not only political elites but also administrative and judicial
officeholders may have an interest in hiding certain unpleasant truths from a broader scrutiny. We
can therefore expect certain observable outcomes to resemble the line of least resistance, preferred
by the majority of responsible actors. At the same time, however, the political opposition as well as
the media may be interested in digging up or inflating scandals – in order to gain political ground,
or to simply sell better.
Moreover, a minimum level of public awareness and discursive relevance needs to be given in the
first place in order for decisions to reflect democratic opinion forming: Of course, public choice
theory only ‘works’ to the extent to which the general public is actually aware of the situation of
migrants/refugees: In order words, their ‘refugee consciousness’ (Hawkins, 1989, p. 180) matters.
Factual knowledge and overall scrutiny of voting populations may however often be low due to
the limited information available (as well as the limited time and/or motivation for gathering
the available information). Decision-makers, in turn, may often find themselves in the roles of
‘decision-sellers’, perhaps even trying to abuse this situation of asymmetric information for their
own benefits (Bauman, 2016). To do so, they may try to create situations in which stakeholders find
it difficult to access relevant information in the first place, for example through the use of discretion
in crucial decisions and/or through the spatial segregation of affected populations, thereby again
contributing to the existing uncertainty on several levels. Through the establishment of certain
frames that cause notable resonances, politicians and other opinion leaders may further interfere in
what voters perceive to be their own interests. Potentially resembling mutually reinforcing ‘spiral
processes’ (Schemer, 2012), it is debatable with regard to the interrelation of public opinions and
dominant discourses, which came first; ‘the chicken or the egg’. Here, the importance of information
media is widely acknowledged as it intermediates between observable facts and public perceptions
(Watson, 2009). One cause of this complication may be attributed to the path dependency of
political decisions and utterances, given that dominant frames tend to prevail for long periods of
time (Lavenex, 2001). If sufficiently salient, narratives related to both ‘responsibility’ and ‘crisis’
frames, as well as generalized ‘desires’ or ‘fears’ stemming from particular incidents, may flow
into and persist in collective memories. For example, prominent themes may relate to feelings
of insecurity that are due to terrorism, sexual assaults, thefts, or other crimes. Particularly if
migrants commit such crimes, their perceived relevance may not be based on criminal reality but
on over-reporting by the media:
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“This is how stereotypes about crime and criminals are created. Social reality
begins with creative imagination. [...] Out of the abundance of crime reports, certain
types of popularized criminality and certain types of criminals are identified. [...] the
selective portrayal of crimes plays an important role in shaping public opinion about
crime problems. A certain type of crime is being ‘over-reported’. [...] Public opinion on
crime developments is not based on criminal reality, but on the extent and nature of
the news coverage of crime in the mass media.” (Sieverts, Schneider and Elster, 1979,
p. 359, author’s translation)
As a consequence, policies may be implemented that create the impression of politicians being
capable of ‘restoring safety and order’. As for Bauman (2016), politicians may then try to ‘manage’
public fears and expectations for their own electoral benefits. Crucial discourses may however not
only involve such concerns, but also pragmatic, socioeconomic28 or cultural aims. For example, it
may be perceived as valid in order to preserve (presumably) ‘greater goods’ such as ‘social cohesion’
and ‘internal peace’ to avoid ‘public backlashes’ by clearly defining and enforcing who belongs to
the in- and outsiders of political communities. Nonetheless, public demands may also entail doing
justice to principles of charity, solidarity, humanitarianism and refugee protection29 . Governmental
legitimacy can then be expected to depend on public pressures in both directions.
In sum, different motives and frames may predominate at the discursive level in the corresponding
national and historical contexts. Certain images and media reports play particular roles. Discursive practices that resonate among a wider public can be expected to be crucial ingredients
in the supposed mechanism that connects public demands and policy outcomes via governmental
legitimacy aspirations.

2.3.4

Is it all about legitimacy? Public choice theory revisited

As indicated above, many plausible explanations help answering the question of how societies experience and governments respond to migratory movements30 . It should be reiterated, however, that
this study cannot cover all specific reasons for any decision taken to ‘govern’ a very dynamic field:
Each regulation attempt would need to be examined in its particular historical situation. Ideally,
we would therefore need to include into our considerations a diverse (and constantly changing)
set of actors with different powers and motivations at each point of time. As it would also be
impossible for one study to test all these actors’ and variables’ interplay and joint influence on the
overall processes, it should be reiterated that this thesis focuses on the role of domestic political
factors. It tries to boil the ‘bigger picture’ of in- or exclusion mechanisms (or ‘selective filters’)
that are manifest in the establishment of border and migration regimes down to what is happening
28 A typical utilitarian distinction is often being made between perceiving migrant influx as a ‘burden’ or a potential
‘contribution’ to society in terms of enhanced diversity; to potentially counter demographic change; to find people
for shortage occupations or for reviving rural areas, etcetera.
29 As Watson (2009, p. 138) notes, “international norms regarding the treatment of foreigners and refugees [...]
both enable and constrain political elites”. Domestic legitimacy in turn may be derived from either adhering to or
violating these norms.
30 Watson (2009, pp. 141-142) acknowledges the multitude of explanatory variables that play into related policies:
“In many respects, the [...] treatment of refugees [...] is over-determined. Among the myriad reasons [...] are
cultural [...]; geo-political [...]; bureaucratic/institutional [...]; judicial/institutional [...]; political factors”. Political
elites who are assumed to strive for legitimacy, may seeking consistency between their formulated aims and actual
decisions, all of which are influenced by these factors. As argued beforehand, governments further decide upon
crucial issues under the restrictions of uncertainty and contradictory incentives, adding even more complexity to
these interrelated motivations.
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at the core of political landscape of any host country. At the micro-level, this is where politicians’
incentive systems are anchored.
What do we know about these incentive systems? As indicated above, ‘public choice’ mechanisms
are usually assumed to be highly influential in representative democracies. Overall, political decisions in democracies should thus be directly related to decision-makers’ legitimacy requirements31 .
The concept of legitimacy, in turn, can be grasped as something to be perceived of by the broad
public: Policies and practices by governmental or other actors are generally deemed to be ‘legitimate’ when they are viewed as “desirable, proper, or appropriate” (Suchman, 1995, p. 574). A
significant policy objective may then be found in attempts to gain votes by soothing public anxieties and fulfilling public demands32 : In “liberal-democratic states there are few interests more
important to their holders than the desire of politicians to be elected” (Triadafilopoulos, 2012, p.
165). Consequently, if voters were to ‘punish’ politicians for their generosity or restrictiveness visà-vis migrants, it would be risky for politicians to decide counter public opinion by deviating from
the commonly preferred migration policies (Hoesch, 2017, p. 75). The steady quest for legitimacy
then primarily depends on those voters from whom this legitimacy emanates: One “fundamental truth about democracy [...] is an ever-shifting contest over how the default ‘we’ of politics is
defined and redefined” (Baker, 2019). Therefore, another simplification is useful here: Pragmatic
politicians may first and foremost take decisions according to the necessity to satisfy their voting
bases without alienating sensitive majorities (the so-called ‘center’). More precisely, the results
of relevant surveys on public attitudes33 should feed into policy-making (Goodhall, 2010, p. 3),
especially if exacerbated by blatant and inflammatory media stories (ibid., p. 4). Striving for
legitimacy may also entail reducing uncertainty34 and dealing with administrative challenges in a
competent and comprehensible way.
A major role must thus be attributed to public support for or against the formulation of related
measures. More specifically, voters’ majority choices are presumed to (at least indirectly) translate
into policies35 . (Boundedly) rational politicians thus have good reasons to build up strategies
to mobilize or regain voters and thus win election campaigns through the formulation of policies
demanded by the citizenry. Of course, this would rest on the assumption that citizens’ demands
would be identifiable through any kind of majoritarian decision rule. In other words, ‘the people’
would have to be included as a potential veto player to be consulted in decisions that they care
about. According to such an understanding of politics, voters could also be viewed as ‘principals’,
hiring politicians as ‘agents’ to promote their goals. What does this entail? In short, it depends
on whether voters are predominantly ‘communitarians’ or ‘cosmopolitans’36 . In line with the
31 Note that these notions have often been associated with political ‘populism’. Due to the unspecificity of this
‘thin’ concept (Baker, 2019; Mudde, 2004), the term is however not used throughout this thesis. See Minkenberg
(2018) and Brinkmann and Panreck (2019) for contemporary discussions of right-wing populism in particular.
32 It should again be noted that these public demands are not the only factors restricting governmental decisions.
Directly related, for example, “fiscal, structural and policy constraints” (IRCC, 2016a) must always be taken into
account.
33 Such an perceived acceptability has usually been measured through indicators of trust or confidence (Lenz,
2018, p. 9).
34 For example, uncertainty may in some cases equal – or result in – (what is perceived to be) instability – which
policy-makers have good reasons to avoid (Trauner, 2016, p. 316).
35 The insight that politics are made out of policies goes back to Schattschneider (1935).
36 While this distinction divides electorates into two extremes – skeptical (‘communitarians’) or open (‘cosmopolitans’) towards diversity, international openness, global equality, migration or human rights – there are of course
many ‘grey areas’ between the two.
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aforementioned body of literature, it can on the one hand be argued that governments may for
example be expected to implement communitarian, thus restrictive policies vis-à-vis ‘uninvited’
migrants. Public choice theorists usually claim that migration policies tend to be restrictive and
control-focused as they are dominated by politicians appealing to the mass of voters, who in
turn are assumed to exhibit xenophobic or migration-skeptic attitudes (Hoesch, 2017, p. 71).
This presumption rests on the finding that many politicians suspect voters to favor constraining
immigration (ibid., p. 75). Through democratic channels, the political logic can then lead to
policy outcomes that resemble ‘defensive reflexes’ and a perceived ‘need for control’ (ibid., p.
77). A related mechanism could be found in politicians’ intents to take over voters from parties
or political competitors to their right. In other words, domestic legitimacy requirements may
provide strong incentives to deviate from adhering to the right to asylum. Contrarily, however,
other domestic requirements may also lead governments to uphold refugee rights and to facilitate
newcomers’ settlement independently of their mode of arrival: Among these, self-conceptions of
humanitarianism and the rule of law, as well as demographic and job-market-related necessities,
can be expected to be the most relevant in liberal democratic welfare-states. Therefore, both
contrasting tendencies may shape the paths that lead to the observable developments.
As reasoned above, ‘critical junctures’ may be the decisive time frames in which changes between
these two opposite lines can be preprogrammed. Bringing these conceptual considerations together
would then imply that primarily voter preferences cause the evolution of policies in the present area:
Public choice theory suggests that for democratic governments, such ‘junctures’ may be reached
when a relevant share of voters or other influential actors perceive that something is happening
which requires governmental (re)action.
Interim summary: Governmental incentive-structures ‘in a nutshell’

To sum up, the

interplay of public awareness, media coverage, and discourses can be expected to influence policy
preferences and outcomes:
1. Asylum/refugee/migration regimes in democracies can be expected to be shaped by governments’ legitimization requirements, which should resemble public sentiments towards contemporary migratory movements. For each component of these regimes, in turn, this can however only
be expected to be the case as soon as a critical mass becomes aware of it37 . As a consequence
of ‘public choice’ imperatives that emanate from the nation-state system, borders may be made
permeable for ‘desirable’ while they create manifold obstacles for ‘undesirable’ migrants. Based on
the previously deciphered interpretation of public choice theory, the following scenarios are thus
conceivable:
a. Assuming voters to counter the admission of certain migrants (or under certain circumstances),
we may observe restrictive laws and practices towards migrants in a particular time period, given
that politicians may wish to minimize political costs.
b. Assuming voters to advocate for the admission of certain migrants (or under certain circumstances, e.g. for demographic or humanitarian reasons), more welcoming policies should be ob37 Given that voters may however be poorly informed and hold rather abstract preferences, it can be expected to
be upon the governments to decide upon which specific measures to adopt. Public scrutiny can also be expected to
apply to different extents depending on the corresponding context: For example, expected electoral gains may be
more important as drivers of political decisions when major elections lie ahead.
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servable in a particular time period.
2. Over time, policy-makers should further be interested in ‘learning’ from recent or past experiences – in terms of ‘external shocks’ or public reactions: In an increasingly complex globalized
world, national governments can be expected to always seek ways of coping with new realities,
reinterpreting their own migration regimes over and over again (Dünnwald, 2016, p. 130). More
specifically, results from relevant surveys on public attitudes, visible reactions, and the overall
political climate are likely to feed into policy-making (Goodhall, 2010, p. 3), especially if fueled
by blatant and inflammatory media stories (ibid., p. 4).
As indicated beforehand, short-term thinking may provide national governments with more reasons not to welcome refugees than with reasons to welcome them. We may consequently observe
a predominance of restrictive components within all asylum/refugee regimes – garnished with a
certain level of hypocrisy in relation to their (non-)compliance with international refugee protection norms. Incentives to engage for displaced persons throughout the various stages of their
journeys could only outweigh these under two potential scenarios: Either in the case of domestic
majorities advocating for ‘welcoming refugees’, or if including interests different from those of the
domestic electorates into governmental calculus. It is important, whatsoever, to reiterate that
asylum/refugee regimes matter much more for the concerned migrants than for domestic voters –
which highlights, once again, the fundamental impasse to reconcile the nation-state system with
displacement beyond states’ borders.
The role of norms

When trying to conceptualize why and how certain migrants are being

welcomed in bounded communities, it may finally also be helpful to deviate from purely ‘rationalist’
explanations: Do norms matter or are decisions purely cost-benefit analyses? In reality, policies
tend to be formulated somewhere in between – none of these extremes can singularly account for
responses of governments in complex scenarios. In the present context, it is conceivable even for
rationalists to attach a measurable utility to granting certain rights to outsiders.
As Watson (2009, p. 138) notes, “international norms regarding the treatment of foreigners and
refugees [...] both enable and constrain political elites”. In certain cases, legitimacy may be derived
by adhering to these norms, whereas in other situations, violations of such norms may be observed.
In the latter episodes, it thus remains questionable what led to these violations. Presumably, on
the one hand, domestic backlashes may be good reasons for the executive branch to lever certain
norms in light of other priorities. On the other hand, legitimacy may also derived from the judiciary
and international observers – particularly, agencies charged with the oversight of such norms (here:
primarily the UNHCR).

2.3.5

Insights from delegation, blame and signaling games

Game theory can be a useful tool to simplify complex relations between different actors with their
corresponding incentives for acting. This theoretical strand generally views social interactions as
‘games’ – which should of course not be misunderstood as downplaying them as anything inherently
‘playful’ to be taken lightly. This logic can and should clearly not be applied for all related aspects.
As it would exceed the scope of this thesis to fully relate all relevant concepts to game theory, this
section can only give some starting points for future conceptual or empirical assessments of how
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the perspective of ‘games’ can help to understand the present issue-area. For the purposes of
the present study, it suffices to summarize these perspectives, without going into detail about the
mathematical rationales of such ‘games’.
In the present research area, game theory has mostly been used to explain cross-country cooperation
on building up a regional or global refugee protection regime – or the lack thereof (Bubb, Kremer
and Levine, 2011). As mentioned above, however, the risk of such macro-level approaches lies in
the oversimplification of states as ‘black boxes’ or ‘unitary actors’ capable of sending clear and
unambiguous signals (Watson, 2009, p. 7). To draw a more realistic picture, we may relax this
assumption by not only assessing the macro- but also the micro-levels, as exemplarily depicted in
the following.
Delegation and blame games

In modern democracies, governments face complex political sys-

tems that provide them with wide administrative discretion regarding certain political maneuvers.
Actors on multiple levels are involved in solving intricate problems wherever governments delegate
decision-making powers and operational authority to governmental and non-governmental agencies
in- or outside their countries. These, in turn, are bound by factors such as their budgeting, the
available workforce, necessary periods of adjustment to new requirements, and, to a certain extent,
the given legislative constraints and the degree of effective monitoring of their implementation
practices.
After they derive their preferences according to the corresponding incentive systems and legitimacy
requirements, we can expect governing elites to seek smooth translations of their aims into laws,
policies, and practices. To implement these laws and policies (which ideally incorporate the voters’
preferences to some extent), however, they need to rely on bureaucrats and other ‘agents’. These
‘agents’ (such as bureaucrats or other societal actors), in turn, need to cope with the imposed tasks
and overall intentions in their everyday practices. Bureaucratic procedures, for example, tend to
involve different levels of delegation to agents that operate within the scope of certain discretionary
powers (Calvert, McCubbins and Weingast, 1989; Epstein and O’halloran, 1999).
What does this imply for the present study? Certain aspects inherent to the field of asylum/refugee
policies can clearly be seen as delegation games (Schneider and Holzer, 2002, pp. 44-50). Particularly, as depicted more in detail below, delegation in this area may take place between multiple
levels (intergovernmental – supranational – national – regional – local), as well as between the
various types of actors involved; particularly, state and non-state actors (Gravelle, Ellermann and
Dauvergne, 2012, p. 64). Crucially, the administration of vulnerable population’s access to the
privileges of modern democracies is carried out by the states’ functionaries38 on different levels.
In the area of asylum policies, delegation and intermediation may thus be used to alleviate unpopular or morally questionable decisions (Bartling and Fischbacher, 2012, p. 67; Coffman, 2011):
Depending on their legitimization necessities, governments might not dare to risk their reputations
in the area of human rights by using deterrent measures in an obvious way. Playing the “blame
game” (Hood, 2010; Stavropoulou, 2016, p. 8), principals can more easily shift the blame away
from themselves if they rely on civil servants on the intermediary administrative levels, private,
38 Often neglected in this context, most of these functionaries are relatively wealthy citizens who lack any first-hand
experience with persecution or other life-threatening misery.
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or external actors as agents assigned “to take self-interested or immoral actions that the principal would be reluctant to take more directly” (Hamman, Loewenstein and Weber, 2010, p. 1826).
Classical principal-agent literature39 assumes that ‘agents’ may try to use their information advantages to further aims which not always fully reflect – or even counteract – their masters’ interests.
However, this is not the only way this story can be told (Neuberger, 2016, pp. 31-32): For example,
actors may try to limit their responsibilities or shift blame40 onto others delegated with carrying
out certain tasks (Béland, 2005). Among other more obvious advantages, doing so may sometimes
allow them to shift the guilt away from themselves and onto the (external) actors. Especially if
a discourse in a very politicized arena has been rendered hysterical, potentially endangering the
reputation of the public sector, investments in anticipatory blame avoidance may thus be rational
(Hinterleitner and Sager, 2017).
Strategies involving the delegation or outsourcing of questionable tasks in this area may therefore
be used to reach larger goals (e.g. controlling the admission of asylum seekers to avoid public
backlashes), while lowering the risk of reputation losses, as they allow governments to ‘wash their
hands of responsibility’ more easily. Due to information asymmetries and complex decision-making
structures, a greater proportion of potential critics may internalize the outcomes’ framed inevitability. Delegated decisions may then take place in a ‘masked’ way (Adams and Balfour, 2014), more
distantly from the perceptions of domestic electorates and the international community. Consequently, a sufficiently large share of the domestic public and the international community could
accept (or at least not challenge) situations in which protection seekers suffer from human rights
violations: Just as in other rather ‘peripheral’41 policy areas, in the case of refugee protection,
many domestic voters tend to be satisfied when having the impression that “something is being
done” (Seibel, 1996, p. 1016). They may find it easier to demonstrate minor moral commitment
without having a genuine interest in knowing whether asylum seekers are being treated rightfully42 .
Politicians, in turn, may avoid blame by “sustaining the illusion that decent work is being done”
(ibid., p. 1017). Beyond, in their roles as principals delegating certain tasks, politicians might
39 It

should be noted that traditional principal-agent theory does not grasp situations in which the principal
has no interest in knowing how bad the agent performs, or even benefits from its failure while ‘turning a blind
eye’ to morally questionable results: It is however also conceivable in the present context that the agent can be
used as an easily identifiable ‘scapegoat’ whenever criticism regarding such outcomes is drawn. Similarly, referring
to economics literature, Zaiotti (2016, p. 10) states that “externalization describes a process through which an
individual or business attempts to maximize his or her profits by off-loading indirect costs and forcing negative
effects to a third party”.
40 The concept of political blame avoidance dates back to Weaver (1986) and may be understood in the context
of a psychological phenomenon known as ‘negativity bias’: Voters tend to react more towards negative messages
than to positive, courageous ones. Politicians trying to avoid ‘shit storms’ can hence be expected to avoid the
former. It should further be noted that the problem of asymmetric or incomplete information is exacerbated more
and more with every level of delegation involved. For example, Banks and Weingast (1992) assess the “political
control of bureaucracies under asymmetric information”. As indicated, ‘principals’ may benefit from such asymmetric
information in some instances, whereas it may harm them in others.
41 In spite of this policy area’s growing politicization, it may be described as ‘peripheral’ in the sense that asylum
seekers themselves are greatly deprived of influencing the political outcomes concerning them (Eigenmann, Geisen
and Studer, 2015, pp. 6, 9): As Freeman (2006, p. 239) puts it, “[t]hose seeking asylum are not well positioned
to bring pressure on policymakers and have fewer domestic allies than the beneficiaries of other immigration programmes”. However, in the words of Triadafilopoulos (2012, p. 165), “we may indeed see in the longer term a further
expansion of membership boundaries in liberal-democratic states, as members of once marginalized groups take on
the rights of citizenship and become active players in the politics of membership”.
42 Similar theoretical approaches can be found in related contributions on “strategic ignorance” (Carrillo and
Mariotti, 2000; McGoey, 2012): Intentionally ignoring situations in which human rights violations occur may be
seen as a rational strategy for decision-makers. In the present context, an “interest in ignorance” (Seibel, 1996,
p. 1015) would be the condition for “successful failure” (ibid., p. 1011) of asylum-related administrative agencies
since incumbent politicians “would only move beyond gestures once there was a critical mass of informed citizens”
(Collier, 2007, p. 193).
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feel and be perceived as “more detached, and hence less responsible [...] while the agent may feel
that he or she was ‘just carrying out orders’ or merely fulfilling the requirement of an employment
contract” (Hamman, Loewenstein and Weber, 2010, p. 1826).
It can further be argued that in the area of asylum policies, governmental “attempts to [...] recruit
other sectors to assist them in regaining control over immigration” (Kritzman-Amir, 2011, p.
193) allow them to “distance themselves from their responsibilities” (ibid.) and to enhance their
efficiency:
“Elements of neo-liberalism can be readily identified in the involvement of private
actors in migration detention and prevention management. Cost shifting, blame avoidance, the end of state monopoly service provision in this area, the alleged efficiency and
flexibility gains associated with private sector involvement and ideological preference
for private sector providers all play roles in the outsourcing of direct control.” (Menz,
2011: 119, quoted in Wagnon and Flynn (2018, p. 149))
“These shifts in implementation to private, local or international arrangements reflect less an abdication of state sovereignty, than an experiment in which national states
involve agents as part of rational attempts to diminish the costs of migration. [...] These
strategies aim to enhance the political capacity of states to regulate migration, to make
states more flexible and adaptable to all types of migration pressures, to shift the focus
of responsiveness, and to generate more effective state legitimacy.” (Lahav, 1998: 690,
quoted in Wagnon and Flynn (2018, p. 148))
In sum, delegation in itself may bring with it certain risks or advantages – depending on the
corresponding point of view. Especially in the case of delegation to geographically distant agents,
we need to scrutinize what happens when responsibilities are shifted “towards the implementing
personnel who are physically a long way from the decision situation” (Meijer, 2011, p. 127): If
“[n]obody is capable of forming a coherent, rational picture of the whole” (ibid.), responsibility may
become ‘slippery’. Whenever decisions are taken more and more distantly from the perceptions and
scrutiny of domestic electorates or other critical observers, the problem of asymmetrical information
is clearly exacerbated. If ‘something goes wrong’, this may allow political elites to play the blame
game (Hood, 2010; Stavropoulou, 2016, p. 8) – again, in order to maintain their legitimacy.
Signaling games Furthermore, delegation and blame games are certainly not the only games
that actors may play in the present context. Particularly when confronted with uncertainty,
decision-makers may wish to rely on another set of strategies, analytically graspable under the
notion of signaling games43 . Seen from this angle, the senders of certain signals are migration
countries’ governments as well as the agencies that they use within their migration regimes. The
recipients of their signals, in turn, are (potential) migrants and domestic voters, but also the media,
NGOs, lawyers, or any observers in other countries. For example, both welcoming and deterrent
signals can be found in the laws and administrative practices. Migrants may learn about them
43 Signaling games generally describe dynamic interactions between actors who base their decisions on incomplete
sets of information (Gibbons, 1992, p. 183): One player only knows her own type and cannot be sure about the preferences, motivations and reactions of other players. All players can send signals or messages for the others to receive.
Rather than disclosing their own ‘types’, senders only submit signals based on which their recipients/audiences try
to draw conclusions on the senders’ ‘types’. The sending of specific signals in turn may be associated with certain
costs for the senders.
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directly, if they are well-informed and, e.g. policy changes are openly communicated or even combined with information campaigns (Nieuwenhuys and Pécoud, 2007). These information may also
get passed on through embassies, experts or other professionals in this area. One issue that would
need further scrutiny could then be found in these signals’ credibility.
When formulating a certain law or policy, it is straightforward to assume that the responsible
actors bear in mind the percipience of their corresponding audiences. For example, when weighing
different policy options against each other, decision-makers may try to optimize their desired
outcomes by assessing which signals ‘work’ and which do not ‘work’ in the sense of contributing
to their aims44 (cf. Alden (2017, p. 487) for the case of border enforcement). The costs of sending
out signals, in turn, may depend upon both the structural or historical circumstances and the
corresponding evaluation horizons: Some may occur directly whereas others may only materialize
in the longer run.
Put in game-theoretical terms, the sending governments may try to send clear messages (in terms
of laws and policies) to their audiences45 in spite of the various factors that may ‘blur’ their signals.
Some costs of these signals in turn may only materialize in the long run; for example when the
impacts of neglected or tardy caught-up ‘integrative’ measures ‘finally start being felt’ throughout
migration societies.
One example for such signaling may be found in attempts to soothe public anxieties: If ‘crisis’
narratives that result from particular incidents lead to generalized ‘fears’, they may persist in
collective memories. As a consequence, policies may be implemented that create the impression
of politicians being capable of ‘restoring safety and order’. These policies may then serve as
signals to reassure the governmental capability of action and strength. According to Bauman
(2016), politicians may thereby try to ‘manage’ public fears and expectations for their own electoral
benefits. As discussed below, it remains to be assessed in detail and depending on the particular
cases, whether such signaling strategies should be viewed as ‘sustainable’ or as rather short-sighted.
As another example, laws on migrants’ access to citizenship can also serve as signals: To learn
about a given country’s restrictive citizenship regime may possibly deter migrants from seeking to
establish their new lives in this country: “Being a guest can be nice for a while, but as a permanent
condition, it’s rather constraining” (Ryan, 2010, p. 216).
Finally, in this context, deportations often receive most attention as ‘migration management’
instruments: Especially due to the surrounding controversies and enforcement difficulties in individual cases, deportations may nevertheless be perceived as signals (even if only partially visible
to the public). From a broader perspective, any law, policy or practice in this area could thus be
possibly viewed as a signal.
44 Depending on their evaluation horizons, these aims may be categorized into short- or longer-term-focused. Policy
choices may for example be influenced by the rational-choice model of ‘push and pull factors’ for migration. It may
consequently be argued that tools aiming at a reduction of asylum-related immigration through diminishing ‘pull
factors’ may serve short-term ‘signaling’ objectives, but eventually come at a high price if seen from a longer-term
perspective – especially if ‘push factors’ remain un- or misaddressed. Note that the model of ‘push and pull factors’
has been questioned, among others, by Van Hear, Bakewell and Long (2017): According to these authors, other
drivers of migratory movements would need to be included into our assessments.
45 Again, on the domestic levels, these are mostly the voting populations and resident non-citizens who are targeted
by certain policies and maneuvers.
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Actor constellations in multilevel governance systems

Subsequent to these fundamental steps to delineate the interpretive framework, it is key to examine which actors shape contemporary asylum/refugee/migration regimes: Just as other factual
constraints46 , the given actor constellations can be expected to be highly influential for any evolution in laws, policies, and practices. As mentioned before, this thesis focuses on the national
level of policy-making and implementation. Nevertheless, it is necessary to understand multilevel
governance systems47 in order to ‘get the bigger picture’: In all states under investigation, the
formulation and implementation of laws, policies and practices in the area of migration involve
actors and institutions on multiple spatial, political, and administrative levels, whose work areas
are highly intertwined (Aumüller, Daphi and Biesenkamp, 2015, p. 8). The remainder of this
section first depicts the key actors and different branches at the national level, before devoting
some remarks to the lower (local, regional) and higher (supranational, global) levels.
Firstly, the population itself must be seen as a key actor – albeit often disunited (as argued before).
Its composition certainly matters for any democracy48 . Secondly, politicians’ own interests need
to be assessed (although supposedly shaped by their ideologies at the party level). These, in
turn, depend on their corresponding position and role, e.g. in a governing party or opposition:
For example, “consensus-like support among parliamentarians” (Anderson, 2010, p. 942) can be
expected to lead to completely different outcomes than the lack thereof49 . Thirdly, it would also fall
short of reality to assume voters as politicians’ only ‘principals’ in modern democracies. Instead, we
also need to scrutinize the role of the judiciaries, different business-driven lobbies50 , and advocacy
organizations. In fact, both of the latter may rate as interest groups, i.e. lobbies with their
respective wishes for politics and administration. For example, they may demand concrete laws,
policies or practices.
In all modern parliamentary democracies, there are several centers of power that process and
incorporate these demands. Within their governmental apparatuses, we can distinguish between
the executive, legislative and judiciary branches: The executive has to solve problems in the name
of the electorate; but it also sets agendas; it is endowed with a lot of money and brings in many
legislative proposals, which are then controlled and approved by the parliament. But not only
46 “Not that everything is possible. Geographical, biological and economic forces create constraints. Yet these
constraints leave ample room for surprising developments, which do not seem bound by any deterministic laws”
(Harari, 2015, p. 239). Due to globalization, these constraints can increasingly be found also outside the domestic
realm: Not only national constitutions, but also international bodies, agreements, declarations, and compacts
can shape, increase or limit politicians’ possible decision ranges – for example in the case of successful judiciary
interventions at any higher level. Such sources of legitimacy cannot simply be deducted from the people’s interest
since many of them already exist before the birth of both individual voters and politicians, thus being de facto
irrefutable to a certain extent. As mentioned before, in order to focus on the domestic level, this dissertation can
however only touch upon such diverse influences.
47 Gravelle, Ellermann and Dauvergne (2012, p. 66) provide a more nuanced overview of the actors that are involved
in migration governance. Also see Caponio and Jones-Correa (2017) for more general theorizing on migration policies
in multilevel states.
48 For any citizenry, we would thus need to ask: Who are the people (Baker, 2019)? Which experiences did they
(or possibly, their ancestors) make? Is the ‘body of a nation’ rather ‘homogeneous’ or does it comprise large shares
with migrant backgrounds, such as so-called ‘ethnic communities’? The population of each particular locality can
make a difference in federal systems, too: Historical exposition towards migration into certain areas (such as areas
with a strong manufacturing industry), for example, may influence how future immigration is being perceived. It
must be noted that for the sake of simplicity, these considerations can only be touched upon in the subsequent
analyses.
49 Also see Watson (2009) for the role of the opposition as one of the ‘legitimizing actors’.
50 Note that researching the interference of lobbies and other interest groups may come along with particular
caveats due to the lack of transparency which often characterizes their exertion of influence.
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in the parliament; in the whole public arena, the executive can be viewed as the most powerful
governmental actor51 . Although mostly referred to as ‘the government’, the executive branch
is however neither a unitary actor nor operating in a legal, political, or institutional vacuum:
Democratic systems tend to have certain checks and balances in place. The judiciary, in particular,
can be seen as a crucial control instance with particular relevance for any question related to
citizens’ and migrants’ rights52 . As indicated above, politicians further need to rely on a number of
agents: Implementing the decisions of the governing elites, bureaucrats on different administrative
levels need to be included into any fine-grained analysis53 (also see next subsection). Importantly
for the arguments presented here, the relative insulation of these key institutional players matters
for many related outcomes: If the judiciary is not sufficiently detached from the executive, political
interference can be expected in areas that ought to be non-politicized. For example, such a lack
of insulation may lead to a reduction of legal standards or administrative justice for (certain)
migrants (Hamlin, 2014).
The media can be seen as another center of power, controlling attention management and thus
moderating between the aforementioned actors – and the outside world. Politico-administrative
decisions are influenced by the mainstream narratives taken up and thus legitimized by the media.
As argued above, the role of the media for public support of certain measures should therefore
not be underrated: Particularly in the controversial area of migration policies, media exposure has
been found to be a significant determinant of individual attitudes (Facchini, Mayda and Puglisi,
2009). Public choice mechanisms can hence not be explained without a look at the media at any
given level of analysis.
As indicated beforehand, another diverse set of actors belongs to the private sector. Immigration
lawyers or advisers hired by migrants or their supporters may function as transmitters between the
reality of newcomers’ lives and the law (Fuchs, 2017). Companies or other business-driven players
may be subcontracted by the state in order to fulfill certain tasks. Their influence on the evolution
of migration regimes can be expected to be as diverse as ranging from a general approval of a
51 It should be noted that particularly in situations requiring flexibility and rapid adaptation, executive powers
may dominate over the other two. This may for example be due to the slowness associated with parliamentary
deliberation processes that characterize legislative bodies (as well as the judiciary in many cases): Waiting for
laws to be passed (and legally reviewed) might severely inhibit governments’ political capability of acting in such
scenarios. Consequently, some practices may not be confirmed by law or the legislating and judicial bodies, or even
retrospectively found to violate applicable law.
52 In the first place, access to judicial instances might be a particular problem for many non-citizens. Given that
they usually do not have polities to represent their interests (except for certain advocacy organizations which rarely
constitute relevant majorities), the judiciary can be expected to play a particularly important role in claiming or
defending their rights (Gravelle, Ellermann and Dauvergne, 2012, p. 63). Depending on whether a basic bill of
constitutionally guaranteed rights exists and whether the judiciary in the corresponding country follows a common
or civil law tradition, for instance, legislative powers may be more or less restricted. In the context of public
choice mechanisms, it may thus be scrutinized to what extent foreigner/minority rights are considered relevant by
governments that primarily seek to please domestic majorities. Furthermore, despite the crucial role of judicial
oversight, courts can not be expected to be completely neutral and independent guardians of the (constitutional)
laws (Vanberg, 2004). Instead, it may be difficult for courts to “successfully constrain legislative majorities when
– as is often the case – legislative majorities oppose a judicial ruling” (Vanberg, 2004, p. 170). Public support
can hence be expected to be a “powerful enforcement mechanism for judicial decisions” (ibid., p. 122), but also
to influence judicial decisions as courts may not want to risk their standing or credibility. This may lead to a
problem for any asylum/refugee regime in which the concerned migrants themselves are deprived of influence – or
even perceived as objects rather than subjects of political discussions and decisions: Put bluntly, courts do not have
any instrument at their disposal to enforce compliance by legislators. See Anderson and Soennecken (2018) for an
exemplary discussion of the courts’ (limited) role in Canada’s asylum regime after 2012.
53 The role of bureaucrats as policy entrepreneurs should not be underrated: See for example Paquet (2015) for the
Canadian case. In the following, the implementation side of migration regimes is however only mentioned scarcely.
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(selective54 ) border opening – to more specific interests held by the providers of certain related
services: In many contexts, professional service providers have been found to play relevant roles
for the policy outcomes in related fields55 .
Moreover, NGOs play an important role. In many migration regimes, some of the most relevant
actors belong to civil society. Often challenging governments, advocacy groups, associations, neighborhood initiatives or more institutionalized charities often act as refugee advocates56 . Others, such
as self-declared ‘vigilante groups’, may take the opposite stance.
How can our research build on and incorporate such complex constellations and still come up with
a useful ‘distillate’ (Portes, 1997, p. 799)? It should be reiterated that, rather than ‘losing itself in
theory’, the present study is closely oriented to political realities and the resulting practicability of
governmental decisions. It is therefore key to distinguish between all these actors’ relevance and
interrelated influence in systems of multilevel governance. On the basis of this basic compilation,
their interactions on the sub-national, national, and supranational level are deciphered in the
following, with a focus on their democratic legitimacy within national migration regimes.

2.4.1

The sub-national and national level

National constitutions often treat immigration as a matter of shared jurisdiction in which federal
provisions predominate. However, the sub-national and local levels are in many cases ‘closer’ to
the corresponding issues and populations of concern, i.e., to both newcomers and long-established
residents. In the following, the interplay of these ‘lower’ levels is summarized on the base of a
number of specific examples.
As indicated above, modern democracies are characterized by highly institutionalized social fabrics, in which the rule of law and the separation of powers (into the aforementioned executive,
legislative and judiciary) serve as essential pillars. Depending on the corresponding context, public
scrutiny (and thus, the resulting legitimacy of any regime’s component) can be expected to be
distributed unevenly. Expected electoral gains may be important (but eventually not the only)
drivers of political decisions at different governmental levels. Whereas politicians can be expected
to weigh options according to their expected legitimacy, bureaucrats and other agents can be
assumed to depend on such approval to a lesser extent. Here, again, public awareness and the
salience of certain practices are crucial. An example for a barely visible component of migration
regimes can be found in the administration of migrants’ access to protection titles, the so-called
refugee status determination (RSD) regimes: Usually situated within or closely related to the executive, (quasi-)judicial tribunals may be in charge of implementing immigration law (formulated
54 Particularly, employers can be expected to benefit from migratory intake that either complements skill-sets in the
existing population or drives down wages altogether (Hansen, 2015). Traditionally, the business sector has therefore
been assumed to be in favor of (even low-skill) immigration in order to keep the wages low and thus to maximize
their profits (Peters, 2016). However, advocates of open immigration regimes should not be too confident in that
regard: In modern times, the most influential business sectors have little interest in low-skill immigration given that
they may as well outsource labor-intensive parts of production to other countries (ibid.). Also see Hofbauer (2018)
for a timely discussion of who benefits from migration.
55 For example, Klein (2007) and Loewenstein (2015) elaborate on issues related to economic interests in disasters
and human tragedies.
56 Nonetheless, they may still need to “appeal to the state to act, as it alone [... has] the capacity to provide
for the protection of the asylum seekers” (Watson, 2009, p. 149). Governments and administrations may also be
somewhat receptive not only to the voices of organized civil society but also to input from the academia (Crawley
and Skleparis, 2017, p. 13).
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by the legislative in parliamentary negotiation processes). This comprises making first instance
decisions over protection claims, and/or hearing appeals based on the law (Gravelle, Ellermann and
Dauvergne, 2012, p. 65; Showler, 2006). Similarly detached from public scrutiny, hierarchically
organized immigration departments and embassies may further (co-)decide on issues such as visa
issuance, residence permits, and naturalization requests. The (lower level) judiciary, in turn, is
mostly responsible for the identification of inconsistencies between the law and its interpretations.
In some systems, it may additionally be commissioned to review first decisions in migration matters, and to make second instance decisions wherever applicable. This work, too, is mostly done
behind the high walls of administrative courthouses. It thus remains highly questionable under
‘normal’ circumstances, to what extent decisions in these areas reflect public choice (but see Riedel
and Schneider (2017) for a discussion of the German case).
Further, governmental apparatuses are not only subdivided into different (functionally or regionally partitioned) administrative agencies – such as ministries, departments, or courts with their
corresponding motives and competences57 . Also regionally, actors’ interests may differ, potentially
causing variation at the provincial or even municipal level in any federal system. Although the
“federal government has a monopoly over the terms of immigration law” (Rodriguez, 2017, p. 509),
discretionary powers are given to administrative entities that organize all steps reaching from first
registration to accommodation or even repatriation of migrants. Due to different work divisions
on the administrative levels, implementation practices may diverge (Caponio and Jones-Correa,
2017; Rodriguez, 2017):
“institutions do not operate on the basis of a singular rationality emanating from
a directing mind [...] divergent currents may operate simultaneously at different levels
of a bureaucratic hierarchy or in different offices” (Macklin, 2009, p. 95)
From an implementation research perspective, this leads to the question of how migrants’ treatments and benefits differ between counties, municipalities, or provinces – in spite of the given
national legislation (Riedel and Schneider, 2017; Schammann, 2015b, 2017): Compromises made
at the national level (based on the lowest common denominator) may need to be worked out at
lower levels58 . Consequently, actors on sub-national levels may have considerable room for maneuver when it comes to granting migrants certain benefits – or not59 . Being not only the ‘servants
of several masters’ (Spörnli, Holzer and Schneider, 1998) but potentially also restricted by their
own (moral or ideological) convictions, individual refugee status decision-makers or other relevant immigration authorities may either interpret laws and provisions in a strict manner or use
these margins to find pragmatic and/or humane solutions to their everyday challenges60 (Showler,
57 Functionally, governmental departments are equipped with different mandates – which may lead to heterogeneity in policy preferences. In some cases (and potentially depending upon both external pressures and personal
leadership), resorts may either work together in interdepartmental working groups or in separation from each other,
causing more or less consistency between the outcomes of their decisions. The level of the resulting consistency, in
turn, can be expected to influence the perceived legitimacy of any outcome observable by the public.
58 In Germany, for example, this has been found to be the case regarding the tension between ‘integration’ and
deterrence as overarching policy goals (Schammann, 2015b): As indicated below, solving this paradox may in some
cases remain unsolved at the national levels. As one example of particular relevance for the question ‘refugees
welcome?’, restrictions at the federal level may be attenuated: Pragmatic, ‘integration’-focused approaches may
predominate on subordinate levels of administration, or in civil society practices that potentially contribute to a
welcoming perception of newcomers.
59 This room for maneuver, however, certainly depends on the resources available at the corresponding levels
(Engagement Global, 2015, pp. 13-16).
60 They may for instance try to lower the (societal) costs that accrue at their corresponding levels of influence
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2006). As argued above, their practices may then either reconfirm or water down the ‘signals’ sent
at higher governmental levels. Local governments may also resist federal enforcement provisions
in order to maintain a manageable equilibrium between the extremes of (a) immediate ‘integration’ of all newcomers into the local social fabrics, and (b) security-focused approaches that signal
strict selectivity instead of ‘too much compassion’. Spencer (2017, pp. 7-8) identifies the following
factors that may cause local agendas to differ from the national ones: (1) ‘pragmatism and ethics’,
(2) ‘political and institutional factors’, as well as (3) ‘conflicting frames’. She finds that, in order
to reduce conflict potential, local actors often maintain a rather “low visibility in the modes of
decision-making and of service provision” (ibid., p. 13).
Besides the governmental structures and subordinated public administrations on multiple levels,
private actors may further be included into the corresponding frameworks at all levels. As mentioned before, they may play decisive roles by providing ‘outsourcing’ options for governmental
decision-makers on several levels: For instance, among other private service providers hired to fulfill certain tasks, security companies hired by the administration of districts or municipalities may
fill gaps in the governmental monopoly over the use of force61 (Bloom, 2015; Komaromi, 2016).
Moreover, all the way down to the local level, non-governmental think-tanks and policy advisers
may provide information based on which new regulations are put into place or administrative
processes are ‘optimized’62 .

2.4.2

The supranational and international level

As this study focuses on the domestic level, this section only summarizes the most important
aspects at higher levels for completeness: In a globalized world order, nation-states cannot be
sufficient analytical frameworks for the study of (responses to) international migratory movements.
Firstly, the international refugee protection regime sets out some minimum standards that restrict
national governments’ ranges of policy design. As mentioned before, the 1951 Geneva Convention
and its 1967 Protocol must be seen as crucial legislation in this area (also see below section on ‘the
global refugee regime ‘under stress”).
Secondly, governments of different states may engage in intergovernmental cooperation on migration issues, develop joint strategies and (try to) harmonize their approaches. For example, they
may collectively take up and share responsibilities or (uni- as well as multilaterally) shift them
onto other states (Schneider and Holzer, 2002, pp. 50-53; Kritzman-Amir, 2008). The level of
institutionalization of such attempts, in turn, can be expected to depend on the extent to which
countries are regionally integrated63 . In the absence of a joint regime, agreements and deals may be
by finding ‘creative’ ways of welcoming newcomers in spite of restrictive laws and policies that are in place at the
federal level: Initiatives by functionaries mandated with fostering ‘integration’ may be somewhat contradictory to
those by actors fulfilling tasks related to migration control and security.
61 As argued before, this may enable the principals to play the ‘blame game’ when certain incidents occur – even
if they benefit from their occurrence.
62 For example, rather economic success indicators recommended by consultancies may cause administrations to
become more effective in terms of output figures, but perhaps also less client-oriented (Lobenstein, 2017). For the
concerned people, this can have crucial impacts. Soennecken (2013) refers to related tendencies in the area of RSD
as to the ‘managerialization of refugee determinations’.
63 Depending on whether a given nation rates as a ‘hegemonic’ power or as a less influential state, its potential
influence on the supranational level may further differ considerably. These circumstances may make the difference
between national governments being ‘policy-makers’ or rather ‘policy-takers’ in the supranational realm. We can
therefore assume relevant actors in all states to be aware of these power relations at least to some extent, and to
include the resulting considerations into their expectation-building and decision-making.
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negotiated as governments of some nations attempt to reduce or redistribute migratory inflows. For
example, they may try to externalize their migration controls, relying on both state and non-state
actors in other states.
Thirdly, foreign policy, diplomacy and trade interests may also influence migration policies. This
may be the case particularly in areas such as visa provisions or the designation of any state as
‘safe’: Put bluntly, governments might sanction partners who formulate laws that put them in
negative light on international stages.
On yet another dimension, even in absence of official cooperation frameworks or strong diplomatic
ties, actors based in different countries may feel compelled to learn certain practices from each
other64 : As migration may pose similar challenges for all affected states, ‘best practice’ exchange
is ubiquitous.

2.4.3

Interdependencies between all levels

While much of the related research has focused on explaining processes and outcomes on either one
of these levels, few scholars endeavor to study their interrelations (Borkert and Caponio, 2010, p.
22). The presumable main reason for this lacuna is not hard to spot: When assessing the reciprocal
effects between the multiple levels involved, the picture becomes even more complicated. If however
trying to formulate an all-encompassing approach, we need to bear in mind that domestically
implemented policies may cause notable effects on different stages – which politicians or their
advisers may then observe and include into their ‘learning curves’. They may be eager not to forfeit
consistency between their words and deeds, not only on the domestic but also in the supranational
arena. For example, sideshows on international stages may receive more public attention than
politicians would want; what is meant to pander to domestic audiences may upset observers in
other countries, and vice versa.
Similarly, local and regional policy-makers’ interests may crucially depend on federal laws, funding,
and the rooms for maneuver left open by national parliaments, whose legitimacy, in turn, may
depend on accumulated local and regional support. Reflecting such interdependecies, national
ministries tend to have subordinate agencies working at the operational level; and institutions with
access points at different levels may allow for vertical policy-making (Guiraudon, 2000). Our models
would thus fall short of providing satisfactory explanatory accounts if conceiving asylum/migration
policies as simple one-sided delegation or externalization problems (Schneider and Holzer, 2002, pp.
44-53). In order to grasp the interdependencies and systematic interactions (Gravelle, Ellermann
and Dauvergne, 2012, p. 59), it might rather be useful to rely on the concept of ‘two- (or more)
level games’ (Putnam, 1988). Such a perspective would allow for all levels involved to be perceived
as mutually interrelated.
As another reference to game theory, we may also understand the observable outcomes between
all these different domains as ‘messages’ in ‘signaling games’, targeting different audiences: Neighboring countries’ governments and populations, international observers, NGOs and the media, as
well as potential migrants, their friends and relatives all over the globe. As depicted in more detail
64 While ‘best practice’ exchange tends to be more visible, they may also try to learn from the ‘failures’ of others’ –
as indicated above. While these aspects can only be touched by the present study, it has been assessed, for example,
by Jakubowicz (2016), Soennecken (2014), and Zaiotti (2012).
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below, such a complex set-up may make it increasingly difficult for governments to send consistent
and clear signals: For example, they may need to bear in mind these interdependencies whenever
they pursue targets as contradictory as (a) deterring certain migrants (‘avoid being perceived as
a soft touch to irregular immigration or an attractive host country’), (b) upholding a humanitarian rhetoric (‘flying the flag of human rights’), at the same time as (c) implementing pragmatic
measures that help to solve pressuring issues on the ground.

2.5

Political strategies or ‘muddling through’?

This complex configuration results in a number of paradoxes that are inherent to policy-making
in the area of migration: As indicated before, any country’s asylum/migration regime can be
expected to be full of contradictions. In order to eliminate these contradictions, regimes – just
as other culturally specific aspects (Harari, 2013, p. 202) – may necessarily be exposed to constant transformation. Altogether, the corresponding decisions can be seen as reflections of either
strategic decisions or political ‘muddling through’; i.e., evolutionary (rather than visionary or even
revolutionary) steps that are taken to tackle these complex issues65 .
To understand the underlying motivations for any ‘learning’ system, this section summarizes the
literature on the paradoxes inherent to the present issue-area, and points towards political strategies
to find ‘ways out’ of them. While its first part presents the overall picture, specific provisions and
areas of tension are presented in a ‘chronological’66 order in its second part.

2.5.1

Inherent paradoxes and political strategies to find ‘ways out’

Firstly, according to the ‘paradox of human rights’, human rights are on one hand supposed to
apply universally (Arendt, 1973). On the other hand, however, the degree to which they can
be enjoyed, ultimately depends on nation-states’ ability to provide them – not only for their
citizens, but also for their guests (Dinsmore, 2010). Pragmatically, this may entail that migrants’
human rights often differ from citizens’ human rights if “the local population is much less likely to
mobilize for migrant rights than for the protection of their own human rights” (Money, Lockhart
and Western, 2016, p. 401). Thus, the question of whom to grant certain rights ends up being
a matter of political membership and territorial access – and thus reflective of regime-specific inand exclusion mechanisms.
Secondly, according to the ‘liberal paradox’ (Hollifield, 1992a), governments of modern states do
rely on open markets and mobility, but may still prefer at least somewhat closed borders in order
to be able to better control movements and to uphold the “rules of the liberal polity, especially
citizenship” (Hollifield, 2012a, p. 362):
“[I]n order to maintain a competitive advantage, governments must keep their economies
and societies open to trade, investment, and migration. But unlike goods, capital, and
services, the movement of people involves greater political risks” (Hollifield, 2004, p.
885).
65 The

theoretical base for this goes back to Lindblom (1969, 1979).
simplifying any migrant’s potential trajectories, the term ‘chronological’ here refers to all steps of
political decision-making from migrants’ access to their eventual settlement, return or removal in an idealized
manner.
66 Further
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As deciphered above, such political risks imply that democratic states face the apparent incompatibility of wide-spread anti-immigration sentiments, ideologies and economic interests (Breunig, Cao
and Luedtke, 2012, p. 853). Alongside the ‘paradox of human rights’, this ‘liberal paradox’ hence
adds to the fundamental tension between opening and closing borders faced by liberal societies
(Gigauri, 2006; Hollifield, Hunt and Tichenor, 2008; McNevin, 2007). We can expect governmental
decisions at the intersection of migration-related areas and humanitarianism to reflect these two
paradoxes, for example whenever we observe a policy that limits social rights for non-citizens67 .
As a ‘way out’, politicians may be expected to try to implement “selective borders” (Mau et al.,
2012) that take into account both economic incentives and political costs.
Thirdly, the “tension between ensuring national security and providing protection for refugees is
inscribed into the international refugee regime and the domestic legislation of all signatory states”
(Watson, 2009, p. 139). Different from the two macro-level paradoxes described above, this
paradox lies on a more operational level; “between the need for every sovereign state ‘to maintain
the integrity of its borders’ [...] and consequently of its immigration laws; and the need to give a
fair hearing and sympathetic consideration’ to the claims” (Ratushny, cited in Hawkins (1989)) of
asylum seekers. It may thus be rational for politicians to not only implement ‘selective borders’,
but to also limit the numbers of migrants entering their territories via the ‘asylum channel’ in
particular:
“[P]olicy makers’ motivation in preventing the access of asylum seekers to the refugee
determination system is not difficult to fathom. If the number of asylum seekers exceeds
whatever level is considered politically palatable, and the independence of the judiciary
means that the interpretation of the refugee definition cannot be controlled, preventing access to the refugee determination system offers a means of managing numbers.”
(Macklin, 2009, pp. 94-95)
This author assumes political elites to be committed to the rule of law and humanitarian aims
such as refugee protection. At the same time, she admits that their focus may lie on migration
control. This control, again, can best be understood as a ‘filter’, e.g. shaped by the aforementioned utilitarian, meritocratic selectivity: Socioeconomically, some migrants may be perceived as
‘deserving’ to stay if the host society can capitalize on them (Etzold, 2017). Governments can
hence be expected to strive for legitimacy by doing justice to these different demands which reflect
both domestic needs and international obligations. Due to the international enforcement problem
of refugee protection and the predominance of the nation-state as the legitimate provider of protection, the former can be expected to have greater importance for domestic elites than the latter
(as argued under section 2.3.4).
At the intersection between migration and social policies, this paradoxical set-up may involve
further challenges that may contribute to fragmented regimes (Ataç and Rosenberger, 2018, pp.
3-5) and ‘muddling through’ instead of clear strategies. According to both Thränhardt (2016, p.
21) and Thym (2017a, p. 300), we can observe an ever-present tension between ‘integration’ and
migration control68 . Put bluntly, a dichotomy may be found between being ‘kind’ or ‘unkind’
67 As for Anderson (2010, p. 339), the intersection of controls and rights in liberal-democratic systems may imply
that the “expansion of rights protections for non-citizens has undermined restrictive border control policies”. See
also the seminal work of Hollifield (1992b).
68 The notion of ‘controlling’ migration through deterrence clearly relates to the questionable theory of ‘pull factors’
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towards migrants (Thränhardt, 2016, p. 21) – which again relates to the questionable theory of
‘pull factors’ attracting migrants. At least for migrants with high chances of getting permanent
residence permits in a given host state, civic ‘integration’ efforts are of paramount importance:
Only if civic ‘integration’ succeeds, can the emergence of so-called ‘parallel societies’ be avoided
and ‘social cohesion’ maintained69 . For example, access to housing and job markets can be seen
as crucial factors in this regard – but also, access to cultural offers or good neighborly relations.
This, in turn, leads to another conflict of objectives: authorities may perceive that sending ‘the
wrong signals’ by actually guaranteeing high standards may amount to being ‘too generous’ in this
realm, thereby attracting more migrants – and thus alienating (certain shares of) the domestic
constituency. Ultimately, this may lead to policy objectives as contradictory as expulsion70 and
inclusion (Bathily, 2014, p. 4), thereby further inhibiting the formulation of consistent migration
policies: Doing justice to international obligations and constitutions may contradict allocating
scarce resources carefully to avoid societal conflicts. In the administrative realm, keeping the
system fair may contradict keeping it ‘manageable’. In the long run, deterrence policies and
practices may turn out to be ‘boomerangs’ that endanger social peace.
In combination, these paradoxical conflicts of interest aggravate the above summarized difficulties
of implementing a coherent asylum/migration regime. If assuming that governments strive for
legitimacy and practicality at the same time, these partially contradictory axioms may lead to
trade-offs for decision-makers71 . Being aware of these paradoxes is key to understanding how
democratic governments try to find applicable ‘solutions’ or ‘ways out’ that meet at least some of
the aforementioned requirements. In many instances, decisions taken in a reactionary ‘fire-fighting’
mode may contradict more forethought policies.
Unintended consequences

In this context, it should be noted that “laws and administrative

measures designed to control immigration often end up having consequences that are almost the
opposite of those originally intended” (Portes, 1997, p. 817). For example, hidden practices of
‘administrative deterrence’ that may complement restrictive migration regimes and aim at the
reduction of so-called ‘pull factors’, may have adverse consequences in the long run: If migrants
in ‘welfare magnets’ supposedly ‘attracting’ rationally thinking future migrants and ‘providing too many incentives’
to remain for those already there – migration theories that are often implicitly taken for granted by many politicians
and throughout the media (Hoesch, 2017, pp. 63; 65). Many governments’ migration policies may be “informed
by the magnet effect; a belief that making conditions as inhospitable as possible for refugees and asylum seekers
will deter future arrivals” (McCready, 2018) – although this is a highly questionable model (Van Hear, Bakewell
and Long, 2017). However, as mentioned above, incentives to limit the quantity of persons entitled to enjoy these
benefits may lead to measures designed to deter future migrants by ‘punishing’ those already on site.
69 Note that according to El-Mafaalani (2018), another paradox can be found in the fact that successful ‘integration’
may actually lead to more instead of less conflicts within a given society.
70 In the extreme case, governments may assign a particular role to removals in order to lend their migration
control regimes more credibility – also see next section.
71 Altogether, this interplay of dilemmas may indicate that refugee/asylum policies can be understood as ‘wicked
problems’ from a governmental point of view. According to Rittel and Webber (1973), some of the main characteristics of ‘wicked problems’ may be the following: They have no definitive formulation in the sense that even their
definition and scopes are contested; as well as no ‘stopping rule’, i.e. no definitive solution or ultimate test of a
potential solution: Solutions cannot be distinguished into being true or false, but rather as being rather good or bad,
depending on the corresponding stakeholders’ point of view.; all (attempted) solutions are ‘one-shot operations’;
the results cannot be readily undone, and there is no opportunity to learn by trial-and-error [every trial counts!];
no clear set of potential solutions or planning operations ; every wicked problem is essentially unique; every wicked
problem can be considered to be a symptom of another problem; the existence of a discrepancy can be explained in
numerous ways; the planner has no ‘right to be wrong’, i.e. there is no public tolerance of initiatives or experiments
that fail.”
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feel like fighting against a hostile and uncooperative bureaucratic apparatus, their post-arrival
identification with the host state may be impaired. This, in turn, can have a negative impact on
their later ‘integration’ successes, and thus put a burden on the social systems. Also, restricting
the grant of asylum and related rights and benefits may contribute to “encouraging individuals
to circumvent regular migration channels” (Anderson, 2010, p. 944), thus not reducing migration
altogether, but rather shifting it from the ‘regular’ to the ‘irregular’ domain and thereby contributing to a loss of control72 (Czaika and Hobolth, 2014). Certainly not planned strategically, such
unintended consequences may serve as evidence for political ‘muddling through’ and give credence
to the above made assumptions on actors’ bounded rationality under uncertain circumstances.

2.5.2

Specific provisions and areas of tension in a ‘chronological’ order

As illustrated above, the formulation and implementation of coherent and well-thought-through
asylum/migration policies are challenging tasks with delicate balancing acts on several interrelated
levels. While a number of specific examples have been presented already in the preceding considerations, a next step lies in a more systematic compilation of these tasks: To assess the question
‘refugees welcome?’, we need to assess not only the given legislation itself, but also the (less visible)
practices on the ground. This section presents such a compilation in an idealized ‘chronological’
order to study both (1) the administration of ‘access’ to the corresponding national asylum or
refugee systems, and (2) the administration of ‘what happens afterwards’73 : Responses to migration may be conceived temporally; i.e. as ranging from (non-)access to arrival (‘integration’
and settlement) or non-arrival (return or removal). To provide an overview of the whole picture,
this section therefore deciphers the related tension areas in a ‘chronological’ structure, following a
simplified pattern (which may of course not always apply in this strict order in reality).
Before arrival: access

Subsumable under the administration of ‘access’, the first set of (par-

tially) observable outcomes encompasses all aspects that become relevant before migrants reach
the corresponding host states’ territories. Given that a plethora of different provisions apply when
people arrive by plane, boat, or overland, this paragraph can only summarize the most important
of them. Firstly, a number of measures may be taken to filter and/or prevent migrants’ access to
the asylum systems; so-called (non-)entry policies.
Among such (non-)entry policies, visas are the most commonly used instrument. Visas are regularly
used for the “protection of the migration regime” (Watson, 2009, p. 124), i.e. to uphold state
control and avoid what may be perceived as ‘threats to the integrity’ of resettlement programs and
other ‘legal’ provisions for entering a given country (ibid., pp. 125-127). To keep out ‘unwanted’
guests or migrants, they may help governments to eradicate the “insecurity of the international
passport regime” (ibid., p. 127), i.e. to counter people traveling with false passports (Salter, 2003).
The fact that visas may be used to circumvent protection obligations, stems from the international
72 For

both policy advice and academic research, a particular challenge lies in the limited controllability and
measurability of certain outcomes as soon as persons drift into ‘irregularity’.
73 This study includes certain aspects of (non-)access and (non-)arrival of migrants in different countries. It should
however be noted that its scope does not suffice to fully study and reflect all mentioned aspects. They involve many
different levels of administration that are subject to different parameters and not only determined, for example,
by specific asylum law and practice, but more generally also by administrative or aliens law. For example, it
would certainly go beyond the scope of this study to provide an extensive comparison of the different legal systems
(common/civil law) and their corresponding impacts.
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asylum/refugee regime in itself: As argued in more detail below, this regime is based on “a set
of obligations that come into effect only at the territorial borders of the state, with embassies
and visa processing centers excluded as the territorial border” (Watson, 2009, p. 138). Generally,
the tendency of interdicting travelers and controlling borders tightly can be viewed as opposed to
letting many ‘spontaneous arrivals’ access the territorialized RSD system.
Importantly, the introduction of visa requirements usually is a regulatory administrative procedure
which seldom requires or causes legislative change, major irritations, or political dramas (Watson,
2009, pp. 114-138). It may be argued that this ‘tranquility’, by which even legitimate protection
seekers are being kept ‘at arm’s length’ should surprise us – given the usual debates surrounding
other border control tools. However, this tool is simply invisible to most people. Due to this
overall lack of awareness of countries’ constituencies, visa requirements are unlikely to cause major
outcries. Especially in cases of wealthy Western countries, domestic majorities may be used to
traveling large parts of the world without having to apply for visas – or without having problems
in obtaining them, if necessary. Their scrutiny of this particular ‘preventive’ instrument may thus
be rather low.
Such measures to ‘prevent’ access may be enforced only in cooperation with different actors, such
as airlines: ‘Carrier sanctions’ imply that any transport company that can be held responsible,
has to pay for the entrance of people lacking visas. More questionable legally, governments may
also rely on other third (state or non-state) parties. For example, persons might be ‘pushed back’
at any given border (even if expressing their protection needs and referring to certain rights), if
border guards in the corresponding regions are not sufficiently monitored – or even encouraged to
engage in such practices.
Furthermore, governments may rely on information campaigns to discourage potential migrants
from departing in the first place. Only visible in the countries of origin, these tend not to cause
any irritations in the domestic arena. Only for those people who cannot be deterred by their lack
of a valid visa or such campaigns, direct border control measures – such as walls, fences, or police
patrols – may become relevant.
Again, all these indirect or direct border control provisions can be seen as examples for ‘signaling
games’: Not all potential newcomers are presumably willing to wait for an official ‘invitation’ via
resettlement or other visas. Also, even the most sophisticated control and containment measures
will unlikely seal long borderlines to a hundred percent in a foreseeable future: “with a long,
undefended border, complete prevention of unauthorized entry is regarded as an unrealistic and
unachievable goal” (Cox and Glenn, 1994, pp. 283-285).
Secondly, some provisions may allow refugees to ‘get in’ legally, such as resettlement quotas. By
adding such options to their visa regimes, governments may try to encourage orderly and secure
migration. In this regard, most questions may relate to the (often discretionary) selection processes74 , such as: Who chooses, and based on which criteria? How do the quotas evolve over time,
and why? Through which pre-screenings do migrants need to go, before they are admitted legally?
74 In extreme cases, resettlement based on private sponsorship may for example be not much more than an ‘echoeffect’ of extended kinship selection – which may be considered as conflicting with fair and needs-based humanitarian
efforts. Matching systems for improving refugee resettlement have been suggested, among others, by Jones and
Teytelboym (2017).
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Thirdly, states may also support displaced populations residing in third countries – financially or
through other means. In the long run, this may also be viewed as a tool of migration control: For
example, if living conditions in refugee camps improve, it may be less urgent to leave them and
seek perspectives elsewhere. To study this aspect (as well as other means to ‘fight root causes’75 ),
we would need to observe how much support of which kind is being granted by which country and
over time – an issue that goes well beyond the scope of the present study.
(Shortly) after arrival: admission and status determination

Directly related to the prior

considerations, the administration of ‘what happens afterwards’ differs depending on migrants’
individual circumstances, and depending on how they have entered a country: While resettled
refugees normally go through these procedures already at an earlier stage, the admission of ‘spontaneous arrivals’ tends to be more complicated. The system that forces migrants into the ‘asylum
channel’ comprises all steps from the registration as asylum seekers to the RSD systems. Especially
at this initial phase of new orientation, administrative practices can arguably cause lasting damages for migrants’ later integration’ successes. Legally, possible outcomes of their claims can be
approval or rejection (as well as a number of nuances in between). At the level of migrants’ social
realities, long waiting times and hostile bureaucracies can additionally be perceived as approval or
rejection by the host society as a whole. From these RSD decisions on, different rights and benefits are attached to being granted certain protection statuses (social assistance, accommodation,
health care, language and cultural orientation courses, etcetera). More practical issues occurring
in the ‘settlement phase’ however also depend on these decisions, as well as these migrants’ detention or the enforcement of their ‘voluntary’ or involuntary return. This paragraph focuses on the
admission and status determination; the latter of these steps are addressed subsequently.
Here, it can firstly be observed how the RSD system is built up and administered: As one extreme,
all refugee claimants could be granted asylum – which would certainly economize on administrative
costs (Bubb, Kremer and Levine, 2011, p. 379). As another extreme, no one could be accepted.
Whenever none of both extreme scenarios apply, we may ask questions such as: On which grounds
can migrants apply for protection statuses? Based on which criteria (such as crime records) can
certain migrants be deemed ‘inadmissible’? Which actors (which levels of government or which nongovernmental service providers) are assigned with which tasks in this area? Are they sufficiently
qualified, and how much room for maneuver do they have in fulfilling them? If the RSD is carried
out by a state bureaucracy; are the servants politically appointed or hired on a base of merits?
To what extent are individual decisions subject to executive discretion and direct political control
– as opposed to being controlled by public or judicial oversight? Are the ‘success’ chances and
criteria being communicated openly? Are all migrants being guaranteed uniform access to fair
RSD procedures and are their applications being processed in a timely manner? If not, based on
which criteria are ‘clusters’ drawn to differentiate between claimants? In the latter cases, how do
such categorizations affect migrants’ subjective well-being (relative to each other)?
In the aggregate, these details relate to more systemic questions, such as: To what extent are
RSD systems reformed as consequences of external ‘shocks’, influential initiatives, court rulings,
or other relevant incidents? Are the ‘processing capacity’ constraints of competent authorities
75 For example, we would then need to study the effect of particular trade agreements, ongoing repercussions of
colonial history, and so on.
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being taken as ‘given’? Can these ‘capacities’ be easily adjusted, i.e. equipped with or ‘starved’ of
resources? Are ‘backlogs’ built up due to ‘overburdened capacities’ or lacks of priority? How are
the government’s policies affecting those working on the front lines in this area? Are RSD decisionmakers being provided with sufficient and extensive training in order to be able to come up with
this job’s inherent responsibilities, especially if the laws change quickly? Do low acceptance rates of
asylum claims indicate many fraudulent claims or rather an institutionalized skepticism, i.e. that
RSD decision-makers assume refugee claimants’ ‘incredibility’ instead of lending “a sympathetic
doctrinal ear to the[ir] narratives” (Macklin, 2009, p. 94)? (How) are the decision-making processes
being documented? Which role does technology play in these systems, for example with regard
to the identification of individual migrants? Can we observe variation across a given nation and
over time with regard to these questions (and if yes, what may cause it)? To what extent are
the processes standardized (and thus coherent) – or do they leave room for maneuver (thereby
‘preprogramming’ fragmentation in the outcomes)? Do neutral bodies oversee the compliance with
axioms such as coherence and uniformity in decision-making processes? Which time-lines need to
be observed by claimants and/or the processors of their claims? And finally: Are migrants provided
with all the necessary information? Are translation and legal aid offered for free – funded by the
federal, regional, or local governments – or to be paid by the claimants themselves? Finding answers
to these questions would allow for a more fine-grained analysis of any country’s asylum/refugee
regime. In addition to the conventional focus on legal systems, it places a second focus on the
impact of administrative practices when asking ‘refugees welcome?’.
Especially for this phase of initial admission, ‘manageability’ may play a central role: We can
assume that administrative structures need to keep pace with the amount of claims that need to
go through a formal RSD procedure (and possibly, the related judiciary instances) (Macklin, 2009,
pp. 94-95) in order to be perceived as effective and, thus, legitimate. At the same time, this
aspect of ‘manageability’ relates to the discursive figures that are drawn around the topic; and
thus, public opinion about it: As theorized above, the issue’s framing and salience depend both on
the different types of arrivals and their sheer numbers.

In the longer term: administration of ‘integration’ and settlement As soon as (or often
already while) these first issues are resolved after arrival, another set of provisions becomes relevant:
“Settlement refers to a short period of mutual adaptation between newcomers and the host society
during which the government provides support and services to newcomers, while integration is a
two-way process” (IRCC, 2016b, p. 3). Both depend on issues such as accommodation, social
rights, work, family reunification, and education. With regard to the organization of housing and
access to certain services, we may ask: Do asylum seekers or recognized refugees have free choice
over where to reside? Are dispersal schemes in place to ‘manage’ their spatial distribution (and
if yes, based on which criteria, or subject to which conditions)? (Where) are recognized refugees
or refugee claimants allowed to travel freely76 ? Are work permits tied to certain statuses or other
restrictions? Do some migrants enjoy more privileges than others? Are they being granted access
to services such as medical care (or even access to health-care) immediately after arrival or which
bureaucratic steps need to be taken previously? Which other provisions differ from those that
76 This question may be related to whether the reality of ‘circular migration’ is being acknowledged, or whether
temporary migration is being transformed into ‘forcibly’ permanent migration by closing the ways ‘back out’.
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apply for permanent residents or citizens (on social assistance77 )? Are service-provision-models
separated for citizens and non-citizens, or are services for newcomers merged into existing national
structures? What needs to be done in order to reunite families? For example, how are family
members sponsored and how can kinship relations be proven legally? (When) can former refugees
apply for permanent residency statuses and citizenship? Are they allowed to study equivalently
to citizens – or rather equivalently to international students? And again: Is all this being done
uniformly across the nation and over time? How are the government’s policies affecting those
working on the front lines in this area?
Administration of ‘not arriving’ and of ‘removal’

Finally, if all available legal remedies

are exhausted, the ‘removal of failed claimants’ is often seen as a tool to signal governmental
assertiveness – for example, through ‘producing’ publicly reported deportation numbers. In order
to study this last area, we may ask: What happens to denied protection seekers? Are there
options for them to stay legally – and if yes, subject to which conditions? Is detention being used
for purposes such as their ‘administration’ – or can they move freely in the communities, even
when awaiting their ‘removal’? Are maximum periods of detention defined (and monitored)? Can
minors be detained? How are ‘unremovables’ handled, who cannot be sent home due to lacking
papers or their inability to travel? Are ‘voluntary returns’ facilitated only at own will, or actively
encouraged (thereby rather euphemizing their ‘voluntariness’)? Can returnees receive any kind of
support ‘back home’? Who is in charge of implementing these provisions? And again: Is all this
being done uniformly across the nation and over time?

2.6

Guiding research questions

The aim of this dissertation is not to answer these questions in isolation of each other. Instead,
its empirical part presents the evidence in an inter-tangled way that does justice to real world
complexity. Based on the preceding considerations, the following questions have been identified as
particularly relevant:
How have different liberal democracies been responding to contemporary migratory movements?
In particular, to what extent and how have Germany, Canada, and Australia been welcoming
asylum seekers and refugees? How have their asylum/refugee regimes evolved in reciprocity to the
democratic constraints faced by political elites?
The general question ‘refugees welcome?’ hence boils down into a set of particular research questions to be answered for all three countries of interest:
(1) Which legal frameworks and administrative practices have been established? Which domestic
(and, subordinately, external) motivations drive the decisions that lead to these regimes?
(a) pleasing voters to secure (re-)election
(b) utilitarian / meritocratic / socioeconomic motivations
(c) humanitarian / human rights-based motivations
77 Note that the answer to this question may primarily reflect the role of the welfare state in general – as depicted
in more detail below.
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As deciphered above, argumentation line (a) is highlighted in the present study. It primarily asks:
To what extent can public choice be seen as an underlying mechanism?
(2) Which other factors and actor constellations are crucial to explain the specific observable
outcomes on the base of the underlying paradoxes? For instance, what is the role of NGOs, local,
and regional governments, or supra-national institutions in both the setting of standards and the
provision of benefits or services?
(3) How have laws, policies, and practices evolved with regards to the admission (RSD regimes),
arrival (‘integration’, settlement) or non-arrival (refused access, ‘voluntary’ return or removal) of
certain migrants in the 21st century? How have the responsible authorities and agencies been
equipped for fulfilling these tasks? How did these interrelated policies and practices change over
time? As argued before, all observations are dynamic rather than static: Due to the fluidity of
migratory movements and political responses, this study does not seek to identify simple causalities,
but to assess repeated adaptations over time, asking: How have the refugee protection regimes been
reorganized (over and over again) since the beginning of the 21st century? Which migrants have
been welcomed (and which not) as a consequence of these regimes? What is the role of migratory
movements’ quantities in this regard? And to what extent have (other) ‘external shocks’ been used
as windows of opportunity for policy changes?
(4) Which discourses shaped these developments? In particular; what kind of policy narratives
have governmental actors been using to legitimize their migration regimes?

Chapter 3

Methodology
Setting up the interpretive framework, the previous chapter has already identified the dimensions of
comparison that are deemed relevant for the study of national asylum/refugee/migration regimes.
Equipped with this framework to simplify empirical complexity, we can now move to the next
step: To guide the systematic comparison of policies and practices in different migration countries,
interpretive tools and techniques are required. This methodological section presents the techniques
employed in this dissertation and justifies their suitability for the accomplishment of its objective,
i.e. for confronting the conceptual model with the empirical data gathered.
As indicated above, this entire study relies primarily on qualitative data. The method of qualitative process tracing is employed in three comparative case studies; primarily in order to assess
and understand the dense sequence of interrelated factors assumed to influence the observable
policy outcomes. To meet this requirement, the empirical part of this thesis examines the related
measures that were formulated and/or implemented between 2000 to 20171 , as well as some of
the most important public reactions – guided by the research questions presented above. To incorporate the data collected for this project, inductive and deductive methods have been applied
alternatingly. This mixed research strategy allows for tracing the observable process on the base
of the corresponding theoretical framework, as depicted in the following.

3.1

Process tracing in case studies

As for Bennett and Checkel (2014, pp. 8-9), the “deductive theory-testing side of process tracing
examines the observable implications of hypothesized causal mechanisms within a case to test
whether a theory on these mechanisms explains the case”. Although causal inference on such
mechanisms cannot be guaranteed when relying on a few cases only, this method can still be seen
as promising in the present context. It is likely to yield more detailed insights than a statistical
assessment would allow for: As Gerring (2007, p. 73) notes, “one of the strengths of the case study
is that it often sheds light on causal mechanisms that remain obscure in cross-case analysis”.
1 Prior developments are incorporated in a condensed form insofar as they are necessary for understanding the
corresponding path-dependencies.
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Focusing on the temporal variation of the observable outcomes, the progression of history and its
causes can be (at least partially) reconstructed. In order to come up with a chronology of significant
events, this study relies on qualitative data on exemplary developments and crucial outcomes in
three country-cases. As indicated before, the analysis is guided by the identification of ‘critical
junctures’, at which the corresponding patterns and paths have emerged (Capoccia and Kelemen,
2007). Thereby, it is aimed at reconstructing the decision-making processes and discourses leading
to the relevant outcomes.
Ideally, we would need to gather all components underlying the entire relevant discourse-forming
and decision-making processes in each of the three countries. Tracing processes back to the incentives faced by the responsible decision-makers is however only punctually feasible due to both the
given ‘secrecy’ and the scope of this study2 . With no claim to completeness, this study therefore
relies on exemplary in-depth investigations that are found to have high diagnostic values and that
are nested in their systematic comparison.

3.2

Comparative case studies of most different systems

As indicated before, the focus of the subsequent comparison lies in the evolving treatment of
asylum seekers and refugees in three particular countries in a delimited temporal frame: According
to Freeman (2006, p. 228), both “national models of immigration policy making” and the variation
between those models can be particularly revealing when studying the development of migration
regimes.
A particular strength of the comparative approach can be found in the potential identification of
parameters that affect both similarity and heterogeneity in the observable outcomes across the
countries and over time. Acknowledging these outcomes’ fluidity and diversity on a number of
relevant dimensions, all three cases are closely investigated in search of similarities and differences.
With all due caution, this most different systems investigation is expected to provide insights
that can to some extent be generalized to other countries sharing certain relevant characteristics3
(Gerring, 2007, p. 84). In order to maximize the comparability of the heterogeneous cases and to
guarantee the measurability of the processes and variables of interest, the same set of questions is
answered systematically for the three countries4 . While these questions focus on the aforementioned
‘public choice’ model, they also include other causally relevant observations. Such a multi-tiered
and open mode of examination serves to reconstruct the intricate decision-making processes and
discourses leading to the relevant outcomes.
2 As mentioned above, it would certainly go beyond the scope of this study to provide an extensive discussion
of three different legal and administrative systems and their corresponding impacts: The treatment of newcomers
involves many different levels of administration that are subject to different parameters and not only determined
by specific asylum law and practice, but also by administrative or aliens law more generally. Furthermore, this
study does not lend itself to formulating comprehensive ‘migration management’ recommendations. Also, in order
to better capture the overall picture, it does not differentiate between different subgroups of asylum seekers, such
as unaccompanied minors or others assumed to have particular vulnerabilities. Finally, it cannot account for all
particularities at the sub-national levels and omits elaborating on the existing variation in public reactions, policies
and practices that may be observable in different regions.
3 It should be noted that the study’s potential to identify necessary or sufficient conditions for the emergence
of particular outcomes depends on its findings’ external validity, i.e. their representativeness for other nations or
contexts.
4 See George and Bennett (2005) for a more extensive methodological discussion.
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Data collection and source triangulation

As FitzGerald (2012) emphasizes, it is extremely useful, particularly in the area of migration,
to conduct in-depth fieldwork in different localities that the analyst strives to compare. For the
case studies, the research strategy of data triangulation has therefore been employed – in order to
deeply investigate the relevant developments and their circumstantial conditions: By covering a
variety of sources and employing several bodies of data, it is aimed at maximizing the validity of
the research and reducing its potential bias. In order to obtain micro-based sources of information,
it is relied on in-depth qualitative evidence: In all three countries, the political and administrative
asylum-related structures are characterized by complex hierarchies reaching from the supranational
to the national, federal, and local levels. Problematically, in this area often characterized by a high
level of ‘secrecy’, governmental or other official representatives may however face incentives to
withhold certain critical information. This has been attempted to be overcome by relying on a
multi-perspective approach.

3.3.1

Embedding the literature and qualitative data

As a basis for the analyses, firstly, the developments of the asylum/refugee-related legislative situations in the corresponding countries were investigated by examining legislation texts and related
publications, such as parliamentary papers: These are certainly the most robust indicators for
political decisions – and readily available sources of data. Secondly, in order to assess the administrative level, corresponding reports serve as sources of information whenever accessible. Inherent to
this administrative grey area, it could however be expected that some of the more clandestine and
controversial aspects are not covered by official reports. To avoid the potential bias resulting from
such ‘secrecy’, remaining questions were therefore investigated through a combination of extensive
literature-review and the conduction of semi-structured interviews with experts such as political
decision-makers, administrative officeholders and non-governmental observers.
In order to assess public awareness and attitudes, it has further been relied upon cumulative scores
and indices, public opinion polls, and aggregate reports for the corresponding countries of interest.
Moreover, the discursive embedding in the corresponding domestic debates has been studied by
the extensive review of media reports over time.

3.3.2

Interview conduction

The subjective perceptions and beliefs of key actors and observers are found to be a particularly
useful type of evidence as they are crucial for testing the explanatory power of competing explanatory models (Vanberg, 2004, pp. 116-117). For this project, in-depth information was gathered
about the knowledge, perceptions and points of views held by different key actors in the three countries regarding the development of policies and their administrative implementation. Interviews
have been be conducted5 not only with political decision-makers and administrative functionaries,
5 For conducting the interviews, it has been relied on literature such as Aberbach and Rockman (2002), Berry
(2002), Bogner, Littig and Menz (2014), Bogner, Littig and Menz (2014), Clifford (2013), Horrocks and King (2010),
Kern and Vossiek (2015), Leech (2002), Lilleker (2003), Mosley (2013), and Richards (1996). The following guidelines
for preparing, conducting and reporting the interviews have been found to be particularly relevant: (1) send formal
interview requests about one month in advance, (2) make follow-up phone calls if necessary; if still no response, just
show up, (3) ask for maximum one hour per interview, (4) assure anonymity if desired; put respondents at ease,
(5) ask for permission to record the interview, (6) use ‘snowballing’ to get further respondents, (7) try to gather
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but also with staff of related non-governmental organizations and think-tanks, external observers,
as well as representatives of civil society, asylum seekers and refugees themselves6 , and certain
divisions of the private sector. From 2016 to mid-2017, the situation in each of the three countries
has been closely examined. Relevant developments in Germany, Canada, and Australia have been
assessed by interviewing the experts listed in the appendix. These interviewees can be classified
into actors involved in policy-making, -advisory, and implementation (for example, in the RSD,
health systems and settlement sectors), as well as academic, legal/juridical and societal accompaniment (in the form of civil society initiatives and advocacy groups). The information obtained
through interview conduction was post-processed with the strategy of open coding: Due to the
sheer number of interview questions and answers, the researcher had to select carefully which data
to include and which to omit in order not to exceed the scope of this study.

3.3.3

Time span
“Debates [...] have a history” (Ryan, 2010, p. 22)

The focus of this thesis lies on the time period from 2000 to 2017. Of course, as in any timediagnostic research, this limited time span poses the problem of lagging behind some of the more
recent developments. When studying policies and developments in the 21st century, it is however
also necessary to be aware of what happened before. Each empirical chapter on the corresponding
country-cases therefore first provides the reader with a summary for the preceding developments
(up until the year 2000). It should be noted that these summaries cannot reproduce the entire
histories of three migration countries with highly complex path-dependencies. At the same time,
they are necessary to grasp some of the fundamental peculiarities that make up the observable
outcomes in the 21st century.

3.4

Case selection: why Germany, Canada and Australia?

Although some aspects of the above-mentioned tendencies can be observed around the globe,
studying Germany, Canada and Australia is deemed particularly promising – both objectively and
from a more normative perspective. The following arguments justify the case selection for this
most different systems investigation:
Firstly, all three countries belong to the OECD (Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development), have high living standards, relatively open markets and top ranks with regards to
their gross domestic products (GDPs) per year and capita (CIA, 2017e,d,c): By global comparison
on a purchasing power parity per capita basis, Germany ranks 27 with 50,400 US$, followed by
new information until ‘saturation’, (8) use a semi-structured design that allows for follow-up questions, (9) begin
with broad questions, move to sensitive questions later, (10) do not provide too much insight into the hypotheses
to avoid biases, but inform about the general purpose of the study, (11) mention a third party for critical questions
in order not to show own skepticism, (12) do not rely on single answers; triangulate by using multiple sources for
balanced and systematic evidence, and (13) beware of measurement errors, report uncertainty regarding biases that
might be due to non-response, refusal, and sampling (such as consensus in networks resulting from ‘snowballing’).
It should be noted that in spite of all these attempts, barely any high-level politicians answered the requests.
6 Especially in the German case, many migrants could be accompanied over longer periods – enabling the author
to gain in-depth knowledge of their situations, the behavior of the administrative staff they have been confronted
with, etcetera. In order not to jeopardize the informants, this evidence could be reported to the author anonymously.
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Australia on rank 29 with 50,300 US$, and by Canada on rank 34 with 48,300 US$ (CIA, 2017a). At
the same time, Germany had an unemployment rate of only 3.8%, Australia of 5.6%, and Canada
of 6.5% (CIA, 2017b). Asylum seekers reaching these liberal democracies, in turn, have only been
a small fraction by international comparison (UNHCR, 2015a; UNHCR, 2015b; UNHCR, 2015c;
Zetter, 2015, p. 3). At first glance, it should hence come as a surprise if migratory movements
of relatively minor scales are portrayed as situations that ‘overburden’ the receptive capacities
of these states – at least, if considered in comparison to worse-off countries coping with much
larger numbers. The frequent evocation of ‘crisis’ frames in this context might thus be considered
particularly questionable7 .
Secondly, asylum seekers’ rights have been anchored in several international and regional treaties to
which these (but not all) states are signatories8 . As indicated before, these treaties imply certain
legal obligations (also see subsequent section on ‘the global refugee regime ‘under stress”). For
all signatory states, it should come at a relatively high political price to openly violate migrants’
rights, hence setting high incentives to avoid blame in this context.
Thirdly, all countries in this sample qualify as:
“Western liberal-democracies, and as such provide certain fundamental civil and
political rights to all citizens on non-discriminatory basis. They differ, however, in
the extent to which they go beyond the non-discriminatory protection of traditional
individual rights of citizenship to also provide some additional form of public recognition, support or accommodation for ethnocultural minorities to maintain and express
their distinct identities and practices.” (Multiculturalism Policies in Contemporary
Democracies, 2011b)
Importantly, the governmental representatives of liberal democracies do not only repeatedly reconfirm their commitment to the individual right to asylum, but also partially tend to place themselves
at the forefront in their roles as agenda setters of global human rights norms9 . As processes of
‘norm socialization’ in the area of human rights crucially depend on the policies adopted in the
industrialized world, the political practices of OECD countries can be expected to send important
signals to other states (Money, Lockhart and Western, 2016, p. 400; Risse, Jetschke and Schmitz,
2002). It can thus be argued that, if even such countries with advanced records in the area of
minority and human rights do not manage to assure norm compliance, their ‘followers’ can hardly
be expected to do so. Any measure leading to a cutback in migrants’ rights thus stands in sharp
contrast not only to the self-conceptions, but also to the international responsibilities of these
states.
7 Even if further reducing these countries’ unemployment rates and further increasing growth would be seen as
the priority, the following two arguments could be made: First, rich countries are able to address several problems
simultaneously (FAZ, 2019), and second, migration can generate new jobs and thus economic growth. It is also
noteworthy in this context that, while Canada and Australia continue to have slightly positive population growth
rates (with 0.74% and 1.05% respectively), that of Germany is negative (-0.16%) (CIA, 2016), mainly due to rapid
population aging and low birth rate (CIA, 2017e). This may be relevant due to the recurrent argumentation that
immigration might be perceived as necessary in order to counter demographic trends (Münz, 2013).
8 Nevertheless, it has to be considered that related agreements such as the 1951 Geneva Convention were notably
shaped by the historical circumstances at the times of their signing and can thus be argued to be outdated (Millbank,
2000; Reed-Hurtado, 2013, pp. 4-12).
9 See Greenhill (2016, pp. 215-216) for a similar discussion of liberal democracies’ particular vulnerability with
regards to human rights credibility, and Thiel (2017) for the case of Europe.
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Fourthly, the situation of democratically elected governments in general differs from authoritarian
regimes, since the former can be expected to face other (or more severe) legitimization necessities
and heterogeneous public pressures. As Breunig, Cao and Luedtke (2012, p. 831) argue, particularly democratic governments of welfare states have to cope with a ‘disadvantage’ as they have
to define clearly who belongs to the beneficiaries as an insider, in order to ease anti-immigration
pressures. Their immigration and welfare policies have to reflect commonly held norms, which can
be assumed to be the case to a lesser extent in less democratic regimes. Their relative wealth can
hence be seen as leading to even more, rather than less, controversies.
Furthermore, particularly Canada and Australia exhibit “a number of striking similarities in the
history, culture, political traditions and institutions” (Watson, 2009, p. 141): In contrast to Germany, both are so-called ‘multicultural settler societies’ that share a similar historical perception
of immigration10 , which can be expected to have influenced their self-identifications. It should
however be noted that the period of ‘settler societies’ in the traditional sense may just be about
to fade out as temporary residence permits gain in importance (Dauvergne, 2016; Mares, 2018).
At the same time to sharing these fundamental similarities, Australia and Canada also exhibit
notable inter-case divergence regarding several dimensions of their historical paths. For example,
Canada has been the world’s most important destination for resettled refugees at the time of writing
(Markusoff, 2019). This may be due to the Canadian government’s openness towards resettlement:
Whereas Australian governments have been inclined towards political conservatism throughout
the past decades and tend to share a strong cross-party consensus on whether and how to restrict
immigration, Canada’s left- and right-of-center governments have rather been alternating. At first
glance, this may have attenuated restrictive policy outcomes. Moreover, especially relevant for
asylum seekers, both states face different situations due to the fact that Canada has one of the
world’s longest land borders – while in Australia, “control is more feasible due to geography”
(Freeman, 2006, p. 233). As a result, Australian immigration policies may have been much
narrower and “more control-oriented” (Freeman, 2006, p. 233), whereas Canada has traditionally
been famous for its openness towards immigrants (Freeman, 2006, p. 232; Reitz, 2004, pp. 112113).
Finally, there are a number of reasons to conceive the German case as an ‘outlier’. Whereas
scholars widely agree on the necessity of comparing Canada and Australia (Watson, 2009, p. 8),
the inclusion of Germany into the case selection still remains rather exceptional: Most importantly,
it is a ‘newcomer’ – and no ‘classic’ country of immigration11 (Fleras, 2015, p. 33). Historically,
Germans have had little experience with issues such as multiculturalism12 , and still seem to struggle
with living in a migration country13 (Fleras, 2015, p. 33; Geddes and Hadj-Abdou, 2016, p.
10 As for Freeman (2006, p. 228), the main characteristics of such traditional settler societies are “(1) generations
of citizens with strong memories and identification with their immigrant roots and (2) numerous, well-organised
interest groups able to influence one or more aspects of national immigration programmes”. Non-traditional immigration countries may therefore be compelled to learn from these states’ experiences given that their own population
compositions become gradually more diverse as a result of immigration.
11 See also Hoesch (2017, pp. 148 et seq.) for a summary of ‘newcomer’ vs. ‘classic’ migration countries.
12 Indeed, Germany has de facto implemented certain multiculturalist policies over the past decades, too (Malik,
2017, pp. 77-80).
13 This distinguishes the German case from classic settler societies: As for Freeman (2006, p. 228), the main
characteristics of traditional settler societies are “(1) generations of citizens with strong memories and identification
with their immigrant roots and (2) numerous, well-organised interest groups able to influence one or more aspects
of national immigration programmes”.
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233). Asylum seekers’ rights have however not only been anchored in several international and
regional treaties to which Germany is a signatory, but also in its constitution, which has been
implying certain legal obligations: As summarized below, its role in World War II has been crucial
in that regard. Later movements of ‘co-ethnic settlers’ and ‘guest workers’ further contributed to
Germany’s uniqueness as a migration country (Green, 2001). By comparison to the other two cases,
Germany does moreover not only have a very high living standard, but also a highly developed
welfare system. However, wealth inequality in Germany has been growing throughout the recent
past (SPIEGEL, 2019). Due to its demographic problems, certain types of immigration might
further be necessary in order to maintain the stable social systems on which aging Germans depend
(Münz, 2013). Germany can therefore be expected to be a crucial case to study the relevance of
public choice (and especially, with regards to welfare chauvinism and other nativist sentiments)
in the field of asylum and migration policies. Moreover, Germany may be considered a special
case due to its status within the EU, significantly reducing domestic political scopes for maneuver
in this and other policy areas (Thym, 2017a, pp. 302-303). Related to these points, Germany is
finally also a deviant case due to its (much less isolated) geographical situation. The interplay of
these factors clearly contributed to Germany’s higher exposition to ‘spontaneous’ movements of
displaced people: To the time of writing, Germany appears as the only OECD country among the
ten major refugee-hosting countries, hosting over one million displaced people (UNHCR, 2017).
These preliminary considerations indicate that the study of these three cases can be particularly
revealing due to the given multidimensional variation14 .

3.5

Research design issues and limitations

“What is the difference between describing ‘how’ and explaining ‘why’? To describe ‘how’ means
to reconstruct the series of specific events that led from one point to another. To explain ‘why’
means to find causal connections that account for the occurrence of this particular series of events
to the exclusion of all others.” (Harari, 2015, p. 238)
While this study intents to build on an all-encompassing approach informed by multiple sources, it
cannot fully exclude issues of inference that are inherent to the topic’s complexities. This section
therefore critically reflects its limitations.
As argued beforehand, it would certainly exceed the limits of statistical methods’ explanatory
power to uncover the many reciprocal effects and interwoven causalities that involve several levels of governance, administrations and judiciaries. Of course, process tracing with comprehensive
qualitative evidence based on data triangulation has its empirical limits, too: If “mutual constitution is completely continuous at all levels of analysis, then it is impossible to break out ‘variables’
as being causes or consequences of one another” (Bennett and Checkel, 2014, p. 15). This being
said, is it even possible to clearly identify a fixed number of variables that influence national asylum/migration systems? As mentioned above, the literature does provide a number of suggestions,
14 As a side note, Canada and Australia have developed interdisciplinary research accompanying the relevant
developments, including refugee research centers and more. In Germany, in turn, research on the topic decreased
significantly after the early 1990s (arguably, as the issue seemed to be of minor importance), as assessed subsequently.
It has only been in the aftermath of 2015 that academic interest in the topic gained momentum again (Aumüller,
Daphi and Biesenkamp, 2015, p. 10). This unequal distribution of academic attention to the issue in itself lets an
up-to-date comparison of important developments appear even more necessary.
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including countries’ geographic location, historical and cultural experiences, the influence of labor
unions, the division of governmental power, as well as sheer arrival numbers (Watson, 2009, p.
137). Such descriptive lists do however not account for issues of endogeneity, i.e. the finding that
some of these variables (in)directly depend upon each other – such as, most obviously, the number of arrivals depend on countries’ geographic location. Any variable-based presentation would
therefore arguably not do justice to the observable interconnectedness of influencing factors that
is inherent to the topic. This does not imply that it could not nevertheless be useful to abstract
to some extent in order to systematically compare developments in different contexts. As already
cautioned against, none of these findings should however be interpreted in an over-deterministic
way: So far, no robust and generalizable evidence could be found for any particular conceptual
model. Due to a lack of better data, the potential underlying mechanisms identified should be
handled with care. Following Watson (2009, p. 142), this project does therefore “not lend itself to
the identification and measurement of causal factors that explain the difference between these [...]
states”. Refinement of both adequate theories, methodological and empirical strategies is hence
needed in order to continue building on and adding to the existing body of literature.
This general limitation has become particularly visible in the theoretical public choice account:
Based on the available data on public opinion, which displays a notable polarization, one cannot
meaningfully claim to know ‘what society as such wants’. Unsurprisingly, governments seem to
have tried to ‘learn’ from public reactions. But did they really implement all observable policies
in order to maintain their legitimacy vis-à-vis the voting public? While alternative explanations
cannot be fully ruled out, the theory may appear to hold strong when confronted with the data
collected. Nevertheless, there is a chance that the collected data were (1) incomplete, biased, or
(2) misinterpreted. Regarding the first point, the uncertainty or absence of certain evidence may
well involve judgments on actors’ ability and incentive to hide it (Bennett, 2014, p. 295). We
should therefore scrutinize: Is the absence of evidence for certain facts really evidence for their
absence? For example, certain legal infringements in this area have been commonplace throughout
Germany both before and after the summer of 2015, as admitted by anonymous informants – and
dealt with in more detail subsequently. Also in the cases of Canada and Australia, there have been
reports about the unrighteousness of certain policies and practices. As a consequence, responsible
actors unsurprisingly face incentives to withhold critical information: In the extreme case, we may
expect no one to assume responsibility – even in seemingly ‘harmless’ interviews. Critical aspects
may continue being silenced by interviewees uninterested in sincere fact-finding. Rather, the usual
‘ping-pong’ of accountability may lead to situations in which the media as well as the general
public are rather confused and perceive a general failure of all responsible authorities. For the
authorities on different levels, in turn, admitting to such failure would amount to concede their
own bafflement and helplessness in unforeseen situations. It would thus be understandable that
they might agree upon a ‘ceasefire’, silencing critical aspects rather than working towards true
fact-finding. Other interpretations, however, would simply refer to the fact that administrative
bodies have limited obligations to provide (especially: critical) information. In the present study,
this problem is exacerbated by the fact that the list of interviewees can be seen as biased to some
extent: Activists’ and oppositions’ opinions over-weighed those of incumbent decision-makers and
their supporters (also see appendix). This may be simply due to the fact that committed people
are more willing to give such interviews, resulting in biased samples and unrepresentative answers.
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Moreover, with this study highlighting the reciprocity of public pressures and governmental decisions, a multitude of explanatory variables remained at the margins of the direct causal assessment; ranging from cultural/historical, geographical/geopolitical, bureaucratic/institutional to
judicial/institutional factors (Watson, 2009, pp. 141-142). For example, it has often been argued
that Germany’s peculiar role as massive human rights violator during World War II may have
led to a sentiment of collective guilt that has not yet been overcome. This may theoretically lead
to a historical predisposition to be included into the explanatory model: Combined with other
aforementioned factors, such a predisposition may have provoked exceptionally open responses visà-vis persecuted people. Finding unbiased and representative large-scale polls for any population
however remains a great challenge.

More by accident than by design?

As argued beforehand, the developments in all three coun-

tries under investigation must be seen as historically grown consequences of all given circumstances,
in which new-arrivals’ numbers, compositions, and modes of arrival mattered just as much as more
idiosyncratic factors. Indeed, the findings demonstrate that a complex interplay of numerous factors was decisive for both the similarities and the variation in the observable outcomes, including
not only mere geography but also very nuanced characteristics on the historical, sociopolitical, legal, and institutional dimensions, as well as discursive practices. For example, both migrants’ and
natives’ social realities on the ground have of course not only been affected by concerted political
efforts, but also by the mere economic structures in a given city, region, or country. Altogether, a
mix of all these factors has been crucial for the corresponding developments in the three countries’
asylum/migration regimes, in addition to the actor-constellation on the ground and the public
voting patterns (which ultimately depended on all these circumstances).
Another conceivable mechanism may be the following: Politicians might be trying to simplify the
work of front-line bureaucrats and social workers who may have to deal with unreasonably restrictive or generous provisions vis-à-vis asylum seekers in the first place. Alternatively, demographic
necessities and job-market shortages may also have caused politicians to allow migrants to enter
and stay. Finally, as mentioned before, EU regulations indeed reduced German politicians’ power
to shape legislation. The fact that Germany could not really ‘count on its neighbors’ throughout
the critical period certainly is another relevant feature that may explain some of the observable outcomes: Germany’s (and Europe’s) overall ‘absorptive capacities’ may simply not have overlapped
with certain governmental ambitions in the area of refugee protection. In such cases, potential
mechanisms might be induced by actors other than the general voting public: Unsurprisingly,
governments are being advised by employer organizations and different interest groups. The fact
that certain migrants continue to get protection in Germany, Canada, and Australia may hence
serve as evidence for the claim that ‘norms matter’ – but also for utilitarian reasoning regarding
demographic and economic needs, or simple pragmatism within the governmental calculus. Therefore, when observing “that states recognize the need to provide protection for refugees” (Watson,
2009, p. 126), it cannot be ruled out that considerations are really (only) of humanitarian nature. As mentioned above, such observations consequently always need to be savored with caution:
Most strikingly, we cannot fully exclude issues of inference that are inherent to both the topic’s
complexity and social science in general. Observing certain outcomes alone may not be sufficient
to claim causality. Strategic decisions and chaos or ‘muddling through’ may for example lead to
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similar observable outcomes. For example, some of the developments that de facto serve the aim
of ‘deterrence’ may not be the consequences of politicians’ deliberate choices but rather of given
institutional path-dependencies, a lack of foresightedness, and slow reactions in complex administrative structures that have limited capacity adjustment opportunities. Both strategic decisions
and chaotic conditions may work together in a ‘self-reinforcing spiral’. It would therefore be unrealistic to expect observations that can be interpreted in a clearly causal way: As argued above, too
many confounding variables can be expected to ‘blur the picture’ – such as the economic situation,
the historical path, the political structure, international emulation or learning patterns. Herein lies
a crucial methodological difficulty for any analyst: Inference from the observable outcomes to the
underlying motivations is imperfect at best. As mentioned beforehand, this study therefore refrains
from making deterministic causal claims. Reflecting the author’s awareness of this methodological
limitation, this study refrains from making deterministic causal claims.
It would fall much too short of reality, of course, to understand the observable phenomena from
one perspective only. Especially in liberal welfare states like Canada and Australia, there is little
clear evidence, for example, that misery is actually being used as a deterrent: After all, some of
the poorest citizens of these countries also have to struggle with very daunting situations if unable
to take care of themselves, including homelessness and lacking access to medical care. These
struggles, in turn, must be seen in conjunction with the rhetoric of welfare chauvinism that could
be observed in all three states: Societal and governmental responses to migratory movements,
including welfare entitlements and other efforts made for refugees’ socioeconomic ‘integration’, but
also administrative implementation strategies, have been interrelated with the discursive patterns
surrounding such disparities. The status quo of the RSD regimes, too, must certainly be seen
against the backdrop of overall austerity policies due to which even locals lack social security. It
comes as little surprise, one could thus argue, to observe responsible agencies being under-financed
and understaffed in times of growing migratory movements15 .
Also, some policies may be ‘well-meant’ – but still ‘embryos’ – whereas others may be formulated in
an openly hostile fashion that aims to deter migrants and satisfy ‘worried citizens’. In this context,
one finding is particularly important as it accentuates the endogeneity between policies and their
drivers: Factors such as the success of right-wing parties or economic aspects do not only influence
policy outputs, but may also directly deter or attract migrants at which the very same policies
are targeted (Helbling and Leblang, 2018, p. 18). Further, ‘administrative deterrence’ outcomes
may not only be induced deliberately, but also result from poor planning and lacking capacities
that led to chaotic conditions and administrative inefficiencies (or even negligence). But: Where
is a state of ‘crisis’ reached? Here, the terminology is critical: Where is the actual ‘breaking point’
or ‘load limit’ of an administration? What may appear to be downright policy (strategy) failure,
15 As indicated above, on the one hand, bureaucratic convenience, simplicity, practicality and efficiency may be
axioms of ‘well-oiled’ asylum/refugee systems (Showler, 2006). On the other hand, this may come at the price of
fairness, humanitarian aims and long-term ‘social cohesion’ if not being done within the bounds of clearly understanding the consequences of the implemented measures. More specifically, it is one axiom that practicality and the
‘management’ of numbers need to be built into the systems (P. Showler Interview, 2016). The other axiom is that
every migrant needs to be given a fair opportunity to tell her or his story in order to do justice to the conventions
and laws in force: Procedural fairness, administrative justice and due process may be considered as paramount
objectives. However, in many cases, at least in the medium term, pleading ignorance of related shortcomings may
also be seen as a rational strategy to dodge blame. Put bluntly, politicians may also perceive that sending ‘the
wrong signals’ by actually guaranteeing such standards may amount to being ‘too generous’ in this realm, thereby
attracting more (undesired?) migrants – and thus infuriating anxious voters.
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may be partially concealed through alleged implementation failure (as the subsequent BAMF
example suggests). It should be noted that some of the developments that de facto serve the aim
of deterrence may not be the consequences of politicians’ deliberate choices but rather of given
institutional path-dependencies, lacking foresight and slow reactions in complex administrative
structures with limited capacity adjustment opportunities; and that not all developments have
been to the detriment of protection seekers. Problematically thus, (a) the agenda of reducing
migration incentives (following a deliberate strategy) and (b) the mere existence of structural
capacity limitations, potentially leading to chaotic results due to limited public spending and/or
the lack of preventive adaptation and expertise, might lead to similar observable outcomes16 .
It would hence be necessary to trace the processes that have led to these outcomes in the first
place, to be able to indicate which of the two potential scenarios is more likely to apply, and to
make scientifically valid claims about the likelihood of our explanatory models. Once again, this
illustrates that, in view of all the conflicting interests, uncertain past and future scenarios, as well
as the plethora of both conceptual and methodological difficulties involved, it remains a matter of
urgency to challenge overly simplistic assumptions of any kind.
Generalizability? Finally, of course, the conclusiveness from within-case process tracing is generally questionable (Bennett and Checkel, 2014, pp. 13-14). With regards to this study’s findings,
we have to bear in mind the exceptional situation in all three states that experienced quite different
migratory movements17 . As indicated above, there certainly remains a considerable momentum of
idiosyncrasy, limiting the insights’ transferability even to the most similar situations: Whatever
set of theories the analyst tries to compile, it will always remain limited in its application to cases
with certain characteristics. However, some of the findings can at least be attested not to be
completely idiosyncratic, as the similarities between some of the developments and outcomes in
Germany, Canada, and Australia indicate. Their comparability is still limited by design, however,
as the case selection includes the deviant cases of Germany (as a part of the EU and no classic
country of immigration) and Australia (as the only ‘island’ continent among the three).

16 For example, a deliberate strategy of spatially segregating migrants from domestic majorities may result in the
same observable outcomes as the mere unavoidability of building accommodations in peripheral areas due to the
lack of quickly feasible alternatives.
17 For example, herein, we may conceptually differentiate between ‘normal’ and ‘exceptional’ episodes of policymaking and overall societal responses, i.e. between governmental long-term planning or ‘business as usual’ and
spontaneous reactions to ‘unusual’ situations. Throughout most of the literature and political reasoning, it has
been conceived as ‘normal’ that wealthy states have implemented ‘selective borders’ with visas, fences and other
measures in place to control the entrance of outsiders (Mau et al., 2012; Shacknove, 1993; Watson, 2009). Keeping
out migrants thus seems to be an unsurprising policy objective for modern democracies. Based on this understanding
of ‘normality’, the ‘exceptional’ can be viewed as every instance or episode of policies that deviate from the ‘normal’.
More precisely, this comprises short periods of time in which borders remain open, visa requirements are waived,
or outsiders can enter a given state’s territory without the checks and controls that would ‘normally’ be in place.
‘Exceptionality’ can also be found in ‘emergency’ measures, which are – in contrast to “normal policy response”
(Watson, 2009, p. 139) – “not fully institutionalized” (ibid.).

Chapter 4

Three empirical case studies
Building on the theoretical approaches and the methodology introduced above, the following empirical part is dedicated to Germany’s, Canada’s, and Australia’s responses to (asylum and refugee)
migration in the 21st century. In particular, it deciphers how the previously identified contradictions translate into policy and practice in different migration countries. It demonstrates how
certain actors in these three states have responded to the different demands for policy-making,
including both welcoming and unwelcoming policies and practices towards ‘spontaneous arrivals’
and ‘invited’ refugees (altogether, termed ‘migrants’): In the essence, key actors in all three countries have been trying to achieve consistency between partially paradoxical axioms by formulating
pragmatic, doable, legal, credible, and legitimate responses to different extents and in various,
albeit overlapping episodes.
Again, the corresponding paths can only be examined in a delimited time span. It should thus
be reiterated that this examination does neither endeavor to reproduce three countries’ entire national migration histories, nor to discuss all developments in the area of their asylum and refugee
policies. Instead, it presents a wide range of different measures that have been formulated and/or
implemented in this context, relying on a number of crucial developments which are seen as exemplary. In short, the following results may serve as a teaser for the complex empirical answers
to the previously identified research questions: All three cases exhibit both evidence for political
strategy-making and ‘muddling through’ in this area. In line with the ‘convergence hypothesis’
(Cornelius, Martin and Hollifield, 1994; Hollifield, Martin and Orrenius, 2014), governments of
all three states have increasingly resorted to similar measures that aim to decrease ‘spontaneous’
migration. But also certain policies and practices could be observed that may at first glance be
interpreted as fostering refugee protection – even if in very selective ways and not uniform across
the cases. At closer look, migratory movements have however also allowed these three states to
further not only humanitarian, but also their national socioeconomic and demographic aims.
For each of the cases, sub-chapters are therefore devoted to summarizing the main actors, institutional set-ups and initial situations, including both past experiences and external contexts. These
precursory sub-chapters are deemed necessary to understand the discursive evolution and later developments that shaped the observable policy outcomes at the domestic levels: As argued before,
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understanding these developments in their broader context is useful to grasp the resulting balancing acts and their corresponding outcomes. The status quos of the asylum/refugee regimes existing
in the three countries are then presented on the base of these circumstances and developments.
Before proceeding with this main study, however, a short passage is dedicated to the international
context in the light of which all singular countries’ experiences with contemporary migration must
be seen.

4.1

Background: The global refugee regime ‘under stress’

In the 21st century more than ever before, national governments’ decisions in the migration area
cannot be viewed in isolation of each other. Instead, they must be seen in the context of the
existing global asylum/refugee regime.
Refugee protection indeed constitutes one of the few areas in which governments assume responsibility not only for their own citizens, but also for foreigners. As a consequence of the above
presented public choice logic that may prevail in any nation-state, this can lead to far-reaching
protection gaps: In short, it remains difficult within the given global framework to implement
refugee protection regimes in accordance with both any nation-state’s citizenry’s demands and
global prerogatives – which may have obstructed further progress in the existing asylum/refugee
regime: “While policy areas such as development or trade benefit from global governance structures,
a global refugee governance regime is still in its infancy” (European Commission, 2017). Based
on this acknowledgment, this section argues that it has been a particular challenge for national
governments anywhere in the world to deliver timely responses to many of today’s developments
that are shaped by globalization and new technologies. Even if progress in other areas appears to
be unstoppable, governments all over the world are still confronted with the same outdated global
asylum/refugee regime1 , which may have the aforementioned implications for key actors in this
area. It should be noted that this section does not aim at discussing how the necessary regime
‘overhaul’ could be accomplished. Instead, it simply highlights the necessity of taking this ‘system
stress’ into consideration whenever assessing national asylum/migration policies.
For most of history, states’ responses to (forced) migration had not been organized internationally
at all – and also later only organized in the form of a loose legal framework. A first institutionalization took place in the aftermath of Wold War II: Alarmed by the urgent need to find solutions
to the many displaced people at that time, in the 1951 Geneva Convention2 , a number of states
agreed upon defining a refugee as “a person who is outside his or her country of nationality or
habitual residence; has a well-founded fear of being persecuted because of his or her race, religion,
nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion; and is unable or unwilling
to avail him- or herself of the protection of that country, or to return there, for fear of persecution”
(UNHCR, 2011, p. 3). Accepted by a great number of states throughout the past decades, this
definition continues to shape the global refugee regime in many ways. While it can certainly be
seen as an exceptional ‘milestone’, “it is unlikely that many governments would sign up to the
Convention today” (Millbank, 2000). It had simply been “developed in and for a different era”
1 See

Guild (2009) or Hoesch (2017, pp. 130 et seq.) for more information on the global migration regime.
should be noted that when making use of the term ‘Convention’, it is generally referred to the 1951 Geneva
Convention relating to the Status of Refugees, including its 1967 amending Protocol. When other agreements are
mentioned, their entire titles are used.
2 It
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(ibid.). And indeed, due to the aforementioned lack of international enforcement possibilities and
the absence of short-term incentives for governments to further commit to refugee protection, national and supranational policy instruments have only developed sluggishly since then. Although
additional instruments have been introduced (such as that of subsidiary protection, according to
which the concept of ‘protection-deservingness’ may be interpreted more widely in the EU), the
basic paradigm of limited state protection has not been changed. At this point, it is key to reiterate
that the Geneva Convention “confers no right of assistance on refugees unless and until they reach
a signatory country” (Millbank, 2000). Neither does it provide any rights or securities for migrants
who do not meet its rigid definition. ‘Protection-deservingness’ thus still has to be examined in
each individual case, usually by state actors who are subject to their national laws and policies –
and, importantly, only if migrants make it to the territories of the Convention’s signatory states.
While this may have been reasonable for as long as the numbers of persons seeking protection
were relatively modest and chances of making it to these states were relatively low, its adequacy
in modern times may be doubted: Unsurprisingly, humans have always tended to migrate to
where life is better and more secure (Hansen, 2015). However, our sheer chances of doing so have
increased notably. But also our motivations have evolved. For example, the mere availability of
information about life in other parts of the world has certainly changed the perceived incentives for
migrating. As a consequence, this “tech-fueled hypermobility presents a number of serious policy
challenges to governments in the developed world” (MacDougall, 2017). But not only the enabling
conditions in terms of technical progress have changed since the past century: Interrelated with
these conditions, modern times have also witnessed more and more mass upheavals, (among other
factors) inducing displacement over lengthy periods. As a consequence, migratory movements
have not only grown in numbers, but also changed in terms of their composition. Not only in
Europe, but in many receiving states, “asylum systems have to deal with an increasing diversity
of applicants’ backgrounds and personal circumstances” (Schittenhelm and Schneider, 2017, p.
1709). The Convention, in turn, has not been modified. It may thus be argued that the global
migration regime has not held pace with real-world developments3 . In the absence of a more upto-date global migration regime, reformulations or ‘updates’ of the global migration regime would
however only be feasible with sufficient governmental interest in taking on – rather than avoiding
– responsibility: Even if growingly interconnected, our world is still largely governed through
nation-states’ apparatuses.
Perhaps most paradoxically, the combination of lacking legal entry routes to most safe havens
and the necessity to physically touch the ground of a given state in order to file a protection
claim (de Oliveira, 2017; Thym, 2017b) has resulted in proliferating clandestine entry routes to
virtually all promising destination countries. Increased human mobility and this regime, in turn,
have together resulted in a ‘vicious circle’ of ever-increasing border control measures aiming to
prevent migrants’ access to their preferred destinations, at the same time to leading to more
deaths and humanitarian emergencies in the direct and indirect neighborhoods of these destinations
(Andersson, 2016). The global refugee regime in itself must thus arguably be seen as a basic
condition for these fatal impasses.
3 Note that the same has been found to apply for “Western aid and development tools [that] are still, by and
large, designed for 1980s problems and powered by 1980s delivery” (MacDougall, 2017).
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As argued in the theoretical chapter, manifold domestic issues result from these impasses. Countries’ old and often overly bureaucratized, inflexible and slowly adjustable structures have regularly
proven prone to failure under such circumstances: Not only for the three cases under investigation
here, observable contemporary experiences must hence be read as symptoms of the generalized
‘system stress’ that is due to the enhanced quantity and complexity of both migratory movements
themselves and the regimes that steer them.
Instead of engaging for a reform of the global regime that might further increase domestic political
and financial costs, many governments may as a consequence for example develop preferences for
engaging outside of their own territories. Doing so may allow them to come up with what they
perceive as their obligations as ‘good international citizens’4 . Particularly those states situated
more distantly from conflict herds have furthermore traditionally focused on resettling displaced
people into their own communities rather than conceiving themselves as ‘countries of first asylum’.
Arguably, however, such binary self-conceptions also date back to times of less global mobility
in which concepts such as ‘circular migration’ had not yet been acknowledged. Consequently, an
overly reliance on such responses may also be seen as outdated as it fails to take into consideration
the increased ease of human mobility and reciprocally available information: Perceiving countries
of origin and destination as ‘too far apart to learn about them, as well as to travel back and forth
between them’ has certainly become a thing of the past. Responses that fail to acknowledge this
historical shift must thus be seen as antiquated.
In sum, rethinking traditional concepts in the area of asylum/migration would be an urgent necessity. This applies particularly with regards to the Convention as the only globally existent and
robust tool – which had been formulated in a markedly different setting in the 1950s – but also
with regards to all kinds of national ‘solo’ efforts in this realm. The corresponding experiences of
any single state must be seen in this general context.

4 Common buzzwords in this context are primarily ‘protection in the region’ and ‘development assistance’ in
what is known as the ‘migration-development nexus’ (Nyberg-Sørensen, Hear and Engberg-Pedersen, 2002). The
present dissertation largely omits such aspects, but see Angenendt, Martin-Shields and Schraven (2017) for a critical
assessment of the often implicit assumption that ‘development’ would curb migration.
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Germany

Figure 4.1: Geography matters: Germany in the world

Source: author’s modification of Wikimedia Commons (2017)

4.2.1

Main actors and institutional set-up

To initiate the search for differences and similarities between states’ evolving migration regimes, the
main actors and institutional set-up in each country must be identified: If assuming that regimes
are established through the transformation of problems, proposals, and demands into policies and
practices, we need to assess different actors’ definitions of objectives, as well as their corresponding
considerations of alternative actions to reach these objectives. The policies formulated, in turn,
are implemented by a bureaucracy that may be hierarchically organized from the ministerial to
the ‘street’-level. As deciphered above, the practices of each agent in this ‘chain of command’ may
further diverge.
Which actors and institutions create the base for Germany’s experiences with contemporary migratory movements? This section examines the decisive components of this liberal democracy’s
domestic political set-up, emphasizing politico-administrative key ‘players’ at the domestic level
(hence largely omitting those actors operating supranationally or globally).
For the decades under investigation, Germany has been a parliamentary democracy. The separation of powers has been enshrined in its institutional set-up. To begin with; the executive branch
in Germany is formally led by the President (‘Bundespräsident’). However, most executive powers
are concentrated with the elected head of government, the Chancellor (‘Bundeskanzler’). At the
time of writing, this office is being held by Angela Merkel; a CDU politician who has been reelected
twice in 2013 and 2017. Directly working with the Federal Chancellery (‘Bundeskanzleramt’), the
Chancellor’s Cabinet consists of several Federal Ministers5 (‘Bundesminister’), personally recommended by the Chancellor (but officially appointed by the President).
5 Their ministerial decrees, for example, have direct effects on the activities of the front-line administration at all
levels.
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For this study most relevant among their corresponding Federal Ministries, the BMI (Bundesinnenministerium – Ministry of the Interior6 ) oversees the relevant public administrative bodies in the
area of migration; including front-line agencies such as the BPOL (‘Bundespolizei’ – Federal Police
Force) which controls Germany’s borders7 and airports, as well as the BAMF (‘Bundesamt für Migration und Flüchtlinge’ – Federal Office for Migration and Refugees). As depicted in more detail
below, the BAMF as an federal agency is supposed to register all foreigners, to hear and decide
over protection claims, organize Germany’s humanitarian intake, oversee and support migrants’
settlement8 and/or removal (in cooperation with the police), at the same time to accompanying
all these issues scientifically. As a first intriguing finding, the majority of first-instance migrationrelated matters9 in Germany are thus to be dealt with by a central agency directly subordinated
to the government in power. In other words, the BAMF as an administrative authority is subject
to directives from the ministry and consequently politically influenceable (Muschter, 2018, p. 63).
As deciphered subsequently, this has had implications for many thousands of migrants every year.
While most related powers are thus concentrated with the BMI, it is not the only ministry involved in Germany’s migration regime. The BMAS (Bundesministerium für Arbeit und Soziales –
Federal Ministry for Employment and Social Affairs), in turn, has been responsible for issues such
as the social ‘integration’ of legal (as well as ‘tolerated’) residents into the German job market
and society. Operating outside the domestic realm, the German Foreign Office (Auswärtiges Amt)
has further been an important player, operating through embassies and honorary consulates and
thus deciding over visa issues. Many civil society concerns, in turn, are overseen by the BMFSFJ
(Bundesministerium für Familie, Senioren, Frauen und Jugend – Federal Ministry for Family Affairs, Senior Citizens, Women and Youth). Health-related issues are being dealt with by the BMG
(Bundesministerium für Gesundheit – Federal Ministry for Health); economy-related issues by the
BMWi (Bundesministerium für Wirtschaft und Energie – Federal Ministry of Economics and Energy). Further, the BMBF (Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung – Federal Ministry
of Education and Research) has been accompanying societal developments in areas such as migration. More recently, the Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ,
Bundesministerium für wirtschaftliche Zusammenarbeit und Entwicklung) has been involved in the
migration-development nexus. Finally, all of them need to work together with the BMF (Bundesfinanzministerium – Federal Ministry of Finance). Also, the GIZ (Deutsche Gesellschaft für
Internationale Zusammenarbeit – German Agency for International Cooperation), for example,
cooperates with several ministries in the migration-related area of international development.
Germany as a case is outstanding due to the complexity of its politico-administrative system
(Bauer, 2017). In its federal set-up, mandates trickle down from the national to the sub-national
level, including the corresponding ministries of its 16 federal states (‘Bundesländer’). Figure 4.2
shows Germany’s federal set-up.

6 Note

that the BMI was renamed into ‘Bundesministerium des Innern, für Bau und Heimat’ (Federal Ministry
for the Interior, Construction and Home Affairs) in 2018, reflecting the CDU/CSU’s renewed focus on their concept
of German ‘homeland’. As this study focuses on the time period until 2017, it however works with its former title.
7 Particularly the (then) chief of the BPOL, Dieter Romann, had been playing a key role in the preparations for
closing Germany’s south-eastern borders in late 2015 (Alexander, 2017, p. 11 et seq.).
8 While this has not been its original task; prospectively, the BAMF is supposed to further increase its ‘integration’
efforts for refugees.
9 See AIDA (2018) for a comprehensive list of authorities intervening in each stage of the German RSD procedure.
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Figure 4.2: Germany’s federal states

Source: author’s modification of Bruce Jones Design (2010b)

As a consequence of this federal set-up, some decisions and outcomes may reflect the interests and
regional peculiarities of the Bundesländer: Whereas overall migration laws are legislated at the
federal level, all German states have limited rights to self-determination10 and may pass additional
laws regarding the admission and accommodation of migrants on their territories. Their provisions,
in turn, need to be implemented locally, at the level of the counties, district-free cities, and municipalities (Bendel et al., 2019). While the counties are for example responsible for asylum seekers’
first accommodation and primary care, subsequent housing must be provided by the municipalities.
The latter are also responsible for running agencies such as the social welfare offices (‘Sozialämter’),
employment agencies(‘Jobcenters’), Foreigners’ Offices (‘Ausländerbehörden’), youth welfare offices
(‘Jugendämter’), and schools.
Legally, the German administration at all levels is bound to the applicable law11 . As indicated
10 By influencing legislative processes in the Bundesrat, the Länder create their later scopes for maneuver. These,
in turn, may then be used in accordance with structural and ideological differences (without much parliamentarian
influence) – for example, in their corresponding administrative decrees issued at the ministerial levels of the Länder.
Also, the their secretaries usually decide upon certain issues in the area of asylum/migration in joint meetings –
often ‘behind closed doors’. Similar to the national level, the states’ ministries of the interior have reportedly often
been ‘setting the tone’ in these meetings (Stahlmann, 2017). On a practical level, provincial governments can for
example influence reimbursement mechanisms for related costs borne by their municipalities (Aumüller, Daphi and
Biesenkamp, 2015, p. 22; Robert Bosch Stiftung, 2016; Schammann, 2015b). Different from the so-called ‘territorial
states’ (‘Flächenstaaten’), in this context, a particular relevance may be attributed to institutional setup of the
‘city-states’ that have more lever in the political realm. For example, a so-called ‘Senatorenregelung’ (‘senators’
regulation’) was implemented by the city-state Hamburg with important ramifications for certain refugees (Kleine
Anfrage, 2015). The reason for such variation can be found in Germany’s federal set-up and the subsidiarity
principle: This principle reflects that large units often tend to suffer from slowness and bureaucratic friction, while
decisions can be made more quickly and easily at the lowest possible level (Gujer, 2017a): At these lower levels,
local and regional needs and circumstances can better be taken into account.
11 As parts of the executive branch, all of these institutions implement and interpret the laws adopted by Germany’s
legislative organs: In addition to the Basic Law (‘Grundgesetz’ – German Constitution), most relevant in this context
are the Residence Act (‘Aufenthaltsgesetz’ – AufenthG), the Asylum Act (‘Asylgesetz’ – AsylG), the Regulation on
Residence (‘Aufenthaltsverordnung’ – AufenthV) and the Regulation on Employment (‘Beschäftigungsverordnung’
– BeschV)(AIDA, 2017b). As in other areas of the federal system, it is distinguished between compulsory and
voluntary tasks in the area of migration and settlement; the latter comprising additional offers to newcomers at the
local levels which are not (fully) covered by federal laws. The AIDA serves as a reliable source of information on
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before, functionaries are however equipped with significant scopes for maneuver in complying with
these duties. As implementation research indicates, this set-up has important implications for
related outcomes.
Who makes the laws that all these actors are bound to? At the federal level, Germany’s legislative
branch is made up of a bicameral Parliament, divided into the ‘Bundesrat’ – with 69 seats for
members appointed by each of the 16 state governments (thus depending on the corresponding
majority ratios in the federal states), and the ‘Bundestag’ – with about 631 seats for members that
are elected for four years each (CIA, 2017e). Law drafts can be commented and delayed by the
Bundesrat before they enter into force. As for Laubenthal (2011, p. 1369), “one central feature
of German federalism, namely its cooperative structure and the joint decision-making process
of the national level and the Länder, generally leads to few opportunities for policy change on
migration”. Decisions in both chambers, in any case, are significantly influenced by the German
party landscape and the corresponding party programs. While it would go beyond the scope of
this study to depict the evolution of Germany’s political parties, it should be noted that most
postwar German governments have been coalitions (CIA, 2017e). These coalitions mainly involved
the greatest parties of the center, i.e. rather moderate left- and right-of-center parties. At the time
of writing, the last Bundestag elections had been held in 2013 and 201712 .
The German judicial branch13 , in turn, is subdivided into the Federal Court of Justice (‘Bundesgerichtshof’) and the Federal Constitutional Court (‘Bundesverfassungsgericht’, BVerfG), as well
as subordinate courts for all 16 federal states. Most relevant here, each state has its own Administrative Court (‘Verwaltungsgerichtshof’), mandated with deciding upon appeals in asylum and
migration matters: Whenever claimants find BAMF decisions to be flawed, they may try to have
them reviewed by these courts within a prescribed period of time.
With actors shape Germany’s migration regime outside of the governmental and juridical apparatuses? In the aforementioned context, a special importance must be attributed to immigration and
asylum lawyers. At least in Germany’s more urban areas, they function as transmitters between
migrants’ realities and the German law (Fuchs, 2017): Similar to the social workers in the shelthe legal aspects; in the German case building on input from the ‘Informationsverbund Asyl und Migration’ (AIDA,
2017b).
12 The most relevant results of these two last elections were: CDU /CSU 41.5% in 2013 and 32.9% in 2017, SPD
25.7% in 2013 and 20.5% in 2017, The Left 8.6% in 2013 and 9.2% in 2017, The Greens 8.5% in 2013 and 8.9%
in 2017, FDP 4.8% in 2013 and 10.7% in 2017, and the AfD 4.7% in 2013 and 12.6% in 2017 (Bundestagswahl,
2017; CIA, 2017e). As these electoral results indicate, a clearly xenophobic right-wing party (the AfD) has entered
the Bundestag in 2017 – as discussed in more detail by Jesse (2019). However, the Christ-Democrats and the
Social Democrats have remained the strongest parties. Already in the second half of the 20th century, these
parties’ general stances toward migration had become stabilized to a large extent: “While the SPD favoured the
integration of existing immigrants, the CDU/CSU gave priority to voluntary repatriation in order to reduce the
numbers of foreigners” (Green, 2001, p. 87). For the latter, already in the 1970s, German identity would be at risk
as a consequence of migratory movements (see next section for more information on the situation in 20th century
Germany). At the latest since the 2000s, German politics had arguably got used to a culture of consensus, shying
away from sharp disputes. More ‘radical’ statements from the left or right end of the political spectrum have thus
tended to cause irritation, and often, ignorance, in a the ‘cloud’ of consensus (Knöbl, 2017). It is in this context
that we need to understand the electoral success of the AfD, perceived as credible in challenging this consensual
establishment.
13 Jurisdiction in Germany is based on a civil law system. Some provisions in recent times stem from the EU or
global level. For example, ICJ jurisdiction may be accepted with reservations (CIA, 2017e). Due to the independence
of individual judges (anchored in article 97 of German Basic Law), federal provisions and jurisdictions tend to display
to considerable variation. This is known as the constitutional inconsistency of jurisdiction (Dürig and Maunz, 1973,
article 3, paragraph 1, point 410).
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ters14 , they often need to simplify the complex legal regulations in order for the concerned persons
to understand their situation vis-à-vis the state.
More directly attached to the politico-institutional realm, another crucial set of players may be
found not only in workers’ unions15 , but also in their ‘counterparts’: Germany’s traditionally
strong business sectors, as well as professional branch associations, have been influencing political
elites through clientele networks and lobbying (T. Löhr, Interview 2016). Increasingly, private
companies have not only served as migrants’ potential employers, but also as service-providers
charged with certain tasks in this area. For examples, these tasks lie particularly in the admission
and settlement of newcomers, but also in the construction and transport industries, as well as in
the security sector. In all of them, there have been strong incentives for private businesses to ‘keep
a foot in the doors’ of the growing markets for admission and settlement services. Apparently,
the political influence of economically rather than politically motivated ‘players’ in Germany has
been quite diverse, ranging from a general approval of (at least selective) migratory intake – in
order to fill apprenticeship and job vacancies – to the specific interests of certain service-providers
benefiting from the admission of certain migrants.
Another important position has been occupied by the welfare sector, mainly consisting of wellestablished organizations such as DRK (‘Deutsches Rotes Kreuz’ – German Red Cross), Caritas
and Diakonie: Together, they have traditionally been playing a relevant role as brokers and contractors for many tasks in the areas of admission, care, support and consultation for newcomers
in certain situations. Migration counseling16 , for example, is often provided by these welfare organizations and also plays an important role in Germany’s humanitarian admission programs. In
some cases, these (originally faith-based) charities have been working together with other NGOs
(without religious backgrounds), such as the many local, regional, and national civil society associations and neighborhood initiatives continuously working to support migrants and advocate for
their rights17 (Karakayali and Kleist, 2016, 2015). The refugee support movement may thus be
14 It

is crucial to highlight the importance of the social workers for all aspects of asylum seekers’ everyday life
challenges. Additionally to these (often overburdened) institutional supporters, a number of other efforts have been
made to meet the needs of newcomers. In Baden-Wuerttemberg, for example, so-called ‘integration managers’ have
been introduced. Similar concepts can be found in other states, with different names. For example, in “Altena,
all persons with a foreign background who arrive in the city are accompanied in every step from arrival, status
recognition and administrative procedures, accommodation to education and integration in the local society by
Kümmerer, members of civil society and dedicated municipal counselling services and offers. Kümmerer are local
citizens who accompany newly arrived in their steps in the city on an individual need-based basis. In this way,
individually coaching is ensured, as they build up an individual trust-based relationship with their occupants. In
addition, due to the short ways and approachability of all entities in the city, it is made possible to refer newly
arrived to specific services in the city when needed, such as to services for school enrolment or specific health care
services but also leisure time offers or to obtain internships, etc.” (OECD, 2018, p. 121).
15 The active influence of business associations, employers’ organizations, and trade unions should thus not be
underestimated in the German context (CIA, 2017e; Peters, 2016). For example, the IGM (Industriegewerkschaft
Metall – Metalworkers’ Union) has demonstrated a notable level of engagement for the ‘integration’ of refugees into
the German job market (IG Metall, 2015).
16 Welfare agencies such as the DRK have been providing specialized migration counseling (MBE, Migrationsberatung für Erwachsene Zuwanderer – Migration Counseling for Adult Immigrants) in many German localities. They
give advice on the Residence Act, family reunification provisions, education and language courses, the recognition
of foreign credentials, finding flats, the health system, childcare, economic as well as mobility problems, as well as
cultural and leisure activities. The BAMF subsidizes such individualized support in some cases.
17 Also the scientific community has regularly been taking up an active role as a critical attendant of the processes
and a readily available pool of policy advisers: Most relevantly, institutions such as the SVR (‘Sachverständigenrat
deutscher Stiftungen für Integration und Migration’ – Expert Council of German Foundations on Integration and
Migration) and the RfM (‘Rat für Migration’ – Council for Migration) have been important expert groups in this
area. It should further be mentioned that also agencies within the German health and education sectors; comprising
schools and universities that have been providing educational offers to newcomers, such as the DAAD, have also
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seen as a crucial ingredient in the German context, shaping both governmental and administrative
responses; sometimes in close collaboration with refugee’s self-organizations and other migrant
pressure groups. For example, ‘Lampedusa’ in Berlin and Hamburg as well as ‘The Voice Refugee
Forum Germany’ were particularly visible in some contexts such as the 2014 ‘O-Platz protests’
in Berlin or the 2016 ‘Refugee Conference’ in Hamburg. In this context, it is also important to
mention the national umbrella organization Pro Asyl and the Refugee Councils18 working in all 16
states as the sub-national peak bodies for refugees and their supporters, promoting the adoption of
flexible, humane and constructive policies towards refugees and asylum seekers through conducting
policy analysis, research, advocacy, and public education on related issues. Particularly since 2015,
these Councils have engaged more and more in offering further training to ‘make the supporters
fit’ for their daily challenges, e. g. involving the mediation between German bureaucracy; i.e.
the ‘establishment’, and the diverse newcomers. But protest and activism has also taken on more
creative or even artistic forms: Most controversial and publicity effective in this context, the ‘Zentrum für Politische Schönheit’ (‘Center for Political Beauty’) has repeatedly found ways not only
to pressure governmental actors to better come up with their humanitarian obligations19 , but also
to provoke shame in the general public through its operations (Kretz, 2017; Rink, 2015).
Finally, the German media has certainly been playing a decisive role in shaping the discourses and
informing the general public in and beyond Germany about related events and their implications20
(also see below section on ‘discourses and public opinion’).
In the aggregate, this complex (and subject to constant change) constellation of actors has been
shaping Germany’s responses to migration in many ways. Crucially for the German case, it remains
difficult to understand who is responsible for which stage of migrants’ access to and presence in
Germany – both for external observers and for professionals working in the field. Even more for
the concerned migrants themselves, this complex actor-constellation leads to constant uncertainty;
for example regarding the questions of whom to trust, or from whom to seek neutral advice.

4.2.2

Experiences with migration in the 20th century: an overview

To provide the reader with the necessary historical background information, this section summarizes how Germany’s migration regime evolved before the beginning of the 21st century22 . It
focuses on the most important watershed events and decisions that decisively shaped the situation
in contemporary Germany.
engaged in providing relief and perspectives. For example, this has been done through offering scholarships for Syrian
students under the ‘Leadership for Syria’ program. As an outstanding example for civil societal engagement in this
area, Kiron university provides relatively unbureaucratic and cheap/free access to higher education for (at least
some) refugees in and beyond Germany (and was visited by Merkel in 2017 (Roenneberg, 2017)). Aumüller, Daphi
and Biesenkamp (2015, p. 131) assess the role of civil society actors in Germany more in detail. See Steinhilper and
Fleischmann (2016) for a critical and timely assessment of such supporting initiatives’ role.
18 It should be noted that the funding of the Refugee Councils (‘Flüchtlingsräte’) differs from state to state and
has been subject to politically motivated changes over time.
19 While Kretz (2017) links these actions to Germany’s increased engagement in the resettlement of Syrian refugees,
it solid evidence on related claims of causality is not available.
20 Watson (2009, p. 20) discusses the role of the public as an audience of political processes in this area, as well
as the media’s role as a legitimizing actor21 (ibid., p. 21-22).
22 Note that this section only summarizes the most important aspects of Germany’s migration regime history.
See, for example, Comte (2017), Motte, Ohliger and von Oswald (1999), as well as Triadafilopoulos (2012) for more
detailed assessments.
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Consequences of World War II To begin with; the incidents in the first half of the 20th
century caused a number of traumas that were ‘inherited’ by today’s Germans23 – not only in a
socio-psychological sense, but also legally: Some ‘lessons learned’ became institutionalized and still
constitute the base for today’s decision-making.
Throughout and after World War II, a large number of people had been displaced in Germany
and Europe (BPB, 2015). By the year 1949, over 12 million Germans had fled or been expelled,
particularly from the east (ibid.). Their role as massive human rights violators may have caused
Germans to perceive having a particular responsibility: “In the decades following the Nazi era,
Germany strove to restore its image of good global citizenry on the international political scene”
(Lehr, 2015, p. 127). More specifically, one of the domestic outcomes in the aftermath of World
War II was the German Constitution24 , which entered into force in 1949 and can only be amended
with two-thirds majority votes by both the German Bundesrat and Bundestag (CIA, 2017e; Lehr,
2015, p. 116). Due to this perceived historical responsibility, the grant of asylum for politically
persecuted persons had been anchored in Germany’s constitutional law very broadly (Hohlfeld,
2008, pp. 1-2): As “one of the framers’ clearest acknowledgments of Nazi crimes” (Triadafilopoulos,
2012, p. 137) Article 16 of German Basic Law reads that “persons persecuted on political grounds
shall have the right to asylum” (ibid.). Germany had thus long been one of the few countries
with a constitutionally anchored right to asylum (Mediendienst Integration, 2017a). To uphold
this tradition, German governments may since then have tried to maintain a humanitarian stance
towards persons found to be ‘genuine’ refugees (Huggler, 2015; Poutrus, 2009, pp. 138-149).
But also outside of domestic policies, World War II played a decisive role; namely in the set up
of the previously depicted international refugee protection regime: The Convention itself would
arguably not have been signed, would Germans not have persecuted European minorities at a
major scale throughout this episode. Consequently, Germany signed the Convention after the
end of World War II together with many other countries, thereby officially guaranteeing forcibly
displaced people a clearly defined set of rights and guarantees25 . At about the same time (in
1953), Germany also signed the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and
Fundamental Freedoms. In sum, these early domestic and supranational attainments must be seen
as important instruments sorting out how to respond to certain migratory movements.
Migration to Germany in the 1960s and 1970s

Also apart from these landmark develop-

ments and their implications for the particular area of asylum, Germany had a peculiar access
to the broader topic of migration. Unlike commonplace representations, Germany was never untouched by migratory movements26 . Instead, “immigration was, right from the outset, one of the
23 Since World War II, Germans are taught to confront themselves with the Holocaust and their ancestors’ crimes
against humanity. Until the date, Germany’s responses to forced migration might be conceived as a consequence of
a perceived responsibility to support persecuted people (Hansen, 2015).
24 It is noteworthy that, whereas the Constitution has generally quite often been amended, “articles including those
on basic human rights and freedoms cannot be amended” (CIA, 2017e). Thym (2018) discusses the contemporary
relevance of the German Constitution in more detail.
25 As mentioned previously, it would however remain the task of the corresponding national authorities to translate
these internationally agreed upon provisions into domestic laws and practices.
26 An example for prior historical movements and settlement processes that contributed to ethnic diversity may
be found in those of the Huguenots in the 17th century (Lotz-Heumann, 2012). At the beginning of the industrial
era, Germany stopped being a country of net-emigration (DOMiD, 2016). Until more recently, the mainstream
narrative had however misconstrued some sense of ‘ethnic homogeneity’ (Fisher, 2013). In the postwar period, for
example, the only publicly discussed arrivals were ‘co-ethnic settlers’, which would fit perfectly within such flawed
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defining characteristics” (Green, 2001, p. 85) of postwar Germany. Already at that time, nonGermans could of course enter the country for many reasons, such as tourism or work. Even if
staying longer, they would in most cases nevertheless legally remain ‘foreigners’ (‘Ausländer’) –
a term that has a somewhat negative connotation in the German discourse (Lehr, 2015, p. 123).
Together with the jus sanguinis, this caused overlaps between the concept of ethnicity and legal
categories, making immigrants clearly distinguishable from Germans by law. Until the date, the
German ‘Aliens Law’ (Ausländergesetz) reflects this underlying perception: Although amended
many times, it never changed the notion of ‘othering’ non-Germans. As a consequence, ‘foreigners’
would always remain ‘outsiders’ to be ‘governed’ and ‘controlled’ – rather than potential future
‘insiders’ expected and allowed to participate fully.
The historical course of events demonstrates this paradoxical handling of the issue: Germany’s
evolving migration regime was shaped by “economic reconstruction and the country’s partition”
(Green, 2001, p. 84). Since the beginning of the second half of the 20th century, “ethnic German
refugees, labour migration and asylum seekers arose chronologically to produce the intricate and
often contradictory policy” (ibid.). Already before the construction of the Berlin Wall in the
1960s27 , 2.7 million people had moved from the Eastern GDR to the Western FRG (BPB, 2015);
the so-called ‘Übersiedler’ (Bauer et al., 2005, p. 199). Parallel, ‘co-ethnic settlers’ (‘Aussiedler’
– ‘repatriates’, before 1993; and ‘Spätaussiedler’ – ‘late repatriates’, from 1993 on) moved to
Germany, which they deemed a promising country of residence to which they could already relate.
From the 1970s on, these ‘co-ethnic settlers’ (whose admission was similar to that of today’s asylum
seekers) played an increasingly important role (Triadafilopoulos, 2012, p. 137). As Green (2001)
finds, these movements made immigration to Germany unique already at that time.
Another important group of migrants were the so-called ‘guest workers’. Needed by the expanding
German industry, they were recruited for 20 years, until 1973 (Bade, 2013). The flawed idea was
that they would leave after their temporary contracts ended.
“However, industry quickly came to prefer longer term or even permanent work contracts, which avoided the costly need of constantly having to train new employees, and
by the early 1970s the transformation of temporary migrants into permanent residence
had begun.” (Green, 2001, p. 87)
Already in this period, short-sighted economic motivations hence clearly prevailed in Germany’s
migration regime: Arguably, the targeted recruitment of these ‘guest workers’ lacked a clear concept
or any longer-term vision. Put bluntly, nobody really knew what to do about migrants who had
come as ‘guest workers’, but whose employment situations changed – which had made their presence
necessary in the first place. Later, we could observe a slow but gradual acknowledgment that the
‘guest workers’ would not simply leave after some years – but rather arrange for family reunification
in Germany.
As a consequence of these different movements, Germany had thus gradually become the new
perceptions.
27 Note that for this time period, the examination focuses on the FRG. Some ‘guest workers’ however also came to
the former Eastern part of Germany. These, in turn, suffered from exploitation and discrimination (Rabenschlag,
2016). Indeed, we could at the same time observe “a society behind the Berlin Wall that was anything but open
and multicultural” (Ash, 2017) – which may be understood as a sharp contrast to the GDR’s self-imagination as an
anti-racist state (Rabenschlag, 2016).
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home for many non-Germans. Politically, all these groups of new arrivals contributed to a growing
sense of ambivalence about whether Germany would have become a country of immigration or not
(Triadafilopoulos, 2012, p. 123). Importantly, as Abdel-Samad (2018) describes in more detail, not
enough measures had been implemented that could have contributed to the ‘integration’ of groups
such as the ‘guest workers’. According to Lehr (2015), the high level of non-national residents
further stood in sharp contrast to the lack of political measures to reduce discrimination and other
inadequacies, which would have been untypical of any ‘settler society’. Germany’s migration regime
could hence be seen as a showcase example of ‘unintended consequences’ already since the 1970s.
At the same time to economic motivations, political considerations may also have played a role
for another (albeit still much smaller) group of migrants: As argued above, Germany arguably felt
obliged to demonstrate a certain level of openness towards non-Germans in order to ‘rehabilitate’
and become a ‘normal international citizen’ after World War II (Triadafilopoulos, 2012, pp. 76;
78). At least, this applied for those found to be persecuted for political reasons elsewhere. Asylum
requests finally started increasing from the late 1970s on (Lehr, 2015, p. 114). Perceived as a
peripheral issue, they did however not yet receive major political attention at that time. Political
adjustments to these new realities were consequently lacking widely, too. Arguably, the misleading
perception that Germany would not have to deal with large-scale (asylum-)migration restrained the
opportunity for foresighted policy-making in this regard: In spite of numerous dismissed complaints
and calls for less restrictiveness by influential actors (such as the Foreign Ministry), for many years,
the paradigm continued being that Germany was “not an immigration country”28 (Triadafilopoulos,
2012, p. 78). The sheer possibility of larger migratory movements reaching German soils in order to
claim asylum would not be considered a realistic scenario. This would only change very slowly over
the subsequent years. Figure 4.3 illustrates the development of the asylum caseload in Germany
between 1973 and 2014.
How were these experiences reflected in Germany’s institutional landscape? Already in 1953, the
predecessor of the BAMF became operational, although it was repeatedly modified and renamed
in the following decades – most notably, in 1965 and again from the 1980s onward. Dedicated to
assessing foreigners’ protection claims in Germany, this newly established resort would however
remain rather peripheral and did not make up a major share of Germany’s overall expenses or
political attention. Again, this was related to the aforementioned narrative and the negligible
numbers of asylum claims.
Another historically relevant factor can be found in Germany’s regional embeddedness. As argued
in the subsequent section, Germany’s role and position in Europe have been playing a decisive role
for its evolving migration regime: Parallel to the aforementioned developments, European integration intensified since the postwar period, leading to more inter-European migration (DOMiD,
2016). Also for this reason, it became increasingly difficult for Germany to maintain an overall
restrictive (or even hostile) stance vis-à-vis immigration (Triadafilopoulos, 2012, pp. 78; 83). At
the same time, first attempts would be made to find common responses to the issue at the EU
level.

28 At least since the 1960s, Germany had de facto unwillingly become an immigration country; a so-called ‘Einwanderungsland wider Willen’ (Geddes and Hadj-Abdou, 2016, p. 233, emphasis added), or ‘a country of immigration
lacking the awareness of immigration’ (Bade, 2013).
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Figure 4.3: Asylum applications in Germany, 1973 - 2014

Source: author’s modification of BPB (2015)

The controversial 1980s: Germany as a migration country?

The apparent need for a

course change in this realm has always remained a politically sensitive issue and a “highly contested
subject in German politics” (Triadafilopoulos, 2012, p. 121): With certain parties vehemently
arguing to preserve ‘German identity’ or ‘leading culture’ – the so-called ‘Leitkultur’ (ibid., p.
154) – or simply German language, a cross-party consensus on liberalizing the German migration
regime could not yet be reached. As a consequence of this basic disagreement, institutional factors,
and issues such as timing in electoral cycles, the German approach towards migration has thus
been a “long, rancorous battle” (ibid., p. 121). To avoid losing votes of the conservative-minded
majority, even progressive politicians were often forced to seek compromises in order to achieve
any policy change at all. For example, urgent objections by prominent scholars and policy advisers
such as Klaus Bade would usually cause incomprehension at first (Bade, 2017). With regard to
the necessary measures to ‘integrate’ newcomers from the ‘guest worker’ era, policy change was
then implemented in an attempt to ‘catch up’ – but simply too late. As Thomas de Maizière,
Germany’s then Minister of the Interior, acknowledged in 2010, such measures had indeed been
underestimated and treated too lightly (El Moussaoui, 2010). Instead of refocusing on the social
and cultural implications of migratory realities, the issue continued being framed from a perspective
of public order and security29 .
In spite of the many difficulties on the path to the modernization of German’s migration regime,
some liberalizations could finally be brought through in the late 1980s (Triadafilopoulos, 2012,
p. 121). Most importantly, discussions regarding the ‘integration’ and naturalization of migrants
grew in importance (ibid., p. 123). Witnessing the growing complexity of the topic, the 1980s saw
more and more public concerns in a climate of a controversial politicization with solidified fronts
between the CDU/CSU and the left-of-center parties30 (ibid., p. 125). On the one hand, “the
shadow of the Nazi past had so thoroughly discredited right-wing nationalist sentiment and set
29 Particular

incidents fueled the controversial discussions during this ‘post-recruitment era’. For example, in
1972, terrorist attacks on Israelis at the Olympic Games (known as the ‘Munich massacre’) contributed to the
securitization debate. More specifically, those migrants suspected to be involved in such activities were to be
expulsed (Triadafilopoulos, 2012, p. 123).
30 These were mainly the SPD and the Greens. However, in the 1980s, the FDP could arguably still have been
counted among these parties. For example, it advocated for migrants’ rights and adopted a humanitarian argumentation based on international comparison: Germany would score worse than other liberal democracies of the West
in related areas (Triadafilopoulos, 2012, p. 129).
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strict limits to acceptable public discourse” (ibid., pp. 125-126). It was thus very important for
German leaders (and particularly, those charged with foreign affairs) to demonstrate ‘normality’
as an aspiring Western power (ibid., p. 126). On the other hand, fears of a ‘over-foreignization’
(‘Überfremdung’31 ) did not disappear throughout certain parts of the population that would still
fear major changes (ibid.).
Due to this multitude of overlapping developments, what had been a rather peripheral issue evolved
into “a matter of utmost importance” (ibid.). While “references to ‘race’ were carefully avoided,
‘culture’ was used as a proxy to distinguish Germans from Non-Germans and to justify exclusionary policies” (ibid.). The priority would thus still lie on controlling migration and encouraging
returns in order to conserve German national characteristics (ibid., pp. 128; 132). For many, multiculturalism was still seen as a threat to the preservation of national identity and homogeneity of
the German society (ibid., p. 132). This panic-provoking point of view however became gradually
harder to defend in a period characterized by both widening and intensifying European integration
(ibid., pp. 132-133). Throughout much of the second half of the 20th century, the focus thus
shifted towards ‘integrating’ (at least some perceivably ‘well-suited’ subgroups of) immigrants.
Such polarization and unease with Germany’s de facto role as a migration country is also reflected
in the law-making of this past decade. For example, legislative measures such as the (purportedly)
provisional shared ‘community’ accommodation32 of persons during the asylum procedures and
the residency obligation, both stem from the 1982 Asylum Procedure Law (Asylverfahrensgesetz,
AsylVfG) (Aumüller, Daphi and Biesenkamp, 2015, p. 7).
Rather than strategically contributing to the aim of ‘integration’, these measures arguably resembled the previously depicted paradoxes inherent to liberal democracies’ asylum regimes and the
resulting ‘muddling through’: More visionary policy-making might simply not have been achievable
in view of the given majority ratios and public discourses. It must however be noted that, whereas
the national legislation remained rather antiquated in this area, some scopes for maneuver have
always remained at the sub-national level. Depending on local necessities and available options,
Germany’s federal states and municipalities were already living with the reality of migration and
increasingly started finding pragmatic ways of coping with this reality. One could even argue that,
by comparison to today’s situation, it might have been relatively easier for actors on these levels
to engage in such a pragmatic manner: Throughout the 1980s, the overall image of asylum seekers
in Germany had still remained rather neutral; the topic had not yet evolved into high politics; no
major media firestorms or public backlashes could be observed.
The 1990s: a ‘critical juncture’ and distracted relaxation
“When Germany was unified in 1990, it was [...] left with a complex legacy in this
area, which had arisen not only out of the different types of immigration that had
hitherto developed but also out of the political responses to them.” (Green, 2001, p.
91)
31 Note

that, just as other expressions used by German communitarians, this term is ideologically charged and
was already used as a propaganda tool in Nazi times (Skrobala, 2015).
32 Asylum seekers have since then been accommodated in (intentionally) provisional collective housing arrangements (‘Gemeinschaftsunterkünfte’). Semantically, such wording might suggest some misleading ‘sense of community’ within these accommodation centers (Aumüller, Daphi and Biesenkamp, 2015, p. 15). Critics have therefore
been using the term ‘Lager’.
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In this decade preceding the new millennium, major changes should materialize. Firstly, the
reunification of Germany in 1990 was accompanied by changes in the German ‘Aliens Law’, bringing
some moderate liberalizations (Triadafilopoulos, 2012, pp. 134-136). Importantly, a discursive
shift from ‘guest workers’ to ‘immigrants’ took place in this period, suggesting that permanent
settlement would be officially recognized from then on (ibid., p. 136). This change in wording did
however not automatically translate into general public support or awareness of Germany’s new
status as a migration country.
Secondly, as a consequence of the preceding inner-German division, non-Germans were (and still
are33 ) very unequally dispersed over Germany; with much higher concentrations in the former
Western part, as well as in urban centers (Statistisches Bundesamt, 2017).
Thirdly, another consequence of the demise of Eastern European regimes became notable through
spiking asylum application numbers between 1991 and 1993 (see figure 4.3). As for Triadafilopoulos
(2012, p. 137), “the bitter debate over asylum that dominated German politics in the early 1990s”
must be considered as one of the most important factors that led to a continuing disagreement
over Germany’s role as a migration state. Apparently still occupied with the consequences of the
sudden and emotionally charged reunification, German parties could barely reach agreements over
what to do in order to maintain the tradition of granting asylum, at the same time to keeping
the system manageable: It seemed to be an issue of ever growing complexity to please (partially
xenophobic) voters in such times of historically unprecedented occurrences. Conservatives warned
against Germany’s sovereignty being ‘overwhelmed’ by this influx of potential refugees (ibid., p.
137), most of them coming from former Yugoslavia and what had been the Eastern bloc. Fearing
to lose those voters ogling with far-right positions, the incumbent CDU/CSU used the momentum
to gain votes by demonstrating a hard stance vis-à-vis asylum seekers, trying to abolish or amend
Article 16 of the Basic Law (ibid., p. 138). Strikingly, the government “failed to speak out against
attacks on asylum seekers and migrants” (ibid.) that took place in many places at that time; most
prominently, in Hoyerswerda, Rostock-Lichtenhagen, Mölln, and Solingen (BPB, 2013). Rather,
political elites (primarily associated with the CDU/CSU at that time) may have felt confirmed
in their premonitions and demonstrated comprehension for these acts (Triadafilopoulos, 2012, pp.
139-141). Thereby, they however arguably provided public justifications for the racist attacks,
leading to a vicious cycle that cost many peoples’ lives.
In such a climate of a generalized anxiety of a ‘overforeignization’ of ‘traditional Germany’, issue linkages to “welfare abuse and criminality” (ibid., p. 138) started becoming commonplace
throughout the 1990s. Something had to be done. Arguably, however, the “lack of major reform
was not due to the overwhelming force of a widely shared national tradition but, rather, was a
consequence of political factors that deepened the ideological-political splits” (ibid., p. 137). In
view of these aforementioned splits, the early 1990s hence saw one of the most polemic and heated
domestic debates in recent German history (Mediendienst Integration, 2017a). In the final stages
of this dispute, the opposition arguably had little room for maneuver. Astonishingly, rather than
focusing on countering racism throughout Germany, many politicians may have perceived that
33 See Ash (2017) for a discussion of the East German legacy and Rabenschlag (2016) for an overview of labor
migration to the GDR. Strikingly, in the former GDR, the share of residents with declined protection statuses is
relatively high compared to the rest of the country, which may feed into the contemporary political debates and
reflect the findings of Riedel and Schneider (2017).
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they would have to reduce the potential victims of their citizens’ anger by restricting the German
Asylum Law, finally agreeing to the so-called ‘asylum compromise’ in 1993 (BPB, 2013): As the
numbers of claims had grown notably for the first time, the laws started being perceived as too
lax and a more restrictive legislation was formulated. For the first time after its introduction after
World War II, Article 16 of the Basic Law was amended by the ‘safe third country’ clause34 in
order to reduce the influx of asylum seekers (Triadafilopoulos, 2012, pp. 142-143): In spite of prior
objections, the then opposition (primarily the SPD) agreed to such major cuts in the constitutional right to asylum. From then on, it would be virtually impossible to get asylum in Germany if
having entered through what has been perceived as a country in which the person could ‘live free
from substantial dangers’. This presumably being the case in all neighboring states of Germany, it
meant the practical renunciation of Germany’s obligations towards migrants who could be proven
to have entered on the land route. In each individual case, migrants would have to rebut this
legal presumption, therefore having to be able to prove that they would not be ‘safe’ counter to
the expected ‘normality’ in these countries (Mediendienst Integration, 2017a). From then on, the
application numbers went down:
“One central reason for the shrinking numbers from the mid-1990s is the so-called
‘Asylum Compromise.’ Since its implementation in 1993, individuals who have fled
lands deemed by the German government to be ‘free of persecution’ and all those who
have traveled through ‘safe third-states’ on their way no longer qualify for asylum in
Germany. Because it only shares its borders with ‘safe third-states’, it has therefore
become impossible for refugees to legally enter Germany overland.” (DOMiD, 2016)
In addition, also the Asylum Seekers Benefits Act (Asylbewerberleistungsgesetz, AsylbLG) was
adopted in 1993. This law reduced social benefits for asylum seekers and ‘tolerated’ migrants
significantly (when compared to the regular social assistance rate), and ordered the provision of
in-kind allowances (Aumüller, Daphi and Biesenkamp, 2015, p. 7). Over the following years, the
AsylbLG rates would never be adjusted to hold pace with the growing living costs in Germany,
so that the difference to ‘normal’ social benefits would increase steadily, thereby significantly
reducing the assistance for asylum seekers relative to the benefits that Germans would receive
(Aumüller, Daphi and Biesenkamp, 2015, p. 7). Arguably, this exclusive legal position increased
their negative image as people ‘only coming to Germany for welfare assistance’: Intensifying from
this episode on, the German discussion has repeatedly been around the question whether social
assistance constitutes a factor in attracting people into the German asylum system (Thränhardt,
2016, p. 16) and can thus be conceived under the aforementioned notion of ‘welfare chauvinism’:
The cumbersome AsylbLG must certainly be seen as an expression of the differentiation between
‘uninvited’ newcomers and Germans – and may therefore be interpreted as a first milestone in a
political strategy striving to ‘appease’ welfare-chauvinistic voters through the highly politicized
reduction of alleged ‘pull factors’. In other words, this combination of legislative measures and
34 These 1993 law amendments constituted a first rupture in the direction of a more restrictive legislation overall.
Persons that had traveled through supposedly ‘safe countries’ have since then been excluded from the right to asylum.
Thereby, Germany was one of the first countries in the EU to include the notion of ‘safe countries of origin’ into
its domestic asylum legislation (Engelmann, 2015, p. 41) and influenced its neighbor states to follow. Importantly,
critics have warned against the usage of these lists with the aim of ‘whitewashing’ the human rights records of
countries found to be allies or trade partners, as well as against the lack of transparency which is characteristic of
the decision-making processes leading to their implementation (ibid., p. 51). Most controversially, to the date there
has only be limited evidence for the usefulness of these lists to fulfill their aim of accelerating asylum procedures,
making it even more plausible that their sole objective is deterrence (ibid., pp. 51-52).
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practices may have served to maintain governmental legitimacy in the area of asylum.
Further relevant amendments regarded the introduction of special ‘airport procedures’ in Berlin,
Düsseldorf, Frankfurt/Main, Hamburg and Munich, where many asylum seekers arrived by plane
(AIDA, 2017a). There, recently arrived persons could rely on less guarantees as compared to
outside these international ‘transit’ zones. In addition, German policy-makers arguably used the
parallel “Europeanization of migration control” (Triadafilopoulos, 2012, p. 143) to shift “a sensitive
issue ‘up and out’ of the Federal Republic’s highly charged domestic political arena” (ibid.), as
depicted more in detail in the subsequent section.
In the years following the 1993 ‘asylum compromise’, we could observe a relaxation with regards to
the entire topic. local (and often church-based) initiatives usually cooperated with the established
charities on site in taking care of a rather easily ‘manageable’ number of migrants, in particular
the long-term ‘tolerated’ immigrants (Beck, 2016, p. 103). Without any major outcry, the topic
was dismissed in the German public as peripheral as soon as the numbers of claims went down
again. One reason for such perception could be found in the new focus on the European Union and
the Schengen area: The mantra being one of ‘open borders’ and freedom of movement, the general
public seemed not to care much about border security anymore. Both the German reunification
and increasing globalization needed time for ‘digestion’ and arguably distracted from related issues.
In sum, refugee protection in Germany has been torn between the extremes ever since the second
half of the 20th century. A somewhat proud tradition must be seen in the context of the historical
predisposition of partially institutionalized traumas that date back to World War II. Until the date,
this has resulted in a certain sense of responsibility to protect ‘genuine’ refugees, still reflected in
public discourses. At the same time, however, the German population has remained reluctant to
accept the normality of (permanent) migration. Refugee protection would be seen as something
temporary, only granted until the concerned individuals could return home. Both the restrictive
nationality law (Witte, 2017) and the general focus on temporary work or protection reflect this
reluctance. Controversies arose especially if migrants would not be ‘co-ethnic’ Germans and/or
potentially strain the German welfare state. As a consequence, migration regulations had been on
hold for many decades, in which their modernization seemed politically unfeasible. In many cases,
migrants could thus not feel really welcome.

4.2.3

The external context: The EU and beyond

While the rest of this case study focuses on domestic developments, it is also necessary to understand these developments in Germany’s regional and global context: On one hand, Germany is
embedded in the Schengen area and the EU. It shares a total of 3.714 km borders with Austria,
Belgium, Czech Republic, Denmark, France, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Poland, and Switzerland
(Lexas Information Network, 2016). As Germany has benefited from the free movement of goods
(and Europeans) across its borders, its governments have remained reluctant to implement controls
at these borders (Funk, 2016, p. 29). Particularly important for the domestic discourses as well as
the available policy options, Germany does not have Schengen external borders – but lies at the
core of a unique regional integration project (figure 4.4). Its migration regime can hence not be
understood without the freedom of movement in the Schengen area. On the other hand, Schengen
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states can only be reached legally with the necessary visa35 . As by summer 2017, including EU
countries, only 91 states were visa-exempt for Germany (Auswärtiges Amt, 2017). Everybody originating from countries that need a visa must try their luck at a German embassy, which can be an
unreliable and expensive endeavor (and virtually impossible if lacking documents). Complementing externalized controls in (air)ports all over the world, the aforementioned ‘carrier sanctions’
serve as a tool to ensure compliance with the visa regime. Most importantly, all countries with
high levels of displacement are among those with visa requirements in place, providing evidence for
the ‘selective borders’ argument (Mau et al., 2012). Arguably thus, outsourcing Germany’s border
controls to other countries on migrants’ routes may have made it easier to maintain a sense of
‘moral superiority’ (Thym, 2016) – which certainly contributed to the increasing shift of attention
to the external dimension.
Figure 4.4: Germany in the EU

Source: author’s modification of Wikimedia Commons (2009)

While EU integration has been an important factor since the postwar period (as argued above),
this dimension has become even more relevant and controversial since the beginning of the 21st
century – and especially, since 201536 . As it would go beyond the scope of the present study to
fully reflect upon the many impacts of European integration in the present context37 , this section
only provides a brief overview of this dimension.
Most important for the present study, after the constitutional right to asylum had effectively
35 Laube (2017) assesses the development of EU visa policies and their implications for persons trying to access
territories where they could claim protection statuses.
36 The high level of complexity of Germany’s migration regime is partly due to its advanced Europeanization
(Thym, 2017a, pp. 302-303) and the EU migration regime’s state of crisis at the time of writing. Most recently,
the German government has found itself in an isolated position in the EU with regards to many challenges related
to asylum and immigration policies and possible solutions (Tekin, 2016, p. 341) – an issue of ongoing negotiations
that would exceed the scope of this study.
37 But see, for example, Bröning and Mohr (2018), Morano-Foadi (2017), Muraszkiewicz (2017), Roos (2013),
and Tekin (2016) for more extensive discussions. A precise summary can be found in the timeline available online,
which “gives an overview of the key developments in the work of the Council and the European Council to build an
EU response to migratory pressures” (European Council, 2018). Among others, Goodman (2010), Joppke (2007)
and Joppke and Eule (2016) have elaborated on the so-called ‘civic integration turn’ in Europe. Also, the so-called
‘securitization’ of immigration in Europe has received much scholarly attention (Messina, 2016; Watson, 2009).
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been abolished in Germany, much of the relevant legislation has been replaced by or restricted
through European law (Thym, 2017a, pp. 302-303; Mediendienst Integration, 2017a). Since the
2000s, more and more competences in this area have been transferred to the supranational level as
numerous EU directives and provisions were adopted (European Parliament, 2017). It is key in this
context, however, to note that European legislation has clearly been influenced by Germany (J.
Schneider Interview, 2016). For example, Engelmann (2015, p. 224) shows that German policymakers have successfully played a ‘two-level game’, circumventing domestic constraints by first
securing arrangements on the EU level and then “downloading the polic[ies] to the national level”
(ibid.). Particularly, the German BMI’s role as an agenda setter in this context should not be
underrated38 . We could thus observe German (security) interests to be pushed through in many
of these decisions taken in supranational negotiations.
Indeed, the driving motivations to establish both the CEAS (Common European Asylum System)
and Frontex (the European Border and Coastguard Agency) have always been to deepen European
integration and to tackle common challenges together. At the same time, this implied reducing
national scopes for maneuver. While this has been most visible to the general public at the EU’s
internal borders after the checks were largely abolished, the CEAS mostly involved increasingly
regulated and standardized work flows in the (less visible) administrative realm. For example,
this entailed a switch to electronic work flow systems based on biometric control instruments –
most prominently, the EURODAC system39 (Amelung, 2017, p. 10). At the same time, Frontex
has been mandated with controlling the EU’s external borders (Den Heijer, 2016) and equipped
with more and more resources to fulfill this mandate. German migration law, in turn, has been
amended through the implementation of EU regulations and directives. Subsidiary protection, for
example, had to be included into the German Asylum Law after the EU Qualification Directive was
adopted (see below section on Germany’s ‘RSD regime and in-land protection’). European states
further agreed upon the so-called ‘Dublin provisions’ in which that EU state of migrants’ first entry
is formally responsible for assessing their asylum claims. Since its implementation, the German
BAMF always first checks migrants’ fingerprints and tries to send them back to their corresponding
‘countries of first entrance’ whenever applicable. As mentioned before, this has increasingly allowed
Germany to avoid responsibility for asylum claims40 : Surrounded by other EU member states,
38 Again, a retrospective view is helpful here: Initially, much of EU-level asylum governance had been characterized
by informal modes of policy coordination. As security-focused actors dominated these negotiations, the past decades
have demonstrated a general trend towards growing selectivity and restrictiveness not only in Germany’s (Poutrus,
2009, p. 162), but the entire EU’s asylum/migration policies. An example can be found in the considerations of
‘safe countries of origin’, on which Engelmann (2014) elaborates in more detail. Over time, much of the informal
processes started being transformed into more formal modes that now include all EU member states, and in which
actors such as the European Commission play important roles (Engelmann, 2015, p. 223). Comte (2017) provides
a rich assessment of the path leading to the more recent supranational agreements at the EU level. According to
him, Germany had been playing a ‘hegemonic’ role in the formation of the EU’s migration regime, already in the
second half of the 20th century: Among other findings, he shows “how geopolitical factors determined the German
strategy to support an open migration regime in Europe” (ibid., p. 183), which, in turn, was only possible due to
Germany’s strong economy.
39 EURODAC (European Dactyloscopy) stands for the system to fingerprint newly arrived migrants and make
these fingerprints available for all participating states in order to synchronize registrations.
40 As argued more in detail subsequently, the events in summer of 2015 seemed to indicate the abolition of this
practice given that Germany suspended these returns by relying on the Dublin regulation’s sovereignty clause (EC,
2003, art. 3 II), not sending back Syrian nationals until November of the same year (Maurice, 2015). However,
after a short time, Germany returned to ‘passing the buck’ (Lavenex, 1998, p. 126) to those countries on the transit
routes located geographically closer to the ‘trouble spots’ (Harding, 2015). The fact that the ‘Balkan route’ had
not been ‘closed down’ earlier in the critical period of 2015/16 may thus reflect a short term deviation from the
general regime, but certainly no complete reversal. It should further be noted in this context that there have also
been instances of Germany ‘passing the buck’ to asylum seekers’ preferred destination countries further along the
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German governments actively advanced the implementation of this unfair allocation system41 . As
a consequence, many claimants who do not fall into Germany’s jurisdictional competence because
of their entry routes, remain in ‘legal limbo’ until being returned to the ‘responsible’ state. As
another example for ‘unintended consequences’, the Dublin system can arguably be seen as one
cause for the necessity to speed up BAMF decision-making: If Dublin return deadlines are not
met, more asylum seekers remain in the German system – which entails unnecessary bureaucratic
efforts for several countries. As a consequence of this deterrent system, Germany and other EU
Member States have been complicit in the “detention under inhuman conditions, sexual violence,
slavery, kidnapping” (UN, 2017b, p. 5) and deaths of numerous migrants in a “regime of impunity
for its perpetrators and an overall tolerance for its fatalities” (ibid., p. 4). Figure 4.5 shows a map
of migrant detention camps in Europe at a time of peaking new arrivals.
Throughout the past decades, Germany has moreover been promoting the EU’s efforts to fortify
its external borders and to invest in a growing ‘buffer zone’. Provided that they would ‘help to
reduce’ potential asylum claimants from reaching Germany, widespread human rights violations42
at the EU’s external borders have been implicitly assented by EU governments:
“Despite widespread evidence of violations at these borders, EU institutions and
Member States have not taken effective steps to halt the abuses. At the same time,
the countries concerned continue to receive annual allocations of millions of Euros from
the Internal Security Fund Borders and Visa instrument to strengthen border control
without any conditional requirement to develop accountability mechanisms to address
abuses at borders.” (Breen, 2016, p. 22)
Again, domestic legitimacy aspirations vis-à-vis migration-skeptical voters seem to have predominated in these fatal trade-offs: To prevent migrants from arriving, governments have not only accepted the detention of children and other abuses, but also a life toll of more than 34,000 migrants
at the EU’s external borders since the year 1993 (The Guardian, 2018). Serving the domestic aim
of reducing migratory movements through deterrence, these alarming humanitarian tragedies did
apparently not give governments sufficiently strong impetuses to engage in significant life-saving
efforts. Rather, a ‘let them drown’ policy43 has been made socially acceptable in most of the EU
(Follis, 2016). In the essence, these outcomes show that restrictiveness at any cost could be seen
as the ‘lowest common denominator’ (Geddes, 2001, p. 28; Ferreira, 2019): Particularly in the
aftermath of 2015, it became harder and harder for EU governments to agree on common standards in the areas of humanitarianism and asylum. Instead, we could observe a steadily growing
focus on ‘securing’ the EU’s external (and, for the first time in years, even some internal) borroutes, such as Sweden (Fischer, 2015).
41 The Dublin regulations can be seen as ‘unfair’ insofar as that they allocate greater burdens to those countries
at the EU’s external borders. While this ‘system’ certainly ‘helps’ German politicians to shift responsibilities to the
EU’s outer rim, Germany had not always been united in favor of it: Already in the 1990s, some German politicians
had advocated for a (fairer) distribution key – which did however not yield the necessary majorities (Zaun, 2017).
42 It should be noted in this context that the German Bundestag’s ‘Committee on Human Rights and Humanitarian
Aid’ is its smallest committee by comparison – but at the same time mandated with pursuing “a global agenda,
seeking to ensure these rights are accepted and respected all over the world” (Deutscher Bundestag, 2019).
43 As Den Heijer (2016) depicts, the Frontex mandate is especially flawed when it comes to saving lives. As
a consequence, EU operations such as ‘Triton’ have “never matched the success achieved by Mare Nostrum in
preventing casualties, in part because their primary mission is not search and rescue but border control” (UN,
2017b, p. 17). Note that while maritime crossings have received most media attention, regions such as the Sahara
desert have also been witnessing an alarming (albeit less openly visible) body-count. Further, although migrants’
deaths have been constantly high, they have in most cases not even been investigated (UN, 2017b).
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ders. Even if no direct individual responsibility for these dramatic developments can be attributed
to any national leader, powerful states such as Germany have certainly played important roles.
Following the above presented line of thought, one intriguing finding thus is that the increasing
Europeanization of border controls has been playing out favorably for national politicians’ blame
avoidance strategies.
Figure 4.5: Map of migrant camps in Europe (2016)

Source: migreurop (2016)

Finally in this context, the growing external dimension of EU border policies must be mentioned.
Also for this observable trend towards a growing “external dimension of Europeanization” (Lavenex
and Uçarer, 2004; Lavenex and Wichmann, 2009), German governments have been important
agenda setters. To complete their ‘buffer zone’, they have increasingly been relying on readmission
agreements with third states, negotiated either on a bilateral basis or at the EU level (Boswell,
2003a, p. 326; Boswell, 2003b, p. 622; Collett, 2016; Rais, 2016). At the EU level, the ‘European Agenda on Migration’ and the ‘Global Approach to Migration and Mobility’ have been
essential elements of the ‘umbrella framework’ that emerged under such circumstances (European
Parliament, 2017). This framework implied the negotiation of agreements with third states, often
characterized by the convenient rhetoric of ‘helping them to implement a more effective migration
and border management’ by showing ‘best practices’, e.g. through training and equipping their
border guards. Also, the continuous demonstration of the EU as an ‘exclusive club’ may have led
some of its neighbors to aspire membership, privileged partnership or other concessions. To reach
domestic policy objectives, migration has thus been transferred more and more into the realm of
multilevel governance with expanding venues (Zhyznomirska, 2016, p. 137).
This logic of incentivized containment can best be illustrated in the form of ‘concentric circles’
around Germany and the EU (figure 4.6): While the first map depicts the EU and Schengen area,
the second map shows those countries that take part in the ENP (European Neighborhood Policy);
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i.e. “EU candidate countries [that] are potential members of the EU, and must meet Schengen
criteria” (Casas-Cortes and Cobarrubias, 2018). The third map, in turn, depicts the so-called
‘transit zone’:
“The transit zone includes many of the ENP countries (which have stronger trade
links with the EU), along with other countries, which are seen from the EU as needing
to policing migrants that are ‘transiting’ through their countries on the way to the EU.
Countries of the third circle are considered to be points of transit for migrants on their
way to the first circle. These countries are not offered integration into EU Markets and
frameworks.” (ibid.)
To accomplish these policy objectives and assure compliance, the existent power asymmetries
between states have been used. For example, this has been done through so-called ‘visa dialogues’
or ‘roadmaps’ linked to security issues (Zhyznomirska, 2016, pp. 138-140). Creating such increasing
buffer zones, EU actors have been attempting to motivate and facilitate regimes that include
provisions such as readmission agreements to tackle ‘irregular’ immigration in their neighborhood,
e.g. in the Ukraine, Russia (ibid., pp. 146-147), North or West Africa. For example, under
the Rabat and Khartoum processes, governments of African states have been included into a
comprehensive strategy to prevent migrants from reaching Europe: Dünnwald (2016) shows that
Europe’s borders are increasingly being ‘managed’ in countries such as Mali and Mauritania. He
finds that, far from a functioning remote control approach, success in limiting migratory movements
in these West African states however crucially depends on close surveillance on the ground and
on creating an “artificial irregularity”44 (Dünnwald, 2016, p. 123). As a report of Pro Asyl, Brot
für die Welt, and Medico International (2016) shows, in these deals, foreign aid has increasingly
been made conditional on ‘favors’ in the ‘combat’ against migration and “a blind eye is turned to
human rights violations” (ibid., p. 8).
Figure 4.6: Concentric circles around the EU and Schengen Area

“Cartographic visualization of ‘The EU Strategy Paper on Asylum and Migration’ submitted by the Austrian
Presidency of the EU in 1998. Conceptualized by Maribel Casas-Cortes and Sebastian Cobarrubias, designed by
Tim Stallmann and commissioned by REDCAT (2017)”,
source: author’s compilation of Casas-Cortes and Cobarrubias (2018)
44 This may be considered particularly questionable given that these countries have traditionally been characterized
by an open understanding of mobility. As a consequence, many of the information campaigns launched in West
Africa have reportedly been of limited success due to a lack of real incentives and a certain level of diplomatic
ambivalence (Dünnwald, 2016, p. 129).
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A related tendency can be found in ‘closer strategic cooperation’ (Tekin, 2016, p. 344) to further
outsource border controls to countries on the routes (Costello, 2016, p. 13). Turkey, for example,
has been receiving financial and political ‘favors’ in exchange for helping to contain migratory ‘pressures’, i.e. assuming the role as ‘Europe’s Gatekeeper’45 (Amnesty International, 2015; Neuberger,
2018). More recently, the focus of such cooperation has been shifted to Libya (Baldwin-Edwards
and Lutterbeck, 2018) in spite of the absence of a functioning Libyan government: As observers
report, “allied militias [...] run migrant detention centers” (Baczynska, 2017) in Libya that may
even be “compared to concentration camps” (ibid.).
In many instances, we may thus observe a reclassification of ‘development cooperation’ as it is
being made conditional upon the reduction of migratory movements and not used for the aim
of development itself anymore (Zhyznomirska, 2016, p. 136). Apparently, such alarming paths
were further stabilized in 2017, when Angela Merkel wanted to demonstrate strength and reduce
migratory movements to Germany by any means before the federal elections (see next section):
African dictatorships and militias were given ‘support’ in the form of weapons and training to
stop migrants long before German or other European citizens could see or film them, thus contributing to their re-invisibilization (Pro Asyl, 2017a; Spalinger et al., 2017). Germany has further
been developing more and more elaborate plans to remove migrants, even from countries such as
Afghanistan, again (ab)using ‘development’ assistance46 as a means to facilitate returns.
In total, these findings indicate that Germany’s political elites have not only been trying to ‘play the
European card’ by using Germany’s geographical location to ‘protect’ or ‘isolate’ it from migratory
movements (Funk, 2016, p. 29). Beyond Europe, they have also engaged with a number of third
countries, (indirectly) breaching human rights through Germany’s dominance in foreign policy
and development cooperation (Niebank, Kämpf and Heinz, 2017), partially under the disguise of
‘fighting root causes’. A trend towards the externalization of ‘migration control’ has hence started
to hold into most aspects of policy innovation in Germany’s migration regime.

4.2.4

Internal developments and junctures in the 21st century

At the core of this first case study, this section examines the relevant developments in 21st century
Germany, focusing on national trends, legislation and key moments in a chronological order47 . As
the ‘long summer of migration’ in 2015 certainly was the most important ‘critical juncture’, this
45 The 2016 ‘EU-Turkey deal’ envisaged a 1:1 ‘swapping’-mechanism for migrants between the EU and Turkey,
contributing to more orderly and regular movements. Indeed, the numbers of new arrivals via the Aegean Sea
decreased in its aftermath (European Council, 2019). However, Engler (2018b) warns against seeing this ‘deal’ as
the only effective tool in diminishing migratory movements to Central Europe via the ‘Eastern Mediterranean route’:
Due to the limited data available and the complexity of interdependent influencing factors, any clear attribution is
empirically flawed.
46 It must be noted in this context that Germany rates as a global player – not only in the economic realm – but
also with regards to its system of international (‘development’) cooperation.
47 Again, note that not all aspects of Germany’s asylum/refugee/migration regime can be covered. The focus
therefore lies on the path leading to the ‘critical juncture’ in late summer 2015, as well as on its direct aftereffects.
A more complete compilation of the relevant changes in the German legislation, as well as different organizations’
comments and criticisms can be found in the publications of the Flüchtlingsrat Berlin (2017). Labor migration,
in particular, is largely factored out (but see Angenendt et al. (2017) for a more general study on Germany as a
migration country). Also, parts of the processes described in the following have been traced by other authors in
more detail: Göktürk et al. (2011, pp. 770 et seq.), as well as Hanewinkel and Oltmer (2018) compile chronologies
of important changes to the migration regime and discourses in Germany. Alexander (2017), in particular, reviews
the 180 days around the ‘border opening’ climax in German politics of 2015/2016. Further, studying all variation
at the sub-national level would go beyond the scope of this study. Nonetheless, where useful for the overall research
interest, the present study provides some exemplary insights into the sub-national level.
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section primarily describes the different measures that were implemented both directly before and
after this historical event: Having been ‘under construction’ for several decades, Germany’s asylum
regime was reformed more convulsively and profoundly between 2014 and 2017 than ever before48 .
Most controversies were initiated when the BAMF and Chancellor Merkel started sending out
‘welcoming’ signals to the worlds’ refugees in late summer 201549 . What started as an act of administrative convenience for the processing of Syrian asylum claims, may arguably have ended up
in a governmental loss of control over entries from many countries of origin. In the aftermath, Germany’s asylum/work provisions were partially opened up to ‘integrate’ more new arrivals into work,
which resembled an ongoing paradigm shift50 or ‘meritocratic turn’ (Etzold, 2017). Meanwhile,
however, this increasing ‘selectivity’ was accompanied by a number of ‘unwelcoming’ policies and
an increased security-focus. Arguably, the introduction of such ‘schizophrenic’ measures resembled
the government’s perceived domestic legitimacy requirements at the time – although also other
(such as humanitarian and business) interests were at play. In line with the conceptual model, the
empirical examination of these developments hence illustrates the underlying balancing acts with
their often contradictory outcomes.
For simplicity, the developments in 21st century Germany are subdivided into five different phases
between 2000 and 2017 – which may of course have effectively overlapped in many ways. These
‘phases’ identified in the following reflect both the numbers of asylum claims and the policy changes
that they (partially) induced: After the aforementioned first climax in the early 1990s, the numbers
went first down and then up again, before a new peak of asylum seekers reached German soils
between summer 2015 and 2016. Figure 4.7 shows the development of the asylum caseload in
Germany between 1995 and 2017. Note that other migratory movements in the same period
caused less controversies and are factored out here.
Phase one: recognition of Germany as an immigration country (early 2000s)

Due to

the aforementioned political deadlock, it was not before the beginning of the new millennium that
German elites would substantially rethink their stance towards migration. Politics slowly began to
adapt to this social reality and proactively incorporated ‘integration’ as an aim for (at least certain)
newcomers. In the essence, “the haphazard approach to settlement and integration that emerged
out of the guest worker period was to be carefully evaluated and reformed” (Triadafilopoulos,
2012, p. 156). The rigid institutional framework was however only reluctantly modified in a
way to resemble this new acknowledgment: Among other changes that resulted from the highly
polarized and politicized debates at the end of the 20th century, German citizenship right was
transformed from strict jus sanguinis to a more flexible model in 2000, allowing for an option
48 As mentioned before, previous milestones can be found in the 1951 Geneva Convention, the 1992/1993 ‘asylum
compromise’, as well as the introduction of the EU subsidiary protection regulations in 2011, which entered into
force in Germany in 2013. None of these, however, had been introduced in such a hectic and frantic manner, i.e.
without long debates at any of the domestic or supranational stages.
49 Note that already before, positive changes had been under way in Germany; e.g. the amendment of the
Asylum Seekers Benefits Act (Asylbewerberleistungsgesetz, AsylbLG) in March 2015, or the renewed right to stay
(Bleiberecht) of August 2015 (Bundesregierung, 2015a). Information on these legal amendments have been compiled
by the Flüchtlingsrat Berlin (2015).
50 While immigrants with long-term residence statuses have already been granted easier access to the German
labor market since 2001, this was not the case for asylum seekers suspected to stay temporarily. Etzold (2017)
elaborates in more detail on the “structural relations and inconsistencies between the German asylum regime and
local labour markets” (ibid., p. 83). He finds that whereas the field of asylum is still being treated restrictively,
the growing number of refugees reaching Germany caused a paradigm shift in public opinion – which served as a
precondition for policies that concede more rights to work.
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of jus soli for second generation migrants – partly as a consequence of international pressures
(ibid., pp. 140-141). As by 2001, more and more representatives of Germany’s major political
parties had accepted living in a society that was increasingly shaped by immigration (Foroutan,
2017b). Most prominently, the CDU -led Süssmuth Commission recognized that Germany would
need immigrants (Triadafilopoulos, 2012, p. 154) and provided new ‘integration’ guidelines for
them (Goodman, 2014, p. 130). In 2004/2005, an Immigration Act was passed that included
systematic ‘integration’ offers and support for newcomers (Goodman, 2014, p. 131): For the first
time in German history, this law was explicitly formulated for migrants to settle in Germany.
Finally, Germany was officially declared an immigration country. As for Foroutan (2017a, p. 123),
this “act of recognition changed the political and legal landscape as demands for political, social
and cultural rights suddenly became legitimate”. After the long-lasting stagnation on the topic, this
law thus “ended a period of decades, where Germany was seen against all empirical evidence as ‘no
immigration country”’ (Bauer et al., 2005, p. 197). Intriguingly, this comprehensive turnaround
happened at a time at which many other states struggled with post-9/11 terror fears (Bauer et al.,
2005, p. 197) that contributed to the ‘securitization’ of many migration regimes51 (d’Appollonia,
2012; Watson, 2009).
Figure 4.7: Asylum requests in Germany by year (first and follow-up applications), 1995-2017

Source: author’s depiction of Statista (2018)

Phase two: negligence of asylum (–2011/2012)

In spite of these gradual changes in the

German collective mindset towards migration in general (Triadafilopoulos, 2012, pp. 140-156),
overall awareness of the subtopic of asylum seemed to be lacking widely: Refugees seeking protection (or even longer-term perspectives) were not considered an important domestic issue. This
may, in part, have been due to the misleading perception that displacement would be taking place
51 A notable exception to this otherwise seemingly peaceful period must be seen in the 9/11 attacks of 2001,
which contributed to the global securitization debate (Watson, 2009) and Germany’s investments in more control
and surveillance practices (Messina, 2016, p. 253). Apparently, these attacks caused a particular unease regarding
Muslim migration. It should however be noted that the related debates had already been ongoing before these
critical events and can thus not be fully ascribed to what happened in the USA at that time (Huysmans, 2000).
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rather remotely (the Balkan wars having been the only exception52 and not to be repeated), and
thus remain ‘the problem of other states’ in the first place. As argued above, the externalization of
border controls helped to maintain this image: In the years before 2015, Germans were reluctant to
implement border controls and therefore ‘lucky’ to outsource the task of ‘building walls’ to countries
on the route (Thym, 2016). A sense of perceived tranquility hence contributed to the far-reaching
negligence of the topic. “Statistically speaking, Germany was an emigration country in 2008 and
2009” (Hanewinkel and Oltmer, 2018). Also, policy-makers and the public may have been largely
distracted with other day-to-day politics, such as some delayed effects of the German reunification
and European integration. Consequently, the opportunity to engage in foresighted policy-making
was largely forfeited in a period that might have allowed for such visionary engagement due to
relative stability in the absence of major ‘external shocks’ and calamities: the 2000s.
In retrospective, major mistakes of the early 21st century were not to maintain the related knowledge gained in the early 1990s, and not to engage in any longer term strategy formulation based
on these learning patterns. This could be observed at all levels from street-level bureaucrats to
those responsible for the admission and settlement of larger numbers of migrants:
“Many of the colleagues who were in charge at the time are no longer active in this
field today, if they are not even retired. This means that knowledge is lost. Knowledge
transfer only takes place if any relevance is seen. The issue of refugees is simply an
issue that is often neglected. Unless this is an acute issue, I don’t really want to deal
with it. [...] No attempt has therefore been made to be prepared for future cases of
this kind.” (Anonymous accommodation facility manager referring to the early 1990s,
Interview, 2018, author’s translation)
This negligence was reflected not only in the political discourse at that time, but also in Germany’s institutional set-up: Renamed from BAFI to BAMF in 2005, this central agency’s staff
was enhanced only slowly53 (Stiftung Mercator, 2017, p. 24). Although no official prognoses were
being published by the authorities, the BAMF repeatedly requested additional funds up to 2015.
However, these requests were largely ignored by the competent departments, the Federal Ministry
of the Interior (BMI) and eventually the Federal Ministry of Finance (BMF) until it was too late
(J. Schneider Interview 2016; also see below ‘excursus on (lacking) administrative capacities’):
German authorities did apparently not see any compelling reason to invest in the qualification,
budgeting or staffing of their admission capacities for asylum seekers. The red-green coalition
under Gerhard Schröder (1998–2005) and the subsequent conservative-led coalitions under Angela
Merkel did not differ much in this respect. One explanation could be that the entire arena had
generally been perceived as ‘peripheral’: It was certainly not viewed as related to ‘nation-building’
or other factors that may have been socially relevant – but economically irrelevant. Reflecting this
perception and institutional path-dependency, the BAMF always remained in the hands of the
Ministry of the Interior (BMI) with its control and security mandate54 .
52 While

persons fleeing from the Balkans were welcomed in the 1990s when they were fleeing war, they have
increasingly been brand-marked as ‘bogus’ refugees since other nationalities have started to ‘top the list’ – which
could be described as some kind of ‘crowding-out effect’.
53 After the 1990s, it was initially reduced again: According to the Stiftung Mercator (2017, p.
24), the
BAFI /BAMF employed 60 people in the 1960s, 240 in the 1970s, 320 in the 1980s, 4,100 in late 1993, 2,800
in May 2015, and 6,100 in March 2016.
54 In contrast to this general focus on control and security at the federal level, more pragmatism could be observed
at the sub-national level. For example, given that many Afghan refugees had remained in Germany longer than
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Socially, however, the topic still carried some latent conflict potential. Despite the progress in
Germany’s overall migration regime, cross-party consensuses continued being hard to reach: The
society remained divided over the issue. Particularly, conservative and right-wing parties continued
‘playing the immigration card’ in order to gain votes (Triadafilopoulos, 2012, pp. 155-156). The
overwhelming majority of the German public, in turn, apparently waited for ‘scandals’ to disturb
their tranquility; i.e. when the media reported on visible ‘integration failures’ or on foreigners’
criminal activities. Perhaps in order to ‘let the sleeping dogs lie’, German policy-makers shifted
the asylum issue out of everybody’s minds throughout this period. As the application numbers
seemed to be ‘manageable’, only few people bothered with investigating the status quo of the
responsible authorities and provisions in place. No relevant mainstream discourse existed. Parallel
to increasing Germany’s attractiveness for high-skilled migrants, the government did thus not
invest more in this arena.
Phase three: ‘slow awakening’ (2011/2012–2015)

To break this silence, refugee self-or-

ganizations and civil society advocates started becoming visible in many ways throughout this
period, culminating in a range of protest actions: In 2012, activists organized the ‘Refugee Protest
March’ to Berlin55 . With this hitherto unprecedented move, the concerned people themselves used
peaceful protests to raise awareness over issues such as the aforementioned accommodation in camps
(‘Lager’), voucher systems, residency obligations, work prohibitions and the general permanent
uncertainty that characterized their lives in Germany. Altogether, such increasing protests may
be seen as an indication for ‘cracks in the wall of ignorance’: Many citizens who had been left
untouched by the topic for years could no longer overlook it (L. Schweizer Interview, 2016). As
a result of such activism and the slowly increasing numbers of refugees, the previously dominant
artificial tranquility started to shake: Migrants started becoming visible after years of ignorance
– at least in Germany’s urban areas, but also in the mainstream media, political discourses and
public debates. What did this imply? Public opinion polls from this period demonstrate that the
increasing awareness came along with increasing polarization (Decker, Kiess and Brähler, 2014).
However, these developments did not only lead to an increased problem awareness and public
scrutiny in Germany, but may also have triggered a number of changes that became relevant for
the concerned migrants.
On one hand, the Asylum Seekers Benefits Act (AsylbLG) was to be reformed in 2012. The
government’s intention was to further cut social benefits for asylum seekers, apparently to gain
votes from welfare-chauvinistic segments of the constituency. However, the Federal Constitutional
Court (BVerfG) objected such cuts based on the argumentation that, according to the welfare
state principle, asylum seekers would need to be granted the same minimum benefits for a life in
dignity as Germans (BVerfG, 2012; Stiftung Mercator, 2017, p. 78). After this critical judgment,
the basic assistance had to be adjusted to the level of ‘normal’ social assistance (‘Hartz-IV’)56 .
expected at first, the Conference of Ministers of the Interior dealt with the issue a number of times between 2004
and 2006, trying to attach perspectives to these migrants’ residency statuses. Finally, they pragmatically agreed
upon granting work permits to all Afghans that had been tolerated for more than 18 months. In Hamburg, the
corresponding applications could be filed since 2009 due to a senators’ regulation (Kleine Anfrage, 2015) – a practice
never questioned – until 2015, when the local CDU sent a critical inquiry due to the growing pressures.
55 After the march, some of the protesters ‘settled down’ at the Oranienplatz in Berlin, until being expelled in
2014. In the 2016 interview with the author, L. Schweizer reminisced this as being the first time that Berlin’s
inhabitants would really become aware of the issue at all. Erpenbeck (2015, p. 44) describes this situation in more
detail.
56 In the German constitution, the subsistence minimum is anchored as the right of all people, not just German
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Thereafter, the domestic legislation was amended as asylum claims from the Balkans went up
again: In November of 2014, Serbia, Macedonia and Bosnia-Herzegovina were declared as ‘safe
countries of origin’. Thereby, the government tried to reduce the amount of migrants from these
countries that could be entitled to protection in Germany.
On the other hand, subsidiary protection was passed at the EU-level in 2011 and entered into
force in Germany in 2013: Migrants who would not meet the rigid criteria enshrined in the Geneva
Convention or in German Basic Law could finally also be granted protection statuses. Moreover,
the Residence Act (AufenthG) was amended several times throughout these years. For example,
it was made possible for asylum seekers to seek work after three months of being in Germany –
instead of nine, as before. Also, the Right to Remain (Bleiberecht) was reformed in summer 2015,
reducing waiting times for residence permits to eight years (or six years for families with minor
children), if the concerned migrants would earn their own living, speak German and not become
criminal. Further, in most municipalities, the voucher system and the residency obligation for
asylum seekers were abolished. Altogether, these changes thus serve as evidence for an increasingly
pragmatic handling of the issue.
Moreover, not only legal but also some more administrative changes were implemented: Already
in late 2014, it became clear that many of the given regulations would be too rigid to allow for
a fast and flexible admission of growing numbers of asylum seekers. Among other measures, it
was therefore made possible to deviate from the Construction Law (‘Baurecht’) in order to meet
the accommodation needs of new arrivals. For example, already existing public buildings could
from then on be used as accommodation facilities, even if they would not fully meet the latest
technical requirements (Roth et al., 2018). While such practices may have relaxed the German
administration on many levels, it may in some cases have contributed to the accommodation
of migrants in desolate houses and disadvantaged neighborhoods, further contributing to their
stigmatization and indirectly serving the aim of deterrence through reduced ‘pull factors’.
Finally, a minor but nonetheless significant incident could be observed shortly before the issue
evolved into high politics: In a talk show, Merkel was vividly confronted by Reem Sawhil, a
stateless girl from Palestine studying in Germany, who feared deportation. Arguably, this moment
may well have been ‘the straw that broke the camel’s back’, inducing public outrage against an
asylum regime that was perceived as draconian and cold-hearted – if not even absurd – by many
Germans (Jansen, 2015). Shortly afterwards, the public was even more shocked when learning
about the death of more than a dozen migrants in a locked van on the motorway from Austria to
Germany.
Phase three: ‘welcoming euphoria’ vs. ‘crisis’ (2015–2016)

Apparently, certain global

developments could only be ignored as long as few displaced persons would reach Germany. In
the second decade of the new millennium, however, migratory pressures grew steadily. Finally,
throughout the historical summer of 2015, something widely unexpected happened: Thousands of
asylum seekers entered Germany per day – more than ever before. These migratory movements
arguably marked the beginning of the most dramatic chapter of Germany’s contemporary history
(Alexander, 2017, pp. 7; 18). German majorities were reportedly hit by a socio-psychological
citizens. The constitution was thereby portrayed as beneficial for migrants, too. The cuts in asylum seekers’
allowances were finally undone in March 2015 in response to the BVerfG decision of 2012.
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shock induced by this record inflow of migrants (Diez, 2017). The unprecedented visibility of these
movements did not only cause profound fears and anxieties among certain groups, but also translated into a momentum of enthusiastic humanitarianism and innovation in many aspects: Almost
overnight, volunteer work with migrants was transformed from a marginal to a mass phenomenon
(Karakayali, 2017, p. 1). While the state was on the verge of its administrative capacity (see below
excursus), Germany’s civil society lived up its voluntary commitment to an unprecedented extent
(Engagementmonitor, 2016, p. 21).
The new situation did however not only increase civil society engagement, but also professional
commitment, and finally continued to force the administrative sector further along the path to
modernization (Lobenstein, 2017; Stiftung Mercator, 2017). In line with such intentions to present
Germany in the best light (and potentially prevent arising public resentments), a relatively effective and ‘crisis-proof’ administrative management could be observed – in spite of many important
shortcomings (Muschter, 2018; Seibel, 2015; Stiftung Mercator, 2017): When the numbers rose
sharply, Germany had simply been unprepared in many regards. Tellingly, the BAMF still had
to work out a backlog of about 250,000 asylum claims. It is against this backdrop that we need
to understand the momentous decision to suspend Dublin returns for Syrians with its unintended
consequences, reinforced by Merkel’s comments and the official BAMF twitter of August 25th:
What had been a move of bureaucratic convenience to avoid cumbersome Dublin checks57 for Syrians, who – as most authorities knew, would be likely to stay in Germany anyway58 – transformed
Germany into the ‘promised land’ overnight, and “prompted an outpouring of love [...] for Germans
and, in particular, Chancellor Angela Merkel” (Akbiek, Noman and Wendling, 2015).
Of course, these unprecedented migratory movements caused new challenges and irritations. Even
at the highest governmental levels, political responsibilities were altered as a reaction: In an
(unverbalized) state of emergency59 , governing Germany implied taking decisions with enormous
consequences; under great pressure, in a very short time, and on the basis of incomplete information
(Alexander, 2017, p. 8). In October 2015, the Federal Cabinet endorsed a coordination concept for
dealing with this situation (Tekin, 2016, p. 348). Merkel’s trusted adviser and then Head of the
Federal Chancellery, Minister Peter Altmaier assumed overall political coordination. Operational
coordination, however, remained with the BMI (ibid.).
Crucially, large parts of the citizenry continued providing support over the following months (and
years), ‘opening their doors and hearts’ to migrants in distress. The summer of 2015 saw the
57 As argued above, this decision to suspend Dublin-returns seemed to indicate a trend reversal (Maurice, 2015).
However, after a short time, Germany returned to ‘passing the buck’ (Lavenex, 1998, p. 126) to countries on the
transit routes, located geographically closer to the ‘trouble spots’ (Harding, 2015). While other European states
increasingly responded with closed borders, the German government however continued sending out more welcoming
signals, at the same time intensifying its calls for more European cooperation on the issue.
58 At the beginning of 2015, the protection rate for asylum seekers had been as high as never before in Germany’s
asylum-history. In light of these figures, it became clear that large parts of the people seeking asylum would become
parts of the German population at least for considerable periods of time: Indeed, “thousands of Syrian refugees set
out for Germany precisely because Germany, unlike most other European countries, had virtually guaranteed them
asylum there. It is not at all clear whether refugees would have so overwhelmingly preferred Germany other things
being equal.” (Jones and Teytelboym, 2017, p. 673).
59 Although German federal states were reluctant to officially issue emergency calls (Roth, 2016), the situation
was chaotic and required administrative flexibility rather than rigid rule-obedience. Without the many spontaneous
helpers, it would have gotten even more out of control. As depicted in the subsequent excursus, the situation could
hardly have been managed without the use of all existing resources, both material and human, from civil protection
and disaster management, as well as support from the population (Dittmer and Lorenz, 2017, p. 16): During the
‘rush hours’, there were problems with simple supplies such as food, which were usually organized in long queues.
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beginning of an unexpected phase of the much heralded German ‘welcoming culture’: As mentioned
above, many seemed to be enthusiastic about welcoming newcomers and demonstrating Germany’s
face as a peaceful, prosperous and generous country. Merkel’s optimistic rhetoric and humanitarian
gestures (at first) met broad public support (Leithäuser and Lohse, 2016). On the base of the
available data, it is however difficult to reconstruct the relevance of humanitarianism in comparison
to demographic, economic motivations, or else60 (Economist, 2017).
There are a number of reasons to conceive the 2015 ‘summer of migration’ as a ‘critical juncture’
at which a gradual paradigm shift started to unfold61 . First, the general public had arguably for
the first time been penetrated by the permanently glaring availability of pictures and information
on the issue (arguably co-induced by the increased relevance of the new media). This, in turn, may
explain the differences in public engagement and preferences relative to prior migratory movements,
as well as subsequent policy changes. Second, of nearly 900,000 new arrivals, about the half
was expected to remain, bringing ‘integration’ efforts back to the mainstream political agenda
(Döring and Hauck, 2017, pp. 25-26): At the beginning of 2015, the average protection rate for
asylum seekers had been at 41.6 %, including those refugees from Syria (86%), Iraq (94%), and
Eritrea (75%) – and was thus as high as never before in Germany’s asylum history (Aumüller,
Daphi and Biesenkamp, 2015, p. 13). As a consequence, some policy changes could be observed
that would reflect a pragmatic stance in that regard: Many hitherto rather strict provisions have
been loosened to some extent, giving authorities on the sub-national levels more leeway for the
implementation of pragmatic, albeit selective, ‘integration’ efforts (ibid., p. 30) after this ‘critical
juncture’. For example, labor market access has been eased for refugees and tolerated people in
most districts through the preliminary abolition of the ‘priority review’ (‘Vorrangprüfung’) (BMAS,
2016; Thym, 2017a, pp. 303-304). Other laws were adopted that would make it easier to extend
governmental ‘integration’ policies to include migrants from certain countries and/or in certain
situations, who had been categorically excluded from such offers only a few years before (Aumüller,
Daphi and Biesenkamp, 2015, p. 24). Manifold measures were introduced to restructure Germany’s
receptive system and related bureaucracies in order to find practicable and quick solutions, mostly
by enhancing ‘integration’ offers for these presumably ‘genuine’ refugees: those with a so-called
‘good perspective of staying’62 (Bundesregierung, 2015b). Since then, recognized refugees from
certain origins thus face less restrictions and better access to settlement support and the German
job market (Etzold, 2017). Third, it was only after 2015 that a German government for the
60 It must be also noted that many Germans might only have been so ‘welcoming’ after 2015 as a consequence of
many years of functioning institutionalized insulation, enshrined in the Dublin regulations (mentioned in the previous
section). For others, this turn may have had primarily utilitarian reasons related to Germany’s demographic situation
and shortages in ‘bottleneck’ professions. Furthermore, related to the arguments presented above, some might have
perceived the situation as a chance to demonstrate that Germans would have changed since World War II. Werner
(2018) provides an example for the intricacies of local refugee support in a German city between 2015 and 2017.
Schiffauer, Eilert and Rudloff (2017) provide examples for 90 pioneering civil society projects with refugees that
emerged all over Germany.
61 As a counterargument, we could also observe specific changes that had already been adopted at that time: In
August of 2015, the ‘Law for the Re-determination of the Right to Stay and the Termination of Residence’ (Gesetz
zur Neubestimmung des Bleiberechts und der Aufenthaltsbeendigung) was implemented in order to give those ‘well
integrated’ people a chance to apply for residence permits, who had been ‘tolerated’ (‘geduldet’) for long periods.
At the same time, this law named specific indications according to which declined asylum seekers could be taken
into detention (pending deportation); among others, an ‘intent to evade the deportation’, as well as the ‘payment
of substantial amounts of money for illegal entry’.
62 This new categorization of migrants was implemented as a pragmatic tool in such times of turmoil: Migrants
from countries with high protection rates have since then been assumed to have a ‘gute Bleibeperspektive’; i.e. to
presumptively remain in Germany. This practice can hence be seen as evidence for ‘muddling through’ – not all
potential consequences were fully taken into consideration.
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first time rethought the traditionally strict distinction between asylum and labor migration: The
Western Balkan Regulation was adopted in late 2015 – a first pilot project to open up the labor
market for people from the Western Balkans who might otherwise opt for the asylum channel63
(Schultz, Wagner and Allemann, 2018). Finally, in spite of the fact that multiculturalism had been
declared as having ‘completely failed’ in Germany64 (Schrader, 2010), Germany’s expenses for the
fostering of diversity, ‘integration’ and peaceful cohabitation on different governmental levels have
lately exceeded those of other states by far65 (Eule, 2017, p. 189). Especially in view of the fact
that Germany had only admitted being a country of immigration few years earlier, it has been
surprising to what extent we could observe such investments that are usually only typical for settler
societies. All these changes can arguably be explained by the governmental intention to support
the ‘welcoming culture’ which could be observed from the bottom-up throughout large parts of
society, in a pragmatic – but also somewhat technocratic, top-down way (Wallis, 2017). Altogether,
the migration regime (made up by complicated and frequently changing bureaucratic provisions)
was however modified very unevenly, causing even more fragmentation between different cohorts
of migrants:
For migrants from ‘the wrong places’, the new situation had severe consequences: Contrary to
the aforementioned changes, the following months demonstrated an overall trend towards growing
restrictiveness for them66 . A crucial development could be seen in the designation of even more
countries of the Western Balkans as ‘safe’ in 201567 , significantly accelerating asylum procedures
and reducing protection chances for people from these countries (Huggler, 2015; Pro Asyl, 2015). In
order to regain control over the situation of growing numbers of asylum seekers reaching Germany in
summer 2015, another legal restriction to the grant of asylum was approved in a fast-track political
procedure: In September 2015, a law with the proclaimed aim to accelerate asylum processes
(‘Asylverfahrensbeschleunigungsgesetz’) was passed68 , which inter alia eased the deportation of
63 It remains questionable, however, to what extent this option really changed migration incentives for people
discriminated in the Balkans: Many asylum seekers from these countries belong to minority groups such as the
Roma that are exposed to a wide range of discriminatory exclusion mechanisms, which also affect their labor
market access.
64 As a matter of fact, multicultural policies have never fully been adopted in Germany: The country scored a
low 2.5 on the Multiculturalism Policy Index in 2011, which are only 1.5 points more on the score when compared
to the year 2000 – and 2.5 more than zero, its initial value in 1960 (Westlake, 2011). The Multiculturalism Policy
Index is measured annually and accumulates countries’ scores for immigrant minorities on the following dimensions:
‘recognition policies’, ‘accommodation policies’, ‘support policies’, ‘constitutional, legislative or parliamentary affirmation of multiculturalism at the central and/or regional and municipal levels and the existence of a government
ministry, secretariat or advisory board to implement this policy in consultation with ethnic communities’, ‘adoption of multiculturalism in school curriculum’, ‘inclusion of ethnic representation / sensitivity in the mandate of
public media or media licensing’, ‘exemptions from dress codes (either by statute or court cases)’, ‘allowing of dual
citizenship’, ‘funding of ethnic group organizations or activities’, ‘funding of bilingual education or mother-tongue instruction’, and ‘affirmative action for disadvantaged immigrant groups’ (Multiculturalism Policies in Contemporary
Democracies, 2011a,b,c; Westlake, 2011).
65 For example, Berlin (infamous for its relative poverty as a city-state) spends more on the promotion of ‘integration’ annually than the entire Canadian state (Eule, 2017, p. 189). All interviewed Berlin officials (D. Gerstle, 2016,
G. Postler, 2017, and D. Tietze, 2017) demonstrated an astonishing cross-party consensus in claiming that many
margins of maneuver started being used increasingly to improve newcomers’ living conditions in Berlin from 2015 on.
Nonetheless, many shortcomings have remained, especially with regards to large and ‘unwelcoming’ accommodation
facilities such as the hangars of former Tempelhof Airport (AIDA, 2017d).
66 Again, this tendency can be understood as a continuation of the trend that had been observable well before in
Germany’s asylum policies (Poutrus, 2009, p. 162).
67 In addition to the aforementioned first amendment, Albania, Kosovo, and Montenegro were also added to the list
of ‘safe countries of origin’ (Mediendienst Integration, 2017a) to reduce the numbers of claimants from this region.
Indeed, the declaration of ‘Western Balkan’ countries as ‘safe’ thus followed the path that had been commenced in
2014 and that had been seen as ‘successful’ in limiting migratory movements from these states (Thym, 2016).
68 As discussed below, it remains questionable to what extent the lengthy individual refugee status determination
processes were actually accelerated by this law.
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declined migrants and further limited the rights for persons from certain allegedly ‘safe’ origins
(Huggler, 2015; Pro Asyl, 2015). Already in October of the same year, the government passed
the so-called First Asylum Package (Asylpaket I ). Since then, asylum seekers may for example be
forced to live in first accommodations for up to six (instead of three) months. Those from allegedly
‘safe countries of origin’ may even remain in these facilities until the end of their procedures. To
reduce Germany’s attractiveness, migrants could further, again, only be granted in-kind allowances
in initial accommodation facilities – an important step backwards that reversed much of what had
been fought for in the preceding years. Finally and even more controversially, politicians from
the conservative and right spectrum started pleading for the implementation of an ‘upper limit’
(‘Obergrenze’) of asylum seekers – a completely unrealistic demand in view of the given legal scope
that can be seen as an example for un-arguable paroles used to enhance public legitimacy. No
matter how irrational, these latter policy changes and proposals however arguably resembled the
opinions of migration-skeptics and those parts of the population who had apparently lost their
patience with Germany’s newcomers rather quickly.
Phase four: ‘hysteria’ and rollback (2016–) In fact, not everybody had joined the ‘refugees
welcome’ enthusiasm: An alarming level of hostility had already become more and more publicly
acceptable (Decker, Kiess and Brähler, 2014; Decker et al., 2016). Especially from the conservative and right spectrum, dissenting voices became louder and louder throughout this period. An
increasing number of Germans stated ‘being worried about so many refugees coming to Germany’
(DW, 2015a). Also, a generalized ‘crisis’-terminology had become the standard vocabulary to
refer to the events that took place since the summer of 2015. While this terminology may have
been justified in the administrative realm (as argued below), it contributed to a discourse shaped
by skepticism and anxieties. A growing level of disillusionment could particularly be observed
regarding the uncontrolled entry of many migrants, among whom, some of Merkel’s opponents
feared, could be criminals or even terrorists (also see subsequent section on ‘discourses and public
opinion’). This growing skepticism was hence not only directed at the public administration that
was often viewed as incapable or overburdened, but also at the concerned migrants themselves.
Apparently, the scandalized ‘shock of mass arrivals’ played a significant role in this regard, bringing xenophobia back to the political agendas – a finding underlined by the outcomes of the 2017
federal elections. On the one hand, the media had been accused of being uncritical and one-sidedly
in favor of the ‘welcoming culture’ since 2015. But on the other hand, many media channels’
scandal-seeking depictions certainly played into the hands of migration ‘skeptics’ (Sahlender, 2017;
Haller, 2017). The electoral success of the AfD may have (partially) resulted from such perceptions. As a consequence, the more established parties’ apparently tried to decrease this success
by caving in more and more to right-wing demands. Importantly, the German mainstream media
has been shown to be complicit in this trend: Evaluating 35,000 articles, Haller (2017) comes to
the conclusion that the media in Germany was not a neutral observer but assumed the role of a
political actor instead. For example, right-wing radicals, even if they were only a few dozen, would
be given more broadcasting time in the German media than hundreds of thousands of democrats
demonstrating for migrants’ rights (Semsrott, 2018). After having joined Merkel’s government in
emphasizing the ‘welcoming culture’, the media indeed quickly focused on the many unsolved issues
that had arguably been ‘swept under the rug’, thereby contributing to a highly polarized public
opinion: After 2015, with few exceptions, mainstream journalists shifted from Merkel’s slogan ‘we
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can accomplish this’ (‘Wir schaffen das’) to the identification of ‘integration problems’, ‘criminal
refugees’, ‘terror suspects’ and other stereotypical accusations69 . Shaped by buzzwords such as
‘economic refugees’, ‘poverty migrants’, and ‘welfare tourists’, asylum seekers would be framed as
a ‘flood to be stopped’, implying dangers for the preservation of German identity and the welfare
state. While it is not possible on the basis of the available data to robustly determine the influence
of the media discourses on the evolving public opinion, these findings must be seen as important
ingredients of the afore-presented public choice mechanism (also see next section on discourses and
public opinion).
Especially the events that occurred on New Year’s Eve 2016 in Cologne have often been described
as a crucial ‘turning point’, after which migrants started being viewed as perpetrators rather than
innocent victims70 . At the latest since then, the discourses of most mainstream media shifted
from an overall positive to a rather anxious depiction of those who had come to Germany. Maybe
not constituting a real ‘turning point’ but rather a ‘juncture’ at which the prior path would be
reinforced, these attacks led to increasing public pressures against ‘letting migrants who commit
such crimes go unpunished’ and caused Merkel to forfeit considerable public support. Claiming
to have lost their trust in governmental ‘problem-solving capacity’, some Germans rallied and
formed so-called ‘vigilant groups’ (‘Bürgerwehren’) in different localities (Wienand, 2016). Also,
crimes and violence associated with right-wing extremism increased notably71 (Helm, 2017). As
a consequence of these extreme public reactions, politicians might have felt an urgent need to
demonstrate strength, and hastily issued one legislative change after another72 .
The aforementioned tendency to distinguish between migrant cohorts according to certain criteria
was intensified in the Second Asylum Package (‘Asylpaket II’) that entered into force in March 2016
(Bundesregierung, 2016). Family reunification in Germany was to be reduced and, again, asylum
procedures to be accelerated (ibid.). A fast-track procedure was to be implemented not only for
claimants from ‘safe countries of origin’ but also for all migrants assumed to ‘deceive their identities’.
Most asylum procedures should from then on take place in so-called ‘arrival centers’ (‘Ankunftszentren’), allowing for a more centralized and bundled administrative processing. In the course of
the corresponding debates, significant cut-downs in asylum seeker benefits and a return to non-cash
allowances further regained focus as alleged ‘pull factors’ to be avoided. Particular controversies
arose regarding Bavaria’s ‘Balkan Refugee Centers’ or ‘Arrival and Return Facilities’ (ARE –
‘Ankunfts- und Rückführungseinrichtungen’) with reported human rights breaches: Reportedly,
schooling offers in these centers have been insufficient for child needs (inFranken, 2016). But also
for adult migrants, living in such camps had severe consequences due to the lack of sufficient access
69 Empirically, the newly arrived migrants had however not increased the overall crime rate in Germany (DW,
2015b). The numbers of alleged ‘criminals’ among them were thus clearly exaggerated by ‘worried citizens’ (‘besorgte
Bürger’).
70 On the one hand, the events in Cologne did apparently not have substantive effects on Germans’ willingness
to support refugees. On the other hand, however, they may have been a crucial ‘turning point’ insofar as that
over-represented ‘shouting minorities’ began to monopolize the discourse from then on: Since this night, the view
of the mainstream media (particularly, the ‘Bild’ and other scandal-seeking newspapers) shifted from a positive to
a rather anxious depiction of refugees in Germany. See Friese (2017) for an assessment of the common ascription of
refugees as victims vs. threats in this context.
71 For example, an Iraqi was beaten up and chained by citizens who wanted to demonstrate their understanding
of ‘civil courage’ in 2016 (Wienand, 2016). Studying hate crimes between 2013 and 2015, Entorf and Lange (2019)
find the risk of becoming a victim to be ten times higher for asylum seekers in eastern Germany than in the western
states.
72 In line with the concept of political ‘muddling through’, much of these changes may however be described as
symbol politics as most of the prior legal situation was not substantively changed (Thym, 2016).
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to legal advise or social work (P. Ehmann Interview 2016).
Also in the health-related area, law amendments contained further crucial changes: For example,
it would since then principally be assumed that persons awaiting deportation would be ‘fit for
travel’. Exceptions to postpone or avert deportations can since then only be made in the case
of serious life-threatening diseases, which would be significantly worsened by deportation. The
BAMF already examines these prerequisites during the asylum procedure (BAfF, 2016). In such
cases, formal medical attests from specialist physicians are needed (ibid.). Reported traumas or
psychological sicknesses such as the commonplace PTSD (Post Traumatic Stress Disorder) have
since then not been considered as obstacles to removals (‘Abschiebehindernisse’) anymore.
As another intervention in the previously customary practices of the BAMF with far-reaching
consequences for many migrants’ ‘integration’ successes in Germany, people granted subsidiary
protection would be deemed ineligible for family reunification (Mediendienst Integration, 2017a).
This became particularly relevant given that the BMI had advised the BAMF to grant Syrians
subsidiary protection rather than the full refugee status. According to the then migration-policy
spokesman of the Greens, V. Beck, these changes were implemented by the government in order
to ‘discourage Syrians from coming to Germany’ (FAZ, 2016) – providing evidence for practices of
‘administrative deterrence’. However, some federal states’ administrative courts engaged against
this arbitrary practice, demonstrating the superiority of the rule of law over political manipulation
of RSD in Germany (Kohlmeyer-Kaiser, 2018). Since then, it therefore depends on which administrative court decides whether Syrians may be granted subsidiary protection or refugee statuses
(Mitsch and Reiling, 2018) – with severe impacts on their chances for family reunification.
But not only these modifications were undertaken to deter migrants and satisfy skeptical Germans:
The government apparently also attempted to soothe public outrage by reforming the administrative system responsible for the asylum procedures – again, catching up earlier failures much too
late, in a hectic and partially ill-considered manner. After the withdrawal of the BAMF president and the takeover of coordination functions by the Federal Chancellery, the BAMF was newly
positioned and decisively extended in its budgeting and staffing. Furthermore, also the cooperation between BAMF, federal police (BPOL) and state authorities was to be improved, primarily
with regards to issues such as improved data exchange. A new ‘Integrated Refugee Management’
has arguably been implemented in order to ‘produce numbers’ in time before the parliamentary
elections (Lobenstein, 2017). It did however lead to an increasing lack of procedural fairness and
other profound shortcomings (ibid.): The large backlog of cases could only be reduced through a
qualitative deterioration, visible in flawed BAMF decision-making (R. Stahmann Interview 2016,
also see below excursus).
In August 2016, further controversies arose as the so-called ‘Integration Law’ (‘Integrationsgesetz’)
entered into force: A clear signal to so-called ‘worried citizens’ (Thurm, 2016), this law essentially
defined ‘integration’ as the newcomers’ unilateral obligation. According to this new legislation,
migrants could be obliged to participate in ‘integration courses’. Also, their freedom of movement was severely restricted: Due to residence requirements (‘Wohnsitzauflagen’), new arrivals
(including recognized refugees) should from then on be assigned places of residence for their first
three years in Germany73 : As long as living in an admission facility, they would from then on
73 According

to Aumüller, Daphi and Biesenkamp (2015, p. 23), this may be understood as some sort of residency
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need to ask for the permissions of the foreigners’ authorities before leaving their assigned districts. For those arriving after this cutoff date, the provisions to get permanent settlement permits
have further been changed, again discriminating between migrants74 – which reflects the aforementioned ‘meritocratic turn’ and some arbitrary prioritization. With the ‘Integration Law’, the
so-called ‘vocational toleration’ (‘Ausbildungsduldung’) was also newly regulated (Schultz, Wagner
and Allemann, 2018). This must be seen as an essential paradigm change because it broke with
the traditional provisions against ‘lane changes’ (‘Spurwechsel’) anchored in the Residence Act,
allowing for more pragmatism. Arguably, this makes it an exemplary case of a meritocratic policy
designed to allow for the selection of a subgroup of ‘well-integrated’ migrants to remain outside of
the ‘asylum channel’. At the same time, it is indicative of business lobbies’ influence on law-making
in this regard (ibid.).
The debate over New Year’s Eve in Cologne moreover led to a further tightening of the expulsion
provisions75 : If being sentenced to imprisonment of at least one year for an act of violence or
‘breaching sexual self-rule’, asylum seekers could be deported from early 2016 on. Later, the
government76 interpreted public will as demanding even harder ‘crackdowns’ on failed claimants
obliged to leave the country (also see below section on the RSD regime). Consequently, even more
symbolic measures were enacted: In the following months, Merkel emphasized the government’s
increased focus on ‘voluntary’ and forced repatriations, which would arguably resemble Germany’s
‘new doctrine’ in this area:
“We are striving to ensure that repatriations can take place preferably from the
initial reception facilities, because we know: Once people are integrated into the communities by volunteers, repatriation is much more difficult.” (Bundesregierung, 2017)
Discursively, unenforced repatriations would primarily be associated with a lack of space for ‘really
vulnerable persons’ (ibid.). The ‘coincidence’ that such a rhetoric could be observed before the
2017 federal elections can be seen as an indication of Merkel being motivated by her re-election
prospects. Also, the fact that the length of stay in the states’ first accommodations has been
extended77 may hence need to be seen not only as the restriction of refugees’ rights, but also as a
obligation in the area of social law, which restricts migrants as long as they mostly rely on social assistance, and
aims at restricting secondary migration within Germany. Again, ‘integration’ achievements were to be rewarded,
however: As soon as at least one family member earns more than 720 Euro, the whole family is exempted from the
residency requirement. More than just a typical tool of state control to restrict people’s freedom of movement, the
residence requirement can nevertheless often amount to a cumbersome obstacle for the concerned migrants.
74 More precisely, permanent settlement permits would no longer be granted after three years of living in Germany
with a valid residence title. Instead, this waiting time has been changed to five years. This was not the only change,
however (anonymous Refugee Council Interview, 2016): On one hand, the time during the asylum procedure would
from then on already ‘count’ within this waiting period. On the other hand, residence permits would only be
available in exchange for ‘integration’ achievements: Previously, migrants needed to live in Germany with a status
for three years, but could then always get residence permits. Again, this policy change thus made it easier only
for particularly ‘well-integrated’ refugees: With German language levels of C1 and proven substantial own incomes,
they may obtain residence permits after three years of total stay in Germany. More arbitrarily, the newly fixed
five years (referring to the total stay) may by some migrants be reached faster than the previous three years with
residence statuses (if their asylum procedures take longer than two years).
75 For example, a national ‘deportation effort/offensive’ (‘Abschiebungsoffensive’) was announced by the government in late 2016 in an attempt to return those found ineligible for protection in Germany: In the aftermath of the
peak of arrivals in 2015/16, many critical voices had pointed out to the fact that “in 2016 Germany managed to
return very few people (7,451) to countries other than the Western Balkans” (ESI Newsletter, 19.03.18). A reason
may be that different from other countries on the usual routes, the Western Balkans “have a strong interest to take
back their citizens to preserve visa liberalisation” (ibid.).
76 Primarily Bavarian, but also other conservative politicians boasted what they call the ‘more consistent’ enforcement of deportations (Bayerischer Flüchtlingsrat, 2018).
77 Again, Roma asylum seekers have been particularly affected by these changes: The number of refugees from the
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deliberate obstruction of civic engagement (Scherr, 2017).
In a short time, Merkel’s tone had thus moved from ‘welcoming’ to ‘unwelcoming’, arguably partially influenced by the rise of the AfD 78 . To take even more drastic action, the ‘Law for better
Enforcement of the Obligation to leave’ (‘Gesetz zur besseren Durchsetzung der Ausreisepflicht’)
was introduced in July of 2017 in addition to stricter rules for ‘tolerated’ and so-called ‘threatening individuals’ (‘Gefährder’): Since then, it would be prohibited to announce deportations to the
concerned migrants beforehand. The law allowed for the detention (pending deportation) of those
migrants who would be legally obliged to leave due to the negative outcomes of their claims, and
who would be assumed to threaten others’ physical well-being. In such cases, migrants could be
monitored more strictly, for example through electronic foot shackles79 . Furthermore, ‘tolerated’
people found to falsify their identities or insufficiently pursue proper travel documents would not
be allowed to leave their districts anymore, and could be deported without a hearing – even when
having lived in Germany for more than one year. Federal states have since then been allowed to
accommodate asylum seekers ‘without a prospect of staying’ in first admission centers for up to
one year, in contrast to the previous six months. Finally, the BAMF obtained permission to read
out migrants’ phones and other data carriers in order to gain information about their identities
(Mediendienst Integration, 2017a).
All in all, thus, the German asylum regime has been reformed more hectically and profoundly
between 2014 and 2017 than ever before. In line with the concept of ‘selective borders’ (Mau et al.,
2012), the differentiation between ‘good’ and ‘bad’ migrants was further institutionalized. This
could be observed through two contrasting developments: On the one hand, much has been done to
better ‘integrate’ those with a ‘good prospect of staying’, i.e. those selected for remaining in Germany: As a response to the unprecedented scale of asylum-migration in these years, far-reaching
changes were implemented to facilitate or accelerate their ‘integration’ at different levels. Offers
such as access to the labor market have been eased for refugees and ‘tolerated’ people in most
districts through the preliminary abolition of the ‘priority review’ (BMAS, 2016). The aforemenWestern Balkans has been declining sharply since 2015 – they were basically wiped out of the public domain. Since
that time, no newly arriving refugees from the Western Balkans have been distributed to the districts. Instead,
they have been accommodated centrally, without access to any kind of ‘integration’ offers, and largely without
any contact to volunteers or lawyers. In some cases, they were forced to return ‘voluntarily’ by authorities with
deliberate misguided counseling on the asylum procedure, or were accommodated as ‘second-class refugees’ with
benefits in kind instead of cash (anonymous Refugee Council Interview, 2016). Refugee councils have repeatedly
protested in vain against these discriminatory practice.
78 This right-wing party’s entry in the German Bundestag in 2017 must certainly be seen in the context of
the aforementioned developments: According to Gujer (2017b, author’s translation), “a substantial part of the
population did not forgive her [Merkel] for losing control” over migratory movements. However, this factor might
not have been solely responsible for the AfD’s alarming success (Ash, 2017): “For eight of the last twelve years,
Germany has been governed by a so-called Grand Coalition of Christian Democrats – Merkel’s CDU in a loveless
parliamentary marriage with the more conservative Bavarian Christian Social Union (CSU) – and Social Democrats.
This has impelled disgruntled voters toward the smaller parties and the extremes” as ‘alternatives’ to this power
bloc might have seemed to be lacking” (ibid.).
79 Again, these allegedly ‘drastic novelties’ must primarily be seen as symbolic policies given that they were only
partially new: Persons assumed to pose a danger may be deported since 2004 as by §58a of the Residence Act, and
detained beforehand in order to execute their deportation. However, this paragraph had never been used until 2017.
Already since 2011, long before the offensive media strategy had started, the government had discussed how to
‘increase the efficiency’ of returning persons lacking residency permits (Scherr, 2017). These discussions have been
intensified since the end of 2015 in the general climate of a ‘rollback’ of refugee rights – and translated into practice:
Since the 2015 ‘Law for the Re-determination of the Right to Stay and the Termination of Residence’ (‘Gesetz
zur Neubestimmung des Bleiberechts und der Aufenthaltsbeendigung’), declined asylum seekers can be taken into
detention pending deportation if certain conditions are fulfilled: Among others, the intent to evade the deportation,
as well as the payment of ‘substantial’ amounts of money for the illegal entry. The duration of detention (pending
deportation) has been prolonged in 2017 (Arp et al., 2017).
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tioned vocational toleration and the Western Balkan Regulation also point in this direction. As
for Aumüller, Daphi and Biesenkamp (2015, p. 13), this has to be seen as a gradual but profound
paradigm shift: Humanitarian protection has increasingly been linked with issues of labor market
development and demographic change. On the other hand, however, many laws have been tightened, for example in order to deport declined migrants more quickly. To make their removal easier,
chances to ‘integrate’ have been profoundly reduced for many migrants from ‘the wrong origins’.
Instead of referring to a ‘welcoming culture’ in Germany, a ‘selective welcoming culture’ would
hence be more precise: Caught between the obligation to provide minimum safety and dignity to
newcomers, humanitarianism, business (including media) interests, demographic necessities and
the public rejection of ‘unwanted’ migration, Germans have not yet found a consistent80 way of
dealing with this crucial topic (Aumüller, Daphi and Biesenkamp, 2015, p. 8). Instead, it appears
that in the aftermath of the 2015 ‘long summer of migration’, the overall German attitude gradually
shifted from enthusiasm and the hope of the government having the situation under control again
(following the ‘wir schaffen das’ slogan) to a rather unspecific ‘we do something’ (‘wir machen
was’) (KGSt, 2017). While some strategic realignment could be observed at the beginning of the
21st century, ‘muddling through’ has thus gained the upper hand since 2015. Finally, all these
domestic changes should not distract from the German government’s investments in the further
externalization of its migration regime – most notably through the aforementioned ‘EU-Turkey
deal’ and its increased engagement in North Africa.
Excursus: (lacking) administrative capacities Taking into account these path-dependent
developments, it must be recognized that Germany’s asylum administration has still been functioning relatively well81 even in times of turmoil (Muschter, 2018; Seibel, 2015; Stiftung Mercator,
2017). Nevertheless, the budgeting of key structures has often been criticized as insufficient for
the growing needs, leaving the responsible bureaucracies, functionaries and social workers on all
levels overburdened (Lau, 2015). Mainly due to the complex and lengthy individual RSD processes
(Staples, 2016; Stavropoulou, 2016, pp. 7-9), the BAMF has continuously been facing large backlogs. While it would go beyond the scope of the present study to fully analyze their occurrence or
potential improvements, this excursus summarizes these issues.
Many of the aformentioned extensive legislative changes in Germany have reportedly been unnecessary, in fact causing – rather than solving – administrative challenges (Stiftung Mercator, 2017).
Particularly, coordination necessities have been found to be particularly high both vertically (due
to the federal system) and horizontally (due to the linear structure of the German administration).
As indicated above, Germany’s federal set-up has hence contributed to considerable fragmentation
in related areas (Bauer, 2017). Also, it has repeatedly been suggested to rethink, if not abolish,
the AsylbLG (Schammann, 2018) – given that it leads to the often cumbersome changes between
jurisdictions before and after asylum decisions are made (see below section on socio-economic ‘integration’ efforts and benefits). As these claims were not heard, both federal agencies such as
the BAMF and local administrations have continued working based on the same old provisions.
Arguably, this has been the case due to the aforementioned difficulty to reach any consensus on
80 As depicted exemplarily above, the implementation ‘patchwork’ between Germany’s federal states, cities, and
municipalities is certainly one of the most important aspects of this lack of consistency – see for example Wendt
(2017) for the case of health provisions.
81 In combination with Germany’s overall reputation, this may arguably be one factor that attracts migrants –
rather than deterring them.
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more far-reaching reforms in the German government – e.g. regarding the RSD system: While
these frontline organizations managed to built up a lot of processing capacities (which, however,
still take a long time until they have the desired effect), systemic questions about their traditional
competences and their usefulness for contemporary situations have seldom been asked (Muschter,
2018). Some related responsibilities might, for example, be more wisely allocated at the BMAS.
Especially, measures implemented to soothe nativist sentiments, welfare chauvinism or other anxieties, may further have counteracted a more frontline-oriented perspective that could better take
into account the perspectives of administrative functionaries on the local levels – as well as of the
concerned migrants themselves82 .
Reportedly, the 2015 decision to leave the borders open further strained Germany’s already inoperative asylum regime (Thränhardt, 2016). In spite of the new direction’s reforms and staff
increases, it remained unclear when the growing backlogs could be worked off – and how. As mentioned before, the BAMF was newly positioned shortly after. Most importantly, its budget and
staff were increased decisively. Furthermore, also the cooperation between BAMF, federal police
and state authorities was to be improved, primarily with regard to cumbersome data exchange
issues that had paralyzed the whole system. The work-flow was modernized, but not all problems
could be solved. Consequently, the situation has continued to be difficult both for the decisionmakers and for the concerned migrants who often have to wait for long periods to get their statuses
resolved. Perhaps even more frustratingly, many asylum seekers would need to appeal against false
assessments of their claims or faulty notifications: The quantitative shortcomings went hand in
hand with more qualitative issues, such as obvious failures in the decision-making of BAMF staff
that has been criticized by many lawyers and observers (R. Stahmann Interview, 2016). Arguably,
fundamental problems were caused above all by the poor training of freshly hired decision-makers
and the apparent motto ‘in doubt against the applicant’. In some localities, much of this could be
absorbed by an alert civil society (Thränhardt, 2016), including student-run ‘refugee law clinics’
that were founded in several cities. Nonetheless, many migrants have continued to live in ‘legal
limbo’ in spite of their legitimate claims to protection – or were, in extreme cases, even deported
unlawfully.
As another unintended consequence, these erroneous BAMF decisions have confronted the German
administrative courts with an increase in unfinished legal cases by 127% between 2015 and 2016 –
from 58,000 to 132,000 cases (Stiftung Mercator, 2017, p. 34), and similarly afterwards (Kastner,
2019). The aforementioned questionable change in decision practices of granting many Syrians
subsidiary protection instead of the refugee status has been found to be one of the major drivers
of this increase (Stiftung Mercator, 2017, p. 35). But also Dublin-returns caused many of these
legal actions; particularly, emergency appeals, of which at least 27% were decided in favor of the
claimants in 2015 (ibid.). According to the Minister of Justice of Baden-Wuerttemberg, G. Wolf,
it may be “a problematic distribution of roles if the BAMF primarily focuses on its performance in
terms of numbers and leaves the clarification of facts to the administrative courts to a large extent”
82 The partial roll-back of refugee rights and the artificial differentiation between different ‘prospects of staying’
can be expected to work in the opposite direction of proactive ‘integration’ efforts, not adequately responding to the
necessities of people with particular vulnerabilities. An especially questionable BAMF practice could be found in
deliberately waiting for minor migrants to become adults before deciding upon their cases: This has often prevented
them from getting their claims assessed positively, put them in ‘legal limbo’ for long periods, and thus inhibited
their prospects to ‘integrate’ successfully. Also, this practice has been found to be in breach of Art. 3 of the UN
Convention on the Rights of the Child (Stiftung Mercator, 2017, p. 30).
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(quoted in Korf (2017), author’s translation). But not only centralized decisions were often flawed
– also at the sub-national level, many capacities have been lacking.
Germany’s states, districts, cities and municipalities were often not ready for the challenges following the summer of 2015. According to eyewitness reports, the administration functioned ‘at full
speed’ in many places: In a ‘crisis’ mode, it had suddenly been possible to take decisions based
on common sense and not only based on the legal situation. In addition, projects such as ‘helping hands’ made it possible to ‘borrow’ human resources from other local authorities for several
weeks. For example, ‘Bundeswehr’ (German army) soldiers were deployed in civilian service for
the registration of asylum seekers. Further, in reaction to the new quantities, some standards
for the admission of asylum seekers had to be reduced despite of preceding intents to improve
them83 . In order to overcome such shortcomings and to unburden the responsible agencies, the
German government decided to heavily invest in capacity building at all levels from September of
2015 on (Mayntz and Quadbeck, 2015). It started paying the federal states 670 Euro per asylum
seeker for monthly accommodation and supply costs, which would cover at least the must urgent
expenses. Also, many projects related to the admission and ‘integration’ would receive funding
more easily from then on. However, it has often been criticized that long term structure building
measures have been neglected in favor of shortsighted projects which may have served as signals for
the government’s ability to act. One example can be found in the ‘integration courses’ attended
by those migrants with a ‘good prospect of staying’ (‘gute Bleibeperspektive’): Reportedly, the
quality of these courses has varied across the nation, which may have coincided with the teachers’
low wages (ARD, 2016). But also in other regards, we could observe considerable sub-national
variation. In line with the ‘muddling through’ considerations, this shows that the solution of the
aforementioned dilemmas has often been left in the hands of decision-makers at the federal and
communal levels in Germany, rather than being tackled at the national level84 . Inspiringly, some
German states and municipalities found innovative and forward-looking ways of dealing with the
accommodation and ‘integration’ of newcomers in spite of restrictive federal laws throughout this
period (Aumüller, Daphi and Biesenkamp, 2015): Arguably, the ‘non-integration’-order might not
have been realizable at the communal level (ibid., p. 13).
As another consequence of Germany’s lacking administrative capacities (and governmental expertise), volunteers assuming state duties in this area have become a “widespread phenomenon across
Germany” (Karakayali and Kleist, 2016, p. 65), indicating the insufficiency of ‘top-down policies’
in this area (ibid., pp. 66-67). But not only this phenomenon may suggest the failure of many
responsible bureaucratic agencies. Some of the hitherto neglected tasks were addressed as ‘manageable’ exercises to be outsourced: As a consequence, the privatization trend intensified throughout
83 For example, in 2015, the plan to enhance the minimum space for asylum seekers in Baden-Württemberg from
4.5 m2 to 7 m2 was suspended for two years (Schunder, 2015).
84 Much of the sub-national variation can certainly be attributed to Germany’s federal set-up: According to
Schammann (2015a,b), the implementation of the rather vaguely formulated Asylum Seekers Benefits Act (Asylbewerberleistungsgesetz) continues to be very uneven across Germany. Similarly, German asylum lawyer R. Haenel
criticizes that chances for asylum seekers depend on the administrative court at which they issue their claims, resulting in a ‘lottery’ for asylum claims’ success chances (SWR4, 2015). Such variation is also observable in the area
of social rights: In some federal states more than in others, prohibitions on work and training condemn migrants to
do nothing and deprive them of every perspective. With its collective accommodation and transit camps, Bavaria
in particular has been relying on a policy of exclusion for migrants with ‘poor perspectives of staying’ (Bayerischer
Flüchtlingsrat, 2018). This so-called ‘Bavarian style’ has arguably coincided with high numbers of migrants’ suicide
attempts, suicides and mental illnesses. The same may apply for the large number of migrants who do not return
to their countries of origin, but are forced into illegality and continue fleeing on to other EU states (ibid.).
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this period. In some cases, private consulting companies such as McKinsey were contracted to
solve resulting problems. Most prominently, this could be observed in the case of the BAMF at
the national level (Dummer, 2018). According to an anonymous former German McKinsey consultant interviewed by the author, this tendency expanded massively in the past decade: “When
I worked for two ministries 20 years ago and still worked for McKinsey, that was the extreme
exception in the business” (author’s translation). Arguably, these examples from the asylum realm
reflect a ‘perverted system’, in which the German government has become increasingly dependent
on the private sector (Schulz, 2019). While some attribute it to a dismantling of public structures,
others argue that this tendency is hardly surprising as increased complexity can only be tackled
together by authorities and consulting companies. At the local level, the LAGeSo in Berlin has
been another example for this trend (Muschter, 2018). But not only consulting firms; also other
agencies and companies have been involved increasingly at different levels. For example, ‘municipal
refugee- and integration management’ has often been delegated to agencies such as the ‘Kommunale Gemeinschaftsstelle für Verwaltungsmanagement’ (KGSt, 2017). Further, private companies
such as ‘B.O.S.S. Security and Service GmbH’, ‘European Homecare’ or ‘Spysec’ have increasingly
been recruited to ‘manage’ accommodation facilities for asylum seekers85 . Reportedly, subcontracting practices and lacks of suitable staff led to situations in which security guards resorted to
violence against asylum seekers (Auer, 2015; Taegener, 2015). Given that no governmental actor
had directly committed the abuses, these incidents may rate as examples for the aforementioned
blame game: Reportedly, certain provisions were tacitly agreed upon between the principals and
agents of such contracts – but the principals were never prosecuted.

4.2.5

Discourses and public opinion

Which discursive figures have been drawn around asylum-migration in 21st century Germany?
While some changes in the mainstream discourse have already been highlighted in the previous
assessment, this section provides an overview of the most crucial perceptions and discourses that
have played into public opinion, and thus, into the formulation of laws and policies.
Reflected in the evolution of its policies and laws, the awareness of Germany as a country of
immigration has been increasing slowly among the public, the media, and political elites. Many
commentators have been painting optimistic pictures of newcomers’ ‘integration’ and their contributions to German society (Bertelsmann Stiftung, 2017), finding cultural diversity to be widely
accepted by large segments of the German society – primarily in urban areas86 (Arant, Dragolov
and Boehnke, 2017). While cosmopolitans (especially in the urban parts of Germany) have certainly accepted and learned to appreciate Germany’s new role as a multicultural migration country,
others have not: For a considerable part of the German public, anti-migration attitudes have remained immanent87 . As elsewhere in Europe, many Germans have repeatedly questioned the effect
85 As by 2015, European HomeCare ran 90 accommodations for over 15,000 asylum seekers (European Homecare,
2015).
86 The study’s outcomes however demonstrate considerable variation between German federal states and particularly, between former Eastern and Western parts (Arant, Dragolov and Boehnke, 2017).
87 Not only those foreigners perceived to ‘abuse the social security net’ have been portrayed as a threat. Some
would not even accept economically successful migrants to settle down in Germany. For example, as late as in 2016,
CSU general secretary Andreas Scheuer’s utterance that the “worst would be a soccer-playing, serving Senegalese
because it would be impossible to ever get rid of him” (author’s translation), did not cause the CSU chef to dissociate
himself from this functionary (Girg and Scherr, 2016) – a telling example for antiquated convictions in the midst of
Germany’s political elites.
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of migration on ‘social cohesion’ (often without knowing how to define or even measure this rather
diffuse concept, however). Overall, voters have thus continued to hold very polarized opinions
about migration and asylum in particular88 . In a 2006 ‘Ipsos MORI’ poll, about the same percentage of Germans had negative and positive attitudes toward immigration (Kelley and Trebilcock,
2010, p. 469).
Much of Germany’s immigration-‘skepticism’ has been related to the aforementioned change of
migratory movements’ compositions towards more and more non-Europeans. Many Germans seem
to feel increasingly ‘alienated’ or ‘overforeignized’ by the sheer number of newcomers. Subliminal
racism should not be underestimated as an omnipresent component: Much of the observable rejection has been triggered not only by many migrants’ cultural – but also visible ‘otherness’89 . At
least outside of the major cities, Germans have simply not been used to this increasing diversity.
Relatedly, ethnic and cultural homogeneity recur in the surrounding discourses – most strikingly,
in the so-called ‘Leitkultur’ (‘leading culture’) debate that has been reflective of Germany’s assimiliationist approach towards newcomers. Further, crimes committed by migrants have tended to be
over-reported (Polistina, 2018). Fueled by media reports, this may have triggered anxieties – both
in (potentially more) affected urban areas and elsewhere. As a consequence, the image of ‘criminal
foreigners’ has been widespread in Germany – although the majority of immigrants do not commit crimes (Bundeskriminalamt, 2018). Moreover, welfare chauvinism may have been particularly
present as Germans would fear losing the privileges of a relatively well developed welfare state if
‘too many outsiders’ would come into the system90 (Aumüller, Daphi and Biesenkamp, 2015, p.
11; Decker, Kiess and Brähler, 2014; Decker et al., 2016). Put bluntly, Germans have often been
found to grudge non-Germans the services that they are entitled to receive. Arguably, emotions
related to these perceptions may have mattered more than rationality, the rule of law, or empathy
with migrants in distress (Jünemann, 2017): Often, the debates have become irrational to a large
extent. This may also have resulted from politicians’ lack of legal expertise on the issue91 .
88 See Nohl (2017) for left and right of center media reporting. Also, Hippler (2015) elaborates on the prevalence
of (both jihadist and right-wing) extremist tendencies in certain segments of German society. He finds that both
can be traced back to a “‘Us versus Them’ mentality with the projection of individual or social problems onto a
collective image of the enemy” (ibid., p. 10) as well as “shortcomings in past integration policies” (ibid.). He argues
that right-wing movements such as PEGIDA which turn to an ‘imagined community’ (ibid., p. 13) have particularly
gained support in areas with Muslim populations of just 0.1 percent (ibid., p. 11). This may be indicative of the
presumption that their demands have little to do with actual migration, but rather with “a general xenophobia,
dissatisfaction with the political system, the German political parties, the political environment and an overall sense
of social insecurity [..., thus] a broader and deeper crisis of existential orientation” (ibid., p. 14).
89 Throughout the broadcast and television, an artificial exaggeration of potentially evoked cultural clashes could
be observed (Goebel, 2017). One telling example for biased media reporting can be found in the bestselling German
tabloid press ‘BILD’: At first, its editorial team wanted to present itself as the ‘spearhead of the German welcoming
culture’, depicting politicians and other celebrities holding up the slogan ‘we help’ (Tschermak, 2017). Photos that
went around the world (Sahlender, 2017), such as that of Alan Kurdi, have certainly contributed to this desire.
Later, the ‘BILD’ however switched to spreading ‘fake news’ to fuel anxieties, for example by claiming that many
more asylum seekers would have disappeared than it was actually the case (ibid.).
90 “In common discourse used by the general public, the German term Asylanten is frequently used for both
asylum applicants and persons entitled to asylum. In this way, those with a legitimate claim to protection may
easily be confused with those deemed to have entered Germany illegally or without a valid asylum claim” (Lehr,
2015, p. 125). But not only in Germany – rather throughout the entire EU, media debates have been reported to be
“loaded ideas of a ‘spreading wildfire of welfare fraud”’ (Geddes and Hadj-Abdou, 2016, pp. 232-233) – particularly
targeting Roma from the Balkans, but also other groups of migrants.
91 For instance, politicians of the CDU and CSU have been demanding ‘upper limits’ (‘Obergrenzen’) and ‘breathing
caps’ (‘atmende Deckel’) for Germany’s asylum seeker intake – thereby rhetorically obscuring the facts and real rooms
for maneuver. Such debates have often surprisingly little to do with reality, as also the heated family reunification
and ‘upper limit’ discussions demonstrate (Dernbach, 2017). Also more generally, the media discourse has often
been characterized by the lack of consulting the concerned migrants themselves. Instead, most media debates have
been dominated by German ‘experts’; politicians and administrative staff such as the BAMF and police (Haller,
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In the aggregate, such medially constructed perception biases may explain Germans’ difficulties to
accept living in a country of immigration. Perceptions have been very selective, however. Prejudices
against Muslims continue to be especially wide-spread among significant segments of the society:
Reportedly, every fifth German fears Muslim neighbors (Bertelsmann Stiftung, 2017). Crucially
for these so-called ‘skeptical’ segments, asylum seekers (viewed as primarily Muslim men92 ) have
continuously been framed as a ‘flood’, implying dangers for the preservation of German identity
and welfare (Triadafilopoulos, 2012, p. 126). This may have been exacerbated by the availability
of the new media: As Sinram (2017, p. 159) points out, hate comments have contributed to “a
toxic atmosphere that poses a huge barrier for the successful integration of refugees in Germany”.
Convincing the citizenry to work together in the area of ‘integration’ has consequently remained a
challenge for governmental actors on all levels93 .
As argued above, these perceptional patterns have shifted over time as a consequence of exogenous
changes and domestic perceptions: In the beginning of the 21st century, the majority of Germans
had not viewed immigration as particularly problematic (Ipsos MORI, 2014, p. 14). While less
overall xenophobia had been reported, asylum seekers in particular would however still meet a lot
of rejection. From 2011/2012 on, mistrust regarding the true motivations for migrating spread
further, again resembling the early 1990s (Emnid, 2015). From 2015 on, these anxieties grew
exponentially: According to the dominant narrative, Merkel’s decision not to close the border was
neither supported by the parliament nor by the population. Afterwards, it caused growing pressures
to confine executive powers in such realms – in order not to limit the executive’s leeway of ‘deciding
against the will of the people’. In contrast to such depictions, humanitarianism has also fed into
the discourse to a considerable extent – at least episodically: In 2013, for example, the Lampedusa
migrant shipwreck was featured prominently in the mainstream media. War, devastation, and
miserable conditions (not only in far-off refugee camps but also in Germany’s ‘backyard’) started
becoming more visible from then on. Focusing on pity and sympathy with migrants, such highly
politicized images became hard to ignore – which certainly reduced the general ignorance and
unawareness, and led to some sense of responsibility. As mentioned before, neither the German
administration nor the society had however been prepared sufficiently for such incidents: From a
public administration perspective, overburdened capacities could indeed be observed when migrants
started arriving in larger numbers. While the diagnosis of an ‘overburdening’ of the engaged
volunteers due to the number of refugees in the communities did often not correspond to their selfperceptions (Wallis, 2017), also some frustration and anger among the volunteers could be observed.
Nonetheless, this frustration would usually not be directed at the migrants themselves but rather
at the understaffed, barely transparent, uncooperative, if not repressive administration and at
the policies that tried to transform the ‘welcoming culture’ into a ‘culture of deportation’ (ibid.):
Many volunteers could not understand how Merkel’s top-down ‘welcoming culture’ discourse of the
‘summer of migration’ could be transformed into an hostile and defensive rhetoric so quickly. As
depicted beforehand, the events on new year’s eve 2016 in Cologne were widely interpreted as prime
examples of migrants’ dangers for the German society. The issue has consequently been discussed
2017). Unsurprisingly, right-wing movements were quick to take advantage of such biased debates.
92 Among the migrants reaching Germany between 2015 and 2018, about 57% were male (BPB, 2018).
93 Indeed, county commissionaires and mayors have increasingly tried to appeal to their citizens to “assist in
integrating newly arrived” (OECD, 2018, pp. 99), as the case of Altena demonstrates (ibid.). Regardless of official
attempts through speeches or leaflets, it nonetheless appears questionable to what extent German majorities have
been convinced to proactively engage in this area.
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primarily from an internal security perspective. According to Sinram (2017, p. 160), from these
events on, “commentators switched to an ‘I told you so’ attitude, blaming those who had welcomed
arriving refugees the year before”. Issue linkages to (especially sexual) crimes and terror94 went
hand in hand with depictions of the newcomers as ‘undeserving’ of German social assistance. As
mentioned before, xenophobe attacks piled up since then (Engagementmonitor, 2016, p. 21).
Finally, the aforementioned tendency to shift the topic out of sight has relied on a discourse that
attributes any responsibility to countries on the route: Put bluntly, the 2016 ‘EU-Turkey deal’ could
be interpreted as a ‘successful way of getting rid of the problem’. Such a narrative of the active
and successful closing of migration routes may have had several functions: Domestically, in view of
the electoral successes of right-wing extremist parties, the aim might have been to demonstrate the
political ability to act. Voters may have had the impression that enough would be done to support
migrants where they stayed95 . At the same time, deterrent signals could be sent to potential
migrants in the countries of first refuge and of origin. In conjunction with other campaigns, as
well as restrictive asylum and deportation policies, the message would be that the dangerous and
arduous journey to Europe would not be worthwhile. Nonetheless, related political statements
should not be seen as neutral cause-effect analyses, but rather as opportunistic narratives, linking
presumed causal effects with claims to legitimatize the political measures taken (Engler, 2018b).
In the essence, they would suggest that larger-scale measures such as development cooperation and
trade policy, but also legal admission programs for migrants, would not be necessary as long as
such instances of migration control seemed to work (ibid.).
To sum up, we can observe competing discourses around the issue of asylum-migration: Some
‘welcoming’, but also hostile or anxious reflexes have been observable before, during, and after
the short phase of an official ‘welcoming culture’. Arguably, the observable sentiments against
migrants have often been unrealistic or biased, and may reflect some sort of cognitive dissonance
among the German public (Foroutan, 2018). The perhaps most relevant finding here can be seen
in the medially supported polarization of the German public – potentially endangering ‘social
cohesion’ in the longer term (more than migration itself).

4.2.6

The RSD regime and in-land protection: status quo

Refugee protection in Germany does not only build on a proud historical tradition (T. Löhr Interview, 2016) but is also being carried out in the meticulously bureaucratic way said to be ‘typical’
for Germans. This bureaucracy involves a wide range of public functionaries on different levels,
with whom migrants need to interact as soon as arriving in Germany
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(SVR, 2018a). The fol-

94 Particularly for Muslim migrants, this linkage has been made repeatedly after 9/11 of 2001 (d’Appollonia, 2012),
but in particular since late 2016: “Following [...an] Islamist terror attack on a Christmas market in Berlin, in which
twelve were killed, one AfD leader tweeted: ‘these are Merkel’s dead’. [...] Any more terrorist attacks perpetrated
by violent Islamists will stoke the angst about immigration and Islam” (Ash, 2017). Again, this demonstrates that
asylum seekers or even migrants altogether have been categorized as the ‘dangerous other’ as a consequence of a
few criminal incidents. Muslims more generally have never been really embraced by German majorities, as the
widespread prejudices and ‘othering’ practices demonstrate robustly over time (Foroutan, 2017a).
95 As an extreme example, the ‘migration-development nexus’ has been abused by right-wing activists claiming to
help people in their regions rather than admitting them to Europe (Petter, 2018).
96 As for Erpenbeck (2015, p. 64), some of the conditions summarized in the following may not only be designed
in such a complicated way in order to administer humans efficiently, but arguably even to ‘suffocate people in
bureaucracy’ (author’s translation) – which can be seen in the context of ‘administrative deterrence’. While it would
go beyond the scope of this study to elaborate in more detail on this argument, this section can only provide an
overview of the existing status determination and protection regime. For simplicity, it largely omits any deviance
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lowing section provides a summary of the steps that migrants need to go through in Germany
when applying for protection statuses. It follows the above theorized simplified chronology from
arrival97 to settlement or removal – acknowledging that such a stylized depiction can of course
not fully reflect all layers of the real regime. Furthermore, it presents examples for contemporary
tendencies and changes in these areas.
Upon arrival After entering Germany, migrants who decide to issue asylum claims need to
approach the BPOL or related functionaries in order to be screened, registered and handed out
the so-called ‘proof of arrival’ (‘Ankunftsnachweis’); the former BüMA (‘Bescheinigung über die
Meldung als Asylsuchender’ – Confirmation of the Registration as Asylum Seeker). Once they are
‘in the system’, they are dispersed into shared accommodations, where they wait for their cases to
be processed. The so-called EASY (‘Erstverteilung der Asylbegehrenden’ – Initial Distribution of
Asylum Seekers) list regulates their dispersal within Germany:
“Based on the federal system in Germany, asylum seekers are assigned to different
locations in a two or three-stage procedure. In the first stage, newly arriving asylum
seekers are assigned to a state. Then, within a state, they are either allocated to a
county and then to a municipality or directly to a municipality.” (Entorf and Lange,
2019, p. 15)
Criteria such as the claimants’ countries of origin and the capacities in certain regions determine
which LEA (Landeserstaufnahmeeinrichtung – State Initial Admission Facility) or BEA (Bedarfsorientierte Erstaufnahmeeinrichtung – Needs-oriented Initial Admission Facility) is responsible.
Migrants then need to travel or are transferred to where they are going to be received and accommodated. From then on, as depicted in more detail subsequently, they are immediately entitled98 )
to receive minimum financial assistance according to the AsylbLG (which can be cash or partially
in kind).
In the initial admission facilities, authenticity tests are made in order to detect false papers or
any other frauds. For the purpose of a uniform registration, all bodies are being measured and
fingerprints are synchronized via the EURODAC database. Applicants’ passports are confiscated
and passed on to the corresponding Foreigners’ Offices (‘Ausländerbehörden’) only after their transfer out of these initial shelters. If migrants’ passports are missing, it is tried to reconstruct their
origins with the help of voice biometrics on the telephone. It should be noted that these facilities
are often outside of urban centers, e.g. in abandoned caserns, barracks or other unused properties.
from the regulatory regime that applies for special cases such as unaccompanied minors or people with special
vulnerabilities, for which different provisions apply, and with yet another set of actors involved. A complete list of
authorities intervening in each stage of the procedure has been compiled by AIDA (2018).
97 Note that this study does for example not elaborate on what potential migrants may know about Germany
while still in their countries of origin. It is nevertheless noteworthy that information campaigns have been used
to manipulate their image of Germany in the first place. Especially following the ‘long summer of migration’ of
2015, German authorities began resorting to such information campaigns, subsumed under the name “Rumours
about Germany’. In these campaigns, they tried to discourage potential migrants from beginning their journeys
and claiming asylum in Germany (Azizi and Schmalz, 2018). Problematically, the seemingly simple information
conveyed in such campaigns may however not fully resemble the entire range of legal provisions (ibid.). Also, this
study it does not elaborate on the special cases of air arrivals directly processed in airports. It must however be
noted for completeness that the declaration of certain areas in airports as ‘international zones’ has led to exceptional
legal situations – given that these are legally not considered to be parts of Germany (Adey, 2012; Zaiotti, 2016, p.
9).
98 During certain ‘hot phases’, the supplies collapsed in some local areas. As a consequence, migrants had to wait
until getting even the most basic assistance.
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The atmosphere in these ‘Lager’ is often marked by migrants’ hopefulness of having reached the
final transit station after long and arduous journeys, but also by their uncertainty and the resulting
conflicts. In many facilities, external visitors are only allowed in if they can be personally identified
as members of a certain, previously registered group and/or in company of officials. As argued
above, this is to be seen in the context of the fact that contacts between new arrivals and German
civil society are not always welcomed politically.
During the procedure Although asylum procedures in Germany are centralized and all applications need to be assessed by the BAMF (see figure 4.8), they are carried out in the field offices
of this federal agency. This institutional set-up allows for the hearings and decisions to be made
in a decentralized way99 , but on the same legal bases. In some states, these outposts have been
spatially integrated with the accommodation facilities in order to shorten the inter-institutional
distances. Wherever not on the same premises, the BAMF invites the claimants individually by
sending mails to their first accommodation centers. Then, hearings are conducted100 in a nearby
outpost and with the help of interpreters101 . The outcomes of these hearings are crucial given that
legal protection statuses may be granted – or not: Migrants may be granted political asylum, the
refugee status, or subsidiary protection (see below).
Figure 4.8: The RSD process in Germany

Source: author’s modification of Hamlin (2014, p. 119)

It is worthwhile to note that BAMF front-line bureaucrats102 are divided into junior and senior
99 Riedel and Schneider (2017) assess the reciprocal effects between different decision-making practices of BAMF
outposts and characteristics of the corresponding Länder. They find negative decisions to correlate with right-wing
sentiments, which serves as evidence for the influenceability of these administrative units. Further, the outcomes
certainly depend on the individuals in charge, given that decisions are not only influenced by their expertise on laws
and formal regulations – but also by their informal knowledge (Schittenhelm and Schneider, 2017). Consequently, a
certain degree of arbitrariness has been observed – even more so in times of high caseloads that have overburdened
many BAMF offices (ibid., p. 1700).
100 Note that this study does not aim at reconstructing BAMF decision-making processes – but see Schittenhelm
and Schneider (2017). It is however noteworthy that an asylum procedure in Germany may take several months up to
years, mainly depending on the time of issuance and on its complexity. In total, the BAMF has not yet managed to
reduce the average duration of asylum procedures – instead, they have even been reported to get longer, on average
between 8 and 10.4 months at the time of writing. The backlog of undecided cases has however been reduced to
about 120,000 as by mid-2017 (Arp et al., 2017). Moreover, the mode of decision-making has been changed back and
forth between one and two officers throughout the past years: Originally, hearing and decision-making had been the
responsibility of the same functionary, which had been changed intermediately to decouple these processes. For some
time in 2016/17, the task had been divided into ‘only-hearers’ and (subsequent) decision-makers. In order to speed
up the asylum procedures, the unity between hearers and decision-makers was thereby broken up in supposedly
‘simple cases’. The official reason for this was the special situation with high numbers from certain countries of
origin who were supposed to often have identical (or at least similar) reasons for flight (Deutscher Bundestag, 2017,
p. 8).
101 One aspect worth noting in this context relates to language barriers: Interpreters are only available in the
hearings, but not always before and afterwards. On its website, the BAMF offers more detailed information in
German, English, Russian, and Turkish, as well as translations of a few selected information to Amharic, Arabic,
Dari, Farsi, French, Kurdish-Kurmanji, Pashtu, Russian, Somali, Tigrinya, and Urdu (BAMF, 2016b). Information
related to the progress and outcomes of individual cases are however provided only in German (and only the most
important phrases in English) – in spite of the fact that many functionaries speak and write English. The formal
reason for this has been that only German rates as an official language in Germany. Moreover, the situation is
especially daunting for illiterates.
102 The recruitment of the BAMF staff is organized in a decentralized way, mostly directly from the surrounding
areas and usually from the German middle class. To be hired as a decision-maker, one must at least have completed
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decision-makers for supposedly ‘easier’ and ‘harder’ claims. In those cases deemed to be ‘easy’,
many decision-makers reportedly try to ‘produce numbers’ as quickly as possible by simply ‘copypasting’ decisions and assembling text blocks. Some observers have therefore referred to ‘mass
processing’ in the German RSD system: Due to the aforementioned lack of staffing, individual
decision-makers may have felt an increasing ‘pressure from statistics’ (Schittenhelm and Schneider,
2017, p. 1706).
Further, in spite of the aim of standardization, decision-makers have considerable margins for maneuver in each individual case. Unsurprisingly, their bureaucratic routines and accumulated stocks
of knowledge are significant factors. It may therefore appear questionable to let relatively untrained
functionaries decide over matters of life and death103 . At the same time, some senior officials have
been reported to be burnt out, bitter, skeptical and cynical towards claimants. While universally
valid evidence on the consequences of such attitudes is hard to find, anecdotal evidence104 supports
the claim of ‘administrative deterrence’ in such cases.
For claimants from certain origins, the timely pressures and the resultant need for pragmatism
in the BAMF have led to even longer waiting times: To manage an “ever-increasing workload”
(ibid., p. 1707), “files that appeared to be overly complicated were overlooked or delayed in order
to manage the weekly rate of cases and files” (ibid., p. 1706). As argued above, it must generally
be scrutinized to what extent German asylum procedures have become (too?) erroneous as a
consequence of BAMF -internal case-completion pressures (Deutscher Bundestag, 2017).
After the procedure / avenues for appeal If protection statuses are granted, the claimants
receive temporary residence permits and the rights that are attached to these (see subsequent
section on socio-economic ‘integration’ efforts and benefits). In the case of receiving negative
BAMF decisions, migrants are obliged to leave the country105 if they do not succeed in filing
an appeal. Also in the case of changing circumstances, claimants may be given the chance to
issue subsequent asylum applications (‘Asylfolgeanträge’). In both cases, BAMF decisions can
be appealed against at the corresponding administrative courts (see figure 4.8). Consequently,
judiciary instances have the occasion to make up for the immigration authorities’ mistakes106 .
Furthermore, the BAMF needs to check again if the person continues or ceases to qualify for the
temporary protection status after some years (according to the so-called ‘cessation principle’): As
soon as the time of temporary protection ends, revocation checks are exercised; i.e. “a decision is
made as to whether the status should be revoked (usually based on a change in the situation in
the applicant’s home country)” (Lehr, 2015, p. 117).
Most other related tasks are delegated to the sub-national level; the federal states (‘Länder’) and
a commercial apprenticeship, etcetera. For a higher level of service, it is required to have completed studies. In
both cases, the contracts are made for two years only, in the course of which post-qualification courses must be
attended in field offices of the BAMF or in its Nuremberg headquarter. Throughout the individual career as a
BAMF functionary, one may specialize – for example on unaccompanied minors or on torture victims.
103 As mentioned above, false decisions can result in deportations to mortally dangerous places – or in suicides.
104 In order not to jeopardize the informants, this evidence could be reported to the author anonymously. In the
aggregate, it supports the claim that asylum seekers have often been confronted with such antagonistic functionaries
across Germany.
105 Exceptions are made for those who cannot be deported for several reasons, as explained in more detail below.
106 As mentioned before, the role of the judiciary has gone beyond mere appeal procedures: In 2012, the BVerfG
had challenged the reduction of asylum seekers’ benefits beyond the socio-cultural subsistence minimum (BVerfG,
2012). In 2016, the courts objected the BMI ordering the BAMF to grant subsidiary protection to all Syrians.
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the municipalities, as soon as (and partially already while) the RSD process is underway. Here,
the most relevant administrative units are the Social Welfare Offices (‘Sozialämter’), Foreigners’
Offices (‘Ausländerbehörden’), and ‘Jobcenters’, as well as other municipality-specific actors, such as
‘asylum-coordinators’, ‘integration’- and/or ‘refugee-commissioners’. As mentioned before, federal
states and municipalities have considerable leeway with regard to their corresponding politicoadministrative provisions in the admission and accommodation of newcomers (Aumüller, Daphi
and Biesenkamp, 2015, p. 22). This is primarily due to the fact that the federal law has little to say
about certain provisions or minimum standards for related issues such as social work, education,
health, legal aid or psycho-social support (ibid.). After 2015, some of these offices have reportedly
been transformed in more liberal ‘welcoming’ authorities (Eule, 2017, p. 189). In these cases,
services have been improved in order to guarantee for a smooth arrival and settlement of migrants
in Germany.
In some cities, model projects have been implemented, such as the ‘arrival centers’ (‘Ankunftszentren’) in Heidelberg (Moll, 2016) and twenty-five other cities, in which all services are pooled
in one facility. In these centers, asylum hearings are to be conducted within only ten days and the
RSD of new claims to be finished in an average of two months (Rath, 2017). The model called
‘Heidelberger Straße’ (Heidelberger Street) implies that both the ‘Arbeitsagentur’ (Employment
Agency) and the Administrative Court can be found in the same building. Everything can hence
be provided ‘from a single source’, which can be seen as a strategy against the ‘chaos’ and the
lack of data exchange that could be observed before. Only when claimants are being recognized as
refugees are they distributed further. If their applications are rejected, they may remain in these
centers or be transferred to a LEA (ibid.) until their removal is executed.
As mentioned above, asylum seekers may usually need to remain in these first accommodations for
a maximum of six months107 . Thereafter, they must be dispersed to the posterior levels, where
more ‘integration’ efforts may be initiated. This time limit has often been viewed as a thorn in
the eye of conservative politicians who would seemingly prefer ‘warehousing’ migrants as long as
possible without having to invest more in their settlement (ibid.). During these initial months
after arrival, the BAMF may manage to finish the administrative asylum procedure. However,
about two out of three rejected applicants are currently appealing their decisions in court, which,
of course, lengthens their stay and requires further measures to be taken (ibid.).
It should further be noted that, after being allowed to leave the LEA, it often remains questionable
where to settle. Housing options (AU, ‘Anschlussunterbringung’ – Follow-up Accommodation) are
negotiated with the communities as the lowest political level. In some cases, mayors or other
authorities report suitable accommodation to the district administration themselves (Speth and
Becker, 2016, p. 31). Further contributing to the aforementioned arbitrariness or ‘lottery’ for
migrants in Germany, some municipalities may open their doors for some migrants (for example
women and families) but avoid ‘taking’ others (for example men traveling alone). Together with
107 As

noted above, migrants from so-called ‘safe countries of origin’ must remain in the LEAs until they leave the
country, according to the Asylum Package I enacted in November 2015 (Rath, 2017). Since March 2016, the Länder
have also been provided the option to create ‘Special Admission Facilities’ (BEA). These have been following the
pilot projects of the AREs in Bamberg and Manching, in which migrants have particularly few rights and poor
access to support (P. Ehmann Interview, 2016). Migrants found to have ‘deceived their identities’ or to have applied
for asylum twice may have to stay there until leaving the country. So far, however, only Bavaria has made use of
this possibility created in the Asylum Package II (ibid.). Since July 2017, it has also been made possible to extend
the stay in central institutions for all applicants with ‘manifestly unfounded’ claims to 24 months (ibid.).
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the quota-based EASY list, this may result in a higher concentration of migrants with certain
characteristics in specific parts of Germany. Authorities in other municipalities have been reported
to initially reject ‘taking in’ any asylum seekers at all, and were ‘forced’ to do so in the face of
growing numbers. Unsurprisingly, such reluctance may be reflected in the ease or unease of cohabitation at later stages – and impede any ‘integration’ efforts at worst. Finally, crucial differences do
not only remain between the (decision-making) practices of different BAMF outposts (Riedel and
Schneider, 2017), the attitudes of municipal politicians and other responsible offices, but also on
the ‘street-level’: While cooperative and service-oriented functionaries certainly exist throughout
the whole country and in all agencies involved, others may perceive their roles to lie in enforcement
and deterrence108 .
Protection statuses While it is the decision-maker’s decision in each individual case to determine who qualifies for which protection status in Germany, several options are available: From
a legal point of view, we need to differentiate between political asylum (for those found to be
persecuted politically according to the German Basic Law109 ), the refugee status (for qualifying
according to the Geneva Convention), the subsidiary protection status in line with the EU Qualification Directive (for those who face serious risks at home but who are not found to qualify for
asylum or the refugee status), and humanitarian protection. The temporary residence permits
linked to these statuses are valid for three years or one year, correspondingly. According to the
BAMF (2016a, author’s translation),
“none of these forms of protection can be considered if there are grounds for exclusion. These include: if a person has committed a war crime or a serious non-political
crime outside the territory of the Federal Republic of Germany, has acted contrary to
the aims and principles of the United Nations, is to be regarded as a danger to the security of the Federal Republic of Germany, or constitutes a danger to the general public
because of having been sentenced to a prison sentence for a crime or a particularly
serious offense.”
Asylum according to Art. 16a of the German Basic Law is hardly being granted ever. For example, of the 695,733 applicants in 2016, most (37.6%) were declined, followed by those who were
granted refugee status (36.8%), subsidiary protection (22.1%), and humanitarian protection110
(3.5%) (AIDA, 2017c). As mentioned above, these first instance decisions are often appealed
against. Of the 64,251 appeals in 2016, 31.7% were decided negatively and 12.1% positively; the
rest of the appeal processes were terminated, for example, by withdrawing (ibid.). Throughout
the recent past, the percentage of positive appeal decisions went up (Tagesschau, 2017): In 2016,
only every tenth lawsuit had been successful, as compared to every fourth in 2017. Apparently,
protection rates have differed over time mainly due to political considerations, and do thus not
reflect a purely unbiased and neutral judicial assessment of risks – particularly, for migrants from
countries such as Afghanistan (Flüchtlingsrat Baden-Württemberg, 2017).
108 A telling anecdote can be found in the staff member of a local Foreigners’ Authority, on whose screen-saver an
anonymous informant of the author could clearly read the parole ‘foreigners out’ (‘Ausländer raus’).
109 According to Article 16a of the German Basic Law, ‘persons persecuted politically are entitled to asylum’
(Bundesministerium der Justiz und für Verbraucherschutz, 2017, author’s translation). However, this is only the
case if none of the exceptions enacted in the 1992/1993 ‘Asylum Compromise’ apply.
110 ‘Humanitarian protection’ here refers to de facto protection due to obstacles to removals (‘Abschiebehindernisse’)
and is also being referred to as ‘national subsidiary protection’ (Tiedemann, 2015, pp. 76 et seq.).
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(Non-)Removal

One of the most important characteristics of the German legal framework is to

assure that migrants can only be temporary residents but do in many cases not turn into permanent
ones. This may be accomplished in different ways:
“On one end of the spectrum is assisted voluntary return, in which removal is cooperative, comfortable, and comes with logistical and financial support from the International Organization for Migration (IOM). In some instances, IOM provides returnees
with financial assistance to start up new businesses back home. On the other end is
a forced return for uncooperative migrants that could involve handcuffs, ankle cuffs,
straightjackets, soft helmets, and police escorts on chartered flights with other illegal
migrants. In between these two extremes, migrants might be kept in light restraints
while seated between two security guards on commercial flights.” (Feldman, 2011, p.
2)
As this citation indicates, ‘voluntary return’ is often encouraged as the cheaper and less dramatic111
way of lending credence to the migration regime. As by 2015, it had been “organized through two
programs: the Reintegration and Emigration Program for Asylum-Seekers in Germany (REAG)
and the Government Assisted Repatriation Program (GARP)” (Lehr, 2015, p. 118). The underlying rationale of such programs is to incentivize migrants’ returns through financial support.
At the time of writing, the questions of whether and how the return of certain migrants is to
be organized, and of how future perspectives can be created in societies of origin, has gained in
importance. Since 2017, an example of this can be found in the program ‘Perspektive Heimat’
(‘Perspective Home’), in which the Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development
(BMZ) has been included as a leading actor for the first time.
Given that most migrants can be expected to know that the only alternative would be deportations
– in the course of which they would lose their dignity – this form of ending residences however
appears less ‘voluntary’. Instead, ‘voluntary return’ must often be seen as some sort of ‘blackmailing’112 . The wording ‘voluntary’ in fact often only hides that many migrants are being ‘broken’
until they ‘surrender’ (Aleric, 2017). If such ‘blackmailing’ to leave ‘voluntarily’ fails and no other
obstacles are found113 , deportations may be ordered.
111 The deportation regime is ‘dramatic’ not only because it has continuously been marked by heated debates,
but primarily for the concerned ‘failed’ migrants themselves. Deportation prisons, in particular, have often been
regarded as places where the rights of rejected asylum seekers are not fully respected. See Wagnon and Flynn
(2018, pp. 157 et seq.) for a summary of immigration detention (pending deportation) practices in Germany: Both
juridical concerns and active opposition have made this area an increasingly sensitive one over time. In spite of
many well-founded criticisms in this area, “Germany’s decision to keep detention facilities in official hands” (ibid.,
p. 143) must however still be seen as a noteworthy exception to the practices observable elsewhere.
112 At the same time, migrants from even the unsafest countries such as Syria increasingly considered returning
in order to end the situation of discrimination, lack of rights (most notably, to family reunification), deciding to
travel back the opposite direction as a consequence of the related policy shifts (Die Zeit online, 11.12.2017). In
the course of the 2017 electoral campaigns, Merkel mentioned those people returning home ‘voluntarily’ in order to
justify Germany’s shifting policies. She did however not mention that it had been her government to restrict family
reunification rights, which arguably made life for many singles and unaccompanied minors in Germany unbearable
(Kehler, 2017): If forced to live without even the closest family members such as spouses, siblings, or minor children,
some may have preferred returning to the camps in the regions of origin in order to reunite with their loved ones –
even if holding a temporary protection status and residence permit in Germany (Arp et al., 2017).
113 §60 of the German Residence Act specifies in which cases deportations cannot be ordered. Moreover, in cases of
enhanced public scrutiny, cohabitants, activists, or even teachers would sometimes succeed in obviating deportations
– for example, if they could argue the use of force to be excessive. This has been the case particularly when
deportation orders could not be brought into concordance with basic moral convictions – or the applicable law itself:
Considerable protests are frequently observed; notably not only by left-wing activists but also politically central
citizens (Rosenberger and Winkler, 2014). Especially in the case of removals, the question of ‘who deserves staying’
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After the first decade of the 21st century, numbers of returns114 increased considerably115 : In 2015,
for example, over 30,000 persons were deported from Germany. Their removals have often taken
place in ‘cloak-and-dagger operations’ and have reportedly not been immune to administrative
failures with severe consequences (Lohr, 2017; Luchtmann, 2017): At the time of writing, only
persons with a criminal past or deceivers of identity are to be deported to countries such as
Afghanistan legally. There have nonetheless also been cases in which the deportees were neither
criminals nor perpetrators, in addition to having collaborated in their identification (BR, 2017).
Finally, there are a few notable exceptions to the otherwise increasingly harsh deportation regime:
Before having to leave Germany, denied claimants may file a hardship request (‘Härtefallantrag’).
Then, a commission set up by the Länder may reassess the individual case according to §23a of
the Residence Act (AufenthG), taking into consideration factors such as economic self-sufficiency
or successful ‘integration’; i.e. factors that lie outside of the limits of formal protection grounds.
Individuals to whom the German state denies protection can also be lucky to be granted socalled ‘church asylum’ (‘Kirchenasyl’). Especially in cases in which migrants are threatened by
‘Dublin returns’116 , they may find such temporary protection outside of the legal realm: Church
communities often manage to gain time for having their claims reassessed by the authorities and
all legal channels pursued, taking advantage of the tight deadlines for removal (Mediendienst
Integration, 2017a). The number of beneficiaries is small, however: As by July 2017, 351 ‘church
asylums’ have been granted to at least 551 persons, including about 127 children (Ökumenische
Bundesarbeitsgemeinschaft Asyl in der Kirche, 2017).
‘Duldung’: an exceptional non-status Finally, if none of the aforementioned statuses is being
granted in the first or second instance, migrants may still get the chance to remain in Germany if
they are being issued a ‘toleration’ (‘Duldung’). Not a proper legal status, this only refers to the
temporary suspension of deportation. It does however enable its holders to temporarily reside in
Germany (Aleric, 2017). Dependent on the individual case, it however usually needs to be refreshed
at the Foreigners’ Office every few months. In other words, being ‘tolerated’ equals living in ‘legal
limbo’ on a temporary non-status117 .
must be seen as a normally complex political negotiation process. Recent developments suggest that the notion of
‘deserving migrants’ must be viewed as an even more controversial concept – if the persons need to do something
in order to ‘deserve staying’, for example through their proactive engagement in the area of ‘integration’.
114 We may scrutinize the different semantics of terms such as ‘return’ (‘Rückführung’) as compared to ‘deportation’
(‘Abschiebung’). The term return has been used throughout Central Europe and at the EU level (Lobjakas, 2002) in
recent times, arguably in order to avoid resemblance to the deportations that were common under the Nazi regime
(Feldman, 2011, p. 2). Generally, removals tend to be framed as measure of last resort in Germany. At the latest
since 2017, it has become clear that the ruling parties wanted to ‘keep the AfD small’ by sending back a large
number of asylum seekers. Anecdotal evidence for Germany’s deportation regime is telling here, such as the fact
that Morocco and Tunisia do not take back refugees because they are not dependent on money from Europe, but
Afghanistan does. Such controversies around the legitimacy of certain deportation decisions in comparison to others
may thus be illustrative of the power relations between (different) states and (non-)citizens.
115 Until the public mood ‘tipped over’ (2016/2017), authorities would more often issue a ‘chain toleration’ (‘Kettenduldung’) instead of using the controversial instrument of deportations (Wagnon and Flynn, 2018, p. 160).
116 ‘Dublin returns’ refer to transfers to other EU countries in which the first entry could be proved, and which agree
to taking them back into their jurisdiction. ‘Dublin cases’, in this context, denote individual cases of migrants whose
asylum requests are invalid as they ought to be processed in the country of first entry into the EU. Importantly,
this system of returns has never really worked: The deadlines were scarcely met since 2015/16, which is why most
of the migrants came into the procedure in Germany even if another EU member state would have been responsible
for assessing their claims.
117 As Thränhardt (2016, p. 22) finds, such preliminary non-statuses are not likely to foster ‘integration’. For
example, it may be hard to find landlords who accept renting out their flats to ‘tolerated’ people in Germany – as
they lack secure planning horizons. Therefore, in addition to other banal obstacles to an everyday life in dignity,
often only the worst housing options remain (Aleric, 2017). Similar to undocumented migrants or those who may
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The bureaucratic reasons for not enforcing a deportation order may be manifold. For instance,
the UN Convention against Torture prohibits deportations under certain circumstances. Removing migrants might thus temporarily or generally not be possible due to legal or factual reasons
(Mediendienst Integration, 2017a). Unclear identities as well as health issues are among the most
common reasons that inhibit deportations. Consequently, the concerned ‘tolerated’ migrants may
be allowed to stay for uncertain periods with limited rights and benefits, often steadily fearing
deportation (Duchrow, 2007; Weatherhead, 2016). As Aumüller, Daphi and Biesenkamp (2015,
p. 13) summarize, especially the practice of the repeated issuance of ‘tolerated stays’ (‘Kettenduldungen’) has led to the bizarre fact that many thousand people live (and will continue to live)
in Germany without being granted refugee or other official statuses. Under the discretion of the
corresponding Foreigners’ Offices, some ‘tolerated’ migrants are being granted residence permits
after a while, whereas others are not.

4.2.7

Socio-economic ‘integration’ efforts and benefits

For the ‘integration’ of migrants in Germany, a multitude of instruments have been developed at
the federal, state, county, and municipal levels118 . In the previously deciphered system of shared
responsibilities, the states (‘Länder’) that implement federal decisions and are responsible for all
admission services together with their municipalities, get some of the accruing costs reimbursed
following complex schemes119 (Behnke, 2017). Since late 2017, so-called ‘integration concepts’
started being designed in many municipalities, which shall provide orientation frameworks for
migrants’ ‘integration’. These are to serve actors in the ‘integrative’ work in the corresponding
have ‘gone underground’, i.e. similar to virtually everybody without legal residence statuses, ‘tolerated’ migrants
may not get access to public institutions such as schools in Germany due to restrictive provisions and surveillance
practices (Laubenthal, 2011, p. 1369). Only more recently, local or federal provisions may “enable children without
legal residence status to attend school” (ibid.), highlighting “the importance of the regional level in migration
policies” (ibid., p. 1370). Even if difficult to achieve, ‘tolerated’ migrants’ access to the job market, to health care
or to education may otherwise be organized voluntarily in areas with high levels of civil engagement (Aumüller,
Daphi and Biesenkamp, 2015, p. 31).
118 Mediendienst Integration (2017b) compares ‘integration’ provisions at the Länder level. For example, a new
program for ‘integration managers’ has been launched in Baden-Wuerttemberg in 2017. Hesse, by comparison,
already had so-called WIR-coordinators in place since 2014. In Berlin, “[i]ntegration guides (Integrationlotsinnen
und Integrationslotsen) accompany newly arrived migrants to administrative appointments and advise them on a
variety of questions regarding the first steps in the city. The guides usually have a migration background themselves
and are thus able to provide basic translation services for newcomers in their native language. The City/Länder
Commission for Migration and Integration finances the programme, including the salary of the guides. The project is
implemented by contracted welfare organisations and NGOs on the local (district) level inside the city. In response
to a recent increase in influx of humanitarian migrants to the city, the number of guides and the budget of the
programme were likewise increased from a total of EUR 2.2 million in 2014 to EUR 4.38 million in 2016, and EUR
4.468 million in 2017” (OECD, 2018, p. 124). But also in smaller cities, creative approaches have been found – often
in public-private cooperation. This has been most notably in the case of Altena, a small town which “received the
federal government’s integration price in May 2017 especially for its outstanding active civil society engagement.
Strong individual engagement of civil society in integration is a key element in the city hall’s integration strategy.
The city currently established a new meeting place for all citizens in the city’s centre. The so-called ‘integration
centre’ is ought to serve as a focal point, where migrants and people without a migration background gather. The
centre offers different activities from workshops (i.e. cooking and art) and book clubs to language classes and
extended educational offers, meeting rooms for associations and working places with computers. In addition, the
integration centre incorporates a guest room for emergency accommodation for asylum seekers and refugees in need”
(ibid., p. 132). Also in other local contexts, such creative projects have emerged – such as the Grandhotel Cosmopolis
in Augsburg, in which refugees and Germans live together in one house (Aumüller, Daphi and Biesenkamp, 2015,
p. 65).
119 Aumüller, Daphi and Biesenkamp (2015, pp. 20-72) provides more detailed insights in Germany’s receptive
structures and competences, focusing on municipal tasks in the areas of accommodation and services according to
the standards in force, provincial ‘integration’ concepts, as well as the reimbursement of costs in the federal system.
She concludes that municipalities would benefit from an improved refinancing for accommodation, care and health
of asylum seekers, as well as from better calculability of the allocation of persons (ibid., p. 72). Also see Behnke
(2017) for an overview of the distribution of competencies and finances among federal levels.
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areas (for example, by depicting best-practice examples of how successful ‘integration’ could be
accomplished). To study the entire spectrum of such measures would certainly go beyond the
scope of this dissertation. Instead, this section’s aim is to give an overview of the status quo at the
federal level and of some remaining challenges.
As indicated before, the measures summarized in the following do not apply for everybody: More
and more has been done to exclude those migrants deemed not to have a ‘good prospect of staying’.
Isolated in big facilities, they basically only await their removal and do often not benefit from any
governmental ‘integration’ effort120 – often remaining in the AsylblG jurisdiction for long periods.
Arguably, this two-class system reflects the German way to cope with the aforementioned tension
between ‘integration’ and migration control.
Financial assistance Before having their statuses resolved, registered asylum seekers are entitled to the minimum social assistance enshrined in the AsylbLG. The allowances lie between EUR
400 and 500 per person and month (depending on individual circumstances) – but can be cut down
to less than EUR 200 for persons still living in shared accommodation centers. It also depends on
the locality whether basic household items are to be bought selfreliantly or are being distributed
as standardized in-kind ‘baskets’. Altogether, these socio-economic benefits are supposed to cover
the level of the ‘socio-cultural subsistence minimum’, as explained above. In total, they leave
asylum seekers off with about 60% of what Germans would receive out of the social security fund
(Bierbach, 2017). Also, the allowances are only paid if the migrants stay where they are allocated
to reside (also see below section on ‘housing and traveling’).
As soon as the RSD process is completed and a protection status granted, a jurisdictional change
takes place from the AsylblG into the SGBII (‘Sozialgesetzbuch II’ – Social Code II), which regulates the basic insurance for employment seekers. From this point on, migrants can basically receive
the same assistance as Germans or other legal newcomers. To complete this change of jurisdiction
(‘Rechtskreiswechsel’), their cases ‘move’ from one agency to another as they stop receiving benefits
according to the AsylbLG and start obtaining them from the local ‘Jobcenters’ 121 . Although the
functionaries of this federal agency are mandated with assisting newcomers in finding employment,
many still depend on state aid throughout their first years in Germany (ibid.):
“For those who have been granted asylum or subsidiary protection, the same rules
apply that apply to Germans, broadly speaking: if they have a job or assets, they
have to pay for their expenses themselves and pay taxes and dues to the social security
services. If they have a particularly low paying job and no assets, then the state will
subsidize their income by e.g. paying part of their rent, health insurance and the like.
If they don’t have a job, they receive welfare.” (ibid.)
120 As argued above, this has contributed to the heated debates: On the one hand, conservative politicians have
defended this two-tiered system out of supposedly pragmatic reasons: In the absence of sufficient resources (or
interest) to ‘invest in everybody coming to Germany’, a distinction would be the only way to assure that at least
some get ‘integrated’ well from the beginning on. On the other hand, more progressive advocates have argued
that these practices cannot be brought into concordance with Germany’s law. For example, conditions in the two
‘Balkan Refugee Centers’ in Bamberg and Manching cannot be reconciled with Germany’s constitutional principles
according to asylum lawyer H. Heinhold (Olmer, 2018).
121 It should be noted that this jurisdictional change confronts Germany’s multi-level administration with many
bureaucratic challenges – mainly due to problems with organizing the information exchange between the different
authorities involved. Among others, this cumbersome ‘Rechtskreiswechsel’ (jurisdictional change) provision has been
criticized by Stiftung Mercator (2017).
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During the RSD procedures, the AsylbLG only includes limited health services. Again,

these differ considerably across Germany (Stiftung Mercator, 2017, p. 55): Full health care is only
provided for women during pregnancy and until shortly after childbirth. Other asylum seekers can
usually only get the costs of health services covered if they are suffering from acute emergencies
and pains. In many German states, it is up to public health officers to determine whether such
a situation applies or not. In other states, migrants receive health insurance cards122 similar to
those that Germans have (Wendt, 2017). Newcomers further often face bureaucratic obstacles to
get medication paid, even if having the necessary prescriptions.
Housing and traveling

In Germany, migrants have no right to decide where they would like

to reside during their asylum procedures. The same applies if their protection claims are being
denied (Aumüller, Daphi and Biesenkamp, 2015, p. 21). Instead, they are being distributed to
the federal states123 according to a rigid mechanism: the Königsstein key124 . Once registered, the
EASY system is used to administer newcomers’ spatial distribution. It is then up to the states to
provide for the initial accommodation (LEA) in the first months after arrival, after which migrants
are to be transferred to their follow-up accommodations125 (AU).
Again, considerable variation exists between different states’, districts’, and municipalities’ practices regarding the spatial distribution, location and design of migrants’ new homes (Aumüller,
Daphi and Biesenkamp, 2015, p. 21). Apparently, these practices have been influenced by variables such as local political convictions and factual constraints (Schammann and Kühn, 2016, p.
12). As the available housing options are often scarce, the aim of decentralization would be hard to
achieve in many cases (Aumüller, Daphi and Biesenkamp, 2015, p. 40). Generally, we can therefore
observe a high level of spatial segregation throughout most of Germany, which partially reflects the
122 Health insurance cards would reportedly both reduce bureaucratic efforts and help diseased migrants to recover
more quickly (Stiftung Mercator, 2017, p. 56). Their non-introduction has therefore been leading to a lack of
comprehension, unnecessary efforts and expenses in medical practices and municipal offices alike. Many practitioners
and experts have demanded the dismantling of such bureaucratic hurdles and discriminatory scopes of services: Not
only refugee-support organizations, but also the German Medical Association has repeatedly demanded a better and
less bureaucratic access to the health system, primarily through the nationwide introduction of health insurance
cards for refugees. Some state governments have however categorically rejected this (in spite of the meanwhile
existing legal possibility). Others, such as Schleswig-Holstein and the city states Berlin, Bremen, and Hamburg
have already introduced such cards in January 2016. Their experiences demonstrate that this would be a successful
model for the concerned migrants, doctors, and municipalities alike. Hence, the counterargument of increased
bureaucratic efforts appears to be flawed. Also, Germany’s more progressive parties have been demanding the scope
of services to be aligned to that of citizens in the ‘normal’ health care system.
123 It is also possible for migrant families dispersed over Germany to be reunified. In such cases, close family
members’ residence can be allocated correspondingly. As indicated before, recognized refugees can also apply for
family reunification from abroad, whereas migrants with subsidiary protection statuses are exempted from this right.
§23 of the Residence Act also allows federal states to grant family members residence permits if all costs are covered,
or to come up for the costs themselves. The closest family members may then receive visas to enter Germany legally.
One issue here is that parents cannot be resettled anymore as soon as the concerned migrant has reached adulthood.
Another issue is that family reunification is in some cases not possible if a marriage has not been legally proven
already in the home country. Thereby, the often dysfunctional systems of the countries of origin would in fact be
imported to Germany; for example, if a same-sex marriage is not allowed there and/or no proof could be given
for having lived together. In such cases, family reunification would not be possible – even if the marriage would
have been legal according to German law. Before mid-2018, the right to family reunification had been preliminarily
suspended. Since then, dependence on social assistance, the circumstances of foreign marriages, and the detection
of ‘hate-speech’ became criteria for the ineligibility to enjoy this right. Also, a general upper limit of 1000 family
members per month was introduced (Bundesregierung, 2018). It should also be noted that bureaucratic obstacles
can further complicate family reunifications: For example, if names are misspelled by the administration, a change
of name must first be applied for.
124 The Königstein key is annually calculated by the GWK (Gemeinsame Wissenschaftskonferenz – Joint Science
Conference), based on each federal state’s tax revenues (to two thirds) and population size (to one third). The
GWK (2017) also provides a list of this key’s evolution since 2010.
125 Different types of accommodation in Germany have been compiled by AIDA (2017d).
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same income gaps as those existing within the German citizenry126 . Any holistic housing strategy has been lacking so far; lower administrative levels have considerable leeway in deciding on
‘what works best’ in their corresponding contexts. As indicated before, refugee organizations and
advocates have repeatedly condemned the living conditions to be far from ‘welcoming’ in many
localities, arguably rather serving the aim of deterrence than of ‘integration’.
Finally in this context, recognized refugees may travel with their newly issued passports. Herein
lies a significant difference to asylum seekers during the procedures: Administrative difficulties
arise, for example, when migrants without formal statuses try to get permits to temporarily leave
Germany (or even the Schengen area).
Education and work

Migrants deemed to have ‘good chances of remaining’ in Germany are

entitled to attend ‘integration courses’127 to improve their knowledge of language, cultural basics,
and other aspects of day-to-day life. This subgroup may thus already continue ‘arriving’ (more
than just physically) before having their RSD procedures finished. Language and ‘integration’
courses also help them acquire site-specific professional know-how.
Depending on their statuses and the administrative discretion in the Foreigners’ Offices, refugees
and ‘tolerated’ migrants may work or take up apprenticeships in Germany after some months:
As mentioned before, it has been made possible (at least provisionally) for people with recognized
statuses to start working right as soon as having moved out of the first accommodations and/or after
six months upon arrival (Stiftung Mercator, 2017, p. 68). As the Bertelsmann Stiftung (2018)
shows, finding an apprenticeship or work has however been depending crucially on volunteers’
engagement and contacts.
Also, migrants may not be allowed to remain in Germany even if having a job, if they receive
negative decisions on their claims: As depicted beforehand, asylum seeking is still being treated as
a separate form of temporary immigration that is not to be mixed with other forms of residence
(Schultz, Wagner and Allemann, 2018). Although often demanded (especially by the private economy), a so-called ‘lane change’ (‘Spurwechsel’) is thus not possible in most cases. Only through
the aforementioned regulation on vocational ‘toleration’ (‘Ausbildungsduldung’), migrants may find
additional incentives to consider such options – especially if having their claims denied. But even
in the case of starting apprenticeships, their income is usually not high enough to pay rent, forcing
many to stay in the shared accommodations – or to even move back there after having moved out
(Stiftung Mercator, 2017, p. 58). Studying and working from within the aforementioned accommo126 However, migrants can be seen as particularly worse off than Germans: Even recognized refugees may need to
demonstrate a Wohnberechtigungsschein (Housing Permit) before renting a flat – another avoidable bureaucratic
obstacle (Stiftung Mercator, 2017, p. 50). A further issue related to the housing market can be found in the
discrimination between new arrivals according to their statuses, which often result from the aforementioned arbitrary
BAMF practices (ibid., p. 51). For landlords, it remains a large challenge to understand the given legal provisions
regarding the reimbursement of rental costs or other liabilities. Also, in many federal states, migrants who live in
collective accommodations have to pay rent for their accommodation as soon as they find employment. This can
reportedly have problematic effects on the residence prospects of the affected migrants and often demotivate them.
127 It should however be noted that “[i]ntegration courses are not free for immigrants: A general integration course
consists of 660 hours, and a participant pays approximately EUR 792. Specialized integration courses can cost up
to EUR 1,152. There is a built-in incentive to sit and pass the test within a certain period of time, in which case
the person may be able to claim back 50% of the course cost. If the participant receives unemployment benefits or
cost-of-living support, or is otherwise in financial need, s/he may be exempted from paying the fee” (Lehr, 2015,
p. 121). Further, a study by the Stiftung Mercator (2017, p. 46) demonstrates a far-reaching lack of coordination,
accountability and transparency in ‘integration’-relevant efforts such as language courses.
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dations, in turn, can be seen as highly demanding due to the high levels of privacy and tranquility
that would be needed for having regular daily routines. Further, short-term disadvantages from
investing in personal qualifications often outweigh the expected longer term advantages in view
of immediate earnings, causing many migrants to work in low-paid jobs (ibid., p. 67). In other
words, education is not always perceived to pay off quickly enough in the existent system, which
contributes to precariousness128 . Until the date, ‘integration’ into the German job market has
thus not been facilitated fully – which must be seen in conjunction with a diverse spectrum of
reasons129 . As for Aumüller (2016), it might further be useful to completely open the German
job market for migrants regardless of their legal statuses in order to reduce the complexity and
increase the overall transparency.

Becoming Germans

It should finally be mentioned that through naturalization130 , migrants

may become German citizens131 . To get to this point, they need to have lived in Germany legally
for at least eight years (or six years in the case of extraordinary ‘integration’ efforts). Before that,
they need to apply for a permanent residence permit (‘Niederlassungserlaubnis’), which is granted
if the requirements laid out in the German AufenthG are fulfilled. If the government permits them
to have dual citizenship in an individual case, they may also maintain their prior citizenship (CIA,
2017e) – which is to be avoided, however.

In this context, Thränhardt (2017) argues that it should be made more straight-forward to apply for
naturalization: He finds an alarming mismatch between Germany’s population and its constitutive
people that is mainly due to contradictory legislation, inadequate and inefficient administrative
structures and practices, as well as lacking or faulty information held by both the concerned
newcomers and the authorities (ibid., p. 3). According to this expert, it would thus be an urgent
necessity for more migrants to naturalize in order to keep up with Germany’s democratic ideals –
which brings us back to the above-outlined question of ‘who are the people?’ in the first place.

128 According to an anonymous informant from within a Jobcenter, the top-down prescribed tendency has been
not to invest more in migrants’ education but to try to find them any job as soon as possible – even if thereby
contributing to such precariousness. Further, to situate this in the wider context, it is useful to know that in the
whole of Germany, more migrants from Poland are employed than refugees from all countries of origin together, the
same applying to Romanians (Bernau, 2018).
129 As a Caritas-employee revealed anonymously, there had been a ‘crisis’-meeting in summer 2017: Two years
after the climax of new arrivals, only about 10% of those who had arrived seemed to have found (legal) work. Most
newcomers would still struggle to learn an adequate level of the German language, which may at least partially be
ascribed to the lack of well-trained teachers available and willing to teach German for paltry pay. At the federal level,
the cost and importance of the German courses seems to have been largely underestimated – an investment failure
with severe implications. This has led decision-makers at all levels in despair: What to do with the vast majority
of newcomers straining Germany’s social assistance schemes? Critics argue that the German welfare system creates
to less incentives to ‘integrate’ in work. However, perhaps also more severe issues continue to shape post-migratory
realities in Germany – such as lacking family reunification, unhealed traumas or even a general lack of hope in
‘getting somewhere’ in the midst of a rather hostile environment of xenophobic neighbors, discriminatory job- or
housing markets, and old-fashioned bureaucracies. Also see Wiedner, Salikutluk and Giesecke (2018) for a discussion
of migrants’ employment prospects and challenges in contemporary Germany.
130 Hagedorn (2001), Böcker and Thränhardt (2006), Bultmann (2002), as well as Witte (2017) discuss the intricacies
of German naturalization provisions in more detail.
131 Again, considerable variance could be observed across Germany in this regard. For example, the naturalization
quotas for Turks (Germany’s largest minority) vary a lot between federal states: Especially in Bavaria, the law
seems to be interpreted much more restrictively than in the rest of Germany (Şenol, 2011).
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Resettlement to Germany

Although not a traditional resettlement state, Germany also allows for the legal and ‘orderly’
settlement of refugees – albeit on a relatively small scale when compared to the numbers of ‘spontaneous arrivals’. This section gives an overview of its engagement in this area and evaluates it
cautiously. For simplicity, different ad hoc programs, ‘normal’ resettlement quotas, and relocation
initiatives are covered in spite of the formal differences between them (T. Löhr Interview, 2016).
In the 21st century, different initiatives of both governmental and private sponsorship have been
implemented to allow for the legal access of migrants to Germany (Pro Asyl, 2016). Among the
governmental initiatives, we can distinguish between different programs: The HAPs (Humanitarian Admission Programs) aim at families, while programs at the Länder level have focused on
particularly vulnerable migrant groups. One example for the latter can be found in the resettlement of members of the Yazidi minority to Baden-Wuerttemberg (Whyte, 2016). In total, the
numbers of these different programs have however not exceeded a few hundred to thousand per
year (resettlement.de, 2017). A notable exception to this hitherto rather small engagement could
be found in the places that were made available for Syrian refugees between 2013 and 2015 due
to a federal order (IOM, 2015; Pro Asyl, 2016): “Unique among all Western European states but
Sweden, Germany responded to the escalating Syrian crisis by accepting up to 30,000 Syrians per
year in 2013 and 2014 as ‘contingent refugees”’ (Lehr, 2015, p. 116). In cooperation with the
IOM, Syrians who were identified as especially vulnerable were transported to Germany by plane
through different HAPs (IOM, 2015). Yet another way of reaching Germany safely could be found
in so-called relocation programs, in the course of which a few thousand refugees have been transferred within the EU – so far, from Greece and Italy (EC, 2017). Only a few hundred of them have
been taken in by Germany, however (European Commission, 2016). Somewhat similarly, some
refugees have also been resettled in the course of the 1:1 ‘swapping’-mechanism envisaged in the
2016 ‘EU-Turkey deal’ (ibid., also see footnote 45 in chapter 4.2).
In these cases of governmental programs, the transportation costs for resettled refugees are covered
federally through the BMI or the corresponding Länder. They may however be partially refinanced
by the European Commission’s AMIF (Asylum, Migration and Integration Fund). According to E.
Lutter (Email, 16.10.2018), Germany receives 10,000 Euro per person admitted from the European
Commission’s program. The exact cost sharing models between the federal government and the
Länder have however varied from case to case.
These different governmental efforts have been complemented through private campaigns, for example, through so-called ‘Save Me’ initiatives: While the German federal government does not
explicitly foresee private sponsorship for refugees, civil society initiatives have tried to counterbalance the lack of more legal channels. In some states, this has been made easier than in others. The
basic requirement, however, is to find “high-earning German citizens [who] can guarantee to pay
for the cost of living and rent for five years in lieu of state funding” (Flüchtlingspaten Syrien e.V.,
2018), which is conceived as “too great an obligation for many to take on the risk” (ibid.). Here,
projects such as ‘Flüchtlingspaten Syrien’ (Refugee Sponsors Syria) come into play, coordinating
such sponsorship by making it possible through the combination of smaller contributions of anybody willing to facilitate the “safe air journey to Germany, acquisition and financing of housing,
living expenses, and language and integration courses” (ibid.).
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Whoever is admitted as a resettlement refugee receives an initial temporary residence permit for
two years in Germany in accordance with §23, paragraph 4 of the Residence Act, with prospects
of extension to permanent residence, as well as relatively extensive social rights and access to
the aforementioned ‘integration’ efforts (Pro Asyl, 2016). In contrast to many other resettlement
states, Germany does however neither immediately issue a permanent residence permit nor a
refugee passport, which is especially peculiar due to the fact that the concerned persons have
already been classified as refugees by the UNHCR before their transfer (ibid.). For those affected,
this has disadvantages with regards to their protection against deportation, as well as the possibility
of traveling abroad (ibid.). In the 2016 interview with the author, asylum lawyer R. Stahmann
reported that resettled refugees would be well-advised to additionally start individual asylum
procedures in Germany because the ‘orderly’ admission programs leave them off with less certainty
regarding these risks. Further, refugees who are resettled to Germany need to pay administration
fees themselves, e.g. for translating birth certificates (resettlement.de, 2018). Finally, they only
receive 20 Euro per person upon arrival for the first two weeks and usually have no further cash at
their disposal before they can find work or can access the German system of unemployment support
(ibid.). In these respects, the German provisions in the area of resettlement would consequently
need some reforms in order to get rid of such unnecessary inefficiencies and bureaucratic hurdles.
Altogether, the overall relevance and thoughtfulness of these programs must therefore still be
seen as comparatively low: To the time of writing, resettlement and relocation have been playing
relatively subordinate roles when compared to ‘spontaneous’ arrivals in Germany, constituting only
modest contributions to global refugee protection. To change this, Germany’s resettlement quotas
could certainly need to be increased and for example supplemented with alternative models such
as private sponsorship schemes (SVR, 2018b). The hitherto exceptional programs of larger scales
would need to be consolidated, private initiatives to be supported more thoroughly, and the rights
attached to being resettled to be rethought, before referring to Germany as a ‘mature’ resettlement
state.

4.2.9

Interim summary, evaluation and outlook

As this chapter has shown, contemporary migratory movements have been leading to an increasingly polarized politicization during Germany’s past decades; particularly in the early 1990s and
again since 2014/15. At both points in time, the asylum issue moved from the periphery to
the center in Germany’s politics, creating considerable turmoil and causing policy changes with
far-reaching consequences for the concerned migrants: Especially in such periods of unprecedented
movements, the evidence suggests that Germany’s asylum regime has been “torn between long-term
versus short-term and permanent versus temporary approaches and solutions [... with] contradictory [...] implications” (Danielak, 2019). While overall awareness of the issue has been rather
limited at other times, the above theorized public choice mechanisms could be observed even more
in such times of heightened public scrutiny: Most visibly, the “two faces of Germany’s response
to Europe’s escalating experience of refugee immigration” (Entorf and Lange, 2019, p. 36) could
be found in “Germany’s ‘refugees welcome’ enthusiasm” (ibid.) and the “attacks against asylum
seeker shelters throughout the country” (ibid.).
On one hand, a specific feature of the situation in Germany could be found in the large number
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of volunteers working in the interest of new arrivals. Public opinion in Germany overall appeared
to be relatively stable and in favor of protecting persecuted people: For example, according to the
‘Refugees Welcome Index’ compiled by Amnesty International (2016), Germany has been one of the
world’s most ‘refugee-welcoming’ countries with regards to its citizens’ receptiveness. Arguably,
Germans have by now also achieved a considerable public consensus on migration, diversity, and
‘integration’, which may only have been ‘put to the test’ during the more recent times of turmoil
(Heckmann, 2016). The evidence suggests that such an increasingly positive attitude that loomed
at the beginning of the 21st century “was built on a foundation of economic growth, linkage
between immigration and economic growth in public narratives, steady migration flows, and high
investments in integration” (ibid.). Reflecting this growing consensus (and business interests),
some improvements could be observed in this area, such as increasing ‘integration’ efforts for certain
migrants: For supposedly ‘genuine’ refugees, the much heralded German ‘welcoming culture’ may in
fact have persisted. Progressive legislative developments could however only be observed for those
from the most ‘unsafe’ states (who could not be expected to leave anytime soon, i.e. migrants with
a ‘good prospect of staying’), as well as for those expected to be of potential utility for the host
society and economy. In light of these findings, we should rather refer to a ‘selective welcoming
culture’ – instead of an overall ‘welcoming culture’ in Germany – accompanied by inclusionary
policies for some, and exclusionary policies for other migrants. This may be reflective of German
politicians’ intent to ‘filter’ those who might eventually receive permanent residency statuses after
some years while deporting the ‘least wanted’ and try to decrease ‘uninvited’ migration. In an
historically ‘exceptional’ episode, certain decisions seem to have been made to uphold Germany’s
humanitarian commitment. In its aftermath, a ‘meritocratic turn’ could be observed, particularly
with regards to the selective access to apprenticeships, the German job market and related prospects
for staying (Schultz, Wagner and Allemann, 2018). Some parts of the German migration regime
were indeed modified to find practicable and quick solutions. This ‘meritocratic turn’ may be
seen as a profound paradigm shift in which humanitarian protection has increasingly been linked
with issues of labor market development and the shaping of demographic change throughout the
discourse (Aumüller, Daphi and Biesenkamp, 2015, p. 13; Etzold, 2017). This is even more of a
crucial finding taking into consideration that, until the beginning of the 21st century, Germany
“lacked a national strategy on integration” (Lehr, 2015, p. 120).
At the same time, right-wing mobilization has increased notably whenever the numbers of asylum
claims went up. Especially since late 2015, many decisions seemed to be taken mostly to gain
votes of migration-‘skeptics’ that would be feared by the parliamentarians. Here, parallels to
the early 1990s could be observed132 . Put bluntly, although Germans may have been in favor of
protection those migrants deemed to be ‘genuine’ refugees, they also have mistrusted the majority
of newcomers to be ‘undeserving’ or ‘bogus’. Such ‘skepticism’, in turn, has been reflective not
only in the public discourses but also in BAMF decision-making and policy choices. This may not
come as that much of a surprise in view of the media depiction and the fragmentation in both the
132 Again,

crimes and violence associated with right-wing extremism have been increasing (Helm, 2017). Arguably
in order to please the ‘angry citizens’ responsible for such deeds, politicians have formulated deterrent policies and
(deliberately) not adjusted harsh conditions on the ground. Thereby, also the potential for pro-refugee advocacy
work has been reduced significantly, bringing many supporters to the brink of despair (Scherr, 2017; Wallis, 2017).
Most of these measures have been criticized sharply by many human rights organizations and academia: For example,
the German Institute for Human Rights (Deutsches Institut für Menschenrechte) repeatedly questioned the alleged
safety in the ‘safe countries of origin’. Also the Council on Migration (Rat für Migration) warned against the
amendment of such isolationist or ‘deterrent’ asylum laws and policies.
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legal framework and the political handling of the issue, altogether creating the foundations for farreaching contradictions already before the beginning of the new millennium (Green, 2001, p. 100):
The historical negligence to deal with the topic more progressively has arguably been ‘casting long
shadows’. This chapter has demonstrated numerous examples of measures taken by Germany to
limit its obligations towards newcomers – be it through the externalization of its border regime or
through the reduction of alleged ‘pull factors’ or ‘magnet effects’ (McCready, 2018). As Dernbach
(2014) and Meier-Braun (2018) argue in more detail, Germany’s migration regime has repeatedly
appeared to be ‘resistant against best practices’ and instead followed diffuse sentiments among the
citizenry.
All this can be seen as clear evidence for the claim of path-dependency: Only reluctantly, Germany’s
government, the political elites, and the broader public would accept living in an immigration
country (Foroutan, 2017b). As a consequence, “we still can find [...] an emotional distance while
there is at the same time a cognitive acceptance” (ibid.) in popular attitudes, which has led to some
sort of ambivalence in the German society. This multi-layered ambivalence, in turn, has contributed
to the sense of uncertainty about what to do with the growing numbers of newcomers. Instead
of evidence-based policy-making or clear strategies, many observable outcomes resemble a ‘zigzag’
course: Indeed, German asylum policies have been reformed more hectically and profoundly in
the period under investigation than ever before. The observable outcomes demonstrate the above
theorized delicate balancing act that Germany’s political decision-makers have been confronted
with. Many decisions have been lacking a clear strategy and rather focused on symbol politics
aimed at soothing public anxieties. The resulting constant uncertainty has also led to a lack of a
uniform and comprehensive longer-term strategy at the federal level133 . In some kind of ‘feedback
loop’, the resulting ‘schizophrenic’ self-conception would then again feed back into xenophobic fears
that contribute to the implementation of even more restrictive measures, potentially enhancing
politicians’ domestic legitimacy (fueled by the evocation of ‘chaos’ and ‘crisis’ images in the media).
Altogether, these contradictory demands have contributed to the complexity of today’s situation
and the observable ‘muddling through’ at the highest political levels.
To the date, Germany thus continues to ‘meander’ between the rejection of asylum seekers, that has
to be seen in the context of historically strong xenophobia, and its new self-image as a migration
country, in which asylum is being increasingly perceived as a legitimate form of both temporarily
limited and (where applicable, even) permanent immigration (Aumüller, Daphi and Biesenkamp,
2015, p. 8). Caught between the obligation to provide minimum safety and dignity to newcomers,
demographic necessities and the continuous underlying rejection of ‘unwanted’ migration, Germans
133 We could observe a number of important ad hoc responses in and after 2015 that were necessary to catch up
with the long overdue modernization and became more institutionalized gradually. While administrative flexibility
and improvisation potential have increased remarkably, especially since 2015 (Stiftung Mercator, 2017, p. 76), a lot
still needs to be done in this area: As a result of symbol politics, a plethora of laws and regulations were passed
hectically and without much regard of factual necessities. The restructuring of the BAMF, for example, came with
the unintended (?) consequence of worsening decision-making (Kohlmeyer-Kaiser, 2018, p. 92). While this is partly
due to its dependence on instructions from the BMI (ibid.), it must also be seen in the context of the aforementioned
general inadequacy of the traditional RSD framework for times of mass migratory movements. If viewed as a hidden
practice, it may however serve as evidence for ‘administrative deterrence’. Even less uniformity could be observed at
the sub-national level at which Germany’s administrative agencies continue implementing the legislation with wide
discretion (Green, 2001, p. 89): “Despite its control over the terms of immigration law and the vast administrative
apparatus created to enforce it, the federal government cannot escape the push and pull dynamics generated by
federalism. In an arena as ideologically contested as immigration policy, it should come as no surprise that our
federal system will produce divergent policies and regular challenges to whatever might be the federal government’s
reigning conception of immigration policy.” (Rodriguez, 2017, p. 536)
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will yet have to find a more balanced way of dealing with this crucial topic (ibid.). By comparison
with other migration states, Germany has also still tried to position itself as a country to seek
protection (and work) for a short time but to leave ‘as soon as possible’ rather than settling
down. It appears that politicians on all levels, as well as the public and many other actors, have
been satisfied with guaranteeing a minimum level of safety and shelter to a particular subset of
migrants only (ibid., p. 73) – with questionable longer-term consequences. At the same time,
many reforms included short-sighted measures that aimed at soothing public anxieties rather than
contributing to ‘social cohesion’ or the ‘integration’ of newcomers – as the temporary suspension
of family reunification demonstrates. Instead of feeling lastingly ‘welcome’ in Germany, this must
often have given migrants the feeling of having to fight for their places in society over and over
again, be it through persistent work under precarious circumstances and equipped with little more
than minimum social security, poor language courses and a shared room in a large accommodation
facility.
As demonstrated above, the German immigration bureaucracy has accumulated a backlog which
it continues to work out in the traditional fashion. The ‘management’ of numbers seems to be
a political priority; both in the sense of processing asylum requests and increasing deportations
of denied migrants134 . Resettlement and the opening of other legal entry channels, in turn, have
apparently not yet entered the list of political priorities. Although first pilot projects in this area
have been launched, they have not become visible in the mainstream media to the same extent.
To the date, it thus remains to be seen to what extent Germany will seriously rely on resettlement
as an alternative way of coping with global displacement.
Notwithstanding, Germany has often been lauded for its efforts in protecting displaced people:
While other European states increasingly responded with closed borders to the growing migratory
‘pressures’, the German government has sent out more ‘welcoming’ signals and intensified its calls
for more European cooperation on the issue. When it comes to the mere numbers of ‘spontaneous
arrivals’, Germany has clearly been far ahead of other states. As argued before, this must be seen
in the context of its peculiar historical, political and economic situation, due to which ‘welcoming’
scenes observable since 2015 may have been particularly likely135 . Until the date, these experiences
have had important ramifications in and beyond Germany and the EU.
Finally; while this chapter has focused on the domestic situation, Germany’s engagement outside of
its borders seems to steadily increase in importance: At a high price, Germany has outsourced the
‘problem’ to the external borders of Europe (Alexander, 2017, p. 9). In order to reduce not only
uninvited migrants’ duration of stay, but their arrival numbers in the first place, dubious deals with
autocratic regimes and even militias have been made. Furthering this tendency, the German BMI
formulated a so-called ‘master plan’ in 2018, (again) focusing on readmission, policing and ‘capacity
building in transit countries’ border management’ (BMI, 2018). It has also been no coincidence that
the alarming number of deaths in the Mediterranean and the Sahara, the fortification of the EU’s
134 The

latter of these priorities has been growing in importance in the course of an observed ‘enforcement deficit’.
As Pro Asyl (2017b) reports, however, such an alleged ‘deficit’ has been built on inadequate figures.
135 As argued before, Germans are taught to confront themselves with the Holocaust and their ancestors’ crimes
against humanity. Their government’s response to forced migration in and after 2015 might thus be conceived as
a consequence of its peculiar historical path and perceived responsibility to support uprooted people: As Hansen
(2015) suggests, Germany could have been viewed as a no go area for right-wing extremism due to what happened
in the past decade. The fact that this seems to have changed rather quickly as a consequence of refugee movements
is thus probably more surprising than Merkel’s stance and the majority’s generosity towards the newcomers.
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external borders, inhumane conditions in the overcrowded admission camps in Italy and Greece,
and deportations to failed states could be observed parallel to the erosion of the constitutional
right to asylum in Germany136 .

136 In this context, it should also be scrutinized whether the assessment of the security and human rights situation
in many migrants’ countries of origin that is being used by the national asylum authorities is sufficiently objective
or politically suggestible: As Parusel (2018) cautions, protection rates do not always reflect realities in the countries
of origin but rather the aim of reducing ‘pull factors’ through limiting the granting of protection.
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Canada

Figure 4.9: Geography matters: Canada in the world

Source: author’s modification of Wikimedia Commons (2017)

4.3.1

Main actors and institutional set-up

As in the German case, this chapter begins with identifying the most relevant actors in Canada’s
migration regime. It again only provides an overview rather than in-depth information on this
country’s entire institutional structures137 . Before anything else, it is key to acknowledge that
Canada’s admission and immigration policies are being dealt with by a ‘whole of government’
approach (Röing, 2017, p. 1): Various actors are involved in policy-making and implementation,
ranging from the local communities, the local and provincial governments, up to the federal level.
For simplicity, this section focuses on the federal level. Reflecting their reciprocal relevance for the
corresponding responses to migratory movements, it covers both state and non-state actors.
In contrast to Germany, Canada is a federal constitutional monarchy. Its political system being
that of a liberal parliamentary democracy, the separation of powers has nonetheless been enshrined
deeply into its institutional set-up. The executive pillar refers to the incumbent government: The
official head of state is the Queen of the United Kingdom (who is also the monarch of Australia
and New Zealand) whose duties are carried out by the Governor General. The head of government,
however, is the Prime Minister (since November 2015, the Liberal Party’s Justin Trudeau). This
head of government gets elected indirectly – via the Members of Parliament (MPs), who get
directly elected at the federal level. The Prime Minister, in turn, chooses its Cabinet; the Federal
Ministers – usually from parliamentary members of its own party. These oversee Canada’s public
administration on different levels. Domestically, these levels primarily reflect Canada’s federal setup: A particular role has been played by the provinces138 (Kelley and Trebilcock, 2010, p. 465),
137 Skogstad

(2003) discusses the contemporary basis of legitimate governance in Canada in more detail.
time, their influence has led to certain provisions that reflect regional interests (Kelley and Trebilcock, 2010,
p. 465); particularly those of British Colombia (with considerable Asian influence), Ontario (Canada’s ‘economic
motor’, competing for labor forces), and Quebec (with special cultural and linguistic prerogatives). Until now, the
province of Quebec retains the right to influence migration decisions and has its own resettlement schemes, among
138 Over
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also working on migration matters in close cooperation with the federal government. Figure 4.10
depicts Canada’s administrative districts.
Figure 4.10: Canada’s regions (provinces and territories)

Source: author’s modification of Bruce Jones Design (2009)

Most relevant in the present context, primarily three agencies deal with the issue of migration at
Canada’s federal level. The politico-administrative body responsible for most related matters is
the IRCC139 (Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship Canada). This ministry’s crucial position
can be summarized as follows:
“IRCC’s role [...] is to develop and implement policies, programs and services that
facilitate the legitimate arrival of people and their integration into Canada in a way
that maximizes their contribution to the country, while protecting the health, safety
and security of Canadians.” (IRCC, 2017a)
Outside of the domestic realm, it cooperates with Canada’s embassies and emissaries to foreign
countries – an aspect of particular importance in the field of visa issuance. Governing refugee
resettlement and migration more generally, the IRCC also coordinates its decisions with other
relevant actors, such as the Department of National Defence and Global Affairs Canada (IRCC,
2016b, p. 1), as well as with Canada’s RSD and border enforcement agencies: Institutionally
separated from the IRCC, the IRB (Immigration and Refugee Board of Canada) is responsible for
assessing in-land refugee claims140 . As Canada’s biggest administrative tribunal, the IRB handles
others. Again, these regional specificities cannot be fully covered in this study; but see Barker (2010) and Paquet
(2019) for migration policy formulation in the case of Quebec.
139 This ministry had long been called CIC (Citizenship and Immigration Canada) and was re-branded into IRCC
(Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship Canada) shortly after the Trudeau government assumed power in 2015.
Thereby, the term ‘refugees’ would be officially included into its title. Although this re-branding took place rather
quietly, observers note that it may have primarily been a symbolic move; presumably aiming to signal the Canadian
government’s ‘new vision’ or renewed commitment towards refugee protection (S. Baglay Interview, 2016).
140 In its role as a quasi-judicial tribunal, the IRB is supposedly independent from political interference (IRCC,
2017b; Hamlin, 2014, p. 123). Officially, it strives for efficiency and is guided by the vision of “a refugee determination system which is client-centric, IT-enabled and rooted in an innovative mind-set” (IRB, 2017a). As subsequently
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more than 40,000 cases yearly (KPMG, 2008). Internally, it is organized in three divisions; the
RPD (Refugee Protection Division), the ID (Immigration Division), and the IAD (Immigration
Appeal Division). Its functionaries continuously hear cases throughout Canada – primarily in the
three biggest cities; Montreal, Toronto, and Vancouver141 (KPMG, 2008). On the policing side,
these agencies are supported by the CBSA142 (Canada Border Services Agency) with different
partner organizations in and beyond Canada, as well as the RCMP (Royal Canadian Mounted
Police). Their joint objective is to deter and intercept “illegal entry to Canada” (IRCC, 2017a) in
order to “keep Canadians safe” (ibid.). In their role as executive institutions, all of these implement
and interpret the applicable laws adopted by Canada’s legislative organs.
Canada’s legislative branch, in turn, is a bicameral parliament consisting of the Senate and the
House of Commons. Since 19 October 2015, the ratios of the political parties in the parliament have
been as follows: Liberal Party 39.5%, CPC 31.9%, NDP 19.7%, Bloc Quebecois 4.7%, Greens 3.4%,
and other 0.8% (CIA, 2017d). As these electoral results indicate, the Liberals and Conservatives
(CPC) are the strongest parties. The social-democratic NDP had however still been stronger than
the Liberals in the previous elections (2011). While no openly xenophobic right-wing party has been
involved in law-making for the past decades, xenophobic elements have still entered the electoral
campaigns, as assessed subsequently. Among the provinces, Quebec is particularly notable for
(selective) migration-critical policies. At the federal level, the CPC bundles these voices (although
not on AfD level, when compared to the German case). Some of the reasons for this relative
balance may be found in Canada’s historical dynamics (see next sub-chapter) and its institutional
set-up:
“Immigrants [...] were concentrated in competitive urban ridings key to both the
federal Liberal and Conservative parties’ electoral fortunes. Canada’s [...] electoral
system encouraged the building of winning electoral coalitions that included immigrant
voters – a trend that had roots in the 1950s. As such, it made very little sense for
politicians to take an anti-immigration position or otherwise to challenge the crossparty political consensus that had emerged around immigration policy in the preceding
years.” (Triadafilopoulos, 2012, p. 87)
Reportedly, the same pattern holds until the date: For example, a lot of the NDP’s success in the
polls is often being attributed to Jagmeet Singh – a politician from the Sikh minority. Arguably, his
background has allowed him to do well in the large areas of suburbs around Toronto and Vancouver
with many immigrants from Punjab and elsewhere in India (Austen, 2017).
The application and interpretation of the law that emerged under such circumstances, in turn, are
the mandates of Canada’s judiciary branch, again made up of hierarchically arranged courts. In
high-profile cases, migration matters have been dealt with by the Supreme Court of Canada143 .
examined in more detail, it has however been difficult to do justice to these ideals in reality (P. Showler Interview,
2016). Among other issues, it has especially been criticized that “the ideal of bureaucratic expertise can be undermined by the highly political nature of IRB member appointment” (Hamlin, 2014, p. 131).
141 Hearings are also conducted in other places, to which IRB functionaries may travel whenever necessary.
142 “The CBSA is responsible for border security at ports of entry and inland” (IRCC, 2017a). According to R.
Goldman (Interview, 2016), it is primarily “involved in detaining and removing people”. The RCMP, in contrast,
“is responsible for border security in between ports of entry” (IRCC, 2017a).
143 The judges of the Supreme Court of Canada are appointed by the Prime Minister for a lifetime and can hence
be expected to take decisions that are independent from day-to-day politics to a large extent. See Anderson and
Soennecken (2018) for an assessment of the Canadian courts’ role after 2012.
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In the present context, the most relevant subordinate court is the Federal Court of Appeal (also
see subsequent section on RSD and in-land protection in Canada). It should also be noted that,
as migrants do usually not know Canadian law to a sufficient extent, many immigration lawyers
and advisers join this picture.

As in Germany, further relevant non-state actors have emerged out of Canada’s diverse civil society.
Engaged citizens have been supporting migrants for many decades. Some of them have organized
themselves via churches, NGOs, and charity non-profit-organizations: As Triadafilopoulos (2012,
p. 61) notes, religious and ethnic associations, as well as other humanitarian organizations had
become important pressure groups144 already in the 1940s. When referring to civil society actors
more generally, we thus have to differentiate: On the one hand, we can observe a general public
(presumably only marginally interested in the topic). On the other hand, we need to acknowledge
that a particular role has been taken up by advocacy organizations, ‘ethnic voters’ and their corresponding media channels (Triadafilopoulos, 2012, p. 102), which have been more prominent than
in Germany. Not only through exerting political pressure, but also pragmatically, Canada’s diverse civil society actors have been crucial for many of the developments laid out subsequently; for
example, in their roles as private sponsors for resettled refugees. In particular, refugee advocates
such as those working for the CCR (Canadian Council for Refugees) and the CARL (Canadian Association of Refugee Lawyers) must be mentioned as two outstanding examples within the broader
pro-refugee movement that emerged in Canada. Albeit at a scale completely different from Germany’s newer ‘welcoming culture’ movement, such bottom-up dynamics have shaped governmental
and societal responses in many ways. A particular finding for the case of Canada is the role of
its health and education sectors: One example for concerned medical practitioners can be found
in the Canadian Doctors for Refugee Care, uniting nationally to protest against the implementation of policies that would exempt certain migrants from access to health care (see below) –
with success. Throughout the field research in 2016, the author did further encounter a highly
engaged academia. Nonetheless, we must also be aware of the existence of libertarian-conservative
think-tanks such as the Fraser Institute or the CIPRE (Centre for Immigration Policy Reform),
advocating for less immigration to Canada and for more restrictive policies (Anderson, 2012, p.
196; Fraser Institute, 2009). Moreover, it should be noted that also trade and business lobbies
have been significant players, usually trying to further their economic interests through migration:
As elsewhere, Canadian employers can be expected to have an interest in low wages which may
be sustained through immigration of a certain composition (Peters, 2016) – especially when the
newcomers lack social or civil rights.

Finally, the influence of the media should not be underestimated. The below section on discourses
and public opinion deals with its impact on the observable policy outcomes. In sum, all of these
actors have been shaping Canada’s experiences with migration to different extents, as depicted in
the following.

144 Reportedly, for example, in the formulation of the 1976/77 laws, minority organizations have successfully influenced political outcomes through mobilizing like-minded Canadians (Triadafilopoulos, 2012, p. 116). As argued
above, especially in urban areas, it has since then been essential to gain the political support of the many (former)
immigrant voters; the so-called “new urban-ethnic Canadians” (ibid., p. 117).
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Experiences with migration in the 20th century: an overview

After having laid out the institutional set-up, before anything else, it must be mentioned that
Canada is not only characterized by a very ample and sparsely populated territory, but also geographically “protected [...] by distance, ocean barriers, and [...] the appeal of a very affluent
and climatically more attractive nation to the south” (Hawkins, 1989, p. 199). Consequently,
migration could be controlled and channeled more easily. Nonetheless, today’s Canada indeed
rates as one of the world’s most ethnically diverse countries145 (Fisher, 2013) – which had not
always been the case, though: Tellingly, Canada’s score on the aforementioned Multiculturalism
Policy Index146 increased from 1 to 7.5 between 1960 and 1991, where it has remained since then
(Westlake, 2011). As a number of studies147 have already elaborated on this exceptional path towards becoming a modern migration country in more detail, this section only summarizes the most
crucial developments that pre-structured Canada’s responses to migration in the 21st century.
Until the mid-20th century, the Canadian migration regime had still followed the openly racist
‘White Canada’ paradigm. This paradigm was built upon a colonially biased narrative: Settlers
originating primarily from the UK and France would only slowly be joined by their fellows from
other European – and later, also non-European – countries. This depiction of history, in which the
English and French would have been Canada’s “founding races” (Triadafilopoulos, 2012, p. 105),
skips an important fact, however: Indeed, European newcomers had simply added to the diversity
already existing among the multitude of native Canadians, by now known as ‘First Nations’. As
in other areas colonized by Europeans, these were wiped out or at least marginalized to an extent
of near historical invisibility, which would only slowly start being reconsidered. Much more attention has instead been devoted to the different types of (what would nowadays be called) ‘mixed
migratory movements’ that started reaching this young country in the following period.
In contrast with German views on immigration, this topic was accompanied with astonishingly
little controversy: Apparently, Canadians have always shared a “surprising degree of consensus
regarding the need for renewed immigration” (ibid., p. 61). This can be attributed, in particular,
to the need to populate the ample territory and to attract an sufficiently large work force for
Canada’s young economy to grow. Then Prime Minister King however stated already in 1947 that
Canada would be “perfectly within her rights in selecting the persons [... regarded as] desirable
future citizens” (ibid., p. 58). In the same much cited speech, he made clear that it would not
be “a ‘fundamental human right’ of any alien to enter Canada” (ibid.). Instead, he assured, it
would continue being “a privilege [...,] a matter of domestic policy” (ibid.). King further assured
that Canada would only accept “such numbers of immigrants as can advantageously be absorbed”
(ibid.), as he presumed that Canadians would “not wish, as a result of mass immigration, to make
145 For many observers, the open commitment to diversity, also known as Canadian multiculturalism, cannot be
understood without knowledge of the Quebec conflict. The Quebec conflict is a Canadian specificity that goes
back to the differences between anglophone (protestant) and francophone (catholic) culture. Arguably, we can see
Canadian multiculturalism as the continuation of the pluralistic tradition that emerged out of this conflict, as the
mutual acknowledgement between Quebec and anglophone Canada influenced the policy of multiculturalism more
generally (Winter, 2009). At least, such a narrative may have been preferred in Canadian government circles: It
appears somewhat logic to see this situation as a precedent that would subsequently be transferred to other groups
of migrants (ibid., p. 104). Alternative perceptions, however, tend to be less idealizing (ibid.).
146 See footnote 64 in chapter 4.2 for the compilation of this index.
147 Among others, Hawkins (1989), Kelley and Trebilcock (2010), and Triadafilopoulos (2012) study ‘the making
of’ Canada’s migration regime. Also, Anderson (2010) reviews the time from 1951 to 1989, focusing on the role of
rights vs. control, as well as the establishment of a professional RSD agency in Canada throughout this period.
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a fundamental alteration” (ibid.) of their population composition. Put bluntly, politicians would
not dare to ‘endanger’ this ‘absorptive capacity’ by welcoming (too many) immigrants that would
end up unemployed or jeopardize the Canadian society in any other way (ibid., p. 61).
Further, already at that time, migration from the ‘Orient’ would be seen as particularly problematic, which demonstrates the “Janus-faced quality of early postwar thinking on immigration, race,
and nationality in Canada” (ibid., p. 58): Most Canadians assumed that immigrants from certain
origins would be easier to ‘assimilate’ than others (ibid., p. 63). Importantly, at that time, the government “maintained total discretion over the selection and treatment of migrants” (ibid., p. 58).
Due to Canada’s geographical isolation, it could focus on those people whom it wanted to bring
in, including refugees from overseas. Also, already then, privatization would be the governmental
answer to the question of the financial ‘burden’: Refugees could be sponsored by persons willing
to come up for the accruing costs. In the course of growing selectivity for such sponsorship, the
government would simply formulate guidelines to “ensure that those admitted were of ‘preferable
stock’ ” (ibid., p. 61).
From the 1950s on, policy-makers started realizing that they were facing a dilemma: On one hand,
there was a growing risk to Canada’s international prestige through charges of racial discrimination
since this topic received more and more attention in the post-war period. On the other hand, the
aforementioned feared ‘assimilation’ problems could not be ignored domestically (ibid., p. 63).
As a consequence, elites “found that cosmetic solutions aimed at mollifying international and domestic opinion while preserving the essential features of the prevailing system were inadequate [...
given that] the coherence and utility of the established framework diminished, making Canada’s
immigration policies inconsistent and increasingly difficult to administer” (ibid., p. 70). Used by
advocacy groups trying to push for more coherent policies, also international norms148 played a significant role in this context (ibid.). These pressures to change the discriminatory migration regime
sharpened in the 1960s. Canada had to show that “civil rights were not empty gestures” (ibid., p.
87). Despite some official changes on paper, de facto discrimination among migratory movements
from different origins continued nonetheless. Two factors were crucial for this constancy: (1) the
administrative practice continued being decisively influenced by the previous handling and routines
given that the same functionaries remained in office, and (2) overseas immigration offices would
exist almost exclusively in the classic recruitment countries (ibid., p. 91). Some of the issues at
stake in this context were the allocation of sponsorship rights for family reunification, as well as
Canada’s global administrative capacities (ibid., p. 95).
In 1966, a ‘White Paper on Immigration Policy’ was published, condemning racial, ethnic, and religious discrimination, but at the same time warning of the potential risks of economically undesired
immigration (ibid., p. 98). It particularly reiterated that Canadians would fear a ‘ghettoization’
of their growing cities (ibid.). As one of the direct consequences of such increased skepticism,
in 1967, the ‘points system’ was introduced (ibid., p. 87). According to this simple system, migrants should be selected according to criteria of presumed economic utility, i.e. mostly based
on education records and language skills – altogether, their so-called ‘human capital’. However,
the system also allowed for reuniting families, which was deemed an important policy objective
(Watson, 2009, p. 126). Broadening sponsorship rights hence offered “some means of controlling
148 See

also Potter (2009) for an assessment of Canada’s role as a diplomatic ‘soft power’.
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sponsored flows” (Triadafilopoulos, 2012, p. 102). In addition, it was seen as relatively “transparent, non-discriminatory, and politically acceptable” (ibid.) given that it “satisfied both political
and policy requirements” (ibid., p. 102). At least formally, the “‘two founding races’ doctrine”
(ibid.) and obvious discrimination among migratory sources were thereby abolished. From then
on, all (future) Canadians were to be treated equally, independent of their origin or ethnicity (ibid.,
p. 105). This can hence be seen as the ignition of modern ‘multiculturalism’ which has since then
shaped Canadians’ self-imagination (ibid., p. 105). Over time, this rather ‘expansive’ policy shift
caused profound changes of the composition of future migratory flows (ibid., p. 103): The new
migration regime comprised increasingly diverse cohorts of migrants from ‘non-traditional’ origins,
including displaced people.
During World War II, Canada had still been “among the few countries in the world capable of
accepting [... European] refugees and was under international pressure to ease their plight” (ibid.,
p. 57). The first major refugee movements to Canada after World War II were Hungarians between
1956 and 1957, followed by Czechs in 1968 (Hawkins, 1989, p. 165; Triadafilopoulos, 2012, p. 103).
Shortly afterwards, in 1969, Canada finally ratified the Geneva Convention (OAS, 2014). The next
migrant cohorts to be resettled to Canada were Ugandan Asians after 1972 (Hawkins, 1989, pp.
166-169), Chileans149 after 1973 (ibid., p. 169), Lebanese after 1976 (ibid., p. 172), and Indochinese
from the 1970s on (ibid., pp. 170-188). Their admission signaled that not only Europeans would
be welcome (ibid., p. 103), indicating the paradigm shift away from Canada’s previously racialized
migration provisions.
In the 1970s, criticisms grew after some scandals related to visa over-stayers150 : According to these
voices, the regime was not restrictive enough and migration did not benefit Canada, particularly
in times of economic recession (ibid., p. 107). Apart from the humanitarian admission, a general
problem was seen in the undetermined ‘end’ of the points system: No ‘upper limit’ for migrants
entering Canada had been specified. Many Canadians were particularly ‘skeptical’ about large
sponsored families from Africa and Asia (ibid., pp. 107-108). Additionally, the economic crises
of the 1970s caused other migration countries to lower their admissions, which led to increased
migratory ‘pressure’ on Canada (ibid., p. 107). As a consequence, the government drafted some
ideas for a legislative modernization in a ‘Green Paper’ in 1975. Concerns about ‘threatened
national identity’, Canada’s future population composition, as well as a perceived overburdening
of scarce space and services were released into the public debate:
“Generally speaking, the Green Paper welcomed ethnic diversity and continued to
emphasize immigration as a tool that could help Canada meet its labour needs. Instead
of focusing simply on skilled immigration, however, the Green Paper further recognized
the need to draw immigrants willing to settle in more remote, less populated areas.”
(OAS, 2014)
149 Fighting

communism had been a key objective of Western states’ asylum and refugee policies throughout the
Cold War period. The obvious double standards that emerged from this geopolitical strategy became particularly
obvious in Canada’s initial reluctance to host refugees fleeing the Chilean Pinochet regime in 1973 (Triadafilopoulos,
2012, p. 103).
150 Generally, in spite of singular salient incidents, it is notable that plane arrivals, visa over-stayers and statuschangers tend to be viewed as less problematic than ‘irregular arrivals’ in Canada “since their entry was authorized
by the state and their level of threat (based on health, criminal and financial criteria) has already been assessed
through the visa application process” (Watson, 2009, p. 131).
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But still, such demands for Canada’s emerging migration regime led to relatively little agitation:
Most Canadians demonstrated an “‘astonishing’ resilience” (Triadafilopoulos, 2012, p. 111). Others, at the same time, continued demanding more control and restrictiveness151 – however barely
ever questioning multiculturalism in itself (ibid.). Moreover, the 1975 ‘Green Paper’ was criticized
for its failure to address the refugee issue or humanitarian migration at all (ibid., p. 114). As a
way out, it was recommended to establish “a separate program for refugees” (ibid.) and to ensure
“better enforcement of human rights legislation” (ibid.) in order to avoid discriminating between
certain groups.
Finally, a new Immigration Act was adopted in 1976 (ibid., p. 115), aiming to fulfill Canada’s
obligations under the Convention, assure family reunification and non-discrimination, in addition
to meeting “economic, social, demographic, and cultural goals” (ibid.). At the same time, security
risks were to be prevented before migrants would reach Canada. The new regime should also keep
out persons that would “place an undue burden on health or social services” (ibid., p. 116). In
1977, the Citizenship Act was liberalized (ibid.), leading to increased party competition for voters
with migrant backgrounds (ibid., p. 117). The aforementioned cross-party consensus on Canada’s
liberal standing towards immigration and multiculturalism thus became stabilized from the 1970s
on: Canadian identity would be redefined “in a matter that accorded to post-war human rights
norms” (ibid., p. 117), paving the path for an openly diverse society. Until today, this consensus
continues to be a crucial ingredient of Canada’s migration regime (ibid., pp. 117-118). In the
1980s, further liberalizations followed in a similar spirit – such as the 1988 Multiculturalism Act
(ibid., p. 118).
Already in the 1980s, Canada could thus look back on a relatively long history as a selective
migration country and refugee host, (at least formally) committed to diversity and human rights.
But how did its emerging institutions cope with the task of selecting migrants according to those
criteria enshrined in the relevant global conventions? Until 1989, different refugee movements were
still responded to rather ‘spontaneously’ (Hawkins, 1989, p. 165). Under wide-ranging discretion,
this ‘system’ could be kept up for a while. However, when compared to Canada’s relatively sparse
population, the numbers of new-arrivals were quite high – and growing (including ‘spontaneous
arrivals’). This indicated that “the old, ad hoc, case-by-case approach to refugee admission”
(ibid., p. 174) would require further modernization. Finally, this decade saw a major overhaul
initiated by the ratification of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms152 in 1982. The 1985
Singh decision made clear that according to this Charter, non-citizens would have to be granted
certain fundamental rights as soon as having physically entered Canadian territory (Hamlin, 2014,
p. 118). This implied that refugee claimants in Canada would need to be granted basic rights
to liberty and security even before having their statuses determined, instead of being held in
detention (Gilbert, 2016, pp. 214-215). Another important implication of the 1982 Charter was
that, for the first time, claimants would have a right to an oral hearing (Anderson, 2010, p. 951).
Consequently, an agency was needed that could hear and decide over all the claims professionally
and in accordance with the new legal requirements. Together with the Plaut Report, the Singh
decision therefore led to the establishment of the IRB in 1989 (P. Showler Interview, 2016). From
151 Particularly, it was demanded that no nation of newly arriving settlers should be so dominant as to endanger
Canada’s population composition and bilingualism (Triadafilopoulos, 2012, p. 114).
152 This Charter is the first part of the Canadian Constitution, enacted in 1982 (CIA, 2017d). Until today, it
continues to shapes Canada’s responses to migration (Anderson, 2010, p. 950; Hamlin, 2014, p. 117).
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then on, Canada started establishing the so-called ‘Cadillac’ of RSD systems (Hamlin, 2014, pp. 84
et seq.); guaranteeing claimants relatively many rights and equipping the responsible authorities
with considerable resources153 . In the course of these groundbreaking developments, the powers
between the branches was also reallocated: The new legal requirements decisively reduced the
marge of maneuver for the executive to decide upon migrants’ fates. Instead, the courts gained in
importance vis-à-vis the executive154 .
In the early 1990s, the tables appeared to turn: A so-called ‘asylum boom’ did not only reach
Europe, but also other destinations, including Canada155 (Hamlin, 2014, p. 48). From then on,
the hitherto expanding migration regime started to be challenged: Under less favorable economic
circumstances, the right-wing Reform Party of Canada tried to ‘play the migration card’ in 1993.
Nonetheless, it had very limited success at the ballot box156 (Triadafilopoulos, 2012, p. 118).
Instead, Canadians’ self-view as inhabitants of the world’s most successful multicultural country
(ibid., p. 199) remained stable157 .
In sum, Canada’s responses to migration in the 20th century were characterized by slow but
fundamental policy shifts in the direction of more controlled access and less formal discrimination
between countries of origin. A constant feature of the second half of the 20th century could
be found in Canada’s attempts to balance out humanitarianism and ‘harder’ national interests.
Political disputation of a more and more securitized migration regime seemed to be largely absent
at the same time (Watson, 2009, p. 130). As its most well-known feature, the points system
did not only help to attract desired migrants, but “also offered Canadian politicians a way of
demonstrating the purity of Canada’s intentions to the rest of the world” (Triadafilopoulos, 2012,
p. 103), which is illustrative of an increasingly progressive self-understanding. Since then, the
dominance of individual groups has at least officially been wiped out. For some migrants, this
historical shift was accompanied by a narrative of utility158 ; for others, by human rights reasoning in
153 The high cost and slowness associated to this new system have led to its nickname as the ‘Cadillac’ system
(Hamlin, 2014, pp. 84 et seq.). Its resource endowment in itself has however not always led to fast and fair decisions
over refugee claims (Showler, 2009). Instead, inefficiencies and questionable outcomes can be observed until the
date (IRB, 2017a).
154 Arguably, this enhanced judicial interference came with some unintended consequences: Having to invest more
resources per person in the in-land systems may have caused domestic politicians to do everything feasible to prevent
migrants from reaching Canada in the first place. Some preliminary evidence for this presumption is easy to find:
In 1989, citizens of 65 states could travel to Canada visa-freely (Matas and Simon, 1989, p. 34) – in 2017, only
51 visa-exempt countries remained (IRCC, 2017c). This reflects the underlying control-focus: As Watson (2009, p.
125) observes, visas to Canada are used to “discipline refugees to ensure they use the proper means of accessing
protection”; i.e. waiting for resettlement. The governmental view in this regard seems to be one of ‘manageability’,
i.e. of keeping pace with the amount of claims that need to go through a formal RSD procedure and possibly the
related judiciary instances (Macklin, 2009, pp. 94-95).
155 Although still a very rare phenomenon, even boats with protection seekers would reach Canada (for the first
time, in 1988).
156 After 1993, the Reform Party reportedly “put aside the immigration card” (Triadafilopoulos, 2012, p. 119). It
was finally even dissolved in 2000. The New Conservative Party, in turn, demonstrated a high level of openness
towards immigration, and apologized to groups of victims of past racist policies in 2006 (ibid.).
157 To some extent, this self-view certainly depended on ongoing investments into public trust in the efficiency
of the RSD system (Hathaway, 1993). Also, even if generally favorable, public opinion started being increasingly
selective: Already before the turn of centuries, the IRB had started to systematically decline most claims from
Roma migrants. Acceptance rates for Czech Roma had been at 71% before 1999, before they suddenly decreased
to a mere 9% – reportedly as a result of interior consultations within the IRB that took place (at least officially)
without governmental interference (Hamlin, 2014, pp. 124-125).
158 Arguably, the composition of the Canadian society was altered gradually as ‘suitability’ replaced ‘race’ as a
selection criterion (as laid down in the points system). The importance of the economic realm may be explained
through close contacts between entrepreneurs and political elites: Historically, Canada’s migration policies have been
shaped more by executive action characterized by discretion and ‘elite accommodation’, than by parliamentary and
judiciary oversight (Kelley and Trebilcock, 2010, p. 465).
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individual cases: From the signature of the Charter on, enhanced attention was paid to procedural
fairness, diminishing administrative discretion in the RSD and setting the foundations for today’s
institutional set-up.

4.3.3

The external context: North America and beyond

How have Canada’s international standing and regional embeddedness influenced its responses to
migratory movements? While this section cannot cover all of its international relations, it provides
some insights that are crucial to grasp the corresponding dynamics – given that these cannot simply
be understood as a mere domestic issue. It begins with some notes on Canada’s global ambitions
and proceeds with a more specific focus on its role and constraints in the region.
Firstly, Canadian elites seem to highly value their country’s overall reputation in the world159 .
Not only in the field of refugee protection, their repeated engagement has led to the perception of
Canada as a ‘soft power’ (Potter, 2009) and an agenda setter:
“An important attribute of the Canadian RSD regime is the commitment Canada
has made more generally to diplomacy and multilateralism. As a classic example of
a middle-power country, Canada has maintained a seat at the global decision-making
table through its role in international institutions, and its close relationship with the
UNHCR is no exception.” (Hamlin, 2014, p. 117)
Apart from their overall orientation to global norms, Canadian elites have been engaged bi- and
multilaterally in the area of migration more specifically. For example, they have appeared to
be interested in pragmatical information exchange with other countries in comparable situations.
Recent attempts to ‘export’ certain policies in the area of refugee resettlement to other states serve
as examples for such engagement (Kestler-D’Amours, 2016). However, policy circulation between
Western states (particularly those sharing British roots) had been ongoing for a long time. For
example, Canadian experts have demonstrably maintained close contact with their British and
Australian colleagues. According to Hawkins (1989, p. 194), it was therefore hardly “surprising
that their refugee policies and programs have become very similar” – to some extent at least (and in
spite of the increasing divergence observable after the 1990s, as argued below). But not only with
these historically affiliated states, Canadian governmental circles have stood in ongoing exchange.
Contacts to other policy-makers and legal experts in and beyond Europe and North America can
be found to reflect today’s increasingly globalized elite networks160 . Such an exchange, in turn,
had ramifications also for Canada’s domestic policies:
“The increased activities of domestic officials in these networks reflect an important
reality of transnationalism that merits greater consideration. Furthermore, [...] these
networks have important implications for the domestic policy process. At their root
159 Unsurprisingly, reputation in the Western world seems to be primordial: For example, the Liberal government
has repeatedly echoed the USA’s failure to condemn Israel’s cruelties against Palestine (Zimonjic, 2018), thereby
diminishing Canada’s prestige in the Arab world. It remains to be seen to what extent the 2015 “victory of Canada’s
Liberals also has lessons for politics across the developed world” (The Guardian, 2015).
160 For example, as mentioned beforehand, the German conservative legal expert K. Hailbronner was invited to
discuss Canada’s emerging asylum regime years ago, focusing on the European concept of ‘safe third countries’
(Hailbronner, 1993b), which reportedly influenced policy formulation in Canada. In 2018, another example could
be found in the workshop on ‘Skilled Immigration Pathways for Refugees and Asylum Seekers’ in Berlin, hosted in
partnership with the Embassy of Canada to Germany.
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they allow for the building of a sense of community amongst transnationally active
bureaucrats, which facilitates the spread of ideas through the process of socialisation.
In addition to this, transnationally active bureaucrats’ central position in the policymaking process and as policy experts gives them a unique opportunity to be conduits
through which new thinking might be transferred into the domestic realm.” (Irvine,
2011, p. 14)
Throughout the field research conducted in late 2016, Irvine’s findings could be confirmed: Many
Canadian experts had reportedly spent time abroad, studying other countries’ migration regimes
and contributing to the development of these regimes on the base of their own experiences.
Secondly (and similar to the case of the EU), cooperation in Canada’s immediate region has been
shaped primarily by economic motivations: Sharing its only land border of 8,893 km with the USA,
Canada is the world’s largest state which borders with only one other country (Lexas Information
Network, 2016). As the biggest and most influential ‘player’ in the region, the USA has thus been
an important partner for Canadian elites. Also the large amount of historic migration between
the USA and Canada is worth noting161 , which certainly also influenced the observable trade
patterns: In force since 1994, the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) can be seen
as a clear indication of their growing economic interdependence. Relatedly, some of the shared
agreements in the area of migration may also be understood as diplomatic concessions between the
signatory states. Overall, trade interests could be seen as primordial for their relations: “The U.S.Canada and U.S.-Mexico borders are the two busiest land crossings in the world, with cross-border
commercial flows accelerating sharply since the launching of the [...] NAFTA” (Andreas, 2003, p.
1). Referring to Pauly (2003, p. 103), Watson (2009, p. 127) consequently asserts that “failure to
cooperate with the United States would negatively affect Canada’s economy as the United States’
government moved to restrict cross border movement”, on which Canada’s export-oriented sectors
depend. The same can be expected to apply for Central American states such as Mexico. Economy
as a factor is thus crucial in order to understand how the Canadian border has been constantly
renegotiated over the past years (Kent, 2011).
Most notably in the present context, US governments have put an increasing focus on policing
their borders, emphasizing not only their Southern but, albeit to a much lesser extent, also the
Northern perimeters (Andreas, 2003). Consequently, Canadian elites have constantly been pressured to improve their border controls and keep out ‘undesired’ migrants. As for Watson (2009,
p. 127), concerns over entrance into Canada “were especially prominent in the heavily securitized
atmosphere after the September 2001 attacks on the United States”, leading to “well-publicized
fears that Canada’s immigration and refugee system was a source of insecurity” (ibid.). These,
in turn, led to enhanced efforts to harmonize border control and immigration provisions in both
countries (ibid.). Since 9/11, it can thus be referred to an increasing ‘Mexicanization’162 of border
politics between Canada and the USA (Andreas, 2003, p. 6). Reportedly, Canada gave in after the
pressure from its neighbor had increased, agreeing to tightening its migration regulations (Watson,
2009, pp. 127-129). Finally, both countries even signed a ‘Safe Third Country Agreement’ which
161 Particularly after World War II, many people were going towards Canada or the USA and stayed wherever they
ended up. Consequently, a high percentage of people living in Canada have an US-American parent or grandparent.
Until the date, a very high number of skilled Canadians immigrate to the USA for work.
162 This term refers to the US-American feeling of insecurity of their borders when it comes to the uncontrolled
influx of ‘irregular’ migrants.
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entered into force in 2004. According to this agreement, there are only very narrow possibilities
for migrants to be granted protection in Canada if having passed through the USA163 . This had
important ramifications for migrants trying to get protection in Canada, especially after Mexico
was removed from the visa-free list in 2009:
“Before 2009, seeking asylum in Canada from Mexico was as straightforward as
purchasing an airplane ticket. But, as the border between the United States and Mexico
became more and more inaccessible during the crackdowns of the 1990s, policymakers
believe that Canada became an entry point into the United States from the North.
This theory is supported by the fact that Mexican asylum claims in Canada have a
very high rate of abandonment – in other words, failure to appear at the RSD hearing.
The generosity of Canada’s RSD regime turned it into a magnet, both for those who
used it as a gateway to the United States and those who actually appeared for their
asylum hearing and sought to live in Canada with refugee status.” (Hamlin, 2014, p.
134)
Due to more recent changes, Mexico is by now back on the visa-free list (Canada Immigration,
2016f) – but deemed a ‘safe country of origin’ when it comes to the purpose of seeking asylum
(see below). As these findings suggest, Canada’s influence on the continent goes beyond the USA.
Young (2018) refers to the ‘Mexico-Canada border’ in this context. According to this scholar, it
is crucial to assess not only “how Canadian policies and practices are policing Mexico’s borders,
both in terms of individuals from Mexico who are trying to get to Canada to make a refugee
claim and be accepted and find asylum in Canada, but [...] also the impacts of policies within
Mexican territory and what that means for both Mexicans and people from elsewhere trying to
move through Mexico” (J. Young Interview, 2016). Therefore, it would be key to examine how
Canada has become active in Mexico through financial investments and training – “what they
are calling ‘capacity building programs’, both in terms of personal and funding particular kinds
of training programs” (ibid.). Similar to Germany’s engagement in Turkey and Northern Africa,
Central America has thus been of growing interest for Canadian elites trying to externalize their
border regime. Especially for the case of Canada, this demonstrates once again how difficult it is
to reconcile overlapping areas of border control, diplomacy, foreign policies, and commitment to
global norms.
163 “The Safe Third Country Agreement, signed between Canada and the United States (U.S.) in 2004, requires
that refugee claimants seek protection in the first safe country in which they arrive. The Agreement applies to those
making an asylum claim at a land border port of entry between Canada and the U.S. It does not apply to those who
arrive from the U.S. by sea, between the ports of entry or an inland port such as an airport. [...] The Agreement
between Canada and the U.S. is premised on the principle, accepted by the United Nations Refugee Agency, that
individuals should seek asylum in the first country they arrive in. U.S. compliance with treaty obligations is overseen
by an independent judiciary. The Safe Third Country Agreement remains an important tool for Canada and the
U.S. to work together on the orderly handling of refugee claims made in our countries. The Immigration and Refugee
Protection Act requires the continual review of all countries designated as safe third countries to ensure that the
conditions that led to the designation as a safe third country continue to be met. The asylum system in the U.S.
continues to meet the international standards and therefore the U.S. continues to be a safe third country. There
are four types of exceptions to the Safe Third Country Agreement: refugee claimants who have a family member
in Canada; unaccompanied minors under the age of 18; individuals holding a valid Canadian visa; and those who
have been charged with or convicted of an offence that could subject them to the death penalty in the U.S. or in a
third country. Also, the agreement does not apply to claimants who have entered Canada at a location that is not
a port of entry” (IRCC, 2017b). Indeed, Canada had long promoted such an agreement but had found a window
of opportunity to get the USA to sign it for the first time after 9/11. The subsequent section elaborates on the
domestic implications of these efforts in more detail. For the purpose of this section, it is key to infer that Canada
had been put under pressure – not only politically (P. Showler Interview 2016), but also economically.
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Finally, Canada does not only engage on the American continent. Instead, its migration regime
relies on containment in various ways: For everybody lacking the necessary visas to get to Canada
legally, the CBSA has been implementing a so-called ‘Multiple Borders Strategy’ (Arbel and Brenner, 2014). Similar to the German case, this strategy can be seen as the establishment of ‘concentric
circles’ around the Canadian inland – as depicted in figure 4.11 (also see subsequent section).
Figure 4.11: Concentric circles around Canada

Source: author’s modification of CBSA, quoted in Arbel and Brenner (2014, pp. 2; 26)

4.3.4

Internal developments and junctures in the 21st century

Analogously to the first case study, this section examines relevant developments in 21st century
Canada in a chronological order, focusing on key moments with implications for legislation and
administration at the federal level. Different from the German case, the moments identified as
most crucial in the Canadian case resemble the electoral cycle, which allows for distinguishing
between different ‘phases’.
The new millennium was initiated in a post-9/11 atmosphere at the times of Jean Chrétien’s
liberal government (followed by his party fellow Paul Martin in 2004). Led by Stephen Harper,
the Conservatives then won the federal elections in 2006, reforming many aspects of Canada’s
asylum/migration regime towards more restrictiveness. With the ascension to power of the liberal
party and Justin Trudeau in 2015, another course change began. Overall, Canada’s responses to
the plights of asylum seekers and refugees164 in the 21st century can thus best be understood
in three episodes that resemble a ‘zigzag’ course taken by the corresponding governing parties.
Generally, it must be noted that
“[...] the liberals have a much less xenophobic attitude towards refugees and immigrants. So you can say that the conservatives were against all immigrants unless they
were very very rich or very very talented. But the liberals saw the refugees as a really
good pool of immigrants that have proven themselves. And under both liberal and
conservative governments, we have seen large numbers of refugees who have become
164 Already at this point, it should be noted that since the beginning of the 21st century, other migratory movements
to Canada were comparatively larger than those of asylum seekers or refugees.
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very successful in Canada. [...] The zigzag is going to continue. We all know it.” (G.
Sadoway Interview, 2016)

Phase one: Liberal double standards (-2006)

As mentioned before, Canada rates as a

multicultural and pluralistic society formed through immigration over the past centuries (Triadafilopoulos, 2012). Reflecting such a progressive self-understanding, compliance with migrants’
interests in a fair trial and other basic rights had become institutionalized at least since the aforementioned Singh decision. On one hand, this continued being the dominant perception at the
beginning of the new millennium. In the 2001 IRPA (Immigration and Refugee Protection Act),
which replaced the previous legislation, the Liberal government arguably reinforced the aim of
compliance with Canada’s international obligations:
“Canada formally organized its refugee policies and management structures in the
1976 Act, thereby institutionalizing an ongoing commitment to fulfill legal obligations
toward refugees. The 2001 Act continues this practice by placing an even stronger
emphasis on the need for protection and less on an applicant’s ability to settle in
Canada.” (OAS, 2014)
On the other hand, migration was also increasingly seen as a potential threat by some Canadians.
Especially, the 9/11 attacks had major ramifications for the perception of the issue (also see subsequent section on discourses and public opinion). This, in turn, had an impact on policy-making at
the national level: As elsewhere in the Western world (d’Appollonia, 2012), a securitization turn
could be observed in Canada’s migration regime165 .
“9/11 [...] just changed the nature and character of refugees because, before, the
issue (in Canada at least) was never security. Not really. It was all about numbers and
containing the numbers, because Canada had, on a relative basis, generous acceptance
rates. It was always the current concern: ‘draw factors’ – ‘because we’re too generous,
it’s going to be a draw factor’. But it was all about ‘too many’. It wasn’t about the
danger of refugees. And 9/11 2001 changed that, very much in restraining in terms
of inadmissibility: Who was inadmissible, the various ways in which that happens –
it changed the way in which refugees were viewed. That’s the one thing. And at the
same time, the other major difference that happened is when they went through a single
member decision. [...] As someone who has made decisions in both those models, the
sophistication and the strength of the two-member decision-model is very powerful.”
(P. Showler Interview, 2016).
Here, this expert also refers to his front-line experience with the governmental attempts to improve
Canada’s asylum administration at that time: In 2002, it was promised to implement a built-in
appeal stage into the IRB; the RAD (Refugee Appeal Division). In exchange for this concession,
the number of decision-makers per case was reduced from two to one. This two-sided reform was
formulated in order to find a balance between efficiency and procedural fairness in Canada’s RSD
165 These developments must be seen in conjunction with other political decisions, for example in the so-called ‘war
against terrorism’. In this context, it should be noted that Chrétien did not support the US-led invasion of Iraq – a
crucial difference to the Australian case that may relate to the corresponding perceptions of a terrorism-migration
nexus to some extent.
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system. However, reportedly in order to reduce costs, the RAD was only created on paper – until
2012, when it was finally opened (Hamlin, 2014, pp. 121-122).
Again, it certainly is an important issue how to be treated once arriving to Canada in search
of protection. Another whole different issue, however, is making it to Canada in the first place.
As argued above, Canada’s geographic location has clearly been its most effective ‘deterrent’.
Throughout this period – and until the date – Canada has increasingly engaged in preventing
asylum seekers from issuing their claims (Reitz, 2004, p. 129). A number of more hidden measures
must hence be seen in contrast to Canada’s reputation for generosity towards refugees and its
traditional role as a progressive global innovator in this field: Most obviously, Canada’s increasingly
strict visa regime reflects a growing control focus166 . Since 2002, Canada has further been relying
on the aforementioned ‘Multiple Borders Strategy’ (see figure 4.11) which “views the border [...]
as [...] a continuum of checkpoints along a route of travel from the country of origin to Canada”
(CIC, 2003), ensuring that the “border is any point at which the identity of a traveler can be
verified” (CIC, 2002, p. 5). Due to Canada’s geographical distance to most refugee sending
countries, operational responsibility for related decisions has thereby mainly been outsourced to
functionaries at distant airports, train stations, and ports (Goar, 2013), thereby lowering the level
of domestic voters’ scrutiny (Gilbert, 2016). Officially, related strategies have been implemented
in order to improve the “ability to address issues before they arrive at the border (‘push the border
out’) and assess travellers [...] seeking to enter Canada long before they arrive in the country”
(Government of Canada, 2015).
Such a focus on enhancing procedural fairness and reducing waiting times for those protections
seekers reaching Canada, while inhibiting their potential access in the first place, may be seen as
a double standard. In line with the above theoretical predictions, the application of such a double
standard has indeed been a recurring element independent of the government in power (and not
only in Canada). In retrospect, the Liberal governmental stance towards the issue at that time
may however still be lauded for its relative fairness (at least for those migrants already on site) –
when compared to the following episode.
Phase two: Conservative reforms (2006-2015)

Harper’s conservative government viewed

the issue of asylum and refugees as a question of costs and security rather than a question of
rights. It set itself the task to do anything possible to make refugee claimants’ lives in Canada
harder. The new Minister of Citizenship, Immigration and Multiculturalism, Jason Kenney, found
creative ways to use the topic politically. His general stance was that Canada’s generous asylum
system should be ‘prevented from abuse’.
To accomplish such ‘prevention’, the government did not only act unilaterally through its laws
and administrative practices, but also engaged supranationally. Here, the growing similarity to
the already longer-established European ‘Dublin system’ is worth noting: As mentioned in the
previous section, Canada’s 2004 ‘Safe Third Country’ Agreement (STCA) with the USA made it
practically infeasible to legally reach the country on a land route in search for protection. Migrants
affected by the STCA would from then on face “quasi-Dublin transfers” (S. Silverman Interview,
166 In line with the above theoretical predictions on responsibility outsourcing, visa applications have been decided
upon by the London-based enterprise VSF Global, owned by the Zurich-based Kuoni Group (Gilbert, 2016, p. 211):
Private companies have specialized on ‘managing mobility’ for Canada, among many other countries (ibid.).
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2016) and be detained in the meantime. While most of these measures had already been planned
or enacted under the prior liberal government, their rigor was intensified as conservative president
Harper assumed power in 2006 (Goar, 2013). Apart from resulting in increased human smuggling
and more dangerous entry routes (Arbel and Brenner, 2014; CIC, 2015), this also had crucial legal
implications:
“The STCA, for instance, disrupts the static position of the border in refugee cases
by dislocating American standards for the arbitration of refugee cases north to the
Canadian border. Where before the STCA Canada and the United States would have
made asylum determinations on their own grounds, the agreement demands Canada
see United States’ refugee laws as in legal practice the same as their own.” (Labove,
2016, p. 202)
As this bilateral agreement demonstrates, Canadian decision-makers at that time thus opted for
‘outsourcing’ responsibility to its neighbor (and vice versa). As mentioned in the previous subchapter, bordering has thereby been shifted to the transnational level (ibid., pp. 202-203), which
can be seen as the logical continuation of the previous idea to ‘push the border out’ – in which the
control focus prevailed over refugee protection concerns.
And even with these new provisions in place, the governmental rhetoric under the Conservatives
still continued focusing on refugee claimants’ alleged ‘system abuse’. Especially, Eastern European
Roma and Mexicans were portrayed as ‘fraudulent’ claimants. This was significant due to the
relatively high number of their protection claims: In 2009, the government imposed visa restrictions
on the citizens of countries from which many asylum claimants had originated167 (Gilbert, 2016,
pp. 214-217; Goar, 2013; Woods, 2009). Citizens of Mexico and the Czech Republic were thereby
excluded from the possibility to legally reach Canada in order to seek asylum. Again, this can
be interpreted as “a clear turn towards restrictive legislation” (Gilbert, 2016, p. 204). At that
time, it must be seen in conjunction with other trends; often subsumed under the “precarisation
(expansion of temporary migrant workers programs, shrinking of social services), securitization
(increased deportation and detention), and crimininalization of migrants (through a politician-led
public rhetoric of abuse and fraud)” (ibid.). The many claims that had been issued by nationals
from these two states caused Minister Kenney to reiterate that the ‘burden’ on the Canadian
refugee system would need to be relieved. Only this way, he argued, could the system’s fitness to
process the claims of ‘genuine’ refugees be safeguarded (ibid.). Discursively, Mexican and Roma
asylum seekers were thus framed as ‘bogus’ refugees, ‘taking away the places of bona fide refugees’,
‘committing fraud’ and ‘overburdening Canada’s receptive capacities’ (ibid., p. 205).
And yet another anecdote is particularly significant in the context of the Canadian RSD regime:
By not renewing expiring contracts for decision-makers, Kenney managed to create a “shortage of
members on the IRB, which was conceived of by advocates as a political sabotage of the system”
(Hamlin, 2014, p. 131). Observers put it the following way:
“Harper’s government very deliberately set out to ‘break’ the system. And what
they did was, they didn’t nominate a sufficient number of board members – the kind
167 Due to the inevitable diplomatic ramifications of such a policy, this can be seen as a measure of ‘last resort’ taken
in cases in which “sufficiently large numbers of citizens of a visa-exempt state apply for refugee status” (Watson,
2009, p. 124).
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of commissioners or judges who make the decisions – so there was a huge backlog and
it stretched to two or more years to have the claim heard, and they kind of, I would
say, dishonestly announced or pretended being innocent of this: ‘the system is broken,
we have to do something about it’.” (R. Goldman Interview, 2016)
“So they wanted to attack the IRB: They were ‘suckers’ when they accepted people,
they were ‘inefficient and slow’. And ‘the delay allowed people to more easily exploit
and abuse the system’, all those sorts of stories. So, one of the things that the government did while they were in power was starve the IRB of resources! So you starve it
of resources and of course, delays increase. They were actually keeping up with their
inventory fairly well and making decisions in a fairly timely basis, but then the government stopped reappointing members, and of course: You starve it of resources, it can’t
do its job, inventory bills up, delays increase, and so. It produced a narrative that said,
so the story of the government was: ‘our asylum regime, the IRB is broken’. They used
to say that all the time, ‘it’s broken’. But what really happened was: It wasn’t broken,
they broke it! And then they said ‘it’s broken, we have to get rid of it’. And they made
that quite effectively, I reckon.” (A. Macklin Interview, 2016)
Even in the absence of solid evidence for this accusation of deliberateness, it is clear that this
critical situation at the system’s ‘bottleneck’ contributed to a backlog168 of undecided asylum
cases (somewhat similar to the aforementioned situation in Germany, albeit with much smaller
numbers). Whether created deliberately or not, this backlog could be used politically as an excuse
for tighter controls – or ‘less generosity’. Seen in the broader context, it may thus serve as an
example for how “deterrence politics can bleed over into the administrative arena” (Hamlin, 2014,
p. 131).
Another issue in Canada has been that of abandoned refugee claims: For example, some migrants
might have “applied for refugee protection but, following what they say was poor advice from others
in the community, they abandoned their claim and began working as undocumented cleaners”
(Wiens, 2017). Politically, this has often been exploited to question their ‘true’ flight reasons.
Further, this phase also saw some controversies around legislative reforms. Until 2011, Harper
found his party in a parliamentary minority. As a consequence, the Conservatives “had to negotiate
with the other parties, and they came up with a fairly balanced thing – it was even called the
‘Balanced Refugee Reform Act”’ (R. Goldman Interview, 2016). After intensive parliamentarian
debates, the BRRA169 was passed in 2010; reportedly, in a new attempt to find the right balance
between fairness and efficiency in asylum matters (Anderson, 2012, p. 200; Hamlin, 2014, p. 116):
It modified the inland RSD process to accelerate it and to ‘deter fraudulent claimants’ from lodging
asylum claims. In order to do so, Canada would from then on differentiate between different groups
of refugee claimants, for whom different timelines in the RSD and appeals process would apply
(again reminding us of the German case). Shortly afterwards, Bill-C31 was adopted, carrying
even more restrictive measures (Anderson, 2012, p. 200): Under ministerial discretion, particular
groups of arrivals170 could be treated differently from other arrivals – as so-called ‘Designated
168 Different

types of asylum claim backlogs in Canada are summarized in the below excursus.
(2012, p. 199) summarizes the key amendments of the 2010 BRRA in more depth.
170 For example, in 2010, boat arrivals came back to the political agenda. Due to their low total number, these
have however not been as important for domestic policies as in Australia or the EU. But also overland arrivals could
169 Anderson
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Foreign Nationals’. By law, these migrants would not have a right to appeal their asylum decisions
anymore. The bill also changed the regulations according to which entire countries could be
designated as ‘safe’, and broadened the already existing restrictions on applications to stay in
Canada after negative RSD decisions (also see subsequent section on RSD and in-land protection).
At the supranational stage, North American governments further continued creating an increasingly
strong alliance against migrants throughout the period after the STCA had been signed. The
Obama regime and Harper agreed to further increase their cooperation in 2011: In the frame of
the so-called ‘Beyond the Border Action Plan’, the RCMP and the CBSA started cooperating with
US authorities in order to establish a more regionalized border control regime (Labove, 2016, p.
201). Similar to the situation in the EU, the governments of both states would thereby opt for
giving up some of their sovereign powers in order to tackle the issue jointly with other affected
geographic areas beyond their own jurisdictions (ibid.).
But also for protection seekers reaching Canada in spite of these growing obstacles, Harper’s
government tried to reduce the number of legally enforceable rights as soon as it could. In the
2011 federal elections, he managed to get the majority and could, from then on, bring even harsher
and more radical provisions through the parliament (R. Goldman Interview, 2016). And indeed,
the next reforms followed soon. The 2012 Protecting Canada’s Immigration System Act finally led
to the aforementioned opening of the RAD (Hamlin, 2014, p. 122). But this seemed to be the only
change in the direction of a fairer system: It also intensified the notion according to which asylum
seekers could be divided into different categories with varying levels of rights and social benefits
in Canada. The latter were to be reduced; arguably in order to limit the alleged ‘pull factors’ or
‘incentives for abuse’ (Khind, 2013, p. 20):
“Since the Protecting Canada’s Immigration System Act went into effect at the end
of 2012, claimants who come from a particular list of countries are sent to an expedited
hearing. These DCOs [Designated Countries of Origin (author’s note)] are those that
the Minister of Citizenship and Immigration has determined to be democracies, and
not generally refugee producing.” (Hamlin, 2014, p. 120)
This designation of certain states as ‘safe’171 has been particularly controversial in Canada –
given that the Canadian courts had ruled such categorizations to be discriminatory and thus
unconstitutional in the 1990s. Under Harper, however, new ways were found to bring this concept
back on the agenda. Reportedly, this ‘designated countries of origin policy’ had been inspired by
the European (particularly, the German) notion of ‘safe countries of origin’172 . As Gilbert (2016,
p. 212) argues, the discretionary decisions leading to these designations might be considered as
particularly questionable173 . Analogous to the German case, this was surrounded by a number of
controversies: Among other countries, Mexico was designated as ‘safe’ in spite of drug-war related
be designated as such persons – whom not to grant certain rights would arguably serve the ‘national interest’.
171 The list of ‘designated countries of origin’ was originally made up by 27 countries: the USA and the EU, in
addition to Australia, Iceland, Israel, Japan, New Zealand, Norway, South Korea and Switzerland (Gilbert, 2016,
p. 212). Soon, other European states followed.
172 Ball (2015) studies the implementation of SCO provisions in Canada as a ‘subtle’ way of denying asylum claims
(as compared to interdictions known as push-backs, for example): As the implementation of visas may have been
too risky diplomatically, the SCO list seemed to be the preferred way out. Reportedly, the German juridical expert
Kay Hailbronner had been invited to Canada and offered a high remuneration for transferring this German ‘success’
of lowering the number of asylum claims.
173 See Engelmann (2015) for similar reasoning based on the case of the EU.
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travel warnings (Gilbert, 2016, p. 206), which led to a reduction in claims from Mexico. Arguably,
this illustrates once again that political and economic reasons prevailed over considerations of the
de facto safety in a corresponding country of origin.
The latter strategy did not only involve legal reforms but also public outreach initiatives: In 2013,
Roma refugees from Hungary were proactively discouraged from seeking asylum in Canada through
a billboard campaign (Levy-Ajzenkopf, 2013), stating: “Those people who make a claim without
sound reasons will be processed faster and removed faster” (Keung, 2013).
But even this would still not be enough for the Harper government: Crucially, for refugee claimants,
the health coverage (IFHP - Interim Federal Health Program) was cut down to the existential
minimum (CIC, 2014b; Dizard, 2015). This was one of the most drastic cuts given that the IFHP
had helped new arrivals to access the health care system in a nondiscriminatory way before they
would become eligible for support from the provinces (see subsequent section on socio-economic
‘integration’ efforts and benefits). While these cuts affected all asylum seekers, those from DCOs
suffered the most from them. In order to challenge these drastic cuts, many refugees and supporters
mobilized in front of the Canadian courts (Anderson and Soennecken, 2018): The cuts in the IFHP
would be seen in the same context of the government’s restrictive turn ‘at any cost’. For migrants
in Canada, health was no more seen as a basic right. Instead,
“[t]hey were only entitled to health care where their medical condition posed a threat
to Canadians. So, for example, an infectious disease like TB [Tuberculosis (author’s
note)] would be treated, but not a broken leg. DCO claimants still received emergency
medical care from the provinces but IFHP did not compensate it, and they often could
not get follow up medications. Quite frankly, it was horrific. I think of one young man
from a DCO country who had incurred horrible injuries related to persecution. He had
a quadruple amputation before the IFHP amendments were imposed but could not get
prothetics for the for limbs although they would have been covered under IFHP.” (P.
Showler, Email, 9.3.2018)
“The narrative of ‘the deserving’ and ‘the undeserving’ refugee was very much at the
heart of this. And so, there was a campaign of misinformation, a kind of story of ‘how
they get gold-plated health care’, that was the narrative. So this is the idea that they
are both undeserving because they’re intrinsically bogus, plus they are getting more
than senior citizens! So, both of those were conveyed and both were false. It was always
the case that what they got was the equivalent of what somebody in Canada on social
assistance would get, which seems to make sense. It was never a problem, never really
an issue before, but, it had a very thin legal foundation. [. . . ] So this idea of slashing
it and replacing it was a solution in search of a problem. It wasn’t that expensive, it
provided effective coverage, there was no problem! So, the government again had to
generate a narrative of there being a ‘problem’, ‘abuse’, ‘gold-plated health care’, all
that. And then, a solution, which was to slash it.” (A. Macklin Interview, 2016)
In sum, the Harper government did not shy away from discursive, diplomatic, administrative and
legislative efforts to reduce the number of asylum claims and the accruing costs, and to make the
process quicker and less disputable for those who would make it to Canada in search of protection
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(Hamlin, 2014, p. 122). While it is impossible to make a solid causal link between the numbers of
refugee claims in Canada and these changing provisions, figure 4.12 demonstrates that the number
of claims had been reduced significantly by 2013, but slowly started increasing again at the end of
the Harper regime.
Figure 4.12: Refugee claims in Canada per year

Source: author’s depiction of IRB (2017b) and IRCC (2017d)

Phase three: Back to the liberal ‘baseline’? (2015-) In 2015, the targeted resettlement of
25,000 Syrians to Canada was central for the elections won by the liberal candidate Trudeau. With
this, he aimed at demonstrating the (at least partial174 ) restoration of Canada’s generous tradition
in this field (BBC, 2015b; Costello, 2016, p. 13). This resettlement goal had been reached by early
2016 (McMurdo, 2016). Once again illustrating the influence of organized civil society, private
sponsors had pressured the Canadian government to resettle refugees as fast as possible (Canada
Immigration, 2016c). Apparently proud of this engagement, the then new Minister of Immigration,
Refugees and Citizenship John McCallum stated: “I am probably the only immigration minister in
the world whose major challenge is I can’t bring in the refugees fast enough to satisfy the demands
of the generous Canadians who want to support them” (Canada Immigration, 2016d).
On top of this engagement, the new government also changed the rhetoric175 and took back some
of the most draconian reforms implemented by its predecessors: In February 2016, shortly after the
Liberal government took over power, it was announced that the IFHP would be restored fully (P.
Showler, Email, 9.3.2018). Thereby, the protest of Canadian Doctors for Refugee Care and many
other advocates would finally be heard after years of heightened distress for everybody working to
assure that the concerned migrants would receive health services (S. Rahunathan Interview, 2016).
Moreover, despite fears of increasing numbers of asylum claims by Mexican tourists, Trudeau finally
abolished the visa regime for Mexicans in the same year (Canada Immigration, 2016f).
174 In spite of this doubtlessly welcoming gesture, concerns arose regarding unfairness among the refugee groups
chosen for this resettlement plan – most prominently, due to the exclusion of unaccompanied heterosexual men
(Kozlowska, 2015).
175 As mentioned before, the CIC’s re-branding into IRCC was an early decision of the new government which
should symbolically reflect its ‘new vision’ (S. Baglay Interview, 2016).
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But, again, ‘not all that glitters is gold’: At the same time to the realization of the highly salient
resettlement program and these important policy changes, ‘spontaneous’ asylum claimants continued living in uncertainty. A large backlog of ‘legacy claims’ caused by the aforementioned vacant
positions and “inadequate staffing levels” (Canada Immigration, 2016a) continued to shape this
situation. Arguably due to these structural inefficiencies such as limited budgeting or slow filling
of vacancies in the responsible IRB (Gilbert, 2016, p. 214), these large administrative backlogs
have been causing ongoing situations of ‘legal limbo’ and prolonged detention for thousands of
protection seekers:
“In March, 2017, instead of giving the Board additional funding to resolve both
backlogs, as the Board requested, the government established the IRB Review Committee to assess Board practices - since they were unhappy about the Board’s low
productivity. The Committee has completed its report but the government has not
released it. It is expected that there will be legislation to focus on productivity but
nothing has been done. At the same time, the government announced a slight increase
in the current budget [...] to help reduce the backlog but it is a pittance. The Board
has been very unproductive, partially due to the Conservative’s 2012 legislation. As
we warned them, by trying to schedule cases too quickly, they would become very inefficient, with very high adjournment rates. The Liberals have given a small amount of
additional funding, very insufficient, and have not yet taken any concrete steps to fix
the problem.” (P. Showler, Email, 9.3.2018)
Based on this evidence, it remains questionable to what extent this resource-allocation problem
has been the result of deliberate decisions – or rather of not taking into account structural needs.
Nonetheless, the Liberals have partially brought Canada’s asylum/refugee regime back to the
‘baseline’ – at least close to where it had been before the Harper government rollback.

4.3.5

Discourses and public opinion

Which discursive figures have been drawn around these issues in 21st century Canada? Again,
this section does not aim at reproducing the body of literature dealing with this question in all its
nuances. Instead, it provides an overview.
By global comparison, Canadians tend to evaluate immigration in general as way more advantageous than the people of other countries (Kelley and Trebilcock, 2010, pp. 468-469). This may
be due to the aforementioned narrative of utility that started to be spread already decades ago,
and that needs to be understood in the context of Canada’s ample and sparsely populated territory. As indicated above, this view is not only reflected in Canada’s legislation that rates as the
one of the most progressive ones by global comparison and entails important tasks for all levels
of government, but also in the governmental discourses: At the federal level, the “Immigration,
Refugees and Citizenship Ministry regularly gathers and communicates evidence of immigrants’
active contribution to Canada’s economy and society”176 (OECD, 2018, p. 99). Certainly, these
contributions have been enabled by a diversity-friendly policy regime: Already in 2011, Canada
176 For example, migrants have even been found to be more successful than natives in some regards: “[I]n February
2018 a report requested by the Ministry found that 36% of children of immigrants held university degrees compared
to 24% of their peers with Canadian-born parents” (OECD, 2018, p. 99).
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rated (worldwide second highest) 7.5 on the Multiculturalism Policy Index177 (Westlake, 2011),
which demonstrates that ‘assimiliationist’ approaches towards the settlement of newcomers would
have largely been overcome. Also the United Nations’ 2018 ‘World Happiness Report’ confirmed
Canadians to be “among the most tolerant and welcoming people in the world” (Todd, 2018).
As argued before, such perceptions must however always be seen in the context of this country’s
geographical and historical circumstances.
In spite of these overall ‘welcoming’ attitudes, public views and discourses on the particular fields
of asylum and refugees appear to be more nuanced and dependent on the respondents’ profiles:
“Canadians are more likely than not to be positive about immigration and its impact
on making Canada a better place. However, opinions appear to have hardened a bit
[...] in terms of the overall level of immigration, its contribution to the economy, and
perhaps most noticeably the legitimacy of some refugees (an issue on which the public
has been evenly divided in recent years). This shift is evident in small measure across
much of the population, but is most noticeable in the Prairie provinces. At the same
time, immigration/refugee issues are not among the salient top-of-mind issues facing
the country, and have not become any more so over the course of the year. The most
sensitive issue for many Canadians continues to be the concern that some immigrants
are not properly integrating into Canadian society, and a small majority continue to
believe that too many immigrants are not adopting Canadian values. And yet this
latest survey confirms previous ones in revealing that native-born and foreign-born
Canadians largely agree on what values are the ones that immigrants need to adopt.
Attitudes about immigration and refugee issues vary somewhat across the population,
with positive sentiments most widespread among younger Canadians, and those with a
university education, and negative ones more prevalent in Alberta and among those 60
and older. The greatest divergence, however, is between supporters of Federal political
parties on the left (Liberal, NDP, Green) and those on the right (Conservative, the
new Peoples Party of Canada), and this division appears to be widening over time.”
(Environics Institute for Survey research, 2018)
Intriguingly, two parallel discourses can be observed on top of these fundamental differences of
opinion: Firstly, one related to in-land refugee claimants, and secondly, another one related to
refugees resettled from overseas. On one hand, the asylum system is built for persons who apply
from within the country; and on the other, the resettlement-programs bring recognized refugees
to Canada directly from the world’s trouble spots (both systems are explained separately in the
following sub-chapters). Whereas the plights of ‘spontaneous arrivals’ appear to be known of by
a small ‘niche’ of informed advocates and experts only178 , basic knowledge of the latter is more
widespread. In other words, nearly nobody knows about what is happening to asylum seekers
(known as ‘refugee claimants’) in Canada – but many Canadians are aware of the refugee resettlement programs. Again, the media and political elites have clearly been complicit in establishing and
maintaining these diverging perceptions. According to the ‘Refugees Welcome Index’ compiled by
177 See

footnote 64 in chapter 4.2 for the compilation of this index.
some findings also reflect the above-theorized need for pragmatism at the front-lines: On the sub-national
level, many authorities and civil society actors have continuously provided shelter and lives in dignity to those in
need, working hard to shift the discourse towards a more pragmatical and less dogmatic understanding. As one MP
put it: “Once they’re on our soil they are our responsibility” (Ted Falk, quoted in Murphy (2017)).
178 Again,
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Amnesty International (2016), Canada indeed rates as the world’s fourth most ‘refugee-welcoming’
country with regards to its citizens’ receptiveness179 . This may arguably allow conclusions to
be drawn about a governmental strategy to make resettled refugees highly visible in the public sphere, while maintaining secrecy over refugee claimants (and rather ‘muddling through’ in the
asylum realm): Quite differently from the situation in Germany, asylum-migration has seldom been
accompanied by major public outcries in Canada180 . Only under specific historical circumstances,
the discourses would heat up in response to rare events related to new arrivals, certain images, or
governmental frames that resonated among a wider public. As depicted beforehand, 9/11 certainly
was a key moment in that regard: Suddenly, security concerns had become discursively interlinked
to the issue of refugees (P. Showler Interview, 2016). Other related pictures involved the arrival of
(albeit very few) boats carrying migrants181 . Similar to the other cases studied here, these images
could easily be linked to people smuggling (Anderson, 2012, pp. 196-198), depicting these arrivals
as a threat that would require further securitization. Nonetheless, even in such situations, the
discourses involved not only security concerns and the fear of Canadian generosity ‘being abused’,
but also demands for these people’s fair treatment under the Charter of Rights and Freedoms. Also
important in this context, most Canadians have not linked the influx of Syrians to an increased
terror threat according to a large-scale opinion poll (Canada Immigration, 2016b).
More recently, the perhaps most crucial image that received wider attention in this context was
that of the aforementioned dead body of Alan Kurdi. The common narrative was that this little
boy’s death could be linked to his impossibility to be resettled to Canada, where his aunt lived.
This has often been described as a key moment or even ‘haunting symbol’ (The Canadian Press,
2017) as it would require renewed engagement in resettlement in order to keep up with Canada’s
proud tradition – and to contribute to the international community’s responses to humanitarian
emergencies.
Altogether, these findings reflect the aforementioned double standard between the treatment of
different groups of displaced people that has become deeply anchored in Canada’s mainstream
discourses. On the public agenda, resettlement has appeared as ‘a Canadian product to be proud
of’. At the same time, the buzzword for inland claimants showing up in Canada has been that of
‘bogus’ refugees throughout most of the past years. In the absence of widespread press coverage,
most Canadians are left uninformed with regards to these ‘uninvited’ migrants. Evidence on why
most Canadian media largely ignores issues related to the treatment of refugee claimants, their
difficult access, and the discriminatory visa regime more general (Watson, 2009, p. 129), is hard
to find, however. Further, similarly to the German case, migrants themselves are hardly ever given
a voice in the relevant media. Instead, the hegemonic discourse in Canada continues to be one
of generosity towards displaced people – who are mostly viewed as vulnerable objects in need of
protection by ‘good Samaritans’. Apparently, counter-information to such one-sided perspectives
rarely feed into the public debates, or are even kept under wraps. Thereby, it may be argued that
the illusion of Canada providing protection to refugees all over the world in a fair manner and the
179 Such generally favorable public opinion appeared stable over the past decades. As a consequence, the aforementioned rollback under Harper’s and Kenney’s restrictive turn may have gone too far. This may in part be deducted
from the fact that they did not remain in office after 2015.
180 The 2017 Quebec City mosque shooting had reportedly been an exceptional case of one anxious and depressive
Canadian who wanted to demonstrate his objection against “Canada’s open stance on refugees” (Page, 2018).
Violent attacks against migrants and similar incidents have however not become as widely spread as in Germany.
181 In 2009 and 2010, Tamils arrived by boat and claimed refugee statuses in Canada (Anderson, 2012, pp. 196-198).
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far-reaching consensus on the current migration regime are being maintained.

4.3.6

The RSD regime and in-land protection: status quo

As mentioned before, the manifold challenges to enter Canada legally in search of protection
have become increasingly difficult to overcome. This section focuses on Canada’s national RSD
system182 , factoring out other channels for legal migration to Canada as well as the observable
sub-national variation in this realm183 . Furthermore, it presents a number of examples for contemporary tendencies and changes in related areas.
Upon arrival

As soon as migrants (who may have entered184 Canada ‘irregularly’) lodge formal

asylum claims, their rights are enshrined in the Canadian Immigration and Refugee Protection Act
and the Canadian Charter of Freedoms (in combination with the aforementioned Singh decision
by the Supreme Court). In order to get legal statuses, they then need to undergo RSD procedures.
They must be allowed to remain in Canada until their individual circumstances are clarified (IRCC,
2017a).
Figure 4.13: The RSD process in Canada

Source: Hamlin (2014, p. 119)

During the procedure The RSD procedure is formally initiated as soon as a Personal Information Form (PIF) is filled out. This document proves an individual’s registration as a refugee
claimant. Authorities then check for eligibility, taking into consideration provisions such as the
aforementioned Safe Third Country Agreement (STCA) with the USA. After having determined
whether “an individual is eligible to make an asylum claim” (IRCC, 2017a), the corresponding case
is eventually referred to the IRB’s Refugee Protection Division (RPD) for a hearing. Thereafter,
each case is processed by the corresponding functionaries of this federal agency – often in long and
bureaucratic procedures.
Migrants who make it to Canada can generally make claims and appear for examination at any
‘port of entry’185 , at CBSA inland offices, as well as at IRCC inland offices (IRCC, 2017a). As they
182 Hamlin (2014, pp. 115 et seq.) deciphers both the process and the key institutional players involved in Canadian
RSD in more detail.
183 As mentioned before, each province maintains a say in Canada’s overall admission plans and can also run its own
immigration programs – while the IRB operates as a federal agency. It must however be reiterated that, relative to
Canada’s overall migratory intake, in-land refugee protection constitutes only a relatively insignificant proportion.
184 Note, again, that the following two possible sets of cases are largely factored out by this study: Firstly, it does
not elaborate on how migrants see Canada while still in their countries of origin. It is nevertheless noteworthy that
Canada had been resorting to information campaigns, for example to discourage Hungarian Roma from traveling
to Canada to seek asylum. Secondly, it does not elaborate on the special case of air arrivals directly processed or
turned back at Canadian airports – or even outside of Canada by so-called ‘Migration Integrity Officers’.
185 In the period under examination, most RCMP interceptions have been made in the provinces British Columbia,
Manitoba and Quebec (IRCC, 2017a). Since 2017, most ‘irregular’ entries, in turn, have been reported in Quebec
(just north of New York). The numbers had risen to between 5000 and 6000 refugee claims per month from
migrants who feared being expelled by the Trump regime (Woods, 2017), confronting the responsible authorities
with unprecedented challenges (Levitz, 2017). Due to the freedom of movement within Canada, most asylum claims
were however issued in Alberta, British Columbia, Ontario and Quebec (IRCC, 2017a) – see figure 4.14 for their
development over time.
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are not relocated within Canada (as it is the case in Germany according to the Königstein key),
“IRB hearings take place in the province where the individual made their refugee claim” (IRCC,
2017b). “Should the claimant decide to move provinces while they are waiting to have their claim
heard by the IRB [...], they would need to inform the IRB, IRCC and the CBSA of this move,
and provide their new address” (ibid.). Most hearings are conducted in Canada’s major cities. In
the absence of nearby offices, IRB decision-makers may nonetheless also travel to other locations
(KPMG, 2008).
Usually, the entire procedures should not take longer than four months – a term that is however
often exceeded (see below excursus). According to KPMG (2008), this has been due to the fact
that each asylum procedure must be seen as “a dynamic process in which hearing dates and
times are constantly subject to change”: Claimants or officers may not be available, leading to
constant adjournments. Consequently, the “coordination effort demands a lot of time [...] and thus
increases the cost to hear and finalize cases” (ibid.). In order to avoid even more time-consuming
inquiries186 , IRB decision-makers should ideally specialize in different regions of claimants’ origins
(Hamlin, 2014, p. 119).
In addition to the IRB officers, ‘neutral’ tribunal officers should be present in all hearings to oversee
the procedures’ rightfulness187 (ibid., p. 133). After the hearings, the decision-makers assess
whether the persons qualify for protection in Canada according to their personal determination
of the “balance of probabilities” (IRB, 2015), based on “the evidence and arguments presented”
(IRCC, 2017b).
Further crucial for the success chances of refugee claims, legal aid for refugee claimants may be
subsidized. The amount of the subsidy paid to the lawyers has nevertheless been evaluated as
insufficient. Also, it differs between provinces, as advocates criticize (F. Rico Interview, 2016):
Only a few provinces pay for legal aid at all. As a consequence, in some areas, claimants would
have to pay for the lawyers themselves – or simply go without188 .

186 Since 2014, Canada further started experimenting with automated, i.e. algorithmic, decision-making in its RSD
system – a development that has been criticized as irresponsible (Molnar and Gill, 2018).
187 Showler (2006) provides anecdotal evidence on the difficulties involved in such decision-making: Even if possessing all factual knowledge, it may be particularly challenging to empathize with somebody in an unstable and
insecure life situation when coming from a wealthy (Canadian) background.
188 Hamlin (2014, p. 120) points out to the difficulties inherent to this aspect: “Although refugee applicants are told
by the IRB they do not need counsel, a culture has developed in which going alone to an RSD hearing has become
the exception to the rule. This trend has arisen in part because most of the provincial governments spend taxpayer
money on providing refugee claimants with an advocate through extensive legal aid programs. In addition, asylum
seekers are also welcome to bring an immigration consultant with them instead of a lawyer.” However, legal aid is
far from being ubiquitously covered in Canada and most provinces pay way too less for lawyers, thus attracting bad
lawyers and consultants who prefer high caseloads over quality (F. Rico, J. McIntyre, and R. Goldman Interviews
2016): “It doesn’t pay enough to lawyers to put in the proper number of hours, so lawyers either end up doing many
volunteer hours or not doing enough hours to prepare the case properly, because they’re just taking on too many
cases” (R. Goldman Interview 2016).
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Figure 4.14: Infographic of asylum claims in Canada

Source: IRCC (2017d). Note that these are absolute numbers that do not control for population size (e.g. Ontario
does not only receive more asylum claims but is also more densely populated than other regions).

Excursus: refugee claim backlogs Of those cases that are found to be eligible and henceforth
heard by the IRB, “a decision is generally finalized in approximately four months” (IRCC, 2017b).
Some cases may nevertheless take up to several years. Problematically, in the “scheduling cases for
hearing, the RPD, IAD and, to a lesser extent, the ID have encountered challenges in responding
to the volume of postponed or adjourned cases in recent years” (KPMG, 2008). Reportedly, the
IRB had “been trying to whittle down the current backlog, but received no new money in the
latest federal budget” (Levitz, 2017). At the time of writing189 , Canadian authorities have been
dealing with different types of backlogs ‘clogging up’ the RSD system. The first one refers to
the 34,000 so-called legacy cases: “Those were the claimants under the previous system when the
Conservatives introduced the new system in Dec[ember], 2012, where new claims would be heard
in 30, 45, or 60 days” (P. Showler, Email, 9.3.2018). At the same time to making decisions on
189 The IRCC (2017a) provides monthly key statistics on these issues. In August 2017, its website however stated:
“Given the number of border interceptions currently being processed, there is a delay in asylum claims application
information appearing in our system.”
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newer cases, these cases already started being resolved slowly by the IRB. To accomplish this190 ,
the agency was given “a bit extra funding to hire former IRB members [... who] were able to do
this since the claim load was low in 2013, and 2014 (about 10,000 and 13,000 respectively)” (ibid.).
Of this first backlog, about 5,700 cases remained as by 2017. Claimants had by then been waiting
for more than five years. Parallel, from 2015 onward, the number of new claims increased again.
Lacking enough resources (and/or efficiency), this led to the current situation:
“There is a second backlog, based on current claims. The Board has been falling
behind over the past few years as the number of claims have increased and the Board
inefficiency has been exposed. Currently, the backlog is well over 40,000 claims and the
scheduling of hearings is about 18 months and getting longer.” (ibid.)
Finally, there has also been another hidden legacy backlog of “about 1500 claims that had been
decided, then overturned by the RAD or the Federal Court and sent back for rehearing” (ibid.).
After the procedure / avenues for appeal

Migrants may finally get out of the ‘legal limbo’

after the decisions are being taken by the IRB. In the case of positive outcomes, they get one of
the corresponding legal statuses allowing for their residence in Canada (see below). If unsatisfied
with the corresponding decisions, they may try to appeal against them at the RAD or the IAD in
cases related to removal orders and detention reviews (IRCC, 2017b). Nevertheless, most appeals
are already struck down after the preceding paper screening: In Canada, denied migrants need
to get a special permission from the courts to get their cases heard, which reportedly lacks any
transparency (Hamlin, 2014, p. 128). It has furthermore been observed that refugee claimants
generally have very poor chances of reversing the first IRB decisions: Of the around 15% cases
heard, only 1% of the appeals has been successful in this period191 (ibid.). Migrants may in very
few cases also succeed in having their cases reviewed by the Federal Court192 . Again, one aspect
that must be reiterated in this context is the difficult access to (qualified) legal aid.
Protection statuses

Who qualifies as a person that can enjoy Canada’s protection? Migrants

may be recognized as refugees as soon as the IRB finds that they meet the definition laid out in
the Convention (Government of Canada, 2017a). Amending the Convention, Canada has further
been a global pioneer in acknowledging gender-related claims, too. Also if not deemed to be
refugees, migrants may still be considered as ‘persons in need of protection’. The latter refers
to a special humanitarian class for migrants who may not qualify as Convention refugees, but
who “cannot return to their home country safely” (ibid.) due to risks to their life, of torture, or
other cruel treatment. After receiving positive decisions on their claims or PRRAs (Pre-Removal
Risk Assessments – see below), applicants receive the status of protected persons. This means
that they are allowed to remain in Canada and can in most cases apply for permanent residence,
which involves the subsequently listed rights and benefits. It is crucial to mention that, differently
190 Note

the similarity to the German case after 2015, in which functionaries were recalled from retirement or
transferred from other sectors in order to regain control over the situation.
191 Note that on one hand, this could count as evidence for the successful implementation of the ‘first-decision-bestdecision’ axiom (Showler, 2009). On the other hand, however, the practices of the IRB have often been criticized
as flawed, reminding us of the German case.
192 Judges may for example overturn deportation decisions of CBSA officers if they fail “to properly weigh the
best interests of the [...] children” (Wiens, 2017), especially if these are Canadian citizens (often, so-called ‘anchor
babies’). In even fewer cases, the Supreme Court may be called in.
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from the German case, protection statuses in Canada are permanent – there is no such thing
as a cessation principle according to which a status may be revoked again after some years (M.
O’Sullivan Interview, 2017).

(Non-)Removal

If their RSD outcomes are negative and all avenues of appeal have been ex-

hausted, migrants can be ordered to leave the country or otherwise be removed by the CBSA193 .
As in the German case, special regulations apply in such cases: “Failed refugee claimants who are
under removal orders may not be eligible for social assistance, depending on the province. [...]
Failure to appear for a removal interview or a scheduled removal date may lead to a Canada-wide
arrest warrant and potential detention before removal by the CBSA” (IRCC, 2017b). Also in cases
of criminality, removals may be ordered194 .
Before being effectively removed from Canada, some further safeguards are nevertheless included
into the system: Claimants may apply for a PRRA (Pre-Removal Risk Assessment), conducted
by civil servants working for the IRCC (instead of IRB officers) – but according to the same
criteria as the refugee claim itself (R. Goldman Interview, 2016). The PRRA however only stops
removal orders if new evidence on the case can be found or made available that had reasonably
been unavailable beforehand (ibid.). Alternatively, rejected claimants in exceptional situations
may also apply for H&C (‘Protection on Humanitarian and Compassionate Grounds’) when trying
to get permanent residency permits instead of being removed195 . In the H&C assessment, “risk
factors such as persecution, risk to life, cruel and unusual treatment or punishment” (Government
of Canada, 2017b) are however not considered. Instead, it is examines whether people can prove to
have successfully settled in Canada already, including relevant family ties and “the best interests
of any children involved” (ibid.) – which reminds us of the ‘hardship request’ in Germany.
These options constitute the exception, however: According to R. Goldman (Interview, 2016), there
is no “solid statistic but we think it’s like 25-50% [for H&C] which is pretty good in comparison to
1-2% [for the PRRA]”. Crucial problems may however be found in the mutually exclusive design
and the lack of canceling effects of these last instances:
193 “The Canada Border Services Agency keeps records of how many people are deported every year, but the agency
doesn’t include Canadian-born children because, as citizens here, they have the right to stay and are not considered
deportees. So, no one knows how many Canadian children are forced to leave the country every year.” (Wiens,
2017).
194 Another related issue that cannot be covered here is that of immigration detention: While Canada had a regime
of minimum ‘administrative detention’ in place until the mid 2000s, it became much more punitive and harsh
afterwards under the Harper government (P. Molnar and S. Silverman Interviews, 2016). As in Germany, detention
practices have not been uniform across Canada. Instead, we can still observe “lot of incoherences, especially in
the area [of detention], for example... we have noticed that in Quebec [...] – that is statistically shown – a much
higher proportion of claimants are detained for identity purposes, than, say, in Ontario. And, it might be a different
institutional culture, it might be the fact that there is a larger physical facility for detaining” (R. Goldman Interview,
2016). Bond (2017) assesses the lack of coherency in Canada’s approaches towards the removal of criminal migrants
(the so-called ‘unwanted but unremovable’).
195 This does however not apply for all migrants: “A group of people who enter or try to enter Canada in a way
that is against the law can be considered an ‘irregular arrival’. This means certain rules and restrictions apply to
them. If you got here as part of an irregular arrival, you are a ‘designated foreign national’. The Minister of Public
Safety will tell you in writing if you are one. You cannot apply for humanitarian and compassionate grounds until
five years have passed since: the day you became a designated foreign national and/or the IRB made a final negative
decision on your refugee claim and/or you got a negative decision on a Pre-Removal Risk Assessment. If you applied
for humanitarian and compassionate grounds and then became a designated foreign national, your humanitarian
and compassionate grounds application will be suspended for five years from the date: you were designated, or of a
negative decision from the IRB, or of a negative Pre-Removal Risk Assessment decision” (Government of Canada,
2017b).
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“that’s the way the system was set up. If you do the H&C, [...] for one year after
the final decision at the IRB you don’t have access to it. but there’s two exceptions:
1) any argument pertaining to the best interest of the child comes into play, 2) serious
medical condition that could not be treated in your country. So, many people could
still file the H&C [...] right away after the IRB, but the problem is, it doesn’t suspend
the removal, and the PRRA is not there to help out because you don’t even have access
to that for a year. So, what happens is: in a way, it is very costly to everybody: you
are put in a situation where you have to go to the Federal Court to ask a judge to
suspend the removal, which is very expensive to the government, very expensive to the
person, because it’s difficult to find people to do it on legal aid, uses valuable judicial
resources, and if the case is good, the judge might suspend the removal. So, what we’re
asking for, is universal access to the appeal.” (ibid.)
This Canadian asylum lawyer further criticizes the flawed practices of many CBSA officers that
may be seen as examples for potentially fatal administrative errors. Overcoming these would not
even be “a question of changing the law, it’s just a question of following the law and we might get
a situation where they stop making these mistakes” (ibid.):
“At any time, Canada may suspend removals to different countries because of the
situation of general danger. And so, for example, Haiti was just put back on the list
after being taken off two years ago, because of the recent tropical storm ‘Matthew’
and the disaster that it caused. And there’s about a dozen countries at this time. So,
the removal officers at CBSA, for some strange reason, some of them still don’t know
about the list, as crazy as that sounds, they don’t check the list and they call people in
and they set them up to be deported anyway, or they give them something, called the
PRRA which can only be given to somebody who could be deported, so it’s a useless
procedure for them, it just doesn’t apply to them.” (ibid.)

4.3.7

Socio-economic ‘integration’ efforts and benefits

In direct connection to the previous sub-chapter, this section summarizes which efforts are being
made to socio-economically ‘integrate’ migrants both before and after their aforementioned RSD
procedures are finalized. Altogether, we can observe a far-reaching differentiation in benefits and
services between people with and without legal statuses. These unequal ‘integration’ efforts are
mostly due to the perceived difference between refugee claimants and those migrants ‘invited’ to
settle in Canada196 (dealt with in the above section on ‘discourses and public opinion’).
Financial assistance
“Once an individual has been determined to be eligible to make a claim in Canada,
as a refugee claimant they may have access to social assistance, education, health
services, emergency housing and legal aid while a decision is pending on their claim. In
196 For resettled refugees (see next section), other provisions apply: In their first year after arrival, they do not
receive social assistance from the provinces, but by the federal government, private sponsors, or both. After this
first year, however, it is normal for many to switch to provincial or territorial social assistance (Government of
Canada, 2017c). Nonetheless, “language training and employment-related support services continue to be available
until refugees become Canadian citizens” (ibid.).
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addition, most individuals found to be eligible to make a refugee claim can apply for a
work permit once they have undergone a medical examination.” (IRCC, 2017b)

Asylum seekers in Canada are not yet “eligible for federal settlement services until they receive a
positive refugee determination; however, they are eligible for some settlement services funded by
provinces” (ibid.). As mentioned before, it depends on where asylum claims have been lodged,
which province is responsible for providing these services. Generally, the responsible authorities at
the provincial and municipal levels assess non-citizens’ eligibility – who are not always bound to
uniform regulations: In contrast to the German AsylblG, migrants who get to Canada do generally
not receive special legal treatment as compared to other inhabitants in need. Reflecting Canada’s
liberal welfare state model, there is no federal agency responsible for their access to welfare entitlements. Consequently often left on their owns, newcomers are therefore well-advised to find work
as soon as possible in order to make a living (and enhance their chances of remaining in Canada).
The corresponding provincial regulations apply for those provinces197 in which newcomers may
benefit from sub-national programs (CCR, 2017).
As long as registered as ‘refugee claimants’, migrants are thus entitled to receive the same amount of
(city and/or province) government assistance as other people on welfare, without however receiving
any special income assistance or orientation upon arrival. Particularly in the big cities, it has been
reported that the available assistance barely suffices for a life in dignity (F. Rico Interview, 2016).
Those who are found to qualify for remaining in Canada legally, in turn, are directly granted
permanent residency permits, and thus put on the path towards citizenship (see below). As in
Germany, different provisions apply as soon as the RSD procedures are finalized198 . Once a positive
decision has been made, the IRCC is in oversight of all relevant processes. The general notion is to
assist potential new Canadians to grasp the ground in society. In particular, the support services
for newcomers include: individual needs analyses and recommendations, information and guidance, language assessments and job training, assistance in job seeking and maintenance, including
recommendations for assessing foreign qualifications, as well as networking in their communities
(IRCC, 2017b). Further,
“as part of the Community Connection strategy [...] Canada supports newcomers in
developing a sense of belonging, while enabling mainstream institutions and community
members to better understand the contributions of newcomers and the challenges they
face. To address systemic barriers to receiving public services the strategy established
Settlement workers in schools and libraries [...]. Community Connections programming
is an initiative of Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship Canada. It funds projects that
aim at building bridges between newcomers and host communities. The objective is to
form networks within the various dimensions of Canadian society and promote migrants’
contribution. The approaches vary based on local contexts and take place in public
197 The

provinces, in turn, receive some financial compensation from the federal government through the ‘Canada
Social Transfer’ which helps funding municipal and provincial services. Somewhat similar to the federal system in
Germany, this can be seen as a “block transfer to provinces and territories in [...] social assistance and other social
programs” (IRCC, 2017b), “provided on an equal per capita basis to the provinces in accordance with Statistic
Canada’s annual population estimates” (ibid.). “The population estimates include persons who are claiming refugee
status and the family members living with them. The Canada Social Transfer will provide $13.7 billion in 2017-18
to the provinces and territories” (ibid.).
198 However, no jurisdictional change is necessary in Canada (as the aforementioned one from AsylblG into SGBII ).
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spaces (schools, libraries, etc.) as well as through matching of long-time Canadians
and established immigrants who volunteer to assist newcomers through mentorships,
conversation circles, homework clubs etc.” (OECD, 2018, pp. 121-122)
Health Directly after getting to Canada and claiming asylum, health care is the only exception
that is funded federally: During this phase of ‘legal limbo’, basic health services are covered by
the Government of Canada through the IFHP. It is however up to the provinces to provide additional support in this phase, as well as afterwards (IRCC, 2017b). A notable variation in service
availability could be observed throughout the vast Canadian territory: Migrants in urban centers
can count on community health centers such as the Bridge Clinic in Vancouver (M. Wiedmeyer
Interview, 2016) or the Canadian Centre for Refugee and Immigrant Health Care (CCRIHC) in
Toronto199 (S. Rahunathan Interview, 2016). These are usually financed through a mix of municipal, provincial and charitable funds. Highly professionalized to meet their clients’ needs, these
centers provide counseling in many different languages and do usually not differentiate between
statuses. Services in rural areas, in contrast, are way more limited. Reportedly, migrants ineligible
for ‘normal’ health care therefore often need to travel long distances before seeing a doctor.
Housing and traveling In Canada, there is no centralized shelter system for in-land refugee
claimants (as there is in Germany). Applicants thus need to find a place to stay self-reliantly.
While awaiting their status determination (and often still afterwards), many are forced to share
cheap suburban apartments, suffering from relative immobility due to the high transportation costs.
They might even become homeless if there were no humanitarian and religiously motivated ‘refugee
houses’ operating throughout the country – particularly, in the big cities. As the available supports
do not suffice, this system often leads to precariousness in urban centers (F. Rico Interview, 2016).
Many charitable providers are overburdened and in some situations unable to meet even basic
requirements – let alone to provide sufficient shelter and assistance for migrants’ families. During
the field research in 2016, the author witnessed the daily struggles of these ‘refugee houses’: Due to
scarce resources, tough decisions had to be made about whom to assist – and whom not. In such
trade-offs, aspects of vulnerability (for example, of young families or single mothers) appeared to
matter the most. However, no nationwide regulation or practice could be observed.
Migrants may in theory travel freely, however: Generally, the freedom of movement applies to everybody in Canada – including newcomers – and can only be restricted in well-founded exceptions.
Concepts such as ‘residency obligations’ are unknown. In practice, it may nevertheless be difficult
to simply move around as long as being dependent on the services provided by one particular
city or area: Migrants may end up not knowing where to stay or from where to receive welfare
payments. When moving, they “would need to inform the province they are leaving of the move
and apply for services in their new province” (IRCC, 2017b), which can take a while before being
granted. The de iure guaranteed freedom of movement may therefore be de facto restricted.
Education and work As mentioned before, migrants can work legally as soon as registered as
refugee claimants200 . Equally to Canadians, children may go to school. Their chances of obtaining
199 Guruge et al. (2018) provides an empirical example for the health care needs and health service utilization by
Syrian refugee women in Toronto.
200 Similar to the USA, Canada however also has a large market for undocumented labor. For example if having
their asylum claims denied, many migrants may reportedly opt for such precarious jobs and ‘go underground’.
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higher education, however, are limited due to the high costs (especially in combination with the
aforementioned necessity to earn money quickly and overall precariousness). Although higher
education is in theory available to everybody, it is therefore usually prohibitively expensive for
many newcomers.
Becoming Canadians

Canada generally knows both citizenship by birth and by descent201 .

In contrast with Germany, it generally also recognizes dual citizenship. The residency requirement for naturalization is normally three years (CIA, 2017d). Depending on individual contexts,
refugees can apply for citizenship after three to five years (Röing, 2017, p. 3). In the period
under investigation, access to citizenship has been reported to be used by 85% of immigrants (M.
Calla, COSTI, Presentation, 2016). This must be seen as evidence for the Canadian legislation
supporting newcomers to become naturalized while maintaining their own identities and heritages
(ibid.).
Canada’s migration regime is thus been combined with a very liberal citizenship law: Canadian
citizenship is granted as early as possible in a symbolically effective ceremony. The fact that there
is no core identity in Canada (as some Germans believe to exist in their country), may arguably
be seen as ‘revolutionary’ or ‘post-national’ (Foran, 2017) – but must, again, certainly be seen in
the historical context.

4.3.8

Resettlement to Canada

Canada rates as a classic resettlement country as it has contributed to global refugee protection
on a regular basis for several decades. At the time of writing, Canada had the “status as a global
leader in refugee resettlement” (Markusoff, 2019), bringing in more people through this channel
than any other nation. Per year, a total of 7,000 to 19,000 refugees have legally landed in Canada
in the past decade (CBC, 2015). But how is the resettlement of refugees to Canada organized –
and which challenges remain?
About 500 Canadians work in camps and cities in the regions of migrants’ origins to initiate the
resettlement process (Leithäuser and Lohse, 2016). In order to identify refugees willing202 and
suitable to be resettled to Canada, the Canadian government cooperates with the governments of
the countries of first asylum, as well as the UNHCR offices in these states. Not everybody in the
world’s crowded refugee camps has equal chances to be brought to Canada, though. Officially, the
most important selection criterion for resettlement to Canada are applicants’ individual needs and
vulnerabilities. First of all, they must therefore be registered and recommended by the UNHCR
according to such criteria, before becoming eligible. Observers have however also noted that the
probability of ‘integrating’ well into the Canadian society and economy is another, albeit formally
hidden, criterion for Canada to pick an individual203 . Moreover, as Anderson (2012, p. 192)
201 In the past decades, the topic of the revocation of citizenship has been discussed in a highly politicized context.
Anderson (2008) assesses this issue in the time from 1993 to 2006 with a focus on the revocation of citizenship.
Bloemraad (2006) compares the inclusion of new citizens into Canada to that in the USA.
202 The overall potential for resettlement has been limited as it is simply “often not what refugees want: 70% of
around 100,000 Syrian refugees approached by UNHCR about resettlement to Canada in late 2015 said they did
not want resettlement to Canada” (Anderson, 2012, p. 192) – to give only one example.
203 Some anecdotes are telling in this context: Following a pogrom in 2017, Canada was “the only country to have
adopted an organized, methodical program for taking in as many gay Chechens fleeing persecution as were qualified
and willing to come” – secretly flying in members of this persecuted minority, thereby coming up with its reputation
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observes, Canada’s treatment not only of asylum seekers but also of resettled refugees continues to
be somewhat unfair and differential in spite of the ‘formally neutral approach’ – partially due to the
fact that the spatial distribution of Canadian visa posts abroad reflects the racialized inequality
that the points system meant to overcome: It is certainly more than a mere coincidence that
overseas resettlement options are barely available in Africa, the Middle East and Asia, where the
largest numbers of displaced people live. In other words, Canada’s (and other states’) resettlement
programs must be seen as just another case of ‘selective borders’.
Canada primarily offers three ways of resettlement; the governmentally assisted GAR204 , the privately sponsored PSR, and the BVOR205 – a mix of both (IRCC, 2016a). Additionally, the francophone province Quebec also runs its own resettlement program (Röing, 2017, p. 2). In addition
to regular channels with yearly targets, more recently, the Trudeau government has committed
itself to quickly resettling 25,000 Syrians in the course of the ‘2015-2016 Syrian Refugee Initiative’
which has been seen as a “great success in many regards” (IRCC, 2016b, p. v) and increased
to about 40,000 people. Especially the emphasis on the positive experience with resettlement in
the past may have been useful to find support for new initiatives under the Liberal government.
Nonetheless, this recent Syrian resettlement effort206 has, once again, “revealed manifestations of
neoliberalisation, regarding who determines ones right to resettlement, and on whose shoulders the
moral and economic impact of resettlement rests” (Enns, 2017, p. 4).
Private sponsors of refugees may be personally unrelated, acquaintances, or ‘anchor family members’ already in Canada. For private Canadians to engage as sponsors, they need to team up
to become so-called Community Sponsors, Sponsorship Agreement Holders (SAH) or Groups of
Five (G5), fulfill the necessary paperwork and commit themselves to bearing related costs up to a
certain degree207 (IRCC, 2016b, p. 2). Many organizations across Canada, including companies,
universities and sport clubs, hold such agreements with the government. Local information platof protecting the rights of sexual minorities (Ibbitson, 2017; Reddekopp, 2017). However, this seemingly generous
decision must be seen against the backdrop of the unavailability of such evacuation schemes for persecuted minorities
in most other countries. Also, the side focus on their qualifications indicates that Canadian decision-makers may
have considered these individuals to benefit their country. Making the initiative public may thus have helped the
liberal government to demonstrate its commitment in a relatively cheap way, thereby presumably securing the
votes of the LGBTIQ community and refugee advocates. At the same time, those migrants could be expected to
‘integrate’ rather well in Canada. As another anecdote, “the first refugee to get resettled this year [2017] from
Australia’s Manus Island centre was welcomed to Canada through a private sponsorship group” (P. Power, RCOA,
Email Newsletter, 14.12.2017).
204 “GARs are supported by the Government of Canada who provides initial resettlement services and income
support for up to one year. Since 2002, the GAR program has placed an emphasis on selecting refugees based [on]
their need for protection. As a result, GARs often carry higher needs than other refugee groups” (IRCC, 2016b, p.
2). Together with the UNHCR and NGOs on site, the Canadian government has further also begun to experiment
with economic entry channels for refugees under the Economic Mobility Pathways Project, which would allow them
to apply as skilled immigrants. Due to lacking papers and resources, their chances have however remained very low
(Schultz, Wagner and Allemann, 2018).
205 BVOR refugees are “referred by the UNHCR and identified by Canadian visa officers for participation in
the BVOR program based on specific criteria” (IRCC, 2016b, p. 3). Thereafter, their profiles are “posted to a
designated BVOR website where potential sponsors can select a refugee case to support. The advantage of this
channel is that it is supposed to be faster; sponsors would only have to wait for a maximum of six months before
the sponsored refugees arrive (CBC, 2017). BVOR refugees receive up to six months of RAP income support from
the Government of Canada and six months of financial support from their sponsor, plus start-up expenses. Private
sponsors are responsible for BVOR refugees’ social and emotional support for the first year after arrival, as BVOR
refugees are not eligible for RAP services” (ibid.). See Labman and Pearlman (2018) for a timely comment on the
BVOR scheme.
206 Agrawal and Zietouny (2017) study the settlement experiences of Syrian refugees in two different cities in
Alberta.
207 Sponsors offer the PSRs a “combination of financial and in-kind support [...] for twelve months post arrival in
Canada, or until refugees are able to support themselves, whichever comes first” (IRCC, 2016b, p. 3).
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forms such as Refugee 613 (2017) help to provide the necessary information for potential private
sponsors or volunteers. The Canadian government, in turn, has been mandated with establishing
a framework for these engaged persons to ‘take care’ of migrants in a meaningful and sustainable
way. Resettled refugees are then usually “expected to reside in the community where they will
have the support of their sponsoring group” (CIC, 2014a, p. 4).
Regardless of the particular scheme, refugees who wish to be resettled to Canada must generally
undergo medical examinations and security/criminality checks in order to clarify that they do not
pose any risk (CIC, 2014a). In line with the aforementioned doubt regarding the ‘vulnerability’
criterion’s true relevance, this may suggest that people that may be too sick to work, might end up
not being resettled. Due to the discretion of individual resettlement decisions, it is however hard
to find solid evidence on this claim: After applying from abroad, Canadian officials decide upon
the individual cases in a discrete way – a process that may take several months, and even longer
until the resettlement is finally accomplished. Throughout the process, Canada cooperates with
different organizations in the regions of origin (such as the IOM) in order to prepare the journeys.
In some cases, refugees who are going to be resettled, may attend Canadian Orientation Abroad
(COA) sessions beforehand, in which they also learn on which kind of support they can count after
arrival. They may also rely on online sources, e.g. about Canadian weather, society, job market,
religions, schooling and health systems (CIC, 2014a).
In some cases, the costs of travel and medical examination may be covered by loans offered by the
Canadian government (ibid., p. 2). One year after arrival, the refugees are however expected to
start repaying208 these loans – plus interest209 – an unusual practice that has been criticized by
many advocates as it may impede successful settlement and self-sufficiency (Kane, 2015). As a
front-line expert working in a health center put it:
“[...] really, you are already in debt: after the first year, you just finish getting all
the government assistance and now you’re paying it off: to pay off 5000$ for a family of
five, that’s hard, especially, when you are still learning the language, you haven’t found
a job that properly reflects your skill level, all that [...] and I know there’s advocacy
around having the loan forgiven because its the most ridiculous thing – why would you
charge people to come here? They had no choice!” (A. Esmail Interview, 2016)
Importantly in comparison to the last sub-chapter, these invited migrants can count on Canada’s
professional ‘Settlement Program’210 from ‘day one’ on, which “aims to support newcomers’ successful settlement and integration so that they may participate and contribute in various aspects
of Canadian life” (IRCC, 2016b, p. 3). The IRCC’s Resettlement Assistance Program (RAP)
provides basic financial support for GARs (and partially, BVORs) in order to meet their most
208 “The Canadian Council for Refugees estimates that Canada could absorb refugees’ transportation and medical
expenses at a cost of about $13 to $15 million annually, and forgive current outstanding loans for about $38 million.
Executive director Janet Dench said many refugees take minimum-wage jobs to pay down the debt instead of getting
further education or learning English or French” (Kane, 2015). Private sponsors may relieve them of this burden
by agreeing to come up for these costs.
209 “Interest charges start after one to three years. The rate is set annually, and [...was] 1.38 per cent for 2015”
(Kane, 2015).
210 “Through the Settlement Program, IRCC funds service provider organizations (SPO) to deliver language learning services to newcomers, community and employment services, path-finding and referral services in support of
foreign credential recognition, settlement information and support services that facilitate access to settlement programming” (IRCC, 2016b, p. 3).
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immediate needs. As depicted before, resettled refugees can also apply for income support by
the corresponding provinces or cities to cover their basic needs211 (Refugee Sponsorship Training
Program, 2018). After being resettled successfully, they may apply for sponsoring further family
members – which may however take up to many years212 (ibid.).
Particular challenges have remained for example with regards to “finding permanent housing”
(IRCC, 2016a) and self-sufficiency given that the RAP support may be insufficient to meet refugees’
needs (ibid.). As A. Esmail revealed in the 2016 interview with the author, many new arrivals do
not know how to make a living after the first 12 months of social assistance end. Also according
to Agrawal and Zietouny (2017, p. 1),
“all three government and private sponsorship programs were largely successful
in bringing in Syrian refugees, from various asylum countries in the Middle East, to
safe places in Canada. However, the settlement experience of refugees varied after
they arrived in Canada. PSRs seemed to benefit from the personal attention, care,
and networks provided by their sponsors. Still, this experience can vary widely based
on how committed and resourceful sponsors are. Challenges in learning English and
finding employment were paramount among all three refugee streams, irrespective of
the place of settlement. Refugees were not sufficiently prepared to become financially
independent after the government support ended at one year – particularly in their
proficiency in English or in training in their profession or vocation. We learned that
the availability of English classes appropriate to the refugees’ diverse learning abilities
and vocational training programs is the key factor here.”
Relatedly, psychological burdens that may initially disappear in the euphoria of arriving, have been
reported to often intensify after this first phase. Further, many private sponsors lament the overly
bureaucratic processes and “lengthy processing times for PSRs” (IRCC, 2016a). With regards to
the BVOR option, a lack of clarity and guidance has been documented (IRCC, 2016a): “While
mechanisms are in place to coordinate program delivery, internal stakeholders expressed the need
for greater coordination and governance within IRCC” (ibid.) and with other stakeholders (IRCC,
2016b, p. v). The same issues have been reported with regards to the ‘2015-2016 Syrian Refugee
Initiative’: Although “both GARs and PSRs reported that they were happy with their life in
Canada” (IRCC, 2016b, p. iv), “PSRs were more likely to indicate that their immediate needs
were met and reported receiving more help to resettle compared to GARs” (ibid.). Again, “the
adequacy of RAP income support for GARs and BVOR refugees and a lack of reporting on RAP
services” (ibid.) have been found to be significant issues. Severely impeding quick access to the
Canadian job market, many have not been enrolled in language courses to the time of reporting –
mostly due to a “lack of available lower level classes and lack of childminding spaces” (ibid.).
In spite of these justified criticisms, it should however not be forgotten that Canada continues to
211 For example, in Ontario, single adults may apply for 337 Canadian dollars of basic allowance, 384 Canadian
dollars for ‘shelter allowance’, plus specials for children, etcetera (Refugee Sponsorship Training Program, 2018).
212 With regard to family reunification, Joly et al. (2016) argue that although meant to be used only as a last resort,
DNA tests have been used in many cases (and particularly for certain countries of origin) in order to identify ‘true’
familiar bounds – raising severe ethical and legal issues. For example, in addition to psychological and physical
distress, the cost of these tests may be too high to be afforded by many migrants (ibid., p. 7). According to the
authors, this may “negatively impact Canada’s reputation as a welcoming country with immigration policies that
reflect humanitarian values” (ibid., p. 3) with regard to the “legitimacy and extent of the selection of immigrants”
(ibid.).
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provide legal entry routes for many displaced people in a safe and coordinated way – a significant
‘buy-in’ that should certainly be emulated and expanded by other states (F. Crépeau Interview,
2016). Altogether, this multi-layered resettlement scheme is globally unique in that it relies to
nearly two thirds on voluntary private sponsorship and is associated with constantly high public
support: “If private sponsors were counted separately they would rank fourth among nations
in refugee resettlement” (Labman and Cameron, 2018). As for G. Sadoway (Interview, 2016),
“sponsorship is the best way to deal with xenophobia and anti-immigrant biases”. The Canadian
government has consequently even been trying to ‘export’ this policy model to other interested
states around the globe in cooperation with the UNHCR (ibid.): According to Canada’s former
Minister of Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship McCallum, it may certainly be seen as preferable
to have private people taking care of refugees than leaving them upon their owns (cited in Leithäuser
and Lohse (2016)). On one hand, private sponsorship has clear advantages for both the government
and the refugees who ‘win in this lottery’ as they can rely on personal support (The Economist,
2016). For critics, on the other hand, the fact that resettlement to Canada has always heavily
relied on private sponsorship may have prevented the government from assuming direct financial
responsibility in more than half of the cases.
In sum; although many observers applaud the targeted resettlement of refugees from overseas, this
migration channel continues being a “discrete element of the overall refugee regime” (Betts, 2017,
p. 73) which “too often escapes scrutiny” (ibid.). It “is consistently only available to the few:
it is offered to less than 1% of the world’s refugees” (ibid.). The same concern was voiced by C.
Dauvergne in the 2016 interview with the author:
“[...] resettlement globally is such a [...] tiny, tiny amount, right? If we try to
resettle everybody at the current rates, I think it would take 75 years, something like
that. Even if there were never another person who needed resettlement as an option.”

4.3.9

Interim summary, evaluation and outlook

At first glance, Canada seems to be one of the few countries in the world that is not at odds with its
migration regime and “continues to foster a positive approach towards immigration” (Canada Immigration, 2016e). Migratory movements in general play an important role for the entire country,
both in terms of statistics and the path-dependent political discourses. Observing the international
media coverage would likely also lead to the conclusion that the Canadian government is incredibly
generous in its concern over refugee rights. It must however be noted that both the resettlement
programs and the in-land asylum system continue to be small and thus of limited relevance compared to migration overall. Legally, migrants have been given a number of rights once in Canada,
though – which has had important consequences over the past decades: The fact that the IRB
is Canada’s largest administrative tribunal and puts many resources in deciding upon each case
has contributed to the perception of Canada’s RSD system as resembling a ‘Cadillac’ (Hamlin,
2014, pp. 84 et seq.). This metaphor also stands for a set-up that has repeatedly led to slow and
cumbersome processes – in part, for the sake of “striving for fairness and attempting to meet the
legal obligations under the UN Convention in full” (Hawkins, 1989, p. 90) – or even going beyond
them (as in cases of gender-related persecution). The resulting regime can indeed be seen as one
of the world’s most strongly institutionalized ones, in which (relatively) insulated governmental
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agencies and non-governmental actors have been collaborating successfully. On closer inspection,
however, this case also turns out to be a textbook example of distorted attention – serving political,
demographic and economic interests. Many of the observable policies and practices suggest a more
differentiated scenario in which Canada’s asylum-migration regime appears in a less laudable light.
Migration control and refugee protection in Canada have been intertwined for many decades.
Rather than (only) reacting to ‘spontaneous’ migratory movements, Canada has tried to focus on
‘orderly’ resettlement. The observable situation clearly reflects a two-tiered system. On one hand,
asylum seekers (known as ‘refugee claimants’ in the Canadian context) have been marginalized
to a large extent. In spite of some political ‘zigzag’, this finding has been rather stable over
time. For the realm of asylum, little evidence for any public choice mechanisms could be found
– simply due to lacking awareness and the medially and politically biased focus on resettlement:
‘Spontaneous arrivals’ would always be seen as exceptional cases that could be ‘swept under the
rug’ or stigmatized as ‘bogus’. Increased salience could only be observed when larger groups of
migrants would arrive to Canada – especially, if arriving by boat or under otherwise ‘unusual’
circumstances. If not detained and/or transferred back, these migrants have often been living in
precariousness while waiting for (inefficient?) authorities to assess their claims (but in the meantime
at least enjoying de iure freedom of movement and the right to work). On the other hand, different
refugee resettlement programs have been highly publicized. Thereby, political elites have arguably
attempted to comply with their international obligations – at least symbolically. While these
programs are certainly highly beneficial for thousands of resettled people, they still constitute only
tiny contributions to solving the global displacement issue (C. Dauvergne Interview, 2016). As
mentioned before, we must further scrutinize the fairness of the underlying selection schemes, as
well as the situations of resettled newcomers living in Canada.
Both Canada’s engagement for resettled refugees and its responses towards ‘spontaneous arrivals’
have also shifted within the period under investigation. A clear trend towards less openness could
be observed since the beginning of the new millennium, that has only been partially reversed since
2015. Migrants who are deemed ineligible, get negative decisions, or are directly deported back
to the allegedly ‘safe’ USA, have been facing growing uncertainty, detention, or precariousness in
the urban ‘underground’. For those who would have to wait for many months up to years for
their decisions, the combination of high living costs and low chances for employment and housing
in dignity may arguably serve as a growing deterrent213 . Even for the ‘golden’ resettled refugees
(F. Rico Interview 2016), it remains questionable how to make a living after the first (usually
12) months of support by private sponsors or the government (A. Esmail Interview 2016). More
severely, for those originating from countries supposed not to be ‘refugee-producing’ (such as the
European Roma), administrative justice has been levered out similarly to what we have seen in
the German case, often resulting in rejection and deportation.
While this study does not lend itself to any deterministic identification of factors driving this
transformation “from a welcoming nation to an inhospitable bastion” (Goar, 2013), it offers some
mutually complementary explanations for these developments: First of all, “Canada is actually [...]
like a small island, because there is water everywhere and then the US, so it’s very hard to get to
213 Here, it is crucial to reemphasize the difficulty of gathering reliable data: It remains a challenge to find official
statements that could serve as clear evidence for any ‘deterrence’ allegation.
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Canada” (S. Silverman Interview, 2016). Taking advantage of this geographical situation, Harper’s
government tried to establish a ‘hardliner’ profile through far-reaching changes in Canada’s asylum/refugee regime. Domestically, these were framed in terms of both economy and security: The
discourses have been shaped by few cases of ‘boat people’ that caught medial attention, and by
popular criticisms towards ‘bogus’ refugees ‘abusing Canada’s generosity’. The intent to select
immigrants according to their estimated economic utility in order to ‘protect’ the labor market has
certainly been a decisive factor for this political strategy. Another factor that gained in importance
after 9/11 of 2001 could be found in increasing security concerns based on perceived linkages to
criminality and terrorism (Labove, 2016, p. 201). Many observable measures clearly reflect “a
securitized relationship in which the means of averting recurrent threats are already legitimized
as an appropriate and normal response” (Watson, 2009, p. 138). In this context, Canada has
been “under U.S. pressure to harmonize its immigration and border control procedures with its
southern neighbor” (Troper, 2004, p. 137). In the aftermath of the November 2015 Paris attacks,
this influence may have gained even more importance (Clark, 2015). The related changes can thus
be interpreted as ‘muddling through’ as results of politicians giving in to critical voices throughout
(and outside) Canadian society, fearing that Canada would be “lagging in developing solutions to
its growing refugee problems” (Khind, 2013, p. 1). In this, also individual politicians’ attitudes
made a difference (for both policies and discourses) – as demonstrated by the example of former
immigration minister Jason Kenney who has been described as a “crafty Machiavellian kind of
person” (S. Silverman Interview, 2016) – intentionally causing the ‘Cadillac’ (Hamlin, 2014, pp.
84 et seq.) to break down.
What can we learn from these observations on the aggregate level? In spite of the accruing initial
investments, it pays off to invest in a well-functioning bureaucracy to process asylum claims fairly,
assuring qualified decision-making and administrative justice (Hamlin, 2014, pp. 115 et seq.). It
is indispensable for the administrative system to be independent of politics and not manipulable
according to the short-term fluctuations in ruling majorities (especially since non-citizens cannot
exert enough political influence, and since any manipulation can have lasting effects on future
administrative performance). But long-term investments are also needed to build up a professional
settlement sector: In the cases of positive RSD outcomes or resettlement to Canada, notable efforts
in the area of ‘integration’ could be observed. This learning is certainly reflective of Canada’s
long tradition as settler society, used to ‘cherry-picking’ among the world’s migrants to foster
‘nation-building’. Indeed, the once ‘visible minority’ has by now become the majority in Canada’s
metropolitan areas (Ballingall, 2017). Migrant self-organizations have become firmly anchored in
civil society – and as important voter groups. It does however remain questionable to what extent
their voting behavior relates to the admission and ‘integration’ of migrants. Overall, the insights
nevertheless suggest that Canadian asylum policies are increasingly being led by the intent to
maintain the diversity achieved so far, while finding ‘cosmetic solutions’ (Triadafilopoulos, 2008,
p. 33) for the topic of asylum and refugees. It is hardly surprising, thus, that approaches aiming
at fairly ‘welcoming’ refugees from all over the world would attract little public interest. Even the
implementation of relatively generous resettlement plans can hardly obscure the fact that a much
larger quantity of forcibly displaced people is prevented from entering Canada and being kept out
of sight. Also, the subliminally racist system has apparently not yet allowed for the annulment
of long-established institutionalized exclusion mechanisms (Kelley and Trebilcock, 2010, p. 466).
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“When it comes to racism within its own borders, Canada has some work to do” (Warren, 2017)
in spite of its proud multicultural reputation: Particularly in the context of rising Islamophobia,
hate crimes targeting Muslims have been reported to have gone up 61% – probably even more
if considering the poorly kept statistics (ibid.). This finding shows that Canada is not immune
to certain attitudes – and stands in sharp contrast to the usual portrayal of a liberal, forwardlooking and multicultural Canada214 . Nevertheless, the sheer possibility of changing a national
discourse, as it was accomplished in Canada since the second half of the past century, can be seen
as an important point of reference. At the same time, it reminds us of the fact that many of the
challenges in this area are long-term tasks that involve crucial learning processes and constant
reliability on many levels.
Finally, somewhat similarly to the German case, more recent developments have caused considerable controversies: Since Trump assumed office in the USA, ‘irregular’ (secondary migration)
border crossings to Canada increased, straining the available processing and admission capacities.
This has demanded even more engagement from the immigration bureaucracy that had already
accumulated backlogs years before. Also, at least in some localities, education facilities seemed
to be overburdened by these increased movements (Canada Immigration, 2016e). At the time
of writing, it does however not seem to be a political priority to shorten the processing times
for inland-asylum claims, or to invest more in their admission and ‘integration’, as long as challenges related to resettlement remain more publicly visible. While certainly a lot was improved
for migrants in Canada since Trudeau gained office, future research will thus have to elaborate on
whether Canada’s majorities and political elites really stand behind refugee protection215 .

214 As indicated, some migrants who remain in Canada for longer periods may feel like second-class citizens. But
there have also been a number of other departures from this self-understanding which could not be covered in this
case study: E.g., the Harper government defined citizenship primarily as an obligation rather than a right and
wanted to deprive criminals of Canadian citizenship more easily. In addition, the numbers of seasonal workers rose
sharply in comparison with those to be settled and ‘integrated’.
215 Note that just before the imminent 2019 elections, the Liberal Party has slid in national polls to the point where
it would only win by a narrow margin (Calculated Politics, 2019).
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Australia

Figure 4.15: Geography matters: Australia in the world

Source: author’s modification of Wikimedia Commons (2017)

4.4.1

Main actors and institutional set-up

Analogously to the previous chapters on Germany and Canada, this chapter begins with setting
out the relevant actors in Australia. It can only provide an overview and does not inform about
the entire institutional set-up of this federal parliamentary constitutional monarchy. Again, both
state and non-state actors are covered, reflecting their interrelated relevance for the corresponding
responses to migration. Going slightly beyond the first two case studies, however, it also already
places these actors in the context of the current asylum regime – in order to be able to illustrate
the complex state of affairs more easily in the following sub-chapters.
When referring to the government, it is most important to mention the Prime Minister, in whose
position most power is concentrated. Together with the Cabinet of Ministers216 , the Prime Minister is thus again more relevant in the present context than the Commonwealth’s monarch (the
Queen of the United Kingdom, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand). The legislative body is the
Australian Parliament, consisting of the Senate and the House of Representatives. In the period
under investigation, the legislative and executive branches have continuously been dominated by
two political parties: Labor and Liberals have by far outweighed the few seats held by the Greens,
the independents, or the right-wing party One Nation.
Already at this point it is key to acknowledge that, different from the situation in Germany and
Canada, the applicable Australian law does not automatically include international agreements:
“The problem here in Australia is that international treaties are not automatically part of Australian law unless they are implemented – [...] it basically means, we have to implement the
convention before it becomes part of domestic law” (M. O’Sullivan Interview, 2017). As a consequence, domestic laws such as the Migration Act can be (and have been) used to circumvent the
216 Most relevant here is the Minister for Immigration and Border Protection – in the following written in the short
form as ‘Immigration Minister’.
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obligation under the Convention; the judiciary cannot refer to any legal provisions other than the
domestic law. More than in the other two countries under investigation, the executive branch has
consequently been dominant in the context of Australian responses to migration (Watson, 2009,
p. 150). The incumbent government has been delegating related tasks primarily to the military,
the police, and the administration on different levels. Similar to Germany and Canada, Australia
is also organized federally and further operates through its embassies abroad. Figure 4.16 shows
Australia’s federal states and territories.
Figure 4.16: Australia’s federal states and territories

Source: author’s modification of Bruce Jones Design (2010a)

For the corresponding administrative tasks, the Australian government relies on a number of specialist bodies and institutions: Most relevant here, the DIBP (Department of Immigration and
Border Protection217 ) administrates the admission of migrants in Australia. As these frequent
name changes suggest, the department has always dealt with border crossings and visa issuance,
but has evolved away from focusing primarily on settlement support, multicultural affairs, and
citizenship towards primarily emphasizing border enforcement. Whereas most of its operational
tasks are by now subsumed under the name ABF (Australian Border Force)218 , the DIBP is in
charge of organizing and arranging Australia’s responses in close cooperation with the government’s
top executive branch (Marr and Wilkinson, 2003, pp. 131 et seq.). In its role as the authority
responsible for conducting the RSD, the DIBP can only with reservations be seen as the Australian
equivalent to the German BAMF or the Canadian IRB – given that its scope of competences is
rather limited by comparison: This tribunal does not assess all claims – but only the ones deemed
to be eligible – while offshore (boat) arrivals are kept outside of Australia’s onshore RSD procedures, as depicted in the following (M. O’Sullivan Interview, 2017). The institutional set-up hence
217 In 2018, the DHA (Department of Home Affairs) replaced the DIBP, formerly known as DIMIA (Department of
Immigration and Multicultural and Indigenous Affairs) from 2001 to 2006, DIMA (Department of Immigration and
Multicultural Affairs) from 2006 to 2007, DIAC (Department of Immigration and Citizenship) from 2007 to 2013.
218 In 2017, a new ministry has been created for Home Affairs including the police, headed by the Immigration
Minister. Border and security issues in Australia have thereby been merged (Garnier, 2017). But also other tasks
seem to be fulfilled by this agency: For example, the social media team at the ABF even follows social media posts
of well known refugee activists (P. Curr, Facebook post 24.1.2018).
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reflects a two-tiered system, as explained in more detail subsequently.
Importantly, neither the DIBP nor other related authorities in Australia are judicial agencies that
could work independent from politics. Whenever DIBP decisions on the cases of onshore claimants
are appealed against, the AAT219 (Administrative Appeals Tribunal) comes into play. Although
officially, the “AAT undertakes an impartial investigation and the department or minister is not
represented” (Australian Government Department of Home Affairs, 2018), observers question such
an alleged neutrality. Similar doubts have been voiced regarding the reviews of offshore decisions
conducted by the IPA (Independent Protection Assessment)220 , as none of these authorities is a
genuinely legal entity that could be expected to operate free from political interference: Generally,
as for Hamlin (2014, pp. 141; 144), Australia’s administrative agencies suffer from considerable
fragmentation221 , relative underdevelopment, and are far less insulated than in other countries.
Altogether, they are thus not sufficiently independent to conduct their work free from political
interference. Arguably, the system has been set up that way mostly in order to assure that political office holders could influence the measures implemented at the front-lines as profoundly and
quickly as possible; primarily to maintain control over migration decisions and thereby enhance
their electoral success chances. Consequently, a “low trust in administrative decision making”
(ibid., p. 161) has been characteristic of Australia’s migration regime. As indicated below, this
has been going hand in hand with the Australian government’s attempts to hide certain critical information from the public. For example, Canberra would assign certain tasks to interdepartmental
committees in order to assure direct governmental oversight (Marr and Wilkinson, 2003, p. 133).
The Australian Human Rights Commission, in turn, has been mandated with overseeing related
areas as some kind of ombudsman without direct enforcement powers222 (L. Morgan Interview,
2017).
Also with regards to the judiciary bodies, the Australian case is rather outstanding – even though it
follows a common law tradition based on the English model similar to Canada (CIA, 2017c). Here,
it is useful to look back into history: The Australian Constitution dates back to 1900/1901 and has
been amended several times, last in 1977 (ibid.). Importantly, “Australia was not designed to have a
powerful judiciary, and has weak courts relative to [...] Canada” (Hamlin, 2014, p. 153): Individual
rights such as the right to a procedurally fair hearing (especially for non-citizens) have never been
part of the Australian Constitution (ibid.). Its migration law can thus be conceived as an area
in which the relatively young Australian judiciary sector came to test its limits (ibid.). Secondinstance authorities such as the aforementioned AAT or the RRT (Refugee Review Tribunal) not
being judicially independent, the only active player in the area of asylum and refugees has been
Australia’s High Court223 , reviewing administrative decisions and sometimes calling into question
219 “Before 1 July 2015, a merits review tribunal decision also included decisions from the Migration Review Tribunal
and the Refugee Review Tribunal. These two tribunals merged into the AAT, so the AAT is now the only merits
review tribunal for immigration related matters” (Australian Government Department of Home Affairs, 2018).
220 “This assessment process replaced the similar Independent Merits Review (IMR) system in March 2011” (Australian Government Department of Home Affairs, 2018).
221 Similar to the German and Canadian cases, such fragmentation is also observable on the spatial dimension:
Characterized by federalism, the implementation of national decisions in Australia is often left to regional and local
actors. These, in turn, may interpret given provisions differently, leading to considerable variation in the observable
outcomes.
222 The author could interview this Specialist Policy Adviser entrusted with the entire immigration sector in 2017.
According to her, this agency has been playing an important role but would always need to remain impartial –
which has been a difficult endeavor (L. Morgan Interview, 2017).
223 Taking a rather pragmatic stance, “the High Court has recognized that courts should be careful not to impose
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their rightfulness:
“Because this power is vested in the High Court alone, and not the other lower
level federal courts, Australia’s RSD regime is characterized by a politically charged,
high-profile interbranch dispute. The absent player in the Australian RSD regime is
the administrative refugee status decision-making body.” (ibid., p. 143)
As a consequence, it constitutes a huge challenge for migrants within (let alone outside) Australia
to make use of legal remedies. Immigration lawyers or advisers who may serve as transmitters
between the reality of peoples’ lives and the law (Fuchs, 2017) are however expensive and barely
accessible224 . In sum, state actors have viewed the rule of law as something to be manipulated
politically, which characterizes how Australia has responded to (certain) migratory movements.
What is more, private economy actors must be mentioned as relevant stakeholders: A number of
large firms act as service providers in related fields, primarily in securing and housing migrants. As
Loewenstein (2015, p. 269-305) shows in detail, big security firms with close ties to the government
and the DIBP – such as Serco, GLS and MSS security (a daughter of the Indian company SIS)
– have gained a strong hold. As another controversial example, the private company IHMS has
been involved as a contractor for medical services in detention (Loewenstein, 2015, p. 295). In this
context, it should be noted that business groups and trade unions are relevant actors in Australia
generally (CIA, 2017c). Close contacts or even clientelist networks have been reported to shape
elite circles225 . Apparently, this also applies for the Australian media226 : The mainstream media
has been reported to rarely come up with any critical comments on governmental positions; in
addition to being scandal-seeking rather than observing developments neutrally. One example of
particular relevance for this case can be found in the Australian billionaire media mogul Rupert
Murdoch, who “has used his vast media empire to promote right-wing propaganda” (Perry, 2019).
Finally, on the side of migrants, a wide range of charity organizations, NGOs and organized civil
society actors must also be acknowledged. This has been including medical practitioners and
the academia. Research in the field confirmed the importance of “the asylum movement that
emerged [...] in Australia, from groups that openly advocated providing refuge for asylum seekers
who had escaped from mandatory detention” (Watson, 2009, p. 149). For example, there have
been “actors in Australian society that viewed the [... introduction of the Temporary Protection
Visa] as a violation of Australia’s international obligations” (Watson, 2009, p. 135), which can be
expected to have put pressure on the government to publicly legitimize certain provisions. Most
visibly, the RCOA (Refugee Council of Australia) has been in continuous exchange with government
time-consuming and expensive demands on administrative agencies” (Hamlin, 2014, p. 154) – which would arguably
be the case if demanding oral hearings, as the Singh decision did require the Canadian IRB and the German law
requires the BAMF to do. The Australian court has hence tended to focus on narrow procedural and technical
issues rather than the larger (constitutional) questions over life and death in the case of rehearings (ibid., p. 155),
leading to symbolic rather than substantive outcomes (ibid., p. 156).
224 High profile cases such as the Tampa affair constitute important exceptions, in which pro bono lawyers offered
their services for the sake of the rule of law in Australia (Marr and Wilkinson, 2003). In this particular incident, the
government however managed to struck an extrajudicial agreement by threatening with very high sums of money
in case of losing the case (ibid., pp. 110 et seq.).
225 On the base of the available information, it can however only be speculated that business interests may have
politically influenced the introduction of the SHEV (Safe Haven Enterprise Visa) or other provisions facilitating the
influx of cheap labor to where it is needed through direct lobbying (see below).
226 In addition to these ‘usual’ channels, an outstanding role may also be attributed to the numerous talk-back
radios, in which anyone could speak publicly in front of large audiences.
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officials, advocating for a more rights-based approach towards migrants’ plights. For example, its
representatives have been participating in meetings with elected officials of the Department of
Home Affairs and the DFAT (Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade) several times per year
throughout the period under investigation (RCOA, Email Newsletter, 8.3.2018). Altogether, these
different players and interest groups have shaped and continue to influence Australia’s responses
to migration, as discussed subsequently.

4.4.2

Experiences with migration in the 20th century: an overview

Again, it is key to study the historical background in order to understand Australia’s contemporary
responses to migration227 . At first glance, Australia can be conceived as similar to Canada in
being geographically “protected [...] by distance [... and] ocean barriers” (Hawkins, 1989, p. 199)
– albeit lacking wealthy direct neighbors. As Canada, Australia has been part of the British
Commonwealth and mostly had experience with European settlers throughout its early history
as a nation. However, these settlers did never display the same bi-nationality from early on that
influenced Canadian policy-making. From its ‘birth’ as a nation on, Australia had rather been
an ‘ethnically homogeneous’ country (Fisher, 2013) after having wiped out most of its Aboriginal
roots228 (Owen, 2016). Reportedly, Australians have however always tended to perceive themselves
as more connected to Europe and North America than to Asia and the Pacific region, as reflected in
their migration regime throughout the first half of the 20th century. Nonetheless, their trajectory
of becoming multicultural has been similar to that of Canada: The Australian Multiculturalism
Policy Index229 increased from a low 1 to a high score of 8 between 1960 and 1989 (Westlake,
2011).
The cornerstones of this country’s approach toward the issue of refugees have been laid in the
20th century: In response to the aforementioned situation in Europe, Australia ratified the Geneva
Convention already in 1954 – shortly before Canada. Throughout this period, primarily Europeans
were received (Hamlin, 2014, p. 47; Tavan, 2005): In World War II, about 7,500 Jews came to
Australia, followed by Hungarians from 1956 to 1957, and Czechs in 1968 (Hawkins, 1989, p. 165).
Their movements had in common that the Australian government would first decide on how many
to admit and then give them the permission to settle. At the time, foreigners’ settlement was still
in line with the ‘White Australia’ policy, formally abolished in 1958230 . In the case of Australia,
the idea of multiculturalism goes back to the changes in the international constellation which must
be seen in the context of the ending British Empire: ‘Populate or perish’ replaced the previous
mantra of a White Australia (Bommes, 2011, p. 28). Relatedly, Australia only started receiving
migrants from other origins decades later; such as some Indochinese from the 1970s on (Hawkins,
1989, pp. 170-188) and some Lebanese after 1976 (Hawkins, 1989, p. 172). The 1970s can hence
227 While this section provides an overview, other studies delve deeper into the historical developments: For example,
Hawkins (1989) compiles Australia’s history as a migration country and refugee host until 1989, discussing the
different refugee movements that Australia responded to on an ad hoc basis (Hawkins, 1989, p. 165). The The
Asylum & Refugee Law Project (2013) may further serve as a source of information on the Australian case until
2013.
228 The Australian case can arguably not be understood without knowledge of the preceding massacres that made
Europeans the dominant settlers: The marginalization and ousting of the Aboriginal population also has had ongoing
ramifications.
229 See footnote 64 in chapter 4.2 for the compilation of this index.
230 According to Hawkins (1989, p. 165), the ‘White Australia’ policy however remained dominant until 1973 –
thus longer than its Canadian equivalent. Arguably, it has not disappeared from the hearts and minds of many
Australians until the date.
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be seen as a crucial decade for this country: At the same time, first relevant boat crossings to
Australia have been reported (Betts, 2001). Politically, however, the issue of fighting communism
had turned into a major concern for Australia during the Cold War period and was hence also
reflected in its migration regime (as it did in most other cases of the ‘Western bloc’). As a result,
it was still not regarded a huge issue to ‘welcome’ people fleeing from communist countries: By
admitting Vietnamese ‘boat people’, for example, Australia could relatively easily demonstrate
generosity and the ‘supremacy of capitalism’.
As indicated previously, related all policies have been guided by the principle that the “decision
to accept refugees must always remain with the Government of Australia” – as former Minister
MacKellar stated (Hawkins, 1989, p. 178). Importantly in this context, the 1958 Migration Act
included a so-called ‘privative clause’ to keep the courts out of migration decisions, which would
only allow for judicial reviews in cases of jurisdictional errors, and prohibit any “grouped court
actions in immigration proceedings” (Australian Government Department of Home Affairs, 2018).
As subsequently examined in more detail, this Migration Act also introduced the principle of
mandatory detention for all uninvited migrants. At the time, this provision would however still
only be applied on a discretionary basis (AustLII, 2017; Brown, 2013).
Reflecting the portrayed dichotomy between ‘authorized’ and ‘unauthorized’ arrivals, the restrictive provisions enshrined in the 1958 Migration Act would not apply for those refugees entering
the country in compliance with governmental plans: Similar to resettlement to Canada, Australia’s
much heralded ‘humanitarian tradition’ is only relevant for a fraction of the worlds’ displaced people carefully selected in close collaboration with the UNHCR. Also similar to Canada’s history,
these programs were rather large when compared to Australia’s small population throughout the
20th century. In addition to this focus on resettlement (rather than asylum-granting), Australian
governments have repeatedly exhibited pride of their annual financial contributions to the UNHCR231 . In sum, Australians could ‘afford’ to view their migration regime through the lens of an
island largely untouched by mass movements, as well as by a creatively interpreted concept of
liberal democracy in migration questions (Kostner, 2015, pp. 306-309). Focusing on their governments’ engagement in refugee resettlement however appears to have coincided with widespread
ignorance of the fact that the overall scale of its humanitarian intake has been rather low by global
comparison (Phillips and Spinks, 2011; UNHCR, 2015a). This did however not seem to bother the
majority of Australians who were apparently primarily concerned with other issues.
Already from the 1970s on, the government further limited the scale of admissions as a consequence
of economic crises (Triadafilopoulos, 2012, p. 107). However, developments in nearby Asia did not
leave Australia untouched throughout the following decades. Australia gained importance as a target for migrants in the region, triggering a number of political responses aiming at controlling their
movements. As time went by, Australia had to react by establishing an “administrative machinery”
(Minister MacKellar, quoted in Hawkins (1989, p. 179)) to deal not only with resettled refugees,
but also with ‘spontaneous arrivals’. The predecessor of today’s asylum administration “began to
conduct RSD in earnest in 1989, when a large number of Chinese students who were living in Australia applied for asylum in the aftermath of the Tiananmen Square massacre” (Hamlin, 2014, p.
231 Note that interestingly, a similar attitude of contributing financially – rather than through physically accepting
refugees – has been adopted by other states, primarily other islands such as Japan.
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145). Already then, this agency was infamous for its poor transparency records and for being influenced by the Department of Foreign Affairs (ibid.). The 1992 Migration Amendment Act brought
with it further restrictions – such as a more restrictive provision on mandatory detention, “allowing
for the possibility of indefinite detention for asylum seekers or failed applicants” (Brown, 2013).
While also other countries detain unauthorized arrivals under certain circumstances, Australia has
since then been “the only country where there is mandatory immigration detention for all unlawful
non-citizens” (Brown, 2013). Also in 1992, the RRT (Refugee Review Tribunal) was established
with the aim to decrease the numbers of appeals lodged at the Australian courts (Hamlin, 2014,
p. 146). The perception was that the growing number of legal appeals on asylum issues would
‘clog’ the system. Again, this tribunal has been reported as having been prone to bias from its
foundation on, too: Given that its members would be recommended by politicians rather than
hired on the base of merit, interests against non-citizens have arguably always tended to prevail.
In the late 1990s, the numbers of people trying to reach out for Australia by boat increased
markedly for the first time232 . As R. Manne noted, the
“moral turning point with regard to refugees began only in October, 1999, when
boat people fleeing from two of the most vicious tyrannies on earth – Iraq under Saddam Hussein; Afghanistan under the Taliban – began to arrive in significant numbers
on our northern shores. This was the moment where the idea of the refugee began
to be transformed in Australian public consciousness from a human being worthy of
compassion into a human being deserving only our contempt.” (Betts, 2001, p. 44)
As a reaction to this critical juncture, Australia implemented the TPV (Temporary Protection
Visa) regime for those who did not arrive ‘lawfully’ in 1999. To fulfill public demands (Betts, 2001),
the government did not even shrink from breaking with the Geneva Convention by limiting the
grant of rights below the internationally agreed upon standards233 . Apparently, such ‘punishment’
could primarily be seen as a measure of deterrence (Watson, 2009, p. 131). Since then, it may be
argued, the Australian asylum regime has become more similar to its German equivalent in that it
has been become the exception to be granted a permanent residence permit234 . Migrants who could
be proven to have stayed (at least seven days) in another allegedly ‘safe’ country on their routes235 ,
would from then on not be eligible for permanent protection in Australia anymore. Instead, they
would remain on TPVs for the time being236 (Watson, 2009, p. 132). The TPV in itself has been
evaluated as a tool of punishment by granting a less ‘attractive’ status to unauthorized arrivals or
those ‘shopping around for protection’. Discursively, this reflects the reproduction of the ‘magnet
effect’ or ‘pull factors’ narrative. Already then, the governmental rhetoric would include a mix of
humanitarian and security arguments – a pattern to be repeated throughout the new millennium.
232 See figure 4.17 as well as Betts (2001) for descriptive statistics on the numbers of people arriving by boat around
the beginning of the 21st century.
233 As for Watson (2009, p. 131), the “standard set of socio-economic rights” comprises primarily the rights to
“travel, family reunification, [and] financial assistance”. Language classes (ibid., p. 136) and other settlement
services may however also me counted as basic offers for newcomers.
234 As previously depicted, it takes at least three to five years to receive a settlement permit in Germany – if certain
criteria are fulfilled.
235 This provision displays some similarity to the regimes in place in Europe and North America. Its similarity
to the European Dublin system and the Canadian-US STCA is however impaired by the fact that Australia lacks
neighboring countries with functioning asylum provisions in place (see section 4.4.3).
236 Note that the same applies for non-citizens who have been found to have committed serious crimes in Australia
while on a TPV, which may be seen as yet another similarity to Germany, in particular after 2016.
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As Watson (2009, pp. 132 et seq.) describes in more detail, the process by which the TPV had
been introduced was further characterized by a high level of dramatization: “Because the TPV
violates existing norms and alters the relationship between the state and refugees, the violation
of such norms had first to be rendered necessary and acceptable” (ibid., p. 132) through an “ad
hoc securitization process” (ibid.). This process, in turn, “rested on three interrelated claims: 1)
the asylum seekers were illegal migrants victimized by people smugglers; 2) they were jumping the
refugee queue and could have accessed protection elsewhere; and 3) the rapid escalation of arrivals
presented a threat to Australia” (ibid.).

4.4.3

The external context: The Asia-Pacific region and beyond

This section places Australia’s domestic developments in the area of its asylum/refugee regime
in its global and regional context. Again, it can only provide some exemplary insights that give
an overview of this external dimension. As mentioned before, many of these developments can be
attributed to the fact that Australia has a particular situation as an island that has no land borders
(Lexas Information Network, 2016) and as the only liberal democratic, prosperous country in the
region with an institutionalized refugee regime in place. In its direct proximity, the most important
countries are Cambodia, China, Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand and Papua New Guinea (PNG),
in addition to numerous Pacific islands – none of them being known for their democracy scores,
economic stability, or rights-based treatment of displaced people. Worth noting in this context,
with the only exception of New Zealand, Australia generally requires visas from all countries
(Freeman, 2006, p. 235). As depicted in the previous session, Australia also continues being
aligned with far-off Anglo-Saxon countries such as the USA and the UK, as well as other European
countries: Reportedly, Australian politicians continue to feel more inspired by what happens in
such economically and politically ‘more similar’ regions across the globe. Their military alliances,
for example in the Iraq war in the early 21st century, have repeatedly demonstrated this. Moreover,
Australia’s refugee policies may have been inspired by those of Canada and other Western countries
to some extent (Hawkins, 1989, p. 194) – particularly with regards to the interdiction and detention
measures that have converged over time.
Also, Australia may be seen as an outstanding case also with regards to its international standing:
Put metaphorically, Australian policy-makers seem to perceive their country as an island – not only
in the geographical sense, but also in the global context: Put bluntly, they have often appeared
to not really ‘care’ about their international reputation and legitimacy (Doherty, 2017). This has
been clearly demonstrated, e.g. by internationally salient scandals such as the 2001 Tampa affair
(see next section). Such relative ignorance of global norms did however lead to a dilemma: While
it may have led to domestic gains, it stands in sharp contrast to Australia’s self-imagination as
a generous liberal democracy with respect for international conventions and human rights. By
now, this dilemma has been visible for a remarkable time: For example, in the early 1980s, Australia’s Senate Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs and Defence had “concluded that ‘Refugee
issues have become an important element in Australia’s bilateral relations, in particular with the
countries of Southeast Asia,’ and that ‘their impact on Australia’s multilateral policy is considerable”’ (Hawkins, 1989, p. 187). In 1999, then Immigration Minister Ruddock was striving to show
that the UNHCR and other international observers would actually support Australia’s restrictive
measures vis-à-vis protection seekers (Watson, 2009, p. 136). His government (as well as his
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successors) actually even claimed to strengthen the global refugee protection regime through the
implementation of harsh measures (ibid.). Some decades later, such a stance (which the Howard
government pushed to the limit, as examined subsequently) seems to have become stabilized: Recent Australian responses indicate a lack of governmental interest in the country’s standing in the
world in this realm237 : As Doherty (2017) reports, Australia has been trying to “‘pick and choose’
which laws it sought to follow and which rights it wanted to uphold”. As a consequence, among
other international condemnations, Australia has been “excoriated before the UN human rights
committee for its ‘chronic non-compliance’ with the committee’s recommendations, drawing particular condemnation over the mandatory detention of children” (ibid.). Whenever coming under
the sights of critics from outside, politicians have appeared to defend themselves by mentioning
the generous resettlement offers and financial support. Hence, although domestic interests seem to
have become more relevant than the country’s international standing since the 1980s, these findings
indicate that Australian elites still strive for positive external perceptions – to some extent at least.
This lack of concern for international treaties in the area of human rights has been accompanied by
a focus on ‘joint’ regional approaches: Australia’s growing engagement in the Pacific region does
indicate an interest in strengthening the connections to its neighbors: Particularly in the issue area
of migration and security, Australia tries to build up relationships with its neighbors in the South
Pacific, making use of its regional power and economic supremacy (Missbach, 2014). As countries
like Nauru were suffering from severe poverty and indebtedness, they had little choice but to accept
the offers made by the Australian government. Migrants trying to transit to Australia have been
stuck in countries such as Indonesia238 for many years (Missbach, 2015) or transferred to islands
surrounding Australia if apprehended (as discussed subsequently). Importantly, these states have
neither been mature migration states nor do they have any formal refugee protection regimes in
place. Consequently, Australia intervened in many ways to control the disembarkation from their
shores239 and thereby shift the problem ‘out of sight’.
As a consequence of both Australia’s deployment of troops in East Timor and the Tampa affair
(see next section), the relationship to Indonesia had deteriorated two times in a short period of
time under Howard (ibid., pp. 181 et seq.). Relying on what is known as ‘megaphone diplomacy’
(ibid. 181), Australian leaders have however often been perceived as arrogant and commandingly in their attempts to impose its anti people-smuggling policies to other states in the region.
Nonetheless, Australia managed to further succeed in this questionable diplomacy to enhance the
external dimension of its migration ‘management’. In 2002, the Bali process (a Regional Ministerial Conference on People Smuggling, Trafficking in Persons and Related Transnational Crime) was
started (ibid., p. 183). Several countries in the region have been collaborating since then in order
to ‘better control human mobility’ and to ‘achieve regional solutions to problems such as people
smuggling and trafficking’ (Governments of Japan, New Zealand, and Australia, 2016). Among
other agreements, a Regional Support Office (RSP) was inaugurated to foster the cooperation.
237 More

recent legislative changes to improve detained migrants’ access to medical care on the mainland (RCOA,
2019) can be seen as an exception to this general finding as the House of Representatives majoritarianly opted for
a humane solution.
238 Missbach (2015) examines Australian-Indonesian relations with a focus on such ‘transit’ movements in more
detail.
239 Note that a similar strategy of extraterritorial maritime interdiction had already been implemented by the USA
decades before (Tennis, 2019). More recent commonalities may be found in the EU’s cooperation with states in
North Africa, as argued above.
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Nonetheless, Australia has continued to force boats carrying asylum seekers back to Indonesian
waters until the date: Put bluntly, it could do so as long as the generous flow of ‘aid’ to Indonesia
would not cease (Missbach, 2015, pp. 185 et seq.). As discussed in more detail below, these strategies would be pursued independently of the corresponding government in power: Similar to the
preceding and succeeding Liberal governments, also in the period under Labor, it would be done
anything possible to “search for ‘solutions’ anywhere but in Australia” (ibid., p. 188). In 2011,
a non-binding Regional Cooperation Framework (RCF) emerged out of the Bali process, aiming
at more practical collaboration in this area. Shortly afterwards, the government tried to go even
further:
“Australia convinced the Malaysian government to sign an agreement similar to the
readmission agreements that the EU forced upon its neighbours in order to remove
unwanted asylum seekers. It allowed for the transfer of 800 unauthorized arrivals in
Australian territory to Malaysia, in exchange for resettlement in Australia of 4,000
refugees who went through ‘proper procedures’ in Malaysia over the next four years.”
(ibid., pp. 188-189)
Different from the case of the ‘EU-Turkey deal’ (agreed upon five years later), however, the Australian High Court stopped the so-called ‘Malaysian solution’: Malaysia had neither signed the
Convention nor could it be deemed a suitable country for asylum seekers – let alone for unaccompanied minors (ibid.).
The Jakarta Declaration in 2013 further cemented this external dimension of Australia’s migration
‘management’. Altogether, the following political measures went in the same direction and caused
considerable controversies: For example, then Prime Minister Abbott’s plans to buy off old fisher
boats from Indonesia to reduce embarkation options, and his espionage of Indonesian functionaries
were seen as degrading this neighboring state’s dignity – and made clear the one-sided distortion
of the relation between these supposed ‘partners’ on the regional stages (ibid., pp. 191-192).
Apparently, the government would not shy away from any measure to serve the domestic parole
of ‘stopping the boats’. Indeed, it has by now become the new ‘normality’ for the Australian navy
to just tow back boats to Indonesia’s harbors – in constant breach of the international (maritime
and refugee) law. Indonesia, in turn, rejected this practice repeatedly but indulged – again, in
exchange for money: Even though Australia does not rely on readmission agreements similar to
the EU, it has been doing anything possible to ‘bribe’ the countries on the transit routes to take
asylum seekers back and hinder them from debarking in the first place. While “the issue of transit
migrants and people-smuggling are not considered to be of high priority in Indonesia’s domestic
affairs, they have become increasingly important pawns in shaping its diplomatic relations with
Australia” (ibid., p. 242). In sum, the above depiction of ‘concentric circles’ (figure 4.11 – although
borrowed from the Canadian case) therefore “definitely fits well with Australian strategies of border
management – airport liaison officers in offshore locations, pre-departure visa checks carried out
by airlines, carrier sanctions etc.” (P. Mares, Email, 23.1.2019).

4.4.4

Internal developments and junctures in the 21st century

Analogously to the case studies on Germany and Canada, this section examines the relevant developments at the federal level in Australia through the lens of historical institutionalism, focusing
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on overall trends and key moments. Again, evidence on the sub-national level is only included exemplarily. Already at this point, it should be noted that “Australia’s humanitarian intake is small
by comparison to family and skilled migration” (Mares, 2018). In contrast to the case studies of
Germany and Canada, it is also less straight-forward to distinguish between different phases in
Australia’s responses to migration in the 21st century: After the 1992 introduction of the mandatory detention regime, the restrictive path towards asylum seekers has basically become more and
more stabilized (with minor exceptions only). As mentioned before, the government itself has
certainly been the most important actor in these developments. Policy evolution in the Australian
case can hence best be studied along the timeline of electoral outcomes at the federal level: John
Howard (Liberals) governed Australia until 2007 (covering the period of the Tampa and ‘children
overboard’ affairs after which maritime interdiction would be ‘normalized’). This was followed by
a Labor government under Kevin Rudd and Julia Gillard alternating as Prime Ministers (with
a short relaxation enacted by then Immigration Minister Chris Evens). In 2013, Tony Abbott
(Liberals) won the elections and was then defeated by his party fellow member Malcolm Turnbull
in 2015. In the essence, the latter continued and amplified the militarization and finally also cut
welfare support for asylum seekers in the country240 to further expand the deterrent regime.
Phase one: scandals under the Liberals (-2007) Already the beginning of the new millennium brought with it some crucial developments: As figure 4.17 demonstrates, more and more
migrant boats approached Australian waters – and triggered a high public salience (Hamlin, 2014,
p. 49). Their movement would be interpreted as a partial ‘failure’ of the migration control measures introduced before: “In 2000, the first full year after TPVs were introduced, there were 2,939
arrivals. In 2001, by the time the policy was in full force, arrivals rose to more than 5,000” (ASRC,
2018), which indicated that the deterrent effect of the TPV regime had been overestimated (ibid.).
Based on this interpretation; how could the government justify even more drastic measures? It
would take for a historical incidence to provide an ‘ideal’ justification to further reconfigure Australia’s refugee policies – which was found in 2001.
In summer 2001, the Norwegian cargo ship MS Tampa rescued hundreds of asylum seekers from
distress on the Pacific ocean between Indonesia and Australia and was about to enter Australian
waters. Throughout the ensuing culmination of incidents that led to an international scandal,
John Howard was striving to demonstrate a maximum level of rigor – arguably, in order to please
Australian voters. As a consequence, he would not let the Tampa approach any Australian harbor,
but denied the permission to enter. Instead, his Cabinet would sent troops to the ship, thereby
forcing the crew to transport the exceptional ‘human cargo’ elsewhere. After several days of
international diplomatic crises, New Zealand agreed to resettle about 150 people, whereas the
240 Note that this happened after the end of the period under investigation: In 2018, the Turnbull regime envisaged
far-reaching cuts in governmental support for people seeking asylum in Australia. The Status Resolution Support
Service (SRSS) provides up to 15,000 people with basic support to help build their lives in Australia: “There is
a support program for people seeking asylum in Australia called the Status Resolution Support Service or SRSS.
It provides a basic living allowance, casework, and access to torture and trauma counselling. While the support
is minimal it is still lifesaving for many people.” (P. Power, RCOA, Email Newsletter, 11.4.2018). Through this
program, a basic living allowance (typically 89% of the Newstart allowance, or A$35 per day), was granted, in
addition to casework support and access to torture and trauma counselling (RCOA, Email Newsletters, 28.3.2018
and 29.6.2018): “The Government is now in the process of taking away this vital support and unveiling a new,
reduced support model of SRSS. From June 4th [2018], thousands of people will be exited from the program and
are expected to find a job. The only assistance they will get is access to a computer at a local employment agency”
(P. Power, RCOA, Email Newsletter, 11.4.2018).
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rest would be detained on Nauru waiting for their claims to be assessed. But already before this
incident, according to Browne (2010), “the government had begun planning for a toughening of
policy towards boat arrivals, including a role for the military, and the arrival of the Tampa was a
perfect opportunity to test it”.
Figure 4.17: Boat arrivals to Australia by year

Source: Phillips (2014, p. 4)

The handling of the Tampa crisis may hence be seen as a ‘critical juncture’ that marked the
birth of the Pacific Solution (Marr and Wilkinson, 2003, pp. 102-109), based on which Australia
has since then avoided responsibility vis-à-vis boat arrivals: In the essence, external territories
have been excluded from Australia’s ‘Migration Zone’. All boats would since then be intercepted
and everybody on them transferred to islands surrounding Australia. To achieve this, Australia’s
engagement with transit and neighbor countries has been intensified (Phillips and Spinks, 2011),
primarily through economic ‘aid’ made conditional upon such agreements (as mentioned above).
Legislatively, it was made possible through the Migration Amendment (Excision from Migration
Zone) Act and its consequential provisions in 2001 which formally ‘removed’ designated territories
from the area where migrants could claim being on Australian soil. Consequently, migrants arriving
in areas outside of Australia’s official ‘Migration Zone’ have been termed IMAs (Illegal Maritime
Arrivals) and cannot apply for any type of visa in Australia. As Zaiotti (2016, p. 9) notes, the
“Australian government’s redefinition of the status of some of its island territories for immigration
purposes in 2001 [... is ...] arguably the most radical experiment in territorial excision”. Julian
Burnside, a legal expert observing these incidents described the new policy as follows:
“The really essential point is, here are people who are being held, presumably not
at their own wishes, and who the Commonwealth wishes to abduct from Australian territory and put them out in the middle of the Pacific. Ordinarily, civilised nations don’t
allow that to happen and courts intervene if it’s threatened.” (Marr and Wilkinson,
2003, p. 122)
Related to the aforementioned strategy to keep the judiciary out of Australia’s migration regime,
another provision was implemented immediately. The 2001 Migration Legislation Amendment
(Judicial Review) Act specified the Migration Act’s aforementioned ‘privative clause’:
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“Specifically, Parliament amended the Migration Act to say that decisions under
that act are ‘final and conclusive’ and ‘must not be challenged, appealed against, reviewed, quashed, or called in question in any court’ (Migration Act 1958, Section 474,
Part 1, (a) and (b)). This was a clear signal to the courts that their involvement in
migration decision making was against the will of Parliament.” (Hamlin, 2014, p. 159)

This amended clause can hence be seen as another outcome of the Tampa affair: The Howard
government had finally ‘managed’ to convince the opposition of its ‘necessity’ (Watson, 2009, p.
135). By then, the commonly held perception was that the courts would interfere too much in
the decisions of the executive, thereby endangering many of the harsh measures desired by ‘the
citizenry’. All in all, these questionable measures indeed seemed to enjoy a high level of public
support.
Not long after, the country would hold its breath again: As elsewhere (d’Appollonia, 2012), the 9/11
terrorist attacks in the USA increased calls for increased securitization in Australia. Importantly,
the government “strove to link the two issues” (Browne, 2010): Migration and terrorism would
from then on be more closely interlinked in the mainstream discourse.
Only one month later, in the so-called ‘children overboard’ affair, high ranking politicians claimed
that some irregular arrivals (passengers of another vessel approaching Australia) would have threatened with throwing children into the ocean. This claim had however been a blatant lie that was
based on video footage taken out of context. Nevertheless, it caused considerable outrage. As for
L. Morgan (Interview, 2017) this affair must be seen as a culmination of historical events that were
only possible at that time. As the general public tended not to question the rightfulness of the
governments’ statements, this scandal may have contributed to the Liberals’ electoral success241 :
As for Browne (2010), Howard’s government
“ran a campaign dominated by national security, focusing not so much on the terrorist attacks in America (though they were certainly part of the mix) as on the boats
arriving off the Australian coast. Immigration Minister Philip Ruddock, the cabinet
member most closely identified with asylum seeker policy, received the loudest applause
at the Liberal Party campaign launch, and at the same event the prime minister made
his infamous declaration, ‘We will decide who comes to Australia and the conditions
under which they come’.”
Altogether, the government had thus managed to portray itself as having the hardest stance towards
unauthorized migration in 2001 and would continue doing so for its next legislative period – albeit
under far less controversial circumstances:
“[D]ebate about asylum seekers was virtually absent from the following federal election, in 2004. But another three years later there were signs that the Coalition was
gearing up for a renewed campaign on the issue. In mid August 2007, with polls showing
the government was facing certain defeat, the immigration minister, Kevin Andrews,
241 Note that despite “the Howard government thought it won because of the Tampa” (Browne, 2010), “the evidence
suggests that the Tampa was not the decisive factor in the 2001 election result” (ibid.). In fact, Labor and Liberals
had very similar stances towards border control, the only difference being that Howard managed to portray his
stance as more rigorous (ibid.).
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announced cuts in the government’s humanitarian quota for African refugees. Conditions in Africa had changed, he said, with the number of conflicts declining and more
refugees returning home. [...] Questioned six weeks later about the decision, the minister told listeners in Melbourne that ‘some groups’ – Africans, that is – ‘don’t seem to
be settling and adjusting into the Australian way of life’.” (ibid.)
It hence appeared that the government was deliberately looking for migration-related aspects that
would pay off at the ballot boxes, not even shying away from the usually generous resettlement
programs (see below). Finally, another related aspect could be found in Australia’s involvement
in the invasion of Iraq: Troops were present from 2003 to 2009, leading to a public perception of
Australians fighting against Muslims and terror in the Middle East. Arguably, this must also be
seen in connection to problems in ‘welcoming’ refugees from this region.
Phase two: short-term relaxation under Labor (2007-2013)

Apparently, at that time,

such political maneuvers did not seem to convince the Australian majority anymore: Public opinion polls “had revealed that the issue had ‘lost its purchase’ in the electorate” (ibid.). Other
domestic questions largely unrelated to the issue of migration became key issues instead (ibid.).
As a consequence of such shifting perceptions (and perhaps in order to return to a more humanitarian stance), the newly elected Labor government under Kevin Rudd “formally ended the Pacific
solution on 8 February 2008” (Brown, 2013): For some years, the “processing of asylum seekers was
again carried out in Australia” (Asylum Insight, 2018b). Also, the TPV regime that Howard has
first introduced in 1999 was removed in 2008242 (ASRC, 2018). From then on, refugee claimants
could again apply for a PPV (Permanent Protection Visa). This suggests that after some years of
exceptionally high public salience, politics returned to ‘business as usual’, removing some of the
most controversial ‘emergency’ measures.
The alleged tranquility should be of short-lived nature, however: Shortly before the end of this
phase of Labor governance, policies were shifted again: As boat arrivals increased once more and
even more dramatically in 2012 (see figure 4.17), Gillard’s government promised to reestablish the
harsh regime that her party fellow and predecessor Rudd had abolished (Brown, 2013). The general
perception was that the experiment of a more liberal refugee policy had failed before everyone’s
eyes. It was thus demanded to reintroduce the “policy of transferring asylum seekers to offshore
processing centers in both Nauru and Papua New Guinea” (Brown, 2013): An infamous expert
panel243 had “advised the government to increase the annual humanitarian intake to 20,000 refugees
and to draft new legislation that would enable the forced transfer of maritime arrivals to Nauru and
Papua New Guinea so that they could be processed there” (Missbach, 2015, p. 189): This was seen
as the only way to demonstrate that maritime arrivals “would gain no advantage if they arrived by
boat” (ibid.) – known as the ‘no advantage’ principle (ibid., p. 190; L. Morgan Interview, 2017).
In the crossfire of the opposition, which proposed even tougher measures, the Labor government
thus reinstalled the ‘Pacific Solution’ (under the name Pacific Solution II): Again, there would be
242 “During this period 11,206 refugees were placed on Temporary Protection Visas and eventually 95% were given
permanent protection” (ASRC, 2018).
243 In the interviews conducted in 2017 with different experts, this expert panel was repeatedly mentioned. Its
suggestion to find a regional processing option did however not imply detaining migrants indefinitely in centers
without access to legal remedies or even the most basic support. For L. Morgan (Interview, 2017), it must however
be noticed that the panel only had six weeks to come up with a problem-solving suggestion, which is why it cannot
really be reproached for not having come up with anything better.
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no possibility of being resettled to Australia. Therefore, even recognized refugees would have to
remain in Nauru244 , PNG or Indonesia.
In the same time period, not only procedures for ‘spontaneous arrivals’ were amended, but also
another pilot project was launched in the area of resettlement (also see below section): Under the
‘Australian Community Support Program’, refugees could from then on be sponsored if having
“a job offer or relevant skills and are willing to work in rural Australia” (Schultz, Wagner and
Allemann, 2018). Again, this measure must be seen as perfectly in line with the desire to reshape
the migration regime in the direction of more ‘selective borders’, attempting to take economic and
demographic advantage of migratory movements.
Phase three: ‘sovereign borders’ under the Liberals (2013-) One of the first acts of office
of the new government under Tony Abbott was an attempt to reintroduce the TPV regime, which
had been “a key election promise” (ASRC, 2018). Based on a cut-off date, this time, the “new
TPV regime sought to affect asylum seekers who arrived by boat before 19 July 2013 and had not
had their protection application finalised, and for plane arrivals who arrive with false documents”
(ASRC, 2018). However, it should turn out that the government had made its calculation without
the Senate – which obstructed the envisaged re-introduction of the TPVs due to a vote by Labor
and the Greens (ibid.). This, in turn, would lead to a political deadlock to the detriment of the
situation of the migrants concerned:
“In response the Government implemented a freeze on any type of protection visas
being granted, leaving 33,000 people whose Bridging Visas had expired with no legal
recourse. [...] In place of TPVs, asylum seekers began being offered Humanitarian
Stay Temporary Visa (HSTV) that leads to a Temporary Humanitarian Concern Visa
(THCV) and these are similar to TPVs. The granting of these visas was the subject
of a case before the High Court. On 11 September 2014 the High Court found in
a unanimous decision that granting these visas was invalid. This means these visas
cannot be granted to asylum seekers, but it does not mean they now must be granted
permanent protection, rather their futures still remain in limbo.” (ASRC, 2018)
Despite the fact that several thousands of people were concerned, the issue seemed to lack political
priority, which reflects the fact that boat arrivals had been reduced to zero by then (see figure
4.17 (Phillips, 2017)). In this period of growing control, Abbott changed the institutional set-up:
Since 2013, the new DIBP replaced its predecessor, aiming “to protect Australia’s border and
manage the movement of people and goods across it” (DIBP, 2017g). Continuing the previously
chosen path, this went hand in hand with the increasing militarization of the migration regime and
decreasing civil oversight. Finally, at the end of 2014, the government managed to pass a law that
reintroduced the TPV regime in order to cope with the backlog cases245 with bipartisan support.
244 Note that by early 2019, at least children could be transferred from Nauru to mainland Australia as a consequence
of growing domestic pressures against their inhumane detention (RCOA, Email Newsletter, 4.2.2019).
245 The changes in this backlog have been described as follows by legal expert M. O’Sullivan (Interview, 2017):
“Since 2012, lot of administrative changes in how people who arrive by boat are dealt with. For a period, they would
take them to Christmas Island, which is part of Australia, a little island, and then they were taken to Australia
[...] to make a valid visa here on the mainland, but now, basically, people are intercepted and taken to Nauru and
PNG – but there is still about 30,000 people who have come on boat, went to Christmas Island and here, and they
haven’t been processed yet. [...] there has been a big backlog. First of all, they were trying to see whether they
could be taken to Nauru and then, there was an issue about changing the law. They changed the actual Migration
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The new legislation, known as the ‘Caseload Amendment Act’246 , further enhanced the executive’s
discretionary and judicially incontestable powers to detain at high sea “without consideration of
Australia’s non-refoulement obligations” (RCOA, 2015):
“These new powers would allow the Minister to hold asylum seekers in arbitrary,
indefinite and potentially incommunicado detention at sea and forcibly transfer them to
countries where they could face persecution and other forms of serious harm, without
any scrutiny by the public, courts or Australian Parliament. They grant a level of
authority to the Minister which is well in excess of what is considered permissible
under international maritime and human rights treaties.” (ibid.)
The act moreover introduced the SHEV category247 and the fast-track assessment process for
IMAs arriving between August of 2012 and January of 2014 who had been permitted to the
mainland. This implied for these people that they could not longer use the option of appealing
to the RRT after their procedures – “[i]nstead, their claims may be referred to a new body called
the Immigration Assessment Authority” (RCOA, 2015) (IAA) which comes with a number of
additional requirements and less options for the migrants concerned: As L. Morgan (Interview,
2017) reports, the IAA has only been reviewing the papers, which may cause their decisions to
repeat the mistakes made by the DIPB more often. As by 2014 and still so today, IMAs would
hence remain outside of the normal RSD procedure (Hamlin, 2014, pp. 144 et seq.) and cannot
apply for legal statuses in Australia other than the TPV or the SHEV (if having arrived between
August 2012 and January 2014) (DIBP, 2017d; RCOA, 2016a).
In addition to these legislative aggravations, the new Liberal government further increased the
deterrent course: After more than a decade of back and forth in approaches towards boat arrivals,
Tony Abbott decided to put the military in charge of the situation at the same time to reducing
its political salience. As a consequence, 2013 saw the beginning of the ‘Operation Sovereign
Borders’, giving the military leeway to turn boats back on high seas (L. Morgan Interview, 2017):
Further pushing ahead with the militarization of migration control, ‘Operation Sovereign Borders’
was implemented to intercept and return boats at sea, building on the illegal practice of ‘pushbacks’ and putting “the military in control of asylum operations” (BBC, 2015a). In the 2014
governmental public campaign “No Way. You will not make Australia home”, migrants were to be
discouraged from trying to reach Australia via the ocean248 . Although these deterrent measures
have been implemented deliberately visible to the public, related human rights violations have
mostly remained under the surface in the related discourses (L. Morgan Interview, 2017). As
argued before, collaboration with other states in the region was intensified in order to keep boats
Act. So, basically, if you see this asylum caseload, that’s what that’s about, this legacy, 30,000 people, and they’re
on what’s called Bridging Visas (BV).”
246 Its full name was ‘Migration and Maritime Powers Legislation Amendment (Resolving the Asylum Legacy
Caseload)’.
247 Introduced in 2014, the SHEV (Safe Haven Enterprise Visa) combines demographic aims with goals of migration
control: Its holders are required to work or study in Australia’s underpopulated rural areas designated for this
purpose (RCOA, 2016a). Curry, Smedley and Lenette (2017) criticize schemes such as the SHEV for containing
certain contradictory elements; in particular, not enough services and support offered for successful settlement
under this visa category. As a consequence, they argue, feelings of belonging and open communication within the
community stand in sharp contrast to the experience of social isolation (ibid., p. 8). According to the authors,
structural barriers to education and jobs would need to be reduced in order to improve the positive impact of such
visa schemes (ibid, p. 14).
248 However, as Fleay et al. (2016) find, these ‘signals’ sent by the Australian government have often not reached
their desired addressees. It may hence be argued that this campaign primarily served domestic political interests.
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from arriving (as the Bali process demonstrates exemplarily).
Excursus: Australia’s immigration detention centers

For Australia’s executive branch,

the power to detain migrants has been unlimited due to the absence of a Basic Bill of Rights and
the legislation enacted in the past century. As part of the ‘Pacific Solution’, asylum seekers taken
into custody continue being kept in ‘legal limbo’ in centers on islands surrounding Australia and
have poor chances of being admitted to the mainland249 (Bröcker, 2010, pp. 169-174; Human
Rights Watch, 2002; Human Rights Watch, 2012; Léonard and Kaunert, 2016; UNHCR, 2015a).
Some minor relaxations could be achieved through political pressure from the opposition: For
example, children detained on Christmas Island would be transferred to an onshore detention
center in late 2014 as part of the deal to reintroduce the TPVs (Safi, 2014). Although conditions
in these onshore detention centers have been much better by comparison, they still constitute large
prisons for displaced people.
In line with the responsibility outsourcing argument, Australian immigration detention services
have been provided by private companies such as ‘Australian Crowd Management’, ‘G4S’, Serco,
and IHMS (partially sharing tasks). For example, “Serco is responsible for the security of the
detention facilities, as well as welfare and engagement of people in detention” (Rodriguez and
Mansoubi, 2017, p. 5), whereas IHMS is supposed to provide them with health care services
(ibid.). IHMS has however repeatedly been reported not to give the necessary treatments in cases
of detainees’ “untreated illnesses, sexual abuse and degradation” (Vasefi and Loewenstein, 2019).
Administered by these for-profit organizations, Australia’s detention facilities have been criticized
as being degrading and not in line with international standards250 (Alexander, 2014; Amnesty
International, 2013; Siegfried, 2014). As observers note, the contracts between the government
and private service providers “remove the harsh detention environment from Australian judicial,
parliamentary and public scrutiny” (Uniya, 2003). They can hence be seen as prime examples of
externalized ‘administrative deterrence’ strategies.
This situation has reportedly become even harsher since the Labor government was defeated in
2013. For example, the “security conditions in immigration detention facilities are being intensified
and it is now more difficult to visit people in immigration detention” (Rodriguez and Mansoubi,
2017, p. 3). These findings again illustrate how far Australia has been willing to go in order to
outsource responsibility and keep related violations ‘out of sight’ (Ayre, 2016, p. 77): As figure
4.18 indicates, most Australian detention centers are distant and hard to reach, whereas only a few
can be reached from the cities via public transport. As support networks can only meaningfully
be established by visiting detainees, visits have been made more difficult – which again plays into
the deterrent logic251 (Rodriguez and Mansoubi, 2017):
249 Reportedly, the conditions in the detention centers have severe effects, particularly for long-term detainees (L.
Morgan Interview, 2017). For example, Brooker et al. (2017) assess the obstacles to mental health care in Australia’s
immigration detention. Loewenstein (2015) reports in more detail about the implications and ramifications of this
regime.
250 Vasefi and Loewenstein (2019)report on migrants that have been detained for many years on Nauru, living in
constant vulnerability and with many incidents of self-harm. Another telling example for the externalization of
responsibility can be found in the fact that in 2013, military from another Melanesian island started being flown in
to patrol the camp on Manus (Newswire, 2017).
251 The author’s visit of the MITA (Melbourne Immigration Transit Accommodation) in 2017 confirmed these
impressions: It was not allowed to take footage or record what detainees said during this visit, reflecting the overall
focus on security and secrecy. Being able to get in, in the first place, would not have been possible without the
individual contacts of local activists and prior registration.
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“Unless somebody actually gives you the name, there is no way to find out if somebody has no visitor. [...] We have found people hidden away in the back blocks of that
detention centre who don’t know that they have to make applications through lawyers,
they don’t know how to apply and they just get left behind and forgotten.” (detention
center visitors, quoted by Rodriguez and Mansoubi (2017, p. 15))
Figure 4.18: Map of Australia’s on- and offshore immigration detention centers (May 2017)

Source: author’s modification of Rodriguez and Mansoubi (2017, p. 5)
[red point = Regional Processing Center (extraterritorial), yellow point = Immigration Detention Center, purple
point = Immigration Transit Accommodation, green point = Immigration Residential Housing]
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Perhaps the culmination of Australian secrecy surrounding the Manus Island Regional Processing
Center and the Nauru detention center, the entire islands of Manus Island and Nauru had even
been censored in Google Maps for a certain time period (Overell, 2015): “As both Manus Island
and Nauru play host to two of Australia’s most controversial detention centres, it seems Google
Australia may have chosen to remove themselves from all legal strife by pretending Nauru and
Manus Island don’t exist” (ibid.). According to then CEO of Google Australasia, the Australian
government had apparently been “very protective of information surrounding immigration detention” (ibid.), suggesting that Google would have “the responsibility of making sure no one can
get a good idea of what goes on inside these ‘island prisons”’ (ibid.). Also in the 2016 electoral
campaign, the entire issue of offshore processing has again
“been at the forefront of the debate. In particular, questions around the legitimacy
and legality of offshore detention regime have featured prominently. Following the
recent announcement by the PNG Prime Minister, of the closure of the Manus Island
immigration detention centre, after the PNG Supreme Court decision, the future of the
Pacific ‘solution’ hangs in the balance. The need for an alternative has become more
urgent still as the inadequate medical facilities on Nauru have led to a mounting death
toll. More and more Australians are calling for a fairer, more humane approach to
processing people who come to Australia seeking asylum. Despite professed bipartisan
support for the issue, several MPs have broken ranks and acted on their conscience,
speaking out against current detention policy.” (RCOA, Email Newsletter, 18.5.2016)
Parallel, the Australian military has been continuing to tow boats back to where they came from
(RCOA, 2016b). Nonetheless, Abbott’s successor Turnbull expressed concerns for those asylum
seekers held in detention as part of the ‘Pacific Solution’, and intensified his governments’ attempts to change their situation (Hasham, 2015a). The withdrawal of medical care, trauma and
torture support and security services by the end of October 2016 had obviously exacerbated the
vulnerability and overall stressful situation of those migrants remaining on Manus252 (McCulloch,
2017), making their detention ever less bearable. Finally, in 2017, the secrecy requirements for
people working in Australian detention centers were abolished as a consequence of a judicial challenge, leading to some more transparency (Gartrell, 2017). Later in 2017, it was announced that
the offshore processing center on Manus island, known as ‘Australia’s Guantanamo’, would be
closed after a ruling by the Supreme Court of PNG according to which “the detention of refugees
on Manus was illegal and in breach of fundamental human rights” (Al Jazeera, 2017; Ratzmann,
2017). The camp was officially closed on 31 October 2017. Throughout the closure of Manus
Island, Peter Dutton, the then responsible minister, would however still deny any failures and try
to obscure the humanitarian crisis, refusing international aid for the concerned people253 .
252 Further improvements could finally be observed in the 2019 legislative changes to improve detained migrants’
access to medical care on the mainland (RCOA, 2019). See BBC (2017) for a timeline of the Manus detention
center.
253 The 600 people, most of whom were officially recognized as refugees, initially refused to be transferred to
temporary camps and remained in the camp without water or electricity. After the official closure of the Manus
detention center, food, money and medical support were denied to weaken the protesters. In November, the camp
was therefore forcibly evacuated by New Guinean police forces, cracking down hard on the detainees (Ratzmann,
2017). They have then been transferred to another camp were they would still remain outside (formal) Australian
jurisdiction. As a consequence, many of the concerned 600 migrants would continue living their lives in limbo, not
knowing where to go next. They can neither expect being ‘integrated’ into the New Guinean society nor could
most of them reasonably expect to be resettled elsewhere. Also, cruel military raids would for example be justified
by arbitrary contraband suspects. Methodically, also Korans would be destroyed, pets removed, and family photos
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Finally, a small share of the former detainees was be resettled to the USA as a result of a deal
dating back to the Obama regime (but only partially executed under Trump):
“Although the US has stated it will honour its commitment to consider the resettlement of 1250 refugees – an agreement struck between former US President Barack
Obama and Prime Minister Malcom Turnbull – it is proving to be a worryingly slow
and uncertain process. In the 17 months since the agreement was struck, only 102 out
of thousands have been resettled. Moreover, Somali and Iranian refugees have been
automatically excluded from consideration due to Trump’s ‘travel ban’. Around 2000
people, including 150 children, as well as women and men, are still detained in offshore
centres. The humanitarian crisis within the centres persists, with refugees in desperate
and dangerous conditions. The US resettlement cannot be the only solution for these
people to find safety.” (RCOA, Email Newsletter, 1.2.2018)

4.4.5

Discourses and public opinion

Which discursive figures have been drawn around the issue in 21st century Australia? We need
to distinguish, again, between different types of migratory movements, and in particular, between
different modes of arrival: Overall, the fact that Australia ranks 8 on the Multiculturalism Policy
Index254 , which is the highest in the world (Westlake, 2011), indicates that this country has
been used to ‘welcoming’ newcomers without trying to ‘assimilate’ them. Issues related to ‘social
cohesion’ seem not to play out discoursively to the same extent as in Europe, for example (L.
Morgan Interview, 2017). Instead, public opinion seems to be generally in favor of hosting (at
least certain) migrants: According to the ‘Refugees Welcome Index’ by Amnesty International
(2016), Australia is even among the first five countries with regards to ‘refugee-welcoming’ citizens.
Nonetheless, the evidence also suggests that Australians have had an ambiguous stance towards
the issue: While 54% had an overall positive attitude towards immigration in general, 39% were
convinced of the opposite in an 2006 IPSOS MORI poll (Kelley and Trebilcock, 2010, p. 469).
This picture has been even more distorted in the case of ‘uninvited’ migrants, and especially in
dependence of their mode of arrival.
As indicated above, Australia’s asylum policies have firstly been characterized by a dichotomization
between resettled refugees as the ‘good’ and maritime arrivals as the ‘bad refugees’. Secondly, the
dominant discourse demonstrates that barely anybody seems to worry or care about plane arrivals
(L. Morgan Interview, 2017), whereas boat arrivals are depicted as ‘a danger to be stopped’. This
second finding is even more intriguing given that plane arrivals have usually outnumbered boat
arrivals (see figure 4.19).
Arguably, these two findings suggest a somewhat “selective compassion” (Farr, 2015) that must
be seen in relation with Australia’s aforementioned “control orientation” (Freeman, 2006, p. 235):
Even more than in the other two countries under investigation, the issue of refugees has been
increasingly discussed from an internal security perspective in Australia. Most importantly, the
discourse that has deliberately been fueled by governmental statements (Ayre, 2016; McNevin,
torn apart: “A senior security guard said that to control the men, you had to break them first. He said that it was
easier to break family men” (P. Curr, Facebook post, 29.11.2017).
254 See footnote 64 in chapter 4.2 for the compilation of this index (data from 2011).
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2007; Welch, 2014) is characterized by the use of generalizing labels such as ‘boat people’ or
‘queue-jumpers’ for people framed as a threat to “the country’s tightly controlled immigration
system” (Cornelius et al., 2004, p. 24). Related claims, although clearly false, could be found in
the construction of a refugee ‘queue’ and of protection being available elsewhere in the region. In
addition to the aforementioned ‘no advantage’ principle, another argument behind the dichotomization between ‘self-selected’ and ‘invited’ migrants can be found in the attempt to ‘overcome the
proximity bias’255 (Price, 2009, pp. 182-189).
Figure 4.19: Boat vs. plane arrivals to Australia by year

Source: author’s depiction of Asylum Insight (2018a)

Crucially, not only a discourse based on security, but also a humanitarian framing has been used
throughout the period under investigation: The often contradictory and heated debates seem
to reflect a governmental strategy of rhetorically justifying even the harshest measures with the
‘drownings’ argument (Joseph, 2015). In the essence, according to this argumentation, the government would ‘protect migrants from unscrupulous people smugglers and from drowning in the
ocean’. By repeating such statements over and over again256 , it has been tried to gain public support for restricting the entry of asylum seekers (Castles and Vasta, 2004, pp. 162; McNevin, 2007).
255 The

‘proximity bias’ denotes that migrants from nearer origins are more likely to reach a given country.
related parole has been that the administrative system could not handle so many claims. This allegation
of migrants overburdening Australia’s receptive capacities has been similar to the situation in Canada (or even
Germany – albeit referring to much smaller numbers).
256 Another
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Arguably, in order to avoid blame by convincing the public of these measures’ moral integrity
(Ayre, 2016), the Australian government has tried to portray them as inevitable: As a reaction to
domestic and international criticisms, former Prime Minister Abbott argued that “by stopping the
boats, we have ended the deaths at sea” (Cox, 2015), which would be “[t]he most humanitarian,
the most decent, the most compassionate thing you can do” (ibid.). Such governmental strategies consequently remained largely “uncontested by political elites and in the mainstream media”
(Watson, 2009, p. 132). According to the Australian Human Rights Commission’s Specialist Policy
Adviser on Immigration, this argument has been featuring prominently throughout the discourses,
especially since the numbers of boats grew after 2010 (L. Morgan Interview, 2017).
Apart from such political justification strategies, Australia’s past governments rather tried to leave
the electorate uninformed of what exactly had been going on on the ground or on the high seas:
Given that a “great deal would never be written down” (Marr and Wilkinson, 2003, p. 133), the
media does not know a great deal of the operational details of the military’s or security forces’ work.
The same (although to a lesser extent, of course) applies even for agencies such as the Australian
Human Rights Commission, who are often only informed after incidents such as naval interdictions
take place (L. Morgan Interview, 2017). As indicated above, activities that could be of interest
for the media and the public have often been censured, particularly since the 2001 Tampa affair
(ibid., p. 134), further cementing the culture of discretion and secrecy surrounding most of the
unpleasant facts of Australia’s handling of migrants. Advocacy organizations such as the RCOA
have been trying to tackle this through fact-finding and information campaigns – however, with
limited success. Finally, it is key to note in this context that altogether, the issue does not seem
to be electorally decisive:
“When people are asked by polling companies what they think about ‘boat people’
or ‘refugees’, or even about immigration in general, they express strong feelings. But
if they’re asked which issues are in their minds when they’re making a decision about
how to vote, these issues retreat into the background.” (Browne, 2010)
Nevertheless, two interrelated findings appear to be stable and characteristic for contemporary
Australia: Firstly, some migratory intake has generally been viewed as desirable and in favor of
Australian interests by the majority of voters257 (L. Hawthorne Interview, 2017). Secondly, polls
have shown that most Australians want immigration to be controlled (Betts, 2001). Together, these
two may have led to the wide-ranging emergence of ‘consensus policies’ in this regard. As noted
previously, only differences regarding particular measures (such as the ‘privative clause’) could be
noted between the major parties and over time. The use of buzzwords such as ‘queue jumpers’ has
however remained constant and barely questioned, even if criticized by advocates and parts of the
media. Also, similar to the German and Canadian case, refugees themselves are hardly ever given
a voice in the relevant media contributions. Thereby, the concerned people have continued to be
viewed as objects, rather than subjects of political decisions in this realm. It should also be noted
that in spite of the general support for controlled migratory intake, there have also been migrationskeptic ‘hardliners’ in Australia: While their opinions could arguably best be captured by the ‘One
Nation’ party, some have also expressed their sentiments in undemocratic ways: Throughout the
257 Crucially, such a supportive stance has long been reflected in the terms used by the government. For example,
from 1996 to 2001, the slogan of the then Department of Immigration and Multicultural Affairs had been “Enriching
Australia through migration” (DIMA, 1997).
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past decades, occasional “[v]iolence by anti-immigrant groups against asylum seekers [...] was
one indication of societal securitization” (Watson, 2009, p. 149). For example, 2005 witnessed
the so-called Cronulla riots, in which Lebanese migrants258 and self-declared Australian patriots
clashed violently in southern Sydney. The media showed “images of Australian flags draped over
the shoulders of Caucasian men who were targeting anyone who looked remotely Middle Eastern
in appearance” (Taha, 2015). In sum, discourses and public attitudes in this country have hence
been shaped by a number of contradictions and double standards that continue to shape Australia’s
responses to migration.

4.4.6

The RSD regime and in-land protection: status quo

As indicated before, Australia’s visa and RSD regimes have been changed frequently throughout
the recent past. This section can therefore only provide a contemporary snapshot259 : It summarizes
how to become recognized as a refugee in Australia (or not), if not being resettled. The topic of
resettlement, in turn, is being dealt with subsequently.
Upon arrival As the above findings demonstrate, arriving to Australia has been made very
burdensome for migrants. To begin with, citizens from all states (except New Zealand) require
visas in order to enter the country legally. Already this reflects that Australia’s relationship towards
migration is far more comprehensively securitized than those of other states (Watson, 2009, pp.
130-131). For those who arrive260 outside of the resettlement schemes, visa issuance amounts to a
severe obstacle: Due to its island geography, Australia is in the position to differentiate between
migrants according to their mode of arrival. It is generally a challenge to find reliable information
about what exactly happens upon arrival: Under limited transparency, the military and border
officials have been reported to push back entire boats or to hand the freshly landed arrivals back to
their carriers – in order to fly them back to their countries of origin (or to the last airports on their
corresponding routes). Otherwise, the guards first put migrants in administrative detention261
before anything else, from where they must endure all remaining procedures.
As indicated before, the Australian system distinguishes between those non-citizens arriving by
plane and those arriving by boat (so-called ‘unauthorised maritime arrivals’) in order to make
protection claims. Legally, it also distinguishes between two modes: Arriving ‘unlawfully’ means
258 As a longer term ramification for the youth affected by these riots, these negative experiences may have persistently damaged feelings of belonging, still shaping their perceptions of the Australian society more than one decade
later (Taha, 2015).
259 For simplicity, it omits regulations that only apply for children or persons with other particular vulnerabilities
such as medical conditions that may receive special treatment, as well as those for persons who arrived before the
most recent legal changes came into effect: To the time of the field research conducted in Australia for the purpose
of this study in early 2017, many ‘legacy cases’ would still remain ‘frozen’, i.e. their processing adjourned (M.
O’Sullivan Interview, 2017). On different types of temporary visas, the concerned persons may still be waiting for
assessment through the DIBP according to special provisions that do not apply anymore in the new RSD system.
260 Note, again, that the following two possible sets of cases are largely factored out by this study: Firstly, it
does not elaborate on how migrants who would consider Australia as a destination country, while still in their
countries of origin. It is nevertheless noteworthy that Australia had been resorting to information campaigns to
discourage migrants from traveling to Australia to seek asylum – particularly, by boat (Australian Border Force,
2014). Secondly, it does not elaborate on the special case of air arrivals directly processed or turned back at
Australian airports.
261 More information on immigration detention in Australia and its official purposes is provided by the DIBP
(2017b): “A person who does not hold a valid visa must be detained under the Migration Act 1958, however
whether the person is placed in an immigration detention facility is determined using a risk-based approach. In
Australia, immigration detention is administrative not punitive and assists the Department to manage its temporary
entry and permanent migration programmes.” Also see figure 4.18.
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arriving without valid visas. Those holding valid visas (for studying or tourism, e.g.), in turn, are
treated as ‘lawful’ non-citizens (S. Taylor Interview, 2017). If a person who arrives in Australia
with a visa ceases to hold that visa, e.g. it expires or it is cancelled, the person then ceases to
be a ‘lawful’ non-citizen and becomes an ‘unlawful’ non-citizen (S. Taylor Email, 8.4.2019). For
everybody without access to such a visa, these two categorizations tend to overlap: They can only
arrive ‘unlawfully’. Citizens from the most unsafe countries (such as Syria or Afghanistan) are “not
going to be able to get a passport or visa, so – herein lies the problem – [...] they come by boat”
(M. O’Sullivan Interview, 2017). Altogether thus, the only ways to get to Australia are either
“you wait for five years in a camp to get resettled or you get a visa. So if you
fall outside those two schemes, and decide to come by boat without a visa, then,
currently, you either get on Nauru or PNG and you never have a chance to be resettled
in Australia, or, [...] if you came [...] before some of these changes came into effect, and
you got to Christmas Island, you actually have to apply personally to the Minister to
make a valid visa. It’s called ‘lifting the bar’: Section 46A of the Migration Act says
that a person who comes by boat can only make a valid visa application in Australia
if the Minister lifts the bar.” (M. O’Sullivan Interview, 2017)
For offshore arrivals, ‘lifting the bar’ has hence been the only exception to the general rule of noaccess – lying under complete discretion of the Immigration Minister. Only in these exceptional
cases can they be allowed to lodge their claims at the DIBP and access the ‘Onshore Humanitarian
Programme’ (OHP). As for Brown (2013), “the application of the law is inconsistent and provides
a legal basis upon which people arriving by boat are found prima facie ‘unfit’ to live freely amongst
those in the community”. Those who do not benefit from the exceptional ministerial intervention,
in turn, are detained in the aforementioned offshore processing centers (see figure 4.18), where
they encounter a completely separate system under the laws and procedures of the corresponding
countries (which have not signed the Convention). ‘Onshore’ applications, in turn, can be lodged
at the DIBP only by migrants with valid visas (i.e., who have come by plane). In contrast to boat
arrivals, they must not be detained all the time:
“Most air arrivals land in Australia with valid visas and seek asylum while living in
the community. Because they arrive with valid visas, these people are not detained.”
(Asylum Insight, 2018a)
During the procedure For those who remain under Australian custody, files are opened as
soon as they are screened and registered. Formally adhering to the obligation to guarantee them
‘fair’ asylum procedures, only the cases of ‘onshore’ claimants must then be transferred to the
responsible department; the DIBP: The underlying notion for this unequal treatment lies in the
perception that they have ‘at least entered the country lawfully’ (M. O’Sullivan Interview, 2017).
As argued before (and similar to the Canadian case), plane arrivals (i.e. visa over-stayers and
status-changers) are viewed as less problematic than IMAs “since their entry was authorized by
the state and their level of threat (based on health, criminal and financial criteria) has already
been assessed through the visa application process” (Watson, 2009, p. 131). Nevertheless, both
types of arrivals can be detained indefinitely under Australian law. If so, air arrivals are however
“placed in closed immigration detention in centres throughout Australia or in community detention
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while awaiting the determination of their claim for refugee status” (Asylum Insight, 2018a) – in
contrast to IMAs. These “onshore processed asylum seekers who arrive by plane with appropriate
documentation, are generally granted bridging visas and released into the community pending the
outcome of their claim” (Brown, 2013).
Figure 4.20: The onshore RSD process in Australia

Source: author’s modification of Hamlin (2014, p. 146)

While some claimants remain in detention all the time while having their statuses resolved, in
individual cases and under ministerial discretion, it may be deviated from this general provision:
Alternative places of detention (APOD) may be used “to meet the specific needs of detainees that
cannot be adequately catered for in an IDC” (DIBP, 2017a). Also, “the Minister for Immigration
and Border Protection can decide that a person can live in the community by making a residence
determination – otherwise known as community placement” (DIBP, 2017a). Persons found to
present ‘low risks’ are thus allowed to live in such community placement, “can move about freely
and receive visitors in their home, if they wish” (ibid.). Similar to the situation in Germany, they
however need to remain at the address specified in their corresponding residence determination,
abide the law, report as required, and refrain from taking paid employment (ibid.).
As indicated above, non-IMAs’ claims are then assessed by the DIBP262 : Different from the German
BAMF and the Canadian IRB, this department does however not always need to conduct a hearing
but can also just go through the files and conduct the RSD based on the written material: An
oral “interview is not required by law but is general practice” (Kaldor Centre for International
Refugee Law, 2016, p. 7, endnote 9). To get to this point, migrants must however first “apply for a
protection visa using Form 866, which currently has 102 questions” (Kaldor Centre for International
Refugee Law, 2016, p. 4) and pay a fee of A$35 (ibid.). The hearings are assisted by interpreters
(ibid.).
Due to their individual persecution histories – which depend on their country of origin263 ,
“air arrivals are less likely than boat arrivals to be recognised as refugees. Around
262 The DIBP has its main office in Canberra, but is also represented in other major cities. On its website, the
DIBP provides many information in easy language and offers translations of the most relevant facts to Arabic,
Bengali, Burmese, Dari, Farsi, Hazargi, Pashtu, Urdu, Rohingya, Sinhala, Tamil, and Vietnamese (DIBP, 2017d).
According to Hamlin (2014, p. 151), its decision-makers are rarely well-trained in legal aspects: As public servants,
they do not need to have law degrees (M. O’Sullivan Interview, 2017).
263 As mentioned before, “the countries from which the majority of air arrivals originate are different from those
from which the majority of boat arrivals originate. In recent years, the countries of origin of the majority of boat
arrivals have been Afghanistan, Iran, Iraq, Sri Lanka, along with a significant number of stateless people. By
contrast, in recent years the ten countries from which the largest number of air arrivals has originated have been
Iran, Pakistan, China, Egypt, Iraq, Sri Lanka, Zimbabwe, Turkey, Fiji and Lebanon” (Asylum Insight, 2018a).
With some time delay, the DIBP (2016) publishes data on protection rates for non-IMAs, i.e. primarily Malaysian,
Chinese, Iraqis and Indians. For a comparison to previous years, see also DIBP (2013).
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45% of air arrivals who apply for asylum are found to be refugees. This can be contrasted with the percentage of boat arrivals who are found to be refugees: a number
that fluctuated between 88% and 100% between 2009 and 2014.” (Asylum Insight,
2018a)
DIBP decision-making reportedly tends to be rather quick, the outcomes covering usually not more
than five pages, and are often characterized by a ‘culture of disbelieve’ (M. O’Sullivan Interview,
2017). They also tend to be rather unpredictable and depend upon the individual member, rather
than general principles as those enshrined in the Convention (Hamlin, 2014, p. 152). Decisionmakers have further hardly ever used any of the discretionary powers within the ministry to
grant protection in doubtful cases (Hamlin, 2014, p. 160). Furthermore, visas have for example
been denied on the grounds of a ‘character test’ conducted by the immigration authorities: This
‘character cancellation’ may be ordered whenever the “Immigration Minister decides to make the
decision to cancel personally in the ‘national interest”’ (Hoang and Reich, 2017, p. 11) and has
been even less transparent than the overall regime.
The ‘culture of disbelieve’ within the DIBP, in turn, did not come about by chance: RSD outcomes
have been reported to be influenced politically (albeit nowadays apparently in more subtle ways
than earlier in history). For example, decision-makers’ contracts may not be renewed if they
have ‘too high’ acceptance rates. Also, factors that should be unrelated to acceptance rates in any
neutral RSD system (such as foreign policy concerns) have been reported to influence the outcomes
(Hamlin, 2014, p. 145). Put bluntly, DIPB decision-makers “haven’t got the greatest reputation
sometimes in terms of their culture: [...] they’ve had issues” (M. O’Sullivan Interview, 2017). As
indicated in the above section on ‘main actors and institutional set-up’, many of these issues must
be seen as system-inherent: The DIBP has clearly been directly dependent on politics. Even more
directly than in the German case (with the BAMF being subordinate to the BMI ), the fact that
a political officeholder oversees this department may be enough reason to doubt its neutrality. As
M. O’Sullivan (Interview, 2017) reports, “there were allegations that he [the Immigration Minister
(author’s note)] was sort of intervening too much”. Maybe as a consequence of these interventions,
DIBP decision-makers have been found to interpret the refugee definition very narrowly (Hamlin,
2014, p. 160). Consequently, decision-makers’ acceptance rates (and their corresponding carrier
chances) have been depending not only on the attitudes within the department, but also on the
government in power:
“The Minister is directly appointing people, so there were allegations that he was
appointing people that he sort of owed favors to, that he knew [...] And then he would
get people who are more conservative, right-wing, I guess, in the tribunal. That has
fluctuated. So, under the Rudd / Gillard Labor government, there was an attempt to
appoint people who were more sympathetic to refugees, who had worked for legal aid,
for instance. [...] That was definitely a change. And then, now, they have reverted
back [...] to, I think, more politicized, less merit-based tribunal appointments.” (M.
O’Sullivan Interview, 2017)
After the procedure / avenues for appeal

Migrants may be released out of detention if

they receive positive visa decisions. Refused ‘onshore’ claimants may apply for an appeal at the
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Migration and Refugee Division (MRD) of the Administrative Appeals Tribunal (AAT): “Decisions
to refuse to grant, or to cancel, a protection visa are generally reviewable by the MRD-AAT”
(Kaldor Centre for International Refugee Law, 2016, p. 5) within “28 days (or 7 working days for
applicants in immigration detention)” (AAT, 2017a) and at the cost of A$1,731264 (AAT, 2017b).
In these ‘onshore’ cases, the AAT may then invite the applicant for a hearing in order to conduct
the merits review of the DIBP’s administrative decisions: In the words of former staff member M.
O’Sullivan (Interview, 2017), this agency can be described as an
“appellate body, it’s not a court but it’s made up of senior, independent – wouldn’t
call them public – servants, but they’re statutory office holders, so they are a tribunal
that’s not a court and there you look afresh at the evidence and see whether the person’s
a refugee.”
According to this expert, the quality of AAT decisions is certainly higher than that of the first
instance DIBP decisions. ‘Offshore’ arrivals, in turn, need to appeal at a different merits review
body; the Immigration Assessment Authority (IAA). Different from the MRD-AAT, the IAA only
decides based on the papers; i.e. without an oral hearing or any new information gathering: “For
the boat arrivals,[...] merits review is only on the papers, so they won’t get the persons in for an
interview, and that’s problematic” (ibid.).
After going through the material (and the personal impression, whenever applicable), members
of these tribunals may require the DIBP to change their decisions. Again, their decisions are
highly discretionary: Much powers have remained in the hand of the Immigration Minister. If
the claimants or their lawyers want to decide to take their cases to the following instance because
they find the decisions to be wrong in law (rather than only the usage of the available evidence to
be flawed), they may further seek judicial review in the Federal Circuit Court of Australia (AAT,
2017c) – or even the High Court. While these tribunals are thus not insulated or detached from
political decision-making, only the High Court may conduct a judicial review of the decisions.
Nevertheless, the High Court has reportedly tended to do so primarily for minor technical issues
– and nothing groundbreaking (different from their counterparts’ aforementioned jurisdiction in
Canada or Germany). Again, this must be seen as a consequence of there not being a Bill of
Basic Rights that would help non-citizens claim their rights in the first place: As mentioned
before, Australia has been outstanding in this regard as international law is not domestically
binding. Many related issues have consequently been regulated by policy and not by law (L.
Morgan Interview, 2017). The enforceability of certain rights has therefore always been more
difficult than in the other cases under investigation. Thus, “when it goes to the court, they’d
just say, our job is not to look at whether someone is a refugee, our job is to look whether the
tribunal made an error in the way they interpreted [Australian law (author’s note)]” (M. O’Sullivan
Interview, 2017).
Finally, one more difference adds to this discriminatory regime: For ‘unlawful’ non-citizens altogether, no legal aid is provided – and would often be too expensive to be borne by themselves.
Only ‘lawful’ non-citizens may be eligible for full legal representation (DIBP, 2017c). Consequently,
264 This application fee is “payable in all cases, except when applying for review of a bridging visa decision [...] that
resulted in a person being placed in immigration detention” (AAT, 2017b). It may only be reduced by 50% if found
to cause “severe financial hardship to the review applicant” (ibid.). Also, 50% are refunded in the case of favorable
decisions (ibid.).
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“many asylum seekers go to federal court without any kind of legal representation” (Hamlin, 2014,
p. 148).

Protection statuses

As mentioned before, only people that did not come by boat can generally

qualify for Australia’s protection: If not turned back, IMAs are transferred to regional processing
countries to assess their protection claims according to these countries’ laws. Only in exceptional
cases can they be transferred to the Australian mainland. Those claimants assessed by the DIBP,
in turn, may either be granted refugee status according to the Migration Act (which is not the
Convention), or complementary protection265 if “there are substantial grounds for believing that
there is a real risk he or she will suffer significant harm if removed to a receiving country” (Kaldor
Centre for International Refugee Law, 2016, p. 4). Similar to Germany’s and Canada’s regimes,
they may however be deemed ineligible if found to pose a security risk, having committed serious
crimes, or if having an alternative to reside in a ‘safe third country’ or somewhere else “within
his/her own country (internal flight alternative)” (ibid.).
It is further noteworthy that Australia, as Germany, is one of the few countries to have a cessation
principle in place: According to M. O’Sullivan (Interview, 2017), “basically, once you give someone
a TPV and it comes to an end after three years, there has to be a decision about whether that
person is a refugee or not – and again, country information is important”. It is thus only after a
revocation check that the statuses get renewed by the corresponding immigration authorities: It
first needs to be verified if it has become possible in the meantime to return safely to the country
of origin.

(Non-)Removal

Still detained, unsuccessful applicants usually face deportation (Safi, 2014),

on which it is however hard to find reliable figures in this regime characterized by secrecy on all
levels. Similar to the other cases, the IOM advertises for helping those who plan returning home
‘confidentially and independently of government processes’. Interviews with activists (such as P.
Curr, 2017) included evidence on obscure practices by border forces who often seem not to be
aware of the existing laws and regulations or to deliberately disregard them nevertheless.

4.4.7

Socio-economic ‘integration’ efforts and benefits

As mentioned before, TPVs last for three years, after which the holders need to reapply. During
that time, they have access to some medical and welfare services, as well as the right to work.
However, they have no access to family reunion266 or travel rights. To be granted permanent
protection, TPV holders require ministerial approval – which is only given if the minister believes
it is in the national interest – which has never been defined clearly (ASRC, 2018). In other words,
people on TPVs may contribute to Australia’s economy by working but not enjoy citizens’ full
rights. As in the other cases studied here, they remain in ‘legal limbo’ with potentially severe
consequences for their successful settlement.
265 This form of protection, so-called ‘complementary protection’, was introduced into the assessment process in 2012
to consider claims for protection under international conventions and treaties other than the Refugees Convention
(DIBP, 2013, p. 32), leading to similar rights as the refugee status.
266 According to Kaldor Centre for International Refugee Law (2016, p. 4), “protection visas may be granted to
immediate family members of a person who holds a protection visa”.
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Again, it depends on their mode of arrival and which status migrants are

granted, whether they are entitled to receiving any assistance to settle in Australia: “Depending
on your situation, you might be eligible for some financial support to pay for your basic needs. [...]
If you are found to be a refugee, you may be eligible for other government support.” (DIBP, 2017f).
Persons allowed to stay temporarily, e.g. in community placement, are supported by the Status
Resolution Support Services (SRSS) program of the DIBP267 . This support may include a living
allowance to meet the living costs (of A$35 a day), in addition to individual case management.
Health Access to medical support is also limited on a TPV (Watson, 2009, pp. 131-132). The
SRSS program may comprise “health care including mental health and torture and trauma counselling” (DIBP, 2017a). Although these services are for free, they only provide the necessary
minimum, focusing on infectious diseases.
Persons ineligible for these state-financed services can often only rely on religious-charitable providers
and community health services that do not discriminate along status lines (L. Marlow Interview,
2017). One example can be found in the community organization ‘CoHealth’ in the state of Victoria. Again, the services that can be accessed there are however limited when compared to the
spectrum available to Australian citizens. There further remain geographical obstacles to reaching
these specialized clinics as they tend to concentrate in certain urban areas.
Housing and traveling

Generally, the freedom of movement applies to everybody in Australia

– including newcomers. Exceptions however apply for migrants on certain visas (such as the
aforementioned SHEV). Also, migrants’ freedom of movement may in practice be impeded not
only through the high costs of transportation, but also as social assistance is tied to certain areas.
Under the ‘offshore’ regime, even recognized refugees may only leave the detention centers in
exceptional cases (Phillips and Spinks, 2011; Yaxley, Norman and Gul, 2014). To access the
Australian mainland, they need to be granted a TPV268 , on which they would still suffer from
“reduced access to settlement services, no access to family reunion, and no travel rights” (Phillips
and Spinks, 2011). Also, there is no automatic right of return if one chooses to leave Australia for
anybody on a TPV (Watson, 2009, pp. 131-132).
For TPV holders, access to housing may also be provided through the SRSS program (DIBP,
2017a). Especially in densely populated urban areas with higher living costs, this program has
however been reported to be insufficient. Again, humanitarian NGOs therefore often try to fill the
gaps. Particularly for persons ineligible for these state-financed services and without community or
family networks, the question of housing is particularly urgent. As a consequence of the high living
costs, it may be necessary in many cases to return to immigration detention facilities rather than
becoming homeless (DIBP, 2017f). In community detention, in turn, migrants are allowed to move
(at least at certain times of the day). However, they do not enjoy the same rights as persons with
valid visas – such as the freedom of residence: Instead, they must stay where indicated (DIBP,
2017e).
267 In summer 2018, the SRSS was cut for those “who have the right to work and do not meet a very high threshold
of vulnerability” (Azize, 2018). Thus, they do not get any welfare entitlements “if they are unemployed, and they
will not be given further assistance to find work” (ibid.) anymore.
268 See RCOA (2015, p. 2) for a detailed juxtaposition of the TPV vs. PPV benefits.
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through the Status Resolution Support Services program, working is however not allowed (DIBP,
2017a). Also, as indicated above, migrants on Bridging Visas, more generally, are often granted
restricted work permits or no work permits at all. Under the Immigration Advice and Application Assistance Scheme (IAAAS), the Australian Government “provides funding to qualified,
independent immigration professionals to deliver immigration advice and primary visa application
assistance to people who arrived lawfully in Australia” (DIBP, 2017c) – but again excluding all ‘illegal’ arrivals. Also, access to higher education is in theory possible, but again usually prohibitively
expensive.
Becoming Australians After staying in Australia on a TPV for 30 months, migrants become
eligible for Permanent Residence (PR). Only if permanent residence permits are granted (which is
hardly ever the case for people who arrived ‘unlawfully’), the path to citizenship can be started.
If so, the residency requirement for naturalization is of four years (CIA, 2017c). Dual citizenship
may be recognized269 (ibid.). The issue gained relevance in 2017 when the Immigration Minister
failed in an attempt to further restrict access to citizenship for TPV holders270 (RCOA, Email
Newsletter, 13.12.2017).

4.4.8

Resettlement to Australia

As indicated previously, “the bedrock of the Australian refugee system is [...] the humanitarian
assistance, which is resettlement from the camps” (M. O’Sullivan Interview, 2017). While the OHP
(Onshore Humanitarian Program) has been dealt with above, this section therefore summarizes
the ORP (Offshore Resettlement Program). Legally, both programs for non-citizens to enter and
stay in Australia are “governed by the Migration Act, 1958” (Hoang and Reich, 2017, p. 8).
Nonetheless, they differ in many important ways.
The ORP is organized as follows: After having applied for protection visas – long before entering
Australia – migrants are screened and picked along different criteria. Throughout this process,
Australian authorities cooperate closely with the UNHCR. It is key to acknowledge that, at this
stage, the state generally owes no obligations to potential future settlers. Governmental responsibility only begins as soon as all the checks and screenings are finalized, the decisions are taken
by both sides, and the transportation is completed: If chosen for resettlement, recognized refugees
arrive to Australia as ‘lawful’ non-citizens, enjoying more rights and guarantees than the aforementioned ‘spontaneous arrivals’. Entitled to PR right away, they are basically already on the path to
citizenship. They may establish contacts with long-term residents and get support by professional
settlement case workers directly after arrival (SSI Interview, 2017).
Although the criteria for being chosen to resettle in Australia have been subject to change over
time, ‘vulnerability’ has been their most constant feature. One special subcategory that reflects this
general priority is that of ‘women at risk’. It has nonetheless often been demanded to distribute
the visas for refugees in different countries of origin more evenly and in a less discriminatory
269 Citizenship by descent is automatically granted if at least one parent is a citizen or permanent resident of
Australia (CIA, 2017c).
270 Right-wing members of the Australian Parliament have repeatedly tried to restrict the citizenship laws to exclude
people with refugee backgrounds for more than a decade after arrival.
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way: Observers have questioned whether ‘vulnerability’ can really be seen as the only underlying
rationale, as (economic) ‘integration’ potentials also seem to influence the chance of being resettled
to Australia. At the end of the period under investigation, the priority countries for resettlement
were:
“the Democratic Republic of Congo, Afghanistan, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Myanmar,
Bhutan, Syria and Iraq. Nationals of several other specific countries that were previously considered for resettlement, such as South Sudan, Somalia and Iran, are now
excluded and will not be able to access the program. The move has been condemned
by some community leaders as ‘clear discrimination’.” (Doherty, 2018)
The reasons for such discrimination have not been very transparent and clearly subject to day-today political considerations:
“The current government does not put a lot of this information into the public
domain. There has always been a view that with refugees, when there is such a vast
volume of people applying, there can be what we term ‘cherry picking’ going on. [...]
Everything is influenced by politics! And every government, and this is regardless of
their political persuasion, pays enormous attention to public debate and pays enormous
attention to issues of concern. Now, it’s unclear yet how this is going to play out for
example with Afghanistan, but the current data on employment rates vs. welfare rates
looks problematic for recent Afghani refugees. As any government knows, if someone
is dependent on welfare for the first five to ten years, the chances of independence
developing are slight. Equally, the government will be monitoring very carefully at
the moment what is happening with what are termed ‘African youth gangs’, because
there has recently been a high degree of violence with a number of Sudanese-Australian
youths. If you read the tabloid press every morning, as I do, there is a lot of debate
about how to respond to these kids. Do we lock them up? Do we lock them up forever?
[...] And, this spike in the youth crime rates recently has been very dramatic, though
involving relatively small numbers! Now, it will be very interesting to see what happens
in the next five or so years, with accepting people from South Sudan. So, no one doubts
extreme problems in South Sudan, but equally, there are many other displaced people
globally who are seeking refugee places. So I think, governments look at all these things,
very systematically.” (L. Hawthorne Interview, 2017)
Influenced by such considerations, the Australian government lays down a budget and a ceiling
for the planned intake from different countries of origin for each year. In addition to its annual
resettlement quota intake of about 6,000 persons in the recent past (Karlsen, 2015, p. 5), in 2015,
it committed to resettle 12,000 Syrians (Hasham, 2015b). With the exception of such singular
initiatives, Australian quota refugee intake has however arguably not appropriately adapted to the
globally growing numbers of displaced persons (Karlsen, 2015, p. 5): The yearly intake ceiling
would occasionally in- and decrease – but not exceeded 18,750 yearly places in the period under
investigation (P. Power, RCOA Newsletter, 10.5.2018). In total, “Australia has nonetheless resettled over 800,000 refugees post–World War II” (Curry, Smedley and Lenette, 2017, p. 1). Similar
to Canada, the country may thus count as an example for long experience in this field: We can
expect Australian politicians and practitioners to know best ‘what works and what does not’ in
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resettling refugees271 .
Different from Canada, however, Australia does not rely on a comparable amount of private engagement in refugee resettlement272 . The Australian Community Support Program (CSP) can
be seen as a recent and notable exception to this, albeit functioning in a more economic way:
Launched as a pilot project in 2012, it
“was recently converted into a regular policy, the Community Support Program
(CSP). Developed as a model of community sponsorship of refugees, this programme
offers the opportunity for persons aged 18-50 years who possess a job offer or relevant skills and are willing to work in rural Australia to enter the country as resettled
refugees. The policy has been widely criticized primarily because it does not provide
additional numbers to the Australian resettlement programme, but takes away up to
1.000 places from the general resettlement programme of 16.250 places in 2017 and
2018, i.e. from other refugees who are selected on traditional vulnerability grounds.
Critics also view the CSP as shifting resettlement responsibility from the government
to private citizens instead of enabling them to support the arrival of additional refugee
families. These critiques are more pronounced because the CSP integrates skills-based
selection, prioritizing ‘skilled refugees’. Another critique is that the costs for obtaining
a visa are relatively high (approx. 100.000 Australian Dollars/65.000 Euro for a family
of five, to be paid by the sponsor).” (Schultz, Wagner and Allemann, 2018, sic!)
As this finding indicates, although sharing some basic characteristics, the CSP has hence been
viewed as more problematic than the Canadian PSR scheme. Finally, similarly daunting in both
cases, however, resettlement costs have to be covered by the concerned migrants themselves: Just
as Canada, Australia requires resettled refugees to pay back loans for their travel costs – but at
least, without charging interest (Kane, 2015).

4.4.9

Interim summary, evaluation and outlook

Altogether, these findings indicate that, in order not to risk its domestic legitimacy, the Australian
government has been walking a thin line between selective refugee resettlement and a “harsh
regime for asylum seekers” (Castles and Vasta, 2004, p. 155) who try to make their own ways
to Australia. This regime has rhetorically been accompanied by the evocation of ‘inevitability’
frames, a headstrong interpretation of humanitarianism, and various blame games. Most of the
observable measures were clearly designed to reduce ‘spontaneous arrivals’: Since the beginning of
the new millennium, Australia has increasingly implemented ‘close door policies’ and deterrence
mechanisms (ASRC, 2014; Ayre, 2016; McNevin, 2007). ‘Protected by geography’, extraterritorial
271 Curry, Smedley and Lenette (2017) point out to the factors of successful resettlement based on experiences from
the Australian region New South Wales. Support services are found to be just as crucial as social networks and job
opportunities (supported through ‘jobactive’ services after several weeks). And, importantly, not everything can be
expected to ‘work’ for everybody: For example, regional settlement may only make sense for those with experience
in living in rural areas at home as the familiarity with the setting should not be underestimated (ibid., p. 4).
272 In order to possibly change this one day, advocacy actors such as the RCOA have therefore been traveling “to
Canada to learn more about the Canadian model” (P. Power, RCOA, Email Newsletter, 14.12.2017), hoping to
improve “Australia’s new Community Support Program (CSP)” (ibid.): “The Australian government is examining
ways to allow members of the Australian community to sponsor refugees into the country. Unfortunately, the current
model doesn’t address the needs of refugee communities or the communities wishing to sponsor. However, we believe
there is a better way” (A. Hirsch, RCOA, Email Newsletter, 27.4.2018).
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maritime interdiction and offshore processing have been used to complement this regime. As
Wright (2016, p. 166) notes, its governments have tried to make it “harder for immigrant groups
anticipated to produce net costs”, even using “punitive measures” (ibid., p. 168) to further these
aims. As a consequence, many ‘uninvited’ migrants have made deeply dehumanizing experiences
under the care of Australian authorities or their henchmen (Hartley and Fleay, 2017).
Historically, many of the observable developments can be traced back to the perception of Australia
struggling with a deep-seated fear of invasion as a ‘lonely island’ on the edge of a densely populated
continent. As politicians and the public seem to be convinced of the existence of Australia’s ‘magnet
effect’ for migrants, measures have been implemented that clearly aim to “reduce the attractiveness
of Australia as an option for those who seek to come here unlawfully” (then Immigration Minister
Ruddock, 1999, quoted in Watson (2009, p. 135)). Whether realistically or not, these perceptions
have certainly fed into the increasingly militarized interception of boats, offshore detention and
related human rights breaches. Most visibly, the distinction between plane and boat arrivals
demonstrates that founding myths continue to shape public perceptions:
“The debate about asylum seeker laws and policies in Australia has been dominated
in recent years by boat arrivals. Historically, though, most asylum seekers in Australia
have arrived by air.” (Asylum Insight, 2018a)
Among the cases studied here, the Australian case is further outstanding as it is characterized by
a multiplicity of both openly communicated and rather clandestine measures. It may arguably
even be seen as one of the world’s liberal democracies’ most deterrent cases with least domestic
resistance against such breaches: In some instances, governmental decision-makers did not even shy
away from spreading ‘fake news’ to ‘create a problem’ and then ‘sell a solution to it’. Particularly
in the context of the Tampa and ‘children overboard’ scandals, domestic sentiments were fueled
by politically motivated lies in order to achieve broad support for the disproportionate measures.
Important parts of the media has been found to be complicit in establishing such propaganda that
made these political strategies viable. Similar to the Canadian (and even more markedly different
from the German) case, the ‘normal’ Australian response to forced migration instead needs to
be seen as via targeted resettlement quota and ad hoc programs. In other words, it has become
‘normal’ to punish ‘unlawful’ non-citizens through their detention and/or removal (Hoang and
Reich, 2017, pp. 7-8). Further “following in the footsteps of the United States” (ibid., p. 7), law
enforcement and migration have been interlinked in Australia, accompanying policy changes in a
very alarming direction (ibid.): Through the creation of the ABF, a militarized culture has been
established that reflects this overall stance.
Also different from the other cases under investigation, we could observe a far-reaching bipartisan
consensus throughout the 21st century: In the formulation and implementation of the entire migration regime, both Labor and Liberals have “sought to portray themselves as tough on illegal
immigration” (Watson, 2009, p. 134). The restrictive course has manifested itself as extremely
stable, “regardless of which party is in control” (Hamlin, 2014, p. 158). This situation has often led
to barely contested laws in this area: Political majorities could basically implement these deterrent
measures ‘at any cost’. The lack of major changes in Australia’s contemporary refugee regime
reflects the institutionalization of restrictive measures, ironically accompanied by a humanitarian
rhetoric: Tellingly, former Prime Minister John Howard stated in 2001; “we are Australian. We
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don’t behave barbarically. We don’t shoot people, we don’t sink ships but our generosity should
not be abused” (Marr and Wilkinson, 2003, p. 132). Military actions in the Pacific ocean may be
understood as “a show of force designed to frighten people smugglers and asylum seekers – while
impressing the Australian electorate” (ibid., p. 131), which may serve as clear evidence for the
hypothesized public choice mechanism. As previously demonstrated, this also needs to be understood in the context of advanced political censorship of the media in this realm (ibid., p. 134). It
has consequently been a challenge to examine the Australian system characterized by secrecy and
a lack of transparency.
Australia’s restrictive migration regime has not only affected legislative evolution and public opinion, but also asylum procedures and detention practices: Instead of reflecting this country’s prosperity and liberal democratic image, Australia’s asylum-administration has been found to be inconsistent and discretionary. Most crucially, it had never had an independent RSD system (Hamlin,
2014, p. 145). However, most Australian politicians do not seem to care a great deal about noncitizens’ rights, as long as having support from within their own society. Formulating draconian
responses to migratory movements, they have also met little legal resistance: Jurisprudence has
left many aspects of lacking procedural fairness for ‘unlawful non-citizens’ untouched, primarily
due to the absence of a Basic Bill of Rights to which the courts could refer. The executive could
therefore more easily dominate over other domestic democratic powers; in particular, the judiciary. Related to this finding, the Australian RSD regime can be criticized as highly susceptible
to political bias on many dimensions. Whereas Australia had “created a straight-forward system”
(Hawkins, 1989, p. 90) for RSD – albeit already with poor appeal avenues – in the past century,
today, it has become way more complicated, but still lacking any independent judiciary oversight.
As a consequence, it has become ‘normality’ for the executive in Australia to violate international
norms of refugee protection. The priority has been on political gains through the depiction of
humanitarian migration as a ‘threat’ to the country and resulting measures to curb this perceived
‘threat’: Any possibility for change has been made impossible as the courts’ legal powers were
cut down by governments fearing public backlashes. This has left the judiciary quasi without any
room for maneuver to defend migrants’ rights.
Before Donald Trump assumed office in the USA, observers noted some vague signs for hope for
migrants under Australian custody trying to establish a life in dignity through a resettlement deal.
As this hope has largely vanished, the path of maximum deterrence seems to have become relatively
stable (with minor signs of improvement looming in early 2019). In sum, as UN Special Rapporteur
Callamard reports, Australia has taken up a leading role in the militarized and normalized violation
of migrants’ rights that is observable across the globe in the 21st century (UN, 2017b).

Chapter 5

Comparing Germany, Canada, and
Australia
“All over the globe, the wealthy have refined their methods to lock out reality, built fences [...] in
order not to see the misery” (Kermani, 2015, p. 283, author’s translation)

‘Extracting the essence’ of the preceding case studies, this chapter highlights main commonalities
and differences between them. This juxtaposition of findings is organized along the following interrelated axes of comparison. Firstly, it reassesses afresh which institutional set-ups and key actors
mainly shaped these three states’ responses to contemporary migration. Secondly, it summarizes
their initial situations, recurring discourses, and the resulting categorization of migrants: Seen
through the lenses of all three states’ apparatuses, it has been deemed necessary to categorize migrants into legal entities, label them according to certain characteristics, and discursively1 portray
them in different ways. By illustrating these categorizations, this section thus also reconsiders the
question ‘refugees welcome?’. Thirdly, it contrasts the watershed events and policy shifts in line
with the above theoretical considerations. Thereafter, it compares key aspects of their regulatory
frameworks and selective ‘migration management’, as well as ‘integration’ policies and settlement
efforts that emerged out of these configurations. Finally, some considerations are devoted to reassessing the mutually interrelated ‘learning’ patterns between the three cases. All this is done
rather pointedly so as not to repeat too much of the prior examinations.

5.1

Institutional set-ups and key actors’ influences

At first glance, all three states are organized federally and have certain ‘checks and balances’
entrenched to assure the separation of powers. However, we can observe some notable differences
on this dimension: Different work divisions can be observed at both the highest political and
the subordinate administrative level. This section starts with comparing the highest governmental
1 See Hoesch (2017, pp. 144 et seq.) for a pronounced comparison of migration-related discourses in different
countries.
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level, followed by the ministerial level, and the roles of the executive and judiciary branches. It then
proceeds with a comparative summary of other important actors’ influence in the corresponding
national contexts. It should again be noted that, by comparison, the EU level has been another
layer of complexity and cause for controversy in the German case. For simplicity, the supranational
level is therefore mostly factored out in the following.
Firstly, the incumbent heads of government have been playing comparably strong roles for the evolution of all three countries’ migration regimes. Whereas Australia’s successive Prime Ministers
and Canada’s former Prime Minister Harper have been enforcing very restrictive courses vis-àvis migrants, Harper’s successor Trudeau and Germany’s Merkel have often be lauded as “lonely
defenders of the ‘liberal international order’ on a planet increasingly hostile to it” (McCullough,
2017). A crucial similarity can be found between the ‘refugees welcome’ rhetoric used by Trudeau
and Merkel, both of which triggered (at least temporal) broad public support for certain humanitarian gestures (Leithäuser and Lohse, 2016). While none of them, of course, operates in a political
vacuum, their stances towards refugees have certainly influenced such views. Nonetheless, as this
study has emphasized repeatedly, none of both has had a ‘white vest’. Rather, their decisions
reflect not only concessions to the electorate that are unsurprising for democratic leaders who have
sworn their loyalty to their nation-states, but also a clear submission to economic goals. Also, their
decisions may have triggered a number of unintended consequences, as indicated previously.
Secondly, ministers and their ministries have been playing crucial roles in all three states. While
Canada and Australia have ministries for immigration, Germany lacks such a clear-cut separation
of responsibilities. Canada’s IRCC (former CIC) is in charge of facilitating migrants’ arrival and
protecting refugees, whereas the CBSA is in charge of immigration enforcement, border protection
and surveillance. The Australian DIBP, in turn, has been founded as a ministry to focus primarily
on border control. By now replaced by the DHA, it has often dominated over other domestic
democratic powers when it came to crucial decisions over the asylum-migration regime. Its German
counterpart may be found in the BMI (Ministry of the Interior; since 2018: Federal Ministry of the
Interior, for Building and Home Affairs, ‘Bundesministerium des Innern, für Bau und Heimat’),
overseeing the BAMF and related areas. Thus, in spite of their different institutional set-ups,
many migration-related matters in all three states have been dealt with by actors mandated not
only with migrants’ well-being, but primarily (also) with interior security. In all three countries,
their names have apparently been changed by incumbent governments to signal the reorientation
desired in day-to-day politics.
Thirdly, the RSD procedures have been organized differently: “Australia’s RSD regime is far less
insulated from politics” (Hamlin, 2014, p. 149) than its counterparts2 . For example, elected of2 Comparing Canada’s and Australia’s RSD systems in more detail, Hamlin (2014, p. 147) finds that “[a]lthough
it is true that the two administrative tribunals are similar in many ways, there are several significant distinctions.
First, the RRT was designed with the intention of keeping RSD cases out of the federal courts, not with the purpose
of creating a process rich with both resources and procedural rights. Second, because the scope of RRT operations
is much smaller than the IRB, and because the RRT is only one part of a multifaceted RSD regime, the RRT is
far less involved than its Canadian counterpart in designing proactive policy. Thus, the RRT does not fulfill the
parameters of professional judgment because it lacks the investment in active investigation and management to
ensure consistency that characterizes that model. These differences between the Australian and Canadian regimes
illustrate the degree to which administrative law in Australia has yet to establish a core concept of administrative
justice. [...] in Canada, they are distinct and powerful bodies, and their independence is fiercely protected by law. In
Australia, however, tribunals have an ambiguous place in constitutional law and there is much debate about where
they fall between the executive and the judicial branches”. Note that since 2015, the Refugee Review Tribunal is a
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ficials and administrative authorities have been found to be interconnected in many ways, which
may have contributed to poor records of administrative justice. But not only in the Australian
system, erroneous asylum decisions have often reflected governments’ political agendas. Also in
Germany, it became evident that a much higher percentage of asylum claims is regularly being
decided wrongly negative than wrongly positive. Instead of investing more resources in ‘honest
fact-finding’, it seems to have become a political imperative to produce ‘removal numbers as quick
as possible’ – as indicated above. Among the three cases studied, Canada has thus been the only
outlier with regards to the relative insulation of its IRB: Being separated from the IRCC, it can
arguably act more neutrally – whereas both the German BAMF and the Australian DIBP are uniting way more powers under the umbrella of control-orientation. Nonetheless, neither the German
BAMF nor the Canadian IRB nor the Australian DIBP have been immune to political interference
(Hamlin, 2014, p. 123): Federal governments may in fact influence decisions over migrants’ fates
in many ways, as the examples of the non-renewal of functionaries’ contracts demonstrate. But
also through the designation of certain countries as ‘safe’ through ministerial or governmental discretion, the executive branches have interfered into Canada’s and Germany’s RSD systems. And
indeed, the acceptance rates of asylum claims have been reported to depend not only on the available information about the country of origin, but also on the attitudes within the corresponding
authorities. As such, they cannot be expected to be completely untouched by political interference
in any of the three states. It is in any case questionable whether RSD officers would have great
carrier chances if they should grant protection to more migrants than deemed politically appropriate. The question whether or not this can be rated as evidence for ‘administrative deterrence’
must however be treated cautiously.
In direction connection to RSD, the judiciary has only interfered reluctantly in related decisions
taken by the executive in the three states in the period under investigation. Some reasons for
this may be found in the facts that the legal bases for most issues have already been laid out in
the 20th century (e.g. in the Singh decision) or that supranational bodies such as the European
Court of Justice would need to interfere instead. In spite of their overall reluctance to interfere in
these matters, however, Germany’s and Canada’s judiciaries were relatively more successful in their
‘rebellious’ attempts to thwart the executive than their Australian counterparts: One prominent
example can be found in the 2012 (BVerfG) judgment against the further reduction in asylum
seeker benefits. But also lower ranking courts have in both countries been challenging individuals
RSD outcomes more often. By comparison, the ‘judicialization of politics’ (Hamlin, 2014, p. 144)
has been the most limited in Australia.
If taking a closer look at the political landscapes, more differences than similarities seem to have
shaped the developments. While it would go beyond the scope of this section to scrutinize the
influence of singular parties, one finding has been outstanding in that regard: Due to a vocal and
polarized opposition, less cross-party consensus could be reached in Germany than in Canada or
Australia, where more consistent decisions were taken at the federal level (some to the advantage
and some to the detriment of migrants): Especially in Canada, the broad consensus on this issue
has led to a relative resistance against right-wing seizure – as the former Minister of Immigration,
Refugees and Citizenship John McCallum (Liberals) stated:
no longer a sub-unit of the Migration Review Tribunal, but part of the Administrative Appeals Tribunal.
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“We do not have anything like a political party against immigration or refugees.
There are differences of opinion between us and the Conservatives, but we really cannot say that they are anti-immigration or anti-refugee.” (Leithäuser and Lohse, 2016,
author’s translation)
As mentioned before, this has been related to the composition of the electorates: Different from
Germany, there was considerably more influence of ‘urban ethnic’ groups on the options that policymakers considered relevant for their votes in Canada (Triadafilopoulos, 2012, p. 125). Further,
“[i]n contrast to the Canadian case, [in Germany,] the breakdown of cross-party political consensus
led to a prolonged period of stasis that allowed older boundaries to persist despite of their lack of
fit with prevailing international norms and domestic political principles” (ibid., p. 157). Important
factors such as the political circumstances of having a “coalition government, [partisan] electoral
competition, and federalism” (ibid.) have further influenced the difficulty of achieving acceptable
agreements in Germany. Due to this complex set of factors, any need for change in Germany’s
migration regime has remained a politically sensitive issue: So far, no stable cross-party consensus
on any type of modern migration regime could be reached. Nonetheless, even in Canada, the opposition has been growing more recently (Environics Institute for Survey research, 2018). Political
Australia, by comparison, seems to have mostly been united3 in the desire to keep ‘uninvited’
migrants out ‘at any cost’.
Further complicating the analyses, we could also observe considerable sub-national variation on
many dimensions as provinces and municipalities have in all three states been involved in the
regimes. While actors at these sub-national levels have also influenced the developments, these
could not be examined or even compared in detail by the present study. For example, the Canadian
‘sanctuary city’ model depends highly on Canadian jurisdiction, and is thus not easily transferable
to the German case (Scherr and Hofmann, 2016). Also, in all three countries, many social political
tasks are fulfilled by civil society rather than the state. When it comes to the role of civil society,
little can be said at the aggregate level: Notable asymmetries could be observed within all three
populations; between those who know migrants and are committed to their interests on the one
hand, and those without any contacts or sympathies on the other. Public opinion has consequently
differed across localities: On one hand, for example, a specific feature of the situation in many
places in Germany has been found in the large number of volunteers working for the interests of
migrants. But indeed, many citizens of all three states have been providing support to migrants
in distress. This has become highly visible in Germany 2015/16, but also in Canada’s recent
resettlement scheme – similar to the situation in Canada when the Ugandan Asians and Indochinese
were welcomed decades ago (Hawkins, 1989, pp. 168; 185). It should be noted that for some of
these support structures, religious institutions have provided the necessary resources. On the other
hand, however, especially in many German places, an alarming level of hostility has been made
publicly acceptable (Decker, Kiess and Brähler, 2014; Decker et al., 2016; Entorf and Lange, 2019):
As also visible in current voting patterns, xenophobia has been spread unevenly across the state.
Also in Canada, certain provinces seemed to be more or less open towards migration and refugees
(Environics Institute for Survey research, 2018). Examples for so-called ‘angry’ or ‘worried’ citizens
3 More precisely, both governing parties; Labor and Liberals have been nearly as radical as the right-wing opposition; simply incorporating their demands into their decisions (somewhat similar to certain CDU strategies under
Horst Seehofer that resemble AfD positions).
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could be found in all three cases. Racist crimes committed against newcomers have however been
an issue that is much less pronounced in Canada or Australia.
As argued beforehand, the influence of other actor groups should not be underestimated in any of
the three contexts: Primarily the media have shaped societal sentiments and governmental decisions
to different extents in all three states. Here, only cautious presumptions can be made due to the lack
of more specific data: The media in Australia seems to have been less progressive than in Germany
and Canada. One example can be found in the popularity of talk-back radios, through which the
Australian society disseminates the fears of individuals. Nevertheless, increasing ‘online activism’
through the social media has increased ‘on all sides’ in all three states, eventually diminishing the
relevance of such traditional differences. Also the influence of other private economy interests, in
turn, would require further scholarly attention. While certainly ubiquitous, such interests have
been way more obvious in Germany and Australia (particularly with regards to the huge contracts
for ‘securing’ and ‘managing’ the detention camps) than in Canada, where most services are at
least partially state-owned (at different governmental levels). But also there, particularly big
consulting companies and other service providers got increasingly involved: Somewhat similar to
the German case, in which McKinsey was repeatedly contracted by the public sector, external
auditing companies such as KPMG (Klynveld Peat Marwick Goerdeler) have been commissioned
to examine the Canadian RSD system for efficiency (KPMG, 2008).
Migrants themselves, finally, have become active in all three countries in the reference period:
Determined to take their fates into their own hands, they have made decisions that pressured
politicians, administrations and citizens to act. As argued above, their movements in defiance
of the manifold obstacles can be seen as expressions of the (partial) ‘autonomy of migration’.
Particularly those who began walking from Hungary to Germany caused Merkel’s government to
react. Albeit differently in historical and geographical terms, Canada and Australia have also
witnessed similar self-determination: People were jumping fences, boarding ships or planes and
simply showing up, but also going on hunger strikes or sewing their lips together as signs of
protest against the downgrading of their living conditions. Many clearly did so because they
experienced their rights being cut down under certain thresholds; reminding the authorities of
their humanitarian obligations under international law. While governments have tried to hamper
their mobility in many ways, thereby significantly reducing refugees’ autonomy, they have hence
not yet succeeded in stopping self-determined migration.

5.2

Initial situations and the categorization of migrants

While it would go beyond the scope of this comparison to reconstruct their entire historical backgrounds, it is key to reiterate that the colonial past has been playing different roles for the three
states under investigation: Among them, only Germany has not been a colony of Europeans and
has thus also not been classified as a ‘settler society’. Canada and Australia therefore benefit from
cross-generational migration experiences that contribute significantly to their national identities.
At least for those entering via resettlement, a much more pragmatic, de-dramatized approach
to migration and ‘integration’ could be observed in Canada’s and Australia’s competitive party
politics in comparison to Germany. Compared to the two ‘classic’ immigration countries, the
“reluctant immigration country” (Geddes and Hadj-Abdou, 2016, p. 233) Germany clearly con-
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stitutes a deviant case in that regard. These different historical experiences can nonetheless not
distract from the fact that much of the prosperity of all three was built upon the exploitation
of worse-off parts of the globe. Due to path-dependency, these historical preconditions have also
been reflected in their contemporary responses to migration. Indeed, all three countries have been
attempting to use migration (especially from these parts of the globe) for their own benefit: The
assessment of their migration regimes reveals that the governments of all three countries have not
only been trying to meet humanitarian, but also economic and demographic aims. In line with
the above theorized incentive-structures and the ‘liberal paradox’ (Hollifield, 1992a), this has been
intended through creating and upholding bureaucratic separations between supposedly different
‘types’ of migrants. This study has shown that, in spite of different manifestations, similar ‘filters’
have been applied and justified in Germany, Canada, and Australia. Through the establishment
of ‘selective borders’ (Mau et al., 2012), their migration regimes have not only been reproducing
the same cumbersome and discriminatory bureaucratic categorization of ‘vulnerability’ that can
also be observed in refugee camps (Schmidt, 2019). Instead, ‘economic usefulness’ (or ‘integration
potential’) has also entered the considerations as another (more clandestine) variable according
to which residency statuses may be granted or denied4 : While ‘vulnerability’ has been featuring
prominently in the discourses about whom to grant protection, being granted refugee statuses or
resettled as a recognized refugee has been subject to many more criteria; often including political
and economic ones. This has arguably allowed governments to ‘kill two birds with one stone’, i.e.
to pursue different aims under the guise of humanitarianism. Migrants have therefore been labeled differently in dependence of certain ascribed categories and characteristics in all three states
(thereby often contributing to their stigmatization).
In all this, the path-dependent pre-configurations have also served as important points of reference
for all those who would fear any change or progress. Conservative powers in all three states have
had in common repeatedly using the ‘other’ as a discursive frame to justify restrictive measures
(Triadafilopoulos, 2012, p. 162) against the “expansion of membership boundaries” (ibid., p. 165).
Similar debates of multiculturalism leading to ‘parallel societies’ came up in conjunction with
the fears of ‘losing national identity’ or ‘endangering social cohesion’ (ibid., p. 161). Especially
Germany’s lack of longer-term experience as a destination country may be a partial explanation for
the finding that its population is still struggling to accept living in a country of immigration. The
notion of one ‘homogeneous’ group supposedly owning the national territory could however not be
found to the same extent in traditional ‘settler societies’. In comparison to Germany, debates in
Australia and Canada have tended to focus less on migrants’ ‘otherness’ (reflecting, in the extreme,
an ‘overforeignization’ discourse), but instead differentiated more between modes of arrival – again
also reflecting the given geographical preconditions: The recurring discourse in these states has
often been that the ancestors of today’s citizens ‘also had to get in line at the back of the queue
and wait to be resettled’.
Moreover, while racism has certainly become less open, the underlying patterns of global inequality
that correlate with skin color have remained fairly stable across cases: In the course of the 20th
century, it became unfeasible in Canada to exclude migrants explicitly on the grounds of skin
4 To some extent still resembling colonial patterns, migrants in all three states have consequently been fulfilling
much of the work from which many natives would shy way. Due to the aforementioned logic of governmental inand exclusion mechanisms, this applies predominantly for those without legal statuses; including those migrants
who get their claims denied – another issue that could only be touched by this study.
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color. In combination with a selective and politically manipulable humanitarian intake of resettled
refugees, the points system was deemed a feasible de iure solution. Australia took a similar path
after averting the White Australia Policy. Both could nevertheless de facto continue ‘cherrypicking’ according to the criteria that emerged out of the day-to-day political agendas. Germany,
in contrast, tried to avoid being a ‘country of immigration’ altogether – but ended up attracting
relatively many people from origins of growing (geographical and cultural) distance. Different from
Canada and Australia, it could not ‘choose’ between migrants to the same extent. Stemming from
both within Europe and beyond, these were first labor migrants and later, asylum seekers – only
few of which were ‘welcomed’ openheartedly.
As indicated before, many of these observable differences and the corresponding historical experiences with arrivals of different types and compositions are rooted in geography: Germany, by
comparison, has way less maritime borders and lies at the core of a rather fragmented continent
– with many land borders that can be crossed by migrants with relative ease. Consequently, ‘irregular’ border crossings have always been less avoidable in Germany. Being embedded in the
EU has further contributed to the heightened complexity of Germany’s migration regime since
the end of the past century. Among many other impacts, it caused the obligation to adopt certain directives and regulations into national law, such as subsidiary protection as a legal status
(subordinate to that of a recognized ‘refugee’). As discussed before, the pan-European project however also brought with it a number of new opportunities for German politicians, such as vertical
policy-making (Guiraudon, 2000). In the Canadian case, the Atlantic Ocean makes the difference
(Leithäuser and Lohse, 2016, quoting McCallum); in the Australian case, the Pacific: “Because
both Canada and Australia have historically had relative success in controlling unauthorized migration, asylum seekers in general – and boat arrivals in particular – are a direct threat to the
continuation of that success” (Hamlin, 2014, p. 50). Put bluntly, having control over a nations’
borders ‘makes things much easier’ (Leithäuser and Lohse, 2016, quoting McCallum) – enabling
more strategic decision-making and less ‘muddling through’. One consequence of these different
geographical circumstances is that, until the date, there remains a strong imagination of Germany
as a country to seek ‘first asylum’, whereas Australia and Canada are primarily viewed as ‘resettlement states’. The issue of asylum and refugees, particularly, has been dealt with completely
differently in terms of its standing within the overall migration regimes: While Germany has been
experiencing asylum-migration at a much larger scale than labor migration, in the past years,
about 60% of all immigrants to Canada were labor migrants, about 25% came through family
reunification programs and only some 10% as refugees (Röing, 2017, p. 1); a pattern that is even
more pronounced in Australia. Further, as it has been indicated, the fact that Canada could always ‘count’ on its big neighbor to the south, is a unique feature that also explains some of the
observable variation. Arguably, “Canada enjoys the luxury of thinking outside the nation-state
box courtesy of its behemoth neighbour to the south” (Foran, 2017): Canada’s political elites could
more easily afford a ‘postnational’ stance. In other words, because Canadian culture and politics
are so dominated by the USA, Canada’s politicians cannot really have as insular a view of the
world as those of other countries. At the other extreme, the evidence also clearly demonstrates
that Australia’s island geography had important consequences for this country’s elites’ stance towards migrants. While their portrayal as ‘illegal queue-jumpers’ had gained momentum already in
the late 20th century, this stance has been particularly evident in the stubborn and ruthless ‘war
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against boats with human cargo’ arriving at its shores.
Different from the other two cases, (regular) immigration and (irregular) asylum seeking have in
Germany always been regulated separately from each other (Tekin, 2016, p. 349). As a consequence
of the more politicized nature of asylum in post-World War Germany5 , and in order not to mix
up protection and migration, asylum has since then be seen as a temporary status only – and
not as a potential way of permanent immigration6 . By comparison, the special legal treatment
for ‘maritime arrivals’ in 21st century Australia has been somewhat similar to the treatment of
asylum seekers in Germany (as compared to ‘invited’ migrants): In both cases, rhetorical and legal
‘othering’ has become commonplace. Over time, this certainly contributed to perceptions of their
different treatment when compared to ‘normal’ migrants.
As for Watson (2009, p. 142), Australia and Canada have displayed a number of peculiarities that
shaped their migration regimes; i.e.
“cultural factors (historical concern over Asian invasion, failure of multiculturalism);
geo-political factors (location in south-east Asia and proximity to refugee-producing
states); bureaucratic/institutional factors (administrative vs. adjudicative immigration
programs); judicial/institutional factors (Charter of Rights in Canada); political factors
(rise of One Nation Party in Australia; strength of unions in Australia); and even
ecological differences (fragility of Australia’s ecology).”
Especially with regards to the underlying legal framework, it should be reemphasized that in
Australia, there has never been such as thing as a basic bill of rights for everybody on national
territory, as opposed to the other two cases. Canada, by comparison, has often been perceived
as having the most ‘open’ or progressive regime of the three: Migrants’ basic rights and cultural
characteristics are protected by constitutional law. Everyone should thus legally have the same
right to a life in (at least minimum) dignity. These differences have certainly also influenced the
discourses of the three states. For example, compared to the more legalistic7 debates in Canada
and Germany, the discourses about migrants in Australia have tended to be more emotional, based
on pity and compassion – or the lack thereof (K. Neumann Interview 2017).
5 Notably, Germany’s outlier situation does not only relate to its deviance in terms of not being a classical
‘settler society’, but also with its historical role as massive human rights violator during the World War. As argued
beforehand, this role may have led to a sentiment of collective guilt that has not yet been overcome, hence influencing
the discourses around political persecution and other forms of displacement until the date. Arguably, somewhat
similar ‘inherited traumas’ do not only play a role in Germany: Canadians’ and Australian’s ancestors have been
guilty of putting their indigenous or aboriginal populations in situations comparable to the holocaust (see for example
Owen (2016) for a historiography of the Australian case). Although their abuses of these populations continue to
be present on the political agendas, they have shaped the discussions about asylum and refugee policies to a much
lesser extent than in the German case. On closer inspection, similar problematic aspects still appear: Ancestors of
dominant constituents of all three were involved in genocidal extinctions of other populations on their respective
territories. Even though the holocaust in Germany took place more recently than the colonization of Canada or
Australia, the latter caused the near-extinction of the indigenous and aboriginal peoples of the newly colonized
territories. Apparently, large parts of the populations of all three states seem to suffer from similar collective losses
of these historical memories. Or at least, they seem not to shy away from measures that resemble such violations
(in terms of incarcerating migrants, etcetera).
6 As mentioned beforehand, the ‘vocational toleration’ (‘Ausbildungsduldung’) has been introduced as the only
exception to this general notion. It should however be noted that people who are only granted a temporary status
or a ‘toleration’ tend not to identify with the host country as they perceive their lack of statuses to resemble a subtle
rejection (Aleric, 2017).
7 The comparison also demonstrates certain differences in the “relationship between the executive and judiciary”
(Watson, 2009, p. 142). As another example for the different legal circumstances, future research could elaborate
on the implications of the different legal systems (the civil law system in Germany vs. the common law tradition in
Canada and Australia).
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Furthermore, all three states at first glance have in common being liberal democracies that rate
among the most prosperous of the world. The citizens of Germany, Canada, and Australia can in
many regards rely on well-functioning state orders. As ‘winners of globalization’, many of them
enjoy a broad range of rights. In line with the ‘paradox of human rights’ (Arendt, 1973), however,
it often seems that they perceive these rights not to apply to the same extent for everybody: As
argued beforehand, migration regimes reflect the imagined constitution of a political community
based on the exclusion of others. ‘Controlling’, ‘organizing’, or ‘filtering’ migratory movements
has therefore been a demand common to the electorates and political elites of all three states.
Being ‘winners of globalization’, in turn, may also have had profound consequences not only for
the self-images of the German, the Canadian, as well as the Australian citizenry, but also for
their migration regimes: The saying ‘if you are more fortunate than others, build a longer table,
not a taller fence’ has obviously only rarely been incorporated into political decisions. As argued
beforehand, fears of losing the high living standards have instead been playing out similarly in
all three societies. Welfare chauvinism, in turn, might have had an even bigger role in Germany
due to its comparatively strong redistributive system. As figure 5.1 illustrates, a crucial difference
in the context of migrants’ categorization lies in the overall welfare state models that evolved in
the three countries – and, consequently, in new-arrivals’ access to these systems (as deciphered
in more detail in the corresponding sub-chapters on the three cases). For Germany – as one of
the world’s states with the most comprehensive welfare systems – it has often been argued to be
quite costly to accommodate and even ‘integrate’ relatively large numbers of newcomers into the
welfare state. Also, the strong welfare state in Germany had historically effectively contributed to
the tendency that voluntary work concentrated on sports associations rather than the charitable
field. The strong support for migrants reaching Germany in the 21st century has therefore been an
all the more surprising result. By comparison, charitable churched-based associations have always
been playing important roles in the anglophone countries. Furthermore, Australia and Canada
have traditionally rather focused on ‘integrating’ migrants into work (Hansen, 2015). Nonetheless,
many migrants who reach Canada also end up in dependence of their relatives or are being exploited
in the irregular job market. Their strains on the welfare system may therefore not have been as
important in the political discourses as in Germany.
In sum, the interplay of these different factors has shaped the discourses and responses of all
three countries’ political elites towards different types of migratory movements. Most of all, the
very different geography and historical paths have, in many ways, shaped the self-conceptions
of the three migration societies, as well as their resulting approaches towards migration and the
categorization of migrants into those ‘(un-)worthy’ of a legal residency status.
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Figure 5.1: Map: % of GDP in social expenditures in OECD states, 2013

Source: author’s modification of Fuebar (2013)

5.3

Watershed events and policy shifts

The experiences made in all three countries demonstrate interesting similarities not only in their
‘everyday’-constancy, but especially in times of change: All three cases demonstrate how spectacularized public discourses evolve and feed into the making of the policies upon which the lives of
many migrants depend; non-citizens who were mostly not asked about their opinions in the first
place. In all three cases, the ‘critical junctures’ that influenced the partially ‘ziczac’ development
of the asylum/refugee regimes can be subdivided into primarily two types: On one hand, ‘external
shocks’ – in terms of peaking migratory movements of certain kinds or particular watershed events
such as the tragic fates of certain migrants but also 9/11 with the post-2001 turn towards more
focus on security and restrictiveness (Anderson, 2008; Crépeau, Nakache and Atak, 2007) – and on
the other, federal elections (in which either progressive, modest, or more restrictive party programs
could ‘win the races’8 ). As it is not the aim of this section to reassess the domestic historical paths,
it focuses on the most striking similarities and differences among the external watershed events.
Among the so-called ‘external shocks’, migration itself must be mentioned first: In all three countries, the particular experiences with certain migratory movements caused policy shifts and rhetorical reactions: As long as the numbers of asylum applications remained low, political elites could
‘afford’ rather generous provisions (Green, 2001, p. 89). As soon as the numbers would rise,
however, anything possible would be done to get them ‘back under control’. Especially, visible
movements have always tended to trigger public anxieties. In the words of P. Showler, “it’s all
about numbers” (Interview, 2016). Media representation has however also been found to be a
crucial ingredient to this equation.
Firstly in this regard, boat arrivals can be viewed as the most salient in terms of the medial and
public attention that they tend to receive. While boat arrivals have only rarely been that much
of a concern in Canada, they certainly were in the EU (and thus, indirectly, also in Germany)
8 In the following, these internal junctures are only punctually presented where they contribute to the crossnational comparison in important ways. National elections, in turn, are left out as they cannot meaningfully be
compared for the present purpose and based on the available data.
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and in Australia. At least since the 1990s, Australia has been a crucial case to study the effect
of raising numbers of boat arrivals (Watson, 2009, p. 137). Nonetheless, even the few highly
politicized boat arrivals to Canada9 were followed by far-reaching reforms and new law proposals
– all facilitating the implementation of more restrictive measures similar to those enacted in the
two other cases. Due to the very nature of oceans and beaches at which boats happen to land, it
would be much more difficult for governments and their security apparatuses to get boat arrivals
under control (in comparison to air arrivals which are bound to the comparatively few international
airports). Therefore, fears of a governmental mismanagement or even ‘loss of control’ may have
been particularly likely to spread as a consequence of such incidents. Again, the fact that the boat
arrivals had different impacts must however be seen in the context of the different legal restrictions
that the executive would face: In contrast to Australia (K. Neumann Interview 2017), Germany
and Canada refer to constitutionally anchored rights even for non-citizens and do not push back
migrants on the high seas or at their land borders (Watson, 2009, p. 141) – which has however not
precluded them from supporting other actors to do so in externalized border arrangements.
Secondly, as demonstrated above, Germany has been the only of these three states to be confronted
with relatively large amounts of land border crossings. While also in the Canadian case, some migrants would cross the border from the USA to seek protection, this has been at a completely
different scale: For example, in 2015, around 13,000 migrants would enter Germany in one single
day (Alexander, 2017, p. 18), which was about half of Canada’s or Australia’s entire refugee intake
for an entire year, in absolute terms. Since Donald Trump assumed office in the USA, however,
border crossings to Canada nonetheless increased notably. Although the overall numbers have
admittedly remained far lower than in the German case, they have nonetheless been straining the
available processing and admission capacities. Again, these historical moments triggered policy
changes: In order to reduce the numbers of ‘undesired’ migrants arriving in their countries, elites
have tried to narrow the grounds on which migrants would get protection statuses, in addition to
putting up manifold access barriers (compared below). For Germany in particular, the year 2015
has marked the beginning of a major regime overhaul for the first time after the early 1990s. But
also for Canada, migrants’ tragic fates – in particular the image of the dead Syrian baby Alan
Kurdi – played an important role, comparable to the shock triggered in the German public by the
death of more than a dozen migrants in a locked van on the Austrian motorway in August 2015.
As discussed before, Trudeau focused on the resettlement of Syrians in the aftermath of the Alan
Kurdi momentum, (at least symbolically) commencing a new era in Canada’s responses towards
displacement. Merkel’s decision not to close the border in 2015, in turn, has had important consequences on several dimensions. Neither its administration nor overall society had been prepared to
receive that many new arrivals. A combination of this external ‘shock’ and politico-administrative
decisions (with some unintended consequences) thus shaped the ‘long summer of migration’ in
many ways. In its aftermath, German elites have tried hard to regain control over the situation.
They did so by reinforcing a path that had already been followed in the early 1990s, when the
last ‘external shock’ had provided them with a window of opportunity to engage in restricting
the asylum regime. Doing so promised chances to gain votes in an atmosphere characterized by
scandal-seeking media reporting and ‘bloodthirsty’ right-wing agitators. Although this was rather
9 “Canada has very similar things [...] for boat arrivals, but they don’t implement them because they don’t get
the boat arrivals! They did many years ago, they got two big boat arrivals, and then, that stopped.” (M. O’Sullivan
Interview, 2017).
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an internal juncture10 , we must then mention ‘Cologne’ in January of 2016, which has marked
another watershed event after which this restrictive path was stabilized even more. The (again) restrictive atmosphere became more and more institutionalized both internally (through the ‘Asylum
Packages’, e.g.) and externally (starting with the ‘EU-Turkey deal’). It must be reiterated, however, that many aggravations and discursive campaigns had long been under way, already affecting
many areas of migrants’ lives before these incidents.
Despite the very different circumstances, a comparison between the Australian 2001 ‘children
overboard’ affair and the 2016 New Year’s Eve in Cologne, Germany, appears to be suitable to some
extent: In the essence, people seeking protection could all of a sudden be discursively portrayed
as malicious and dangerous with high public salience. In both cases, the discourses have been
shifted towards greater securitization and migration control as a consequence of these portrayals
– while the matter itself had arguably been over-interpreted and abused by politicians and the
media. In Canada, by comparison, events of similar relevance are hard to find: After the two
system overhauls (the 1976 Canadian Immigration Act and the 1989 formation of the IRB after
the Singh decision), securitization efforts increased slowly but steadily, peaking after 9/11 of 2001
(P. Showler Interview, 2016). Perhaps in the absence of such opportunities to portray newcomers
as scapegoats, then Immigration Minister Jason Kenney instead decided to manipulate the IRB
to then blame claimants for the overburdened system, as indicated previously.
Finally, (indirectly) related anxieties must have come into play in the case of high-profile terrorist
attacks: Although not directly related to migratory movements as such, terrorism has been playing
a crucial role in fueling the perceived need for more security11 in all three states under investigation.
As a consequence of these events taking place over time, in all three states, we could observe
a reduction of newcomers’ rights and an increase in discretionary and intrusive powers for the
security apparatuses. Here, the relative power of institutional actors such as the ministries of the
interior or home affairs is a crucial related finding, as argued above. Also, through shifts from the
political stages to the administrative realm, crucial decisions could be taken with more discretion
and less public oversight. On a more symbolic level, other political strategies have involved the
relabeling of key agencies (such as the Australian Border Force in contrast to Immigration, Refugees
and Citizenship Canada), as also argued above. Altogether, institutional change has however
been proven to take time: Only seldomly throughout the period under investigation could major
paradigmatic changes be observed, such as the introduction of new agencies. Instead, even at the
most critical ‘junctures’, symbolic changes prevailed as the mandates of the existing institutions
changed mostly gradually.

10 As argued before, this event did not directly trigger broad changes in public opinion, but only indirectly as the
media picked up voices of a minority that simply ‘seized their moment’.
11 It must however be noted that we cannot observe a direct chronological causality: For example, although the
events in September of 2001 may have led to increased security budgets nearly everywhere in the Western world,
the securitization had already been underway long before.
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Regulatory policies and ‘migration management’

“Being a refugee in [...] itself is not grounds for being classified as inadmissible, yet, refugees are
most definitely excluded through the visa system.” (Watson, 2009, p. 123)
In line with this quotation, the available evidence mostly supports the claim that seeking asylum
and living with the corresponding statuses has always been difficult and was partially further
exacerbated in all three states. Put bluntly, migrants tend not to meet Western states’ visa
requirements, which are designed to keep everybody ‘at arm’s length’ who is not supposed to benefit
the receiving country. Only for particular subgroups of refugees, the way to an arrival in dignity
has been paved in all three states. The evidence shows that in spite of all the variance, Germany’s,
Canada’s and Australia’s ‘migration management’ strategies have converged to a notable extent.
Still, Australia has been the only of the three to ‘make war’ on ‘undesired’ immigrants to an
extent similar to the USA under Trump. For all three, however, the common focus on control
and containment has increasingly been justified by the wish to select immigrants along criteria
such as their economic utility and their cultural adaptability (Kostner, 2015, p. 323). As these
criteria do not necessarily overlap with humanitarian considerations, the human right to seek
asylum has been hollowed out in many ways – or it has tried to combine both, as argued above.
Indeed, asylum seekers had been marginalized and thereby ‘punished’ for their modes of arrival
ever since the 1990s in all three countries (Triadafilopoulos, 2012, p. 161). Within the overall
strategy of reducing so-called ‘pull factors’, widely hidden practices of ‘administrative deterrence’
have further often complemented restrictive migration regimes. As demonstrated above, this has
entailed dysfunctional and discriminatory refugee status determination systems which pit different
migrant groups against each other and leave many in legal uncertainty for long periods. One reason
for these often invisible impasses has been the fact that the concerned populations themselves have
been excluded from the democratic processes that govern their lives: Before naturalizing, migrants
have only little formal say in any of their host countries.
Contemporary history does provide us with many examples for these attempts to keep migrants
out; such as Germany’s investments into the ‘EU-Turkey deal’ or Australia’s ‘Pacific solution’. From
domestic politicians’ points of view, these externalization strategies seem to have been ‘worth the
investments’ as they could be directly attributed to reductions in migratory influxes. Doing so,
Western states have been taking advantage of the given power asymmetries that allowed them to
pressure their direct and indirect neighbors to adopt the policies desired by these powerful nations
(Zhyznomirska, 2016, p. 140). An even more extreme example that focuses on the state territory
itself can be found in the limitation of Australia’s ‘Migration Zone’ to territories with access to
RSD. Resembling ‘international zones’ in airports, this comprehensive reversal of the usual logic
(according to which all territories of a given state also count as such) is unique worldwide. In
addition to such geographic demarcations, governments of all three states studied here have been
relying on information campaigns – even if with different rates of success (Dünnwald, 2016, p. 129).
In spite of all these initiatives, the movements could not be stopped altogether. As a consequence,
governments of Germany, Canada, and Australia continuously formulate responses in terms of the
policies and practices within their asylum/migration regimes: Their strategies to govern migrants’
stay have still differed, as the following points emphasize. Again, this section does not aim to
reproduce the entire regimes and access barriers. Instead, it focuses on the domestic dimensions
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of 21st century ‘migration management’12 in a pointed comparison.
Who arrives?

In all three countries, the selective admission of recognized refugees via resettle-

ment has been more structured, while asylum seekers live in much more precarious situations. So
what about the preferred ‘orderly’ influx of migrants? In absolute terms, more people have benefited from resettlement programs in Canada than from their German or Australian counterparts.
As indicated above, these programs have however always been relatively small in comparison to
global needs and selective at the same time. The often cited ‘queue’ for resettlement clearly only
exists in political rhetoric. In the absence of more extensive legal entry channels (other than the
limited resettlement schemes), even those states with generous reputations – such as Canada –
appear hypocritical when portraying themselves as offering safe havens to the world’s displaced
people – which is even more the case in Australia.
“Resettlement is an interesting question. [...] Canada and Australia are relatively
similar with regards to resettlement, in terms of there numbers, but when you look
inside the policy, Australian resettlement policy still focuses to a larger extent than
Canadian on trying to resettle people who, in some ways, have immigrant markers.”
(C. Dauvergne Interview, 2016)
As mentioned before, more humanitarian visas could be issued by the embassies of all three states
to refugees in camps who are identified as being particularly vulnerable. It has however become
clear that the systems of selection and admission are highly discretionary and the numbers are tiny
in comparison to those of displaced people in need. Whereas Canada and Australia have had the
‘luxury’ to focus on this channel, ‘spontaneous arrivals’ have been prevailing in Germany: There
have been a number of reasons why this central-European state has been at the forefront in the
admission of ‘spontaneous arrivals’ in comparison to many other liberal democracies. Different
from ‘spontaneous arrivals’ who tend to be predominantly young and strong men, resettlement
allows for entire families with children to be transferred more easily – as exemplified in figures such
as IRCC (2016b, p. 5). While vulnerability has often been mentioned as the main criterion to be
eligible for resettlement, all three states have also tried to find those refugees who could contribute
to their economies. Most problematically by comparison, the corresponding program in Australia
“cuts from existing resettlement places and thereby confirms concerns of a destination country
shifting selection criteria from protection need towards economic potential” (Schultz, Wagner and
Allemann, 2018). Albeit not in the area of resettlement, a similar tendency can however also
be observed in Germany, where the Western Balkans were designated as ‘safe’ parallel to the
implementation of the German Western Balkan Regulation.
Outside of the resettlement realm, migration deflection systems are most likely to be overcome
by strong, healthy and courageous young men13 . In addition to the mere numbers of arrivals,
these different profiles may count as another reason for the observably different discourses and
anxieties about asylum seekers as compared to resettled refugees. It must be reiterated that
the governments of all countries are (at least indirectly) responsible for far-reaching abuses of
12 As argued beforehand, ‘managing migration’ is actually to a large extent about ‘managing’ public sentiments
– an aspect that is however factored out in this comparison. According to Meier-Braun (2018, p. 69), the term
‘better migration management’ must be seen as a classic euphemism.
13 For some critics, we can therefore observe an implicit ‘Social Darwinism’ within Europe’s border regime, in
contrast to resettlement programs (at least officially) targeting populations with particular vulnerabilities.
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protection seekers in the name of ‘deterrence’, many of them taking place in countries on the
‘transit routes’: Just as limited as German public scrutiny is in North Africa or Eastern European
countries (Koukoumakas, 2017), Canadian public scrutiny is in Central America or Australian
public scrutiny is in Southeast Asia: Along what is known as the Balkan route, mistreatment,
assaults and violence have reportedly been targeting even children; which may be conceived as
part of Germany’s outsourced deterrence strategy. Receiving analogously little media attention in
Canada or Australia, similar pictures can be observed in Central America and Southeast Asia.
Resettlement and RSD systems: Since the beginning of the 21st century, the sophistication
and complexity of many Western states’ migration regimes increased notably. To assess migrants’
statuses individually, all three countries studied here have established multi-track processing systems throughout the past decades. While no RSD regime in the world appears to be equipped
to handle sudden and large migratory movements, there have still been differences in Germany’s,
Canada’s, and Australia’s abilities (and/or political will) to provide fast and fair procedures. As
their corresponding RSD system designs have been described in the prior chapters, this section
compares some of their most important aspects.
Before anything else, it is key to reiterate that resettled refugees constitute a category that has
been framed as completely different from ‘spontaneous arrivals’. Indeed, “no European or North
American country grants asylum seekers the same rights to which refugees are entitled, not withstanding the fact that they may be refugees” (Guild, 2009, p. 82). Asylum seekers are hence usually
deemed less desirable than those coming via resettlement (Gilbert, 2016, p. 211). In Germany,
too, resettled refugees disembark on another initial residence status – but then face similar bureaucratic (as well as socioeconomic) hurdles while navigating in the new system as asylum seekers who
may be recognized as refugees after a while. Different from the Canadian case, in which federal
election fortunes seem to depend on resettlement quota, resettlement to Germany has however not
been accompanied by much public scrutiny. In both Canada and Australia, this dichotomous distinction has become institutionalized deeply as “asylum seekers have been conceptually separated
from refugees and thus have lost their insulation from the domestic politics of immigration control” (Hamlin, 2014, p. 45). Canada further distinguishes between ‘refugee claimants’, ‘convention
refugees’, and ‘protected persons’ – which corresponds to the German distinction between asylum
seekers, persons entitled to asylum, refugees and those entitled to subsidiary protection (Röing,
2017, p. 2). Australia, in contrast, distinguishes mainly between IMAs and non-IMAs, as depicted
beforehand.
Differences are further not only observable within the categorization of migrants with different
modes of arrival, but also from different countries of origin. In Canada and Germany, migrants
deemed to stem from allegedly ‘safe’ countries are excluded from the system of ‘normal’ asylum
applications. Canada’s list of ‘Designated Countries of Origin’ (DCOs) roughly corresponds to the
‘safe countries of origin’ in the German context. Also, its ‘Safe Third Country Agreement’ (STCA)
with the USA functions similarly to the EU’s Dublin procedure. As a result of these regulations,
asylum applications from persons originating from DCOs or arriving via the United States are
generally considered to be unfounded and are only approved in exceptional cases. In Germany,
the same applies for migrants traveling through its neighboring states due to the Dublin system.
Australia, by comparison, lacks such provisions.
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Through the introduction of ‘good prospects of staying’ for claimants from certain origins, Germany has de facto introduced yet another sub-category. Also, the German ‘Duldung’ is a more
pragmatist concept that goes beyond the legal realm. Again, Australia by comparison only knows
‘irregular arrivals’ (those having decisions on their protection claims pending) and recognized
refugees. For the two-tier system of right to a fair procedure, the mode of arrival can thus be seen
to play a similarly critical role in Australia as the country of origin does in Canada and Germany.
Nevertheless (and acknowledging that this would go beyond the scope of this comparison), it must
be noted that also at the EU level, “[t]here are notable parallels [...] with the manner in which
Australia has created a special immigration regime for ‘unauthorized boat arrivals”’ (Den Heijer,
2016, p. 67).
With the exceptions of visa-exemptions and ‘safe country’ lists, it is hard to find any robust
evidence for success rates of asylum claims influencing any related policies (Watson, 2009, p. 137).
Vice versa, however, RSD systems that decide about migrants’ lives clearly depend on political
developments: In all three states, the “determination of whether an individual is a refugee or
not depends on the officials of the state from which the individual has sought protection” (Guild,
2009, p. 82). As argued above, any individual responsible state official, in turn, may be more
or less independent from politics. In the aggregate, Australia has been found to have the least
independent RSD agency, followed by Germany and Canada. The findings have shown that, as a
consequence of political interference and/or the interpretation of public will to restrict access and
acceptance rates, none of the three countries under investigation has a completely neutral RSD
system in place, though.
Furthermore, migrants’ chances of remaining legally also depend on the given grey areas and
appeal avenues. Here, an interesting similarity between Canada and Germany can be found in the
existent safeguards against removals, called H&C or Härtefallantrag, access to which is however
quite limited and somewhat arbitrary in both countries. It should be reiterated in this context
that Australia is the only one of the three countries to impose a financial burden on migrants
trying to appeal their decisions (Hamlin, 2014, p. 147). Chances to (successfully) appeal RSD
decisions are also lower in Australia than in the other two cases: As indicated before, in Germany,
the chances that BAMF decisions get overturned through appeals at the Administrative Courts
are much higher than those of the IRB in Canada (where they are at only 1%) and Australia
(where access to appeal is more difficult, in the first place). Based on the lack of reliable data,
it can however only be speculated to what extent these findings are systemic or rather the result
of flawed decision-making by inexperienced staff, etcetera. Hamlin (2014, p. 129) suggests that
the Canadian court system might just be too expensive to have many appeals heard – which
would not imply IRB decisions not to be faulty at all – but rather indicate a lack of rigor and an
overall dejudicialization of the RSD system. Although also within the IRB a lack of legal training
has been deplored, the Canadian motto of ‘first-decision-best-decision’ could nevertheless serve as
inspiration for other states (Hamlin, 2014, p. 132). By comparison, German functionaries may
have simply been overburdened, considering the high numbers and short time periods to adjust
under immense political and societal pressures: After 2015, fast-tracked BAMF decision-maker
qualifications were introduced and the decisions’ faultiness grew (R. Stahmann Interview 2016).
Nevertheless, for first-instance decision-makers to ‘lean back’ and hope that the courts will handle
eventual mistakes in decisions over matters of life and death is certainly disastrous (T. Hohlfeld
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Interview 2016). Coping with ‘caseload stress’ (Hamlin, 2014, p. 136) should thus arguably be
part of the daily tasks of any modern RSD administration.
In sum, the markedly different RSD systems reflect some idiosyncrasy but at the same time indicate
that much has been done in all three states to reduce the pressures related to contemporary
migratory movements. Australia has been shown to have the most discretionary and straightforward asylum system, allowing for less appeal and review options; and overall less avenues for
legal interference in the decisions of the executive powers (Hawkins, 1989, p. 190): “The basic
premise of the Australian system is clearly that maintaining the integrity of Australia’s borders
and laws comes first, whereas Canada, as part of an immigration law which sought to be just and
equitable, has leant over backwards to be fair to individual applicants (even though the system
has not been perfect in that regard)” (ibid., p. 193) – the latter to some extent also applying for
Germany.
Freedom of movement vs. immigration detention While it may be the most important
issue to be granted a legal protection status, being allowed to move around freely certainly is
another important aspect of migrants’ live in any new country. The Australian case serves as
an example for the most draconian policies in this area: Detention is ‘mandatory’ for ‘maritime
arrivals’ and possible for air arrivals. Given that migrants do not have any constitutional rights
there, they could be imprisoned and deprived of any dignity in Australia’s detention camps. As
argued before, outsourcing and privatizing these camps may have allowed governmental actors
to shift the blame for the harsh living conditions onto the subcontracted ‘service providers’ or
neighboring states. In Canada, by comparison, this has still been the exception: Whereas especially
the former conservative government also jailed large numbers of migrants, the facilities tend to be
run by the state itself. As a consequence, it has been easier there to at least visit detainees and get
legal aid. For certain groups such as boat arrivals, “detention was institutionalized, but not applied
universally” (Watson, 2009, p. 139) in Canada – a significant difference to the Australian case.
Similar to Australia, however, Canada reserves its agencies the right to detain rejected asylum
seekers for indefinite periods of time if the removal of failed claimants is not possible. Finally, by
comparison,
“Germany has also taken a more restrained approach to neoliberalisation of immigration detention than other countries such as [...] Australia. One partial explanation
could be that Germany’s immigration detention process is much more decentralised
than in other EU countries, as local authorities in each Land determine the type of
detention facilities employed.” (Wagnon and Flynn, 2018, p. 157)
The recent turn towards centralized admission centers with strict regulations, private security
companies, and scarce access for supporters in Germany must however be seen as a development
in a similar direction. Until now, the freedom of movement for migrants without ‘good prospects
of staying’ has only in some German accommodations been even further restricted. However,
Germany has been the only of the three states that enforces residency obligations for asylum seekers
– and in some parts, even recognized refugees that receive government assistance. That is, they
need to remain in clearly defined areas for the duration of their procedures. It has more recently
also been discussed in Australia whether new migrants should be forced to live in rural areas (Karp,
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2018). Again, the lack of a basic bill of rights or any domestically binding international rules for
the treatment of asylum seekers has allowed the Australian government to formulate virtually all
kinds of visa requirements, including this possibility (even if it may not be realistically enforceable
in its wide territory). In sum, large numbers of migrants have been isolated, lacking access to
legal guarantees and social participation in all three states. Better prospects of finding work,
higher infrastructure density, and ethnic communities however still tend to drive newcomers into
the urban centers of all three countries. Where residency obligations apply, similar patterns have
been observed – be it through daytime visits or irregular secondary migration within a given region
or country. As it is largely unclear to what extent these provisions can really counter demographic
trends, they may thus also be viewed as deterrence instruments.
Removals: All three states’ deportation regimes have tended to be complicated and difficult to
assess. For the German case, clear evidence for increasing investments in deportations could be
found. In Germany, it is differentiated between ‘Dublin returns’, ‘voluntary return’, and actual
removal from Germany trough a deportation to the country of origin – the latter having grown
in importance after 2016. Following the flawed rhetoric of a ‘deportation gap’, the successive
Ministers of the Interior De Maizière and Seehofer apparently wanted to signal their capacity to
act by ‘producing’ deportation numbers higher than ever before. Particularly in European cases,
these two last policy areas must be seen as symbol politics more than anything else: “Increased
efforts to detain and deport migrants without any concrete evidence of effectiveness suggest that the
policy is at least in part a symbolic act and public relations policy to assuage nativist sentiments”
(Wagnon and Flynn, 2018, p. 143). In Canada, by comparison, deportations have focused on
returns to the USA under the STCA. However, the CBSA also deports to other countries, some of
which are reportedly unsafe. The Australian military, by comparison, even pushes back boats of
asylum seekers on the open sea. Also, migrants have been turned back before leaving the airports
if lacking valid visas. Human rights issues have consequently been common as migrants’ deaths or
misery are being ‘pushed out of sight’.
Welfare, costs, and fees

In all three countries, protection seekers are only given living allowance

that would be deemed inadequate for their own citizens. This has de facto created a population
share that can be considered 2nd or 3rd class. Again, effective misery is arguably supposed to work
as a deterrent instrument in terms of reduced ‘pull factors’ (Da Lomba, 2006). Whereas this has
led to ongoing discussions in the ‘social welfare state’ Germany, the same seemed to be less of the
case in Canada and Australia: In these ‘liberal welfare states’ (see figure 5.1), the state is usually
assumed to ameliorate only the worst poverty and leave the rest ‘in the hands of the market’.
As mentioned before, in Canada, the welfare entitlements for refugee claimants depend on the
province and city they are living in, and are usually not enough for a life in dignity (or even paying
the rent). Australia had already reduced the level of allowances for TPV holders under that of
‘Newstart’ – which can be seen as similar to the German AsyblG allowances when compared to
German unemployment benefits. The 2018 cuts in the SRSS must be seen as the harshest measure
in this regards, leaving migrants on bridging visas effectively without any financial support (if not
deemed the most vulnerable).
Resettled refugees, by comparison, receive initial governmental assistance in terms of monthly
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income support in both Canada and Australia. However, they are later charged the direct costs
accruing to their resettlement in the form of loans. Similarly, refugees that are resettled to Germany
need to pay administration fees themselves, e.g. for translating birth certificates (resettlement.de,
2018). Before they are in the German system of unemployment support, they only receive 20 Euro
per person on arrival for the first two weeks and usually have no further cash at their disposal (ibid.).
As some argue, these practices may be understood as both fiscally cost-saving and ‘motivating’ as
it may give new arrivals the chance to ‘give something back’ to their ‘generous host states’. They
may also be understood as signaling domestic citizens that the state does ‘not plunge into too high
costs for the sake of non-citizens’, thereby boosting the legitimacy of governmental resettlement
programs vis-à-vis ‘skeptical’ voters. This, again, must be seen in the wider context: Criticisms
regarding expenses for new arrivals have especially been voiced in times of economic recession, or
when other expenses would be reduced – justified by fiscal constraints and overall austerity policies.
In sum, thus, the welfare state and migratory movements have been played off against each other
in all three states, in line with the above predictions. The fact that social benefits programs of all
three states have been viewed as daunting and barely enough for citizens to live in dignity, cutting
them down to even lower amounts for migrants must be seen as clear deterrence signals that fit
into the ‘pull-factor’ rhetoric.

5.5

Socioeconomic ‘integration’ and settlement efforts

Similar to the previous comparative assessments, this section cannot decipher all nuanced failures and successes in the area of newcomers’ socioeconomic ‘integration’ or ‘settlement’ (but see
appendix for a more fine-grained comparison of civic ‘integration’ provisions). First, it is key to
reiterate that, different from the two classic immigration countries, Germany has only recently
started building up a policy regime to facilitate newcomers’ ‘integration’ or settlement: At least
until the early 21st century (Bade, 2017; Triadafilopoulos, 2012, pp. 84-85), there was simply
not enough awareness of and public support for a ‘normalization’ of any migratory intake. Only
later would increasingly progressive developments lead some to attempts of ‘civic integrationism’
(Triadafilopoulos, 2012, p. 164) and selective inclusion.
Some other notable differences could also be observed, starting with seemingly trivial variables
such as language: In Australia and Canada14 , newcomers need to learn English (or French, in
Quebec) – in Germany, German. All three states provide language classes for newcomers who
are expected to stay longer (and legally). Moreover, many services for new arrivals have been
made accessible in a number of languages, helping newcomers to seek advice from doctors, the
police, etcetera. By comparison, Germany again lags behind in this regard: Newcomers are mostly
forced to find translation services on their owns (or try to make sense of the limited information
provided online in different languages). Only for formal appointments such as the asylum hearings,
translators are provided. In order to start navigating the new environments, however, learning these
countries’ languages has repeatedly been described as a crucial cornerstone on the way to successful
settlement. In this context, it should also be noted that the English and French language may have
been confounding factors for migrants’ successful ‘integration’ in Canada and Australia: German,
14 Whereas indigenous or aboriginal people have been speaking a larger number of different languages in these two
settler societies, European settlers dominated and effectively erased multilinguality out of the public sphere.
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by comparison, is mostly rated as very hard-to-learn language and usually not spoken at arrival
by most of today’s migrants.
Furthermore, unlike the situation in Germany, recognized refugees have the right to permanent
establishment in Canada and Australia. There, the coordinated settlement of migrants has been
part of the national ‘standard procedures’ for many decades. As soon as a legal protection status is
granted, they can access professional settlement services. For example, these comprise information
upon arrival, job-related mentoring, and community activities, all provided or facilitated by case
workers. The primary aims of this support spectrum are to enhance migrants’ self-reliance and
sense of belonging. Importantly, the work ethos of these service providers is client-centered and has
a focus on professional delivery (A. Korn, YMCA, Interview 2016; SSI, Interview 2017). This has
been the case only to a much lesser extent in Germany15 . Newcomers basically only have a right to
‘integration courses’, in which they learn hard facts about, e.g. German rights, culture, and history.
Perhaps more than in order to assist migrants in successful establishment, these efforts were often
framed as necessary in order not to risk the emergence of ‘parallel societies’ among the many
newly arrived asylum seekers and refugees. Again, this has been reflective of the aforementioned
discourses, in which ‘integration’ to Germany is being discussed more controversially than in the
two other countries. However, for example with regard to the opening of ‘integration courses’ for
certain asylum seekers or the new ‘vocational toleration’ option, some learning patterns could be
observed at the German federal level. After the many failures in Germany’s handling of the ‘guest
workers’ in the second half of the 20th century, however, gradually more efforts have been made
recently. Canada’s and Australian’s governments, in contrast, arguably have always been more
pragmatic and innovative in this area. Canada, for example, decentralized the settlement services
and is now simply paying transfer funds to the provinces. The topic of ‘integration’ is consequently
tackled on the spot, in the communities, without ponderous interference by any federal agency or
even the government itself. Since it concerns all migrants, not just refugees, the topic is regarded
as a mainstream, cross-sectional task.
Moreover, in order not to have newcomers relying on social assistance, ‘integration’ into the job
markets has been identified as key in all three countries – as Döring and Hauck (2017, p. 26) clarify
for the German case. Again, all these ‘integration’ efforts must of course be seen in conjunction
with the design of the welfare state (figure 5.1), as well as with public attitudes towards newcomers.
We could also identify a number of aspects outside of the institutional realm: For example, migrants often experience racist discrimination and exploitation, for example when trying to start a
professional career in Germany (Bormann and Huke, 2018). While it would however go beyond the
scope of this study to decipher different experiences with discrimination or problems with ascribed
identities, such observations are again reflective of the detected societal polarization.
Finally, reconfirming the ‘liberal paradox’, one dimension of this has been found in the demand to
uphold the “rules of the liberal polity, especially citizenship” (Hollifield, 2012a, p. 362). However,
“[b]eing a guest can be nice for a while, but as a permanent condition, it’s rather constraining”
(Ryan, 2010, p. 216). One last important difference thus lies in migrants’ access to citizenship: On
a ranking of openness towards the naturalization of non-citizens, Canada would be the most open
15 The only exceptions at the time of writing could be found in the ‘integration managers’ that operate as case
workers in a pilot project in Baden-Wuerttemberg, and the WIR-coordinators in Hesse.
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(jus solis and recognizing dual citizenship), followed by Australia (jus sanguinis and recognizing
dual citizenship) and, finally, Germany (mix of jus solis and jus sanguinis; dual citizenship only
recognized with governmental permit). As argued before, the ease of naturalizing can be seen as
the final questions related to ‘how refugees are being welcomed’ given that they formally cease to
being classified as such when becoming citizens.

5.6

‘Learning’ from one another?

Some evidence could be found for cross-national ‘learning’ patterns: Much of the above illustrated
convergence has been the result of the reciprocal ‘inspiration’ or even emulation of certain laws,
policies and practices between the countries or regions under investigation. Actors in Germany and
other EU countries have engaged in exchanging ‘best practices’ with countries such as Canada16
(Zhyznomirska, 2016, p. 136) or Switzerland17 (Thränhardt, 2018). The fact that settlementrelated investments have increased in Germany, for example, may suggest some (late but necessary)
orientation towards the Canadian and Australian experiences in this realm. While referring to
refugees’ settlement and ‘integration’ has rather been a typical feature of ‘classic’ countries of
immigration, it certainly is indicative of a paradigm shift that continues to unfold in Germany
(Aumüller, Daphi and Biesenkamp, 2015, p. 15): In many respects, Germany today arguably
still stands where Canada stood in the 1970s, particularly in terms of migrants’ membership and
the observable demographic developments. Another ‘lesson to be learned’ for Germany may be to
facilitate newcomers’ access to the legal job market in order to reduce their dependence upon social
assistance and to avoid drifts into the ‘underground’. This might be accomplished not only through
the pragmatic legalization of anybody who arrived before a certain cutoff-date, but also through the
simplification of the recognition of informal educational records, language requirements, etcetera.
Some replicability might also be given for legislative and institutional reforms, as well as for societal
narratives and discourses that are shaped by elites and the media. For example, Canada at first
glance indeed seems to offer a promising way of helping newcomers to settle down: Investing a
considerable amount of money and effort, Canadians have accumulated quite a lot of expertise
in the area of ‘integration’. Also for Germany, it could pay off to invest more not only in the
qualification of RSD decision-makers, but also in translators, language teachers, and social workers.
Further, the importance of a ‘welcoming’ discourse is reflected in Canadians’ overall acceptance of
the resettlement programs: The recent resettlement of relatively large numbers of Syrians has so
far not led to a public outcry or any major damage to the governing party. The overall discourse
16 Canada, in particular, has always been an interesting point of reference for other Western countries. While
the concept of multiculturalism was declared to have failed by Chancellor Merkel (without having ever been tried
out empirically in Germany), it has been filled with life for decades in Canada. That is, instead of ‘living side by
side’ without a common set of values, it has always been emphasized that the universal right of freedom for all
inhabitants must be respected despite all differences. One example for ongoing research exchange between Germany
and Canada can be found in the ‘German-Canadian Research Cooperation on the Integration of Refugees’, which
is co-funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research.
17 Another exemplary study recommends Germany to learn from Switzerland (Thränhardt, 2016, p. 22): For
example, it would be helpful to engage in a longer term coordinated planning and optimization of administrative
procedures in which practicability must be one of the overall axioms (ibid.). Competences and responsibilities
further ought to be clearly defined and complied with; costs should not be externalized or blame shifted onto others
(ibid.). Also, legal aid should be granted for free in order to come up with the principles of procedural justice and to
avoid misunderstandings and faulty decisions: As a first step, in Germany, Refugee Law Clinics might for example
be given adequate oversight and support when doing a job that would be crucial to the functioning of a modern
migration regime.
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has been positive, highlighting Canadian’s pride in receiving resettled refugees. However, we must
again bear in mind how tiny this number of resettled people is when compared to the global needs
(C. Dauvergne Interview, 2016) – or to that of asylum seekers in Germany.
In comparison to Australia (and other states across the globe), in turn, both Canada and Germany can be considered as ‘outliers’ in the sense that their refugee/asylum policies have remained
relatively humanitarian in a world of growing restrictiveness (D. Soennecken Interview, 2016).
Australian politicians, in turn, do not seem to be interested in emulating these policies. Instead,
they only borrowed some of the more restrictive measures18 (M. O’Sullivan Interview, 2017) and,
vice versa, tried to convince their colleagues elsewhere to emulate Australia’s strict regime. In
that sense, the Australian case seems to be the ‘lower bound’ towards which conservative and
right-wing politicians across the globe would like to orientate their responses in this area: For
Australian elites, deterrence and control-orientation have been primordial to the compliance with
human rights. Particularly in this case, the ‘game’ seems to be about winning votes and wedging
opponents by being perceived as the ‘hardliner’, rather than saving human lives.
Altogether, it may in some regards appear compelling to emulate certain practices from other
countries. Scattered ‘learning’ patterns have helped governments and other decision-makers in
Germany, Canada, and Australia to formulate responses to migratory movements, without however
finding ‘solutions’ that would satisfy all stakeholders. In any case, there are certainly limits to
such ‘learning’ patterns. Not all legislation and policy-making can simply be transferred elsewhere
without respect to the different circumstances and historical experiences, as mentioned before19 .
When asking what these countries may learn from each other, we need to bear in mind, for example,
the exceptional situation in Germany: A quick and significant increase in protection claims as
witnessed around 2015 would have put extraordinary pressures on virtually all states, including
Canada and Australia. The key to comparing and emulating certain policies from one another
also lies in knowing the different circumstances: The opportunity structures under which certain
decisions could be taken, might not be directly replicable. Again, the geography and the history
of each state is unique. Relying on other countries’ experiences has always required knowing the
corresponding circumstances and historical paths that led to the corresponding outcomes. Policymakers are therefore required to find solutions tailored to their specific contexts (Röing, 2017).

18 “We did borrow certain things from the EU, so I think, I might say, the Australian system is getting more similar
to something like the UK home office that hasn’t got a great reputation. [...] We did directly take some provisions
like this Asylum Caseload Act, actually with word stuff from the EU directives” (M. O’Sullivan Interview, 2017).
19 Also, ‘learning’ may not only be inhibited by the apparent resistance of policy-makers vis-à-vis the available
empirical evidence (especially in the observed cases of ‘missed opportunities’ for policy change): So far, no ‘easy
translation’ of scientific findings into policy-maker language could be identified: Many nuances are lost when, for
example, parliamentary scientific services process and summarize available studies.

Chapter 6

Conclusions and discussion
This dissertation departed from the global phenomenon of growing migratory movements, only
fractions of which reach western destinations. Focusing on the consequences of this phenomenon,
it systematically compared the paths leading to the momentum in which liberal democracies would
be confronted with “the admittedly formidable global challenge of how to deal with unprecedented
numbers of people crossing national borders, with or without visas” (Foran, 2017). Based on
an ample theoretical framework to interpret the interplay of incentives, rationales and scopes for
handling migration, it has examined these experiences, paths and outcomes in three countries
that can be viewed as representing most different systems: By comparison, both Germany’s,
Canada’s and Australia’s ‘starting points’ and many of the politico-administrative responses have
differed sharply. At the same time, the observable attempts to ‘filter’ and ‘manage’ migration and
settlement also demonstrate a number of thrilling similarities.
Certain dilemmas have been found to be inherent to the area and apply for all concerned states –
such as the discrepancy between the universal human right to seek asylum and the lack of internationally enforceable duties to permit entry to exiles, or the dilemma between ‘integration’ and
migration control. Equipped with their corresponding administrative substructures, governments
have dealt with these paradoxes using complex arsenals of communicative, legal and organizational
mechanisms that were configured differently in each country. Rather ubiquitous critical conditions
could nonetheless be found in the perception and the portrayal of limited ‘absorptive capacities’,
short horizons of legitimacy-seeking in legislative periods, and the democratic nation-state system
itself, as it attributes all political power to the ‘insiders’ of any bounded community – and none or
little to the ‘outsiders’.
Legitimacy and visibility Based on these fundamental observations, this thesis has argued that
most observable decisions in this realm can be attributed primarily to governmental legitimacy
requirements vis-à-vis their own constituencies: In order not to risk support from the broader
public, political elites in all three states have implemented somewhat similar strategies to (at least
partially or ostensively) solve these inherent dilemmas. Influenced by the given political climate,
related discourses, and the diverging values that domestic voters and interest groups attach to the
issue, governmental responses have resembled the shifting legitimization necessities of incumbent
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politicians at certain points in time. On the base of contradictory demands, political elites in all
three countries have been found to constantly try to ‘optimize’ their migration regimes by only
‘welcoming refugees’ selectively in response to day-to-day political sentiments. Often ‘walking the
lines of least resistance’ in the course of these ‘learning curves’, they have tried to minimize political
(even more than economic) costs by formulating largely restrictive migration regimes.
Especially in times of growing migration, highly publicized media reports and related xenophobic
fears perpetuated vicious circles, contributing to the implementation of restrictive measures that
would arguably serve the legitimacy-seeking aims of domestic politicians. Resulting from the evocation of ‘system-abuse’, ‘queue-jumping’, ‘chaos’ or ‘crisis’ frames, as well as politicians’ desire to
stay in office and/or gain votes, uncontrolled migration has primarily been conceived as something
to avoid. While the particular motivations differed in the corresponding episodes in dependence of
public sentiments, discourses and specific events, this has contributed to an overall predominance
of migration control over refugee protection. Indeed, most policy decisions taken throughout this
episode demonstrate that,
“while the complexities or irregular migration and life in transit are often hard to
comprehend, governments have shown that they are much more ready to comply with
measures to stop or at least combat irregular migration than they are to accept the
need to improve measures for handling asylum seekers.” (Missbach, 2015, p. 181)
Following the ‘public choice’ logic, some of the main reasons for Germany, Canada and Australia
to keep such migrants out have been found in voters’ suspicions of their cultural otherness, their
presumed higher propensity to criminal activities or terrorism, or “that they will become financially
dependent on the state” (Watson, 2009, p. 123). It has however been argued that the ‘public
choice’ logic can also explain a certain degree of openness: Empirically, some parts of the public
in all three states have become engaged for ‘welcoming refugees’ (or for at least not ‘letting them
drown’). Often overlapping with employers’ interests, such demands have been incorporated in
policy-making, too. In either direction, public choice should therefore be conceived as an important
driver of the corresponding developments. As demonstrated throughout this dissertation, the few
exceptions to the generally restrictive regimes can be traced back to a combination of judicialized
systems that grant a certain minimum of rights even to non-citizens (observable in Canada and
Germany), civilian and/or religious activism (in a spirit of cross-border solidarity or simple charity
work), as well as utilitarian considerations (i.e. attempts to counter demographic trends and/or
to fill gaps in so-called bottleneck professions). Societal support for ‘welcoming refugees’ has
nevertheless been found to be fragile and to depend on public awareness, the rhetoric used by
political elites, and their ability to deal with migration in a way that it is perceived as an enrichment
rather than burden to their societies.
The beginning of the 21st century, in particular, has further been argued to present the perfect
laboratory for the study of these issues. Starting within the climate of generalized post-9/11 fears,
fourteen years later, certain unexpected parallels could be observed between the three countries
under investigation (although not equally affected by the ‘long summer of migration’). The most
visible temporal exceptions to the overall trend towards restrictiveness could be found in the German and Canadian cases around the year 2015, when unusually high commitments to refugee protection found their ways into political decision-making: A general ‘euphoria’ to ‘welcome refugees’
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spread across large parts of the public and media. For these two cases, this momentum constituted
a ‘critical juncture’, at which a paradigm shift started to unfold. At least migrants from certain
countries of origin have since then been facing less restrictions and better access to the German
job market. In the Canadian case, a new resettlement program was formulated at about the same
time to the emergence of this ‘welcoming culture’, allowing about 40,000 Syrians to enter legally.
Canada’s liberal government (which may even have won the 2015 elections due to this campaign
pledge) further lifted some of the most restrictive measures imposed previously. Although only
after the period under investigation, also Australia witnessed “a wider shift in public opinion, with
doctors, academics, human rights groups, politicians from across the spectrum and ordinary Australians all calling for the humane treatment of people in offshore detention” (P. Power, RCOA,
Email Newsletter, 4.3.2019). In such extraordinary episodes that had few parallels in the last
century (Hawkins, 1989, pp. 168; 185), the public in all three states has thus seemed to be rather
‘enthusiastic’ about providing support and ‘open doors’ to displaced people. From a wider perspective, such historical exceptions may however also be seen as instances in which ‘the highly
visible’ tells a lot about ‘the invisible’. As demonstrated in detail above, e.g. Germany’s tools
for keeping asylum seekers out have become more sophisticated at the same time to the much
heralded ‘welcoming culture’. Canada’s and Australia’s focus on resettlement, in turn, may have
helped make their societies feel like they would be doing enough to mitigate the greatest suffering.
To specify how public opinion may have influenced these states’ political responses, it has consequently been reiterated that deeper knowledge and awareness have been lacking in all three cases.
In short, “[l]iberal politics is based on the idea that the voters know best” (Harari, 2015, p. 392).
This supposed mechanism could consequently be disrupted whenever the public only got limited
and/or biased information, on the base of which to build up its preferences. A so-called ‘refugee
consciousness’ through media attention (Hawkins, 1989, p. 180) has however been identified as a
crucial ingredient in the supposed mechanism that connects public opinion and policy outcomes.
One argument put up by this study is that public scrutiny has actually been limited deliberately
in order to let certain violations go unnoticed: Arguably, greater shares of the general public might
question their countries’ migration regimes’ rightfulness, would they be aware of what is happening
‘out of sight’ to keep migrants at arm’s length, to discourage them from staying, or from recommending their peers to seek perspectives in a given country. Indeed, political elites in all three
states have clearly been trying to reduce the access of ‘spontaneous arrivals’ in the first place, or to
send them back to countries on their routes or of origin – again shifting these issues back into the
periphery of political attention. A broad alliance of actors may thus in the first place be needed to
enhance societal awareness of such information and debates for which the mainstream cares little.
In the essence, it would be necessary to ‘arm to public with information’ in order to encourage
open and honest debates on these contentious issues.
Indeed, evidence-based decisions may thus have been counteracted by poor transparency and
policy-makers caving in to public sentiments: Just as ‘boundedly rational’ as other humans, they
have often avoided formulating clear positions – but instead ‘meandered’ between discourses and
policies of opening and closure. Moreover, the limited visibility of the aforementioned questionable
attempts may also have been exacerbated by other (more) attention-grabbing incidents within these
countries, contributing to the aforementioned fears and prejudices. Similar to other controversial
issue-areas, already faulty assumptions held by the general public could easily be reinforced by
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scandal-seeking media reporting on migration. In the absence of clear voter preferences, thoughtful strategies and robust evidence, e.g. on the true drivers of migratory movements, political
‘muddling through’ could thus be observed in a number of instances.
Responsibility outsourcing, selective borders and administrative deterrence Based on
these settings, the emergence of certain migration regimes in three very different countries altogether constitutes evidence for their ‘convergence’ on certain dimensions (Bertossi, 2011; Bertossi
and Duyvendak, 2012; Hollifield, Martin and Orrenius, 2014): Resembling the aforementioned attempts to shift political attention, all three states’ have used similar tools to (pseudo-)‘solve’ the
inherent paradoxes. Firstly, this involved an increasing engagement outside of their national territories to decrease and control ‘spontaneous’ migratory movements. Reaching safe territories has
been made increasingly difficult due to the implementation of ‘close door policies’ comprising visa
restrictions, carrier sanctions, and other forms of ‘outsourced’ border controls. Complex multilevel
systems and supranational agreements have enabled governments to ‘pass the buck’ of protecting
refugees in many instances (Costello, 2016, p. 13). ‘Pushing the border out’ thus seems to have
become a ‘dominant’ strategy, allowing political elites to outsource these difficult tasks. Rather
than admitting to the human rights breaches that these strategies entail, ‘blame games’ have been
played to (indirectly) accuse far-off ‘scapegoats’ for the resulting violations: Outsourced border
control measures are often carried out by actors that are only loosely attached to the governmental decision-makers of a given country, such as the responsible functionaries in third countries.
Arguably, the governments of Australia, Canada, and Germany have thereby been trying to ‘escape’ the principle of non-refoulement (Supaat, 2013) and to avoid guaranteeing uniform access to
their cumbersome and expensive RSD systems: As depicted above, examples for such maneuvers
have been found in all three country-contexts. In other words, they have invested in multi-layered
hypocrisies, discretely trying to get rid of the responsibilities that their predecessors assumed when
signing the corresponding agreements. By outsourcing such questionable tasks, they may have “less
obviously run afoul of their rhetorical commitment to the concept of asylum and their legal duty of
non-refoulement” (Price, 2009, p. 188) as it allows them “to circumvent domestic legal and political constraints” (Zaiotti, 2016, p. 11). And even the related rhetoric has converged: In the cases
of Australia and Germany, deals to ‘stop the boats’ have been justified with the argumentation
that such restrictive measures would in fact save the lives of deterred migrants, and thereby been
portrayed as ‘inevitable’.
Secondly, conceivable as ‘selective borders’ (Mau et al., 2012), not only entry barriers, but also
discriminatory processing systems for protection claims have been implemented in all three countries’ asylum/refugee regimes. On the papers1 , all three provide access to RSD systems which
may result in the grant of protection of temporary (and potentially permanent) residence permits.
While these systems’ designs differ considerably in detail, they still share this crucial characteristic:
Decision-makers in Germany, Canada, and Australia modified their administrative asylum regimes
in a way that they could manipulate migrants’ eligibility to protection and/or socioeconomic rights
as far as possible. To examine this, the present study has elaborated on the administrative side
1 The Australian case has also clearly demonstrated that it is not enough to only observe which conventions and
protocols governments ratify, but also how these translate into domestic law. As argued above, a crucial difference
in terms of politicians’ available options lies in the existence of a constitutionally binding bill of basic rights in a
given country or region. Historically, the eventual (non-)introduction of such constitutional law, in turn, may allow
inference to be drawn on citizens’ evaluation of non-citizens’ rights.
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of ‘welcoming refugees’ in these three states. It shows that over time, the observable administrative and legal regimes have remained rather constant in times of limited migration. Whenever
the movements grew, however, transitions could be observed. In such cases, the administrations
of all three countries established schemes that could more easily partition migrants into different
categories instead of treating them uniformly. These developments at certain ‘critical junctures’ in
turn, have been found to result mostly from executive decisions – indicating a lack of independence
of the BAMF, the IRB, and the DIBP. In sum, these findings hence again serve as evidence for
the predominance of public legitimacy over procedural fairness – especially in such times of heightened public attention: Following such critical junctures, refugee protection has in all three states
increasingly been carried out to the detriment of those (often arbitrarily) presumed not to have
‘well-founded’ reasons for flight, or those who could be argued to should have found protection
elsewhere on their routes.
As a third ‘way out’ of the aforementioned paradoxes, different attempts have been made to reduce so-called ‘pull factors’. This entailed the formulation of short-sighted measures to reduce the
presumed ‘magnet effects’ (McCready, 2018): While the formulation and implementation of some
aforementioned measures has been more visible, a lot worsened ‘behind the surface’. Many of the
relevant developments have been characterized by rather clandestine aggravations of migrants’ situations, achieved without law amendments and serving the aim of deterrence in a less obvious way.
Information campaigns targeted at potential asylum seekers have been supplemented by measures
of ‘administrative deterrence’ and, last but not least, newcomers’ harassment in their day-to-day
life2 : In spite of the different circumstances in Germany, Canada, and Australia, many asylum
seekers have been confronted with situations of prolonged detention or limited freedom of movement, social isolation, and harsh treatment. All this went hand in hand with the downgrading of
newcomers’ socioeconomic and legal rights in their host countries – altogether, comprising factual,
symbolic, and subtle ‘deterrence’ measures. The allocation of blame for related rights violations
has again been avoided through the delegation of responsibility to sectors that often find themselves ‘overburdened’ due to a lack of staffing and financing. For example, as “many of the camps
are run by private companies, they are mostly closed to the media and social activists, leaving the
people who are detained in them abandoned beyond the reach of civic oversight” (Katz, 2016, p.
17). In the most extreme Australian case, both governing parties opted for boosting their public
legitimacy by implementing such measures that came at a high price – both financially and as they
largely forfeited their country’s credibility as a human rights advocate. But behind the surface, all
three states’ legal regimes have been complemented by widely hidden practices of ‘administrative
deterrence’ aiming at the reduction of so-called ‘pull factors’.
More than anything else, many of these restrictions must be interpreted as ‘symbol politics’, intended to deter potential migrants and demonstrate ‘hardliner’ attitudes towards domestic voters.
As the examination of missed opportunities, unintended risks and consequences suggests, they
have however arguably come at the cost of obstructing many newcomers’ ‘integration’ – and of
contributing to a mutual fear of contact between them and their host societies. The corresponding
rhetoric arguably also has direct consequences for the concerned populations, as it resonates with
the sentiments held throughout society. In the most extreme cases, this may even lay the founda2 As Kermani (2015, p. 288) finds for the case of Lampedusa, authorities often make every endeavor to walk a
fine line between risking accusations of treating asylum seekers inhumanely and being ‘too indulgent’ with them.
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tions for xenophobe attacks – exemplified by the many victims of German right-wing extremism
(Entorf and Lange, 2019; Helm, 2017), the Quebec City mosque shooting in Canada (Page, 2018),
or the Cronulla riots in Australia (Taha, 2015).
Finally, in all three states, the otherwise rather restrictive regimes have been complemented not
only with financial contributions to foster ‘protection in the regions of origin’ (Crisp, 2003), but also
with selective resettlement schemes. Based on the recognition of the “need to provide protection
for refugees and the deleterious effect visa requirements have on the ability of refugees to access
protection” (Watson, 2009, p. 126), both Australia’s and Canada’s humanitarian impulses focus
on the area of resettlement. While resettlement to Germany is still in its infancy, also in the
Australian and Canadian cases, the existing programs offer room for improvement in terms of
their transparency, fairness, and sustainability:
“In contrast to the individual right to asylum, resettlement and other reception
programs are legally unstructured: There are no obligations under international law
for states to receive refugees, nor are there any binding rules on the numbers, origins
or characteristics of the persons to be received. As the most important actors, states
therefore have great leeway in the establishment, design and implementation of such
reception policies.” (Engler, 2019, author’s translation)
Importantly, these regimes have nevertheless (at least) been supported by broad societal consensuses. In Canada and Australia, the “arrival of refugees outside of the resettlement program has
been viewed as threatening to the sovereignty of the state, regardless of the merits and success rates
of individual claimants and the obligations of the international refugee regime” (Watson, 2009, p.
138): In these two cases, fine-grained mixes of openly proclaimed resettlement schemes and a highly
professional settlement sector could be observed on one, and low levels of socioeconomic rights for
‘spontaneous arrivals’ on the other hand3 . Resettling refugees has clearly allowed them to better
control and take advantage of migratory movements through more selectivity and preparedness,
without giving up symbolical acts of humanitarianism. It must however still be seen as more than
a mere ‘cosmetic solution’ (Triadafilopoulos, 2008, p. 33) or ‘fig-leaf’ to signal adherence to the
right to asylum and compassion with some subgroups of displaced people. It may rather be seen as
an important part in governmental strategies of ‘walking the fine line’ between the implementation
of restrictive measures and perpetuated human rights advocacy.
By comparison, the governmental apparatuses of contemporary Canada and Australia hence seem
to have found ‘their ways’ of responding to migratory movements over the past decades – while
Germany is still struggling to find ‘its path’. Put bluntly, the establishment of borders as selective
filters seems to have been more illusory in Germany than it has been in Canada and Australia.
Mainly due to factors such as its different geographical situation and unique historical role, Germany has predominantly been dealing with ‘spontaneous arrivals’, causing a completely different
3 In

Canada, migrants in ‘legal limbo’ are excluded from most federal programs (health care being the only
exception) – leaving this area to the provinces and cities. The entire treatment of refugee claimants seems to take
place at the periphery of the public sphere and has thus been accompanied with low overall scrutiny. Similarly,
in Australia, there is little talk about those asylum seekers living in the communities: Most people may be only
marginally aware that a regime of maximum deterrence has been implemented, condemning many migrants into
infinite detention in offshore and onshore camps. Barely anybody knows in detail that the chance to settle in
Australia has been reserved mostly to plane arrivals, as well as to all those deemed to be ‘fit’ to live in the
communities by ministerial discretion.
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set of politico-administrative reactions. In line with the above considerations, this has contributed
to a high level of societal polarization. The sovereignty of the German state has even been called
into question by some citizens as a consequence of migration being perceived as uncontrolled. At
the time of writing, the apparent inability of political elites to reconcile demands for refugee protection with demands for migration control, and their lack of self-confidence in this area have arguably
contributed to increasing right-wing electoral success. Again, this must be seen in conjunction with
the fact that Germany has had no real choice other than ‘welcoming’ a broad spectrum of migrants.
Some of the most controversial developments in Germany’s asylum regime since 2014, in turn, are
certainly due to many factors, including its institutional setting (such as the aforementioned lack
of a German Immigration Ministry). Also, some of this higher complexity must be attributed to
the additional level made up by the EU (Thym, 2017a, pp. 302-303). Uncomfortable with its new
role as a migration country, this state has thus been caught somewhere in between the ‘poles’ of a
selective ‘welcoming culture’ and increasingly restrictive measures with questionable longer-term
ramifications.
As a consequence, the German government may have had a higher propensity for ‘muddling
through’ rather than engaging in foresighted strategy making, in comparison to Canada and Australia. Among other findings, this has been reflected in Germany’s extraordinarily high regulation
density in the area of asylum: Many of the policies were formulated hectically as responses to large
migratory movements and without a clear long-term strategy4 .

Outlook As the complexities of policy-making in contemporary democracies are steadily growing,
any mono-causal explanations for political outcomes can be expected to fall short of reality: All
these developments are determined by a complex interplay of path-dependent decisions that have
been taken (or not taken) over several decades. It is thus left for future research to conduct indepth investigations of the relevant paths and outcomes in more country-cases, and to compare
the findings systematically. As this study suggests, such comparisons may benefit from identifying
the ‘critical junctures’ or ‘windows of opportunity’ (Ette, 2003, p. 22; Tarrow, 1996, pp. 280), at
which the corresponding patterns emerge (or stagnate), as well as the relevant causal mechanisms at
work. Reconstructing the relevant discourse-forming and decision-making processes in all countries
of interest remains a challenging task5 . Taking into consideration the myriad of factors involved,
it remains to be investigated how their interplay translates into particular observable outcomes in
4 Until this date, everybody involved in this area can directly feel the effects of this lack of a clear long-term
strategy: The restlessness and uncertainty among many migrants who have arrived in Germany and are now in a
process of ‘integration’ has often been counterproductive. Social workers and volunteers alike are thus living in a
difficult balancing act: On one hand, they are being urged to show them ways to participate in society. On the
other hand, many obstacles make this difficult (Caritas, 2018) – a situation that has been somewhat similar for the
staff of Canada’s ‘refugee houses’ and Australian support networks.
5 Some of the most challenging questions left open for future assessment might be the following: To what extent
may certain laws and policies in this area really reduce so-called ‘pull factors’? When and based on which arguments
are questionable decisions perceived as valid in order to preserve presumably ‘greater goods’ such as ‘social cohesion’
and ‘internal peace’? How can ‘public immigration backlashes’ be avoided? Taking into consideration the multitude of aforementioned tension areas, what characterizes coherent, well-thought-through and ‘manageable’ asylum
systems? Which ‘signals’ are being sent by whom in complex settings involving multilevel delegation, and how
‘successfully’? It also remains to assess whether some of the implemented measures rather constitute short-sighted
and reactionary ‘fire-fighting’ in ‘crisis-modes’ or deliberate, forethought and proactive strategies: To do so, how
can we better specify costs that may only accrue in the longer terms? And finally, how can we bridge the theoretical
and practical/empirical considerations in order to come up with sound and certifiable models that would be relevant
for both academia and policy-makers?
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liberal democracies’ asylum and refugee policies6 . From a longer-term perspective, related findings
may indicate whether refugees are being viewed as outsiders with temporarily tolerated stays, or
rather as potential future citizens.
Additional research would moreover be needed to detect clear patterns; e.g. on the impact of
different legal systems (such as, in the present cases, the civil vs. the common law systems) and
of different welfare state models (such as, in the present cases, the social vs. the liberal welfare
state model). The study of administrative asylum regimes may also allow conclusions to be drawn
about how to better design RSD systems7 .
Finally, we should more thoroughly investigate migrants’ day-to-day living conditions under different policy regimes, as well as the reasons and effects of these conditions8 . As argued above, some
conditions may have been created deliberately to humiliate or punish those already there and to
deter future arrivals, whereas others may rather be unintended consequences of certain (flawed)
decisions and overall unawareness. Including realistic incentive structures and predictions on the
dynamics of political debates into its analyses, future research must thus go beyond the logic of
pure ‘coping mechanisms’ in order to be able to grasp the rather clandestine strategies, practices,
and unintended consequences. The goal of this research project was to systematically approach
some crucial questions through its comparative design – in order to draw more robust conclusions
on different countries’ responses to migration. A next step would require finding more generalizable
answers, without however painting with too broad a brush: Which of the findings from the German, Canadian or Australian cases do also apply for other countries or regions? Altogether, this
study may hence be seen as a starting point for future research in this area of growing relevance.
As Hawkins (1989, p. 193) already reckoned decades ago, it is not difficult to recognize “how
important refugees have become within the larger field of immigration policy and management”.
6 These outcomes should further be studied in more detail: Which parties or politicians have been taking up
which stances toward the topic – and how did these (presumably) influence their electoral success? Have related
issues been characterized by far-reaching consensuses or rather by clear divisions along party lines – or even within
parties? At which levels and under which circumstances has pragmatism prevailed over ideologies along party-lines?
As argued above, we should further examine the influence of individual bureaucrats, decision-makers and judges
in more detail: May certain developments in part be ascribed to the outcomes of given bureaucratic structures
and thus not fully depend on electoral politics? Under which circumstances could a ‘refugee roulette’ or ‘asylum
lottery’ be observed (in the sense that arbitrariness wins over equity – potentially both for resettlement schemes
and for inland claimants’ success chances)? When assessing ‘learning’ asylum systems, it remains to be studied
in more detail whether certain outcomes have been perceived as ‘successes’ or ‘failures’ (and which actors may
have benefited more or less from each of them), as well as which alternative options were proposed by whom and
when: To what extent does the available evidence indicate that ‘learning’ and adaptation shape policy formulation
based on past experiences? Which other inputs may have fed into the formulation of new or the modification of
existing ‘tools’? Has the formulation of certain laws and policies been rather ‘myth-’, or ‘fact-based’? Also the
study of (boundedly) rational behavior could benefit from further investigations in the present issue-area. Reactions
to images in the media, for example, could be studied to enhance our understanding of human biases. Assessing
these developments over time might also enable us to make more solid claims about political ‘backpedaling’ as
compared to innovative policy-making. Moreover, as indicated above, it should be examined more closely how
foreign policy interests influence visa and migration policies. Also, the aforementioned aspects that are related to
the corresponding regional embeddedness may be read as evidence for the relevance of political stability, decency,
and good governance in countries’ direct or indirect neighborhoods. Future research might for example compare
the role of the USA under Trump for Canada’s migration regime to that of Hungary under Orban for that of other
EU countries. Another variable left open for future research can be found in the influence of general financial crises
that may work as catalysts for public outrage against receiving refugees.
7 It may under certain circumstances for example be considered legitimate that the axiom of fast processing
overrules procedural fairness. Another question that emerges in this context, however, is whether fast-tracking can
really be considered ‘efficient’ if it means that many badly executed decisions need to be appealed in costly and
lengthy judicial procedures.
8 Therefore, it it would be an urgent necessity to include migrants’ agency by including them as subjects rather
than only objects of analysis (Krause, 2017; Watson, 2009, p. 152).
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

Even if the 1951 Convention is outdated and overtaken by historic developments, refugee protection is certainly not to become obsolete in the foreseeable future. Instead, the topic is even likely
to be “taking up a bigger share of the annual immigration movement, absorbing more resources,
requiring more policy development, and invoking the community to a much greater degree than
before” (ibid.). One major reason can be found in intensifying climate change, contributing to
more conflicts over scarce resources through desertification, droughts, and rising sea-levels. At the
latest when accepting this reality, it would be more realistic “to say that in democratic societies
[... migration] can be controlled and reduced to some extent” (Hawkins, 1989, p. 195) only. But
how can we adequately respond to these peoples’ pledges without forfeiting our democratic welfare
systems and humanitarian requirements? Problematically, as for Callamard, it may seem “impossible to protect the right to life while simultaneously attempting to deter entry by endangering
life” (UN, 2017b, p. 16). As for Alden (2017, p. 488), any government should consequently “be
vigorously debating how far it is willing to go down the path of deterring even legitimate asylum
seekers”.
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.2

Epilogue

Unhinderedly traveling on streets built by a regime of racial fanaticism, benefiting from an infrastructure that is largely based on exploitation, and enjoying a life in peace and prosperity, it is
our responsibility to get engaged for those on whose shoulders this luxury has been built up and is
being sustained: Often without knowing, our wealth is in many ways based on arms exports, unfair
trade conditions, geopolitical interests and other consequences of ongoing colonialism. While we
live in such privileged positions, millions are fleeing from war and hopelessness in their countries
that have decisively been shaped by our interests. We therefore have to face that displacement is
happening as a consequence of our actions and lifestyles; entire countries being exploited by groups
of companies, war-faring for raw materials and strategic positions, let alone the consequences of
anthropogenic climate change.
This dissertation has tried to answer a number of questions that emerge out of this realization:
What are displaced people’s prospects of finding protection and building up new lives in Germany,
Canada, and Australia; three of the world’s most prosperous liberal democracies? How are our
governments and societies reacting to their claims and how do they try to administer them? Is it
about peoples’ lives or only about politics, winning votes and screwing up opponents? With this
thesis, I strove to come up with my responsibility to shed light on some of the many related crucial,
but too often opaque developments. Especially in science, we must be careful not to reproduce the
power relations that lead to all these injustices: This dissertation has reconfirmed that mobility
has been restricted deliberately in a post-colonial and bio-political fashion that openly aims at
attracting high-skilled elites and keeping out the ‘undesirables’, even in view of their existential
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suffering that amounts to human rights violations (UN, 2017b; Sacramento, 2017). For the sake of
the ethics of knowledge production, the readers of this dissertation are therefore urged to scrutinize
these inhumane practices.
It has thus always has been – and continues to be – a highly controversial undertaking to write
about such topics from privileged positions at the same time to acknowledging our own complicity:
Even without wanting, we benefit from and (to some extent) even reproduce the very logic of
these apparatuses that we attempt to criticize in the first place; be it at the discursive level
(by using the same vocabulary as the capitalist western nation-states’ governments do), or in
the everyday practices of living a peaceful life instead of engaging more actively in counter of
the many injustices that we are aware of, thereby risking our own privileges. In our writing,
we may nevertheless at least attempt to approach the dominant discourses critically, in addition
to contributing to improvements in the lives of our new neighbors who often suffer from only
being ‘second-class’ citizens and discriminated against, where- and whenever we can: In addition
to writing on behalf of those whose voices mostly remain unheard, we may dedicate much of our
lifetimes to improving the situation of less privileged people. Everybody has to find their own ways
of dealing with such knowledge and awareness as there is no unique way to behave ethically in a
world that suffers from so much inequality, exploitation, racism and other man-made grievances
that underpin the developments studied here. For me, knowing their stories full of injustices did
not leave me with another ethically defensible choice. Neither has there yet been found a feasible
way to completely avoid the use of the image of refugees as passive and relatively ‘powerless’
beings, or the reproduction of the state system (which is the underlying cause of phenomena such
as refugees and statelessness) when contributing to any scientific community.
Finally, it must be noted that this thesis has been written from a German perspective and has
no claim to complete neutrality: Observers are always shaped by their own socialization. While,
of course, I tried to be objective, it is still important to acknowledge what may have shaped my
perceptions: I grew up in a family of inner-German migrants in the former Eastern part of the
republic, before moving to its opposite end. Maybe due to this and my subsequent travels and
living abroad, mobility is and always has been a natural part of my life. The fact that passports and
visas decide over who can travel whereto has always irritated me. At the latest, I became motivated
to invest years in this research when I witnessed violent border controls in which undocumented
people were dragged out from under trucks with biting dogs, beaten up, and sent back to misery
– while I could just pass by. Since many years, people are still dying on their way to safety. Not
much has really changed for the better – and much for the worst.

.3

List of interviews

For the case study on Germany, the author interviewed the following actors and experts between
2015 and 2018:
• Berlin-Köpenick, district office (Bezirksamt): Gregor Postler (integration commissioner)
• Brot für die Welt (Diakonie), Berlin: Sophia Wirsching (speaker for migration and development)
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• Bundespolizei (federal police force)
• Caritas, Bamberg: Peter Ehmann (managing director)
• Caritas, Berlin: Christina Busch (director coordination refugee work)
• Caritas, Friedland / resettlement.de: Eva Lutter [question via email, 15.10.2018]
• CHREN: Prof. Dr. Petra Bendel
• DAV: Rolf Stahmann (refugee lawyer)
• Deutsche Welle / Deutschlandfunk (Germany’s international broadcasters): Daniel Heinrich
(reporter)
• Die Linke: Dr. Thomas Hohlfeld (speaker for migration and integration)
• Diakonie, Berlin: Sebastian Ludwig (working field refugee and asylum politics, center for
migration and social issues)
• EKD: Nele Allenberg (legal speaker for migration, integration, immigration and asylum law)
• European HomeCare, Essen: Klaus Kocks (press spokesman)
• Humanity in Action, Berlin: Luisa Schweizer (program director)
• interculture.management, Berlin: Dr. Sabine Speiser (managing director; coordinator for
voluntary help in Berlin Charlottenburg-Wilmersdorf)
• Informationsverbund Asyl und Migration (information network asylum and migration), Berlin:
Michael Kalkmann
• Jesuiten-Flüchtlingsdienst (Jesuits refugee service), Berlin: Dorothee Haßkamp (public relations), Stefan Keßler (policy officer, social and process advisory)
• Moabit hilft, Berlin: Christiane Beckmann (managing director)
• NRV: Dr. Wilhelm Treiber (judge at the administrative court in Freiburg)
• Polis180, Berlin: Natalie Welfens (program director migration)
• Senatsverwaltung für Gesundheit und Soziales (senate administration for health and social
issues), Berlin: Dirk Gerstle (state secretary for social issues, CDU)
• Senatsverwaltung für Integration, Arbeit und Soziales (senate administration for integration,
work and social issues), Berlin: Daniel Tietze (state secretary for integration, Die Linke)
• SPD, Berlin: Tillmann Löhr (speaker for the parliamentary group, working group for home
affairs)
• SVR, Berlin: Dr. Jan Schneider (director of the research area)
• University of Hamburg: Prof. Nora Markard (Junior professor for public law, international
law and global constitutionalism)
• University of München: Dr. Annette Korntheuer
In addition, numerous unrecorded conversations were held with asylum seekers, ‘tolerated’ people, refugees, local representatives, commissioners, accommodation directors, DRK employees and
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other experts working in the field. Further, statements by Beate Grezski (Auswärtiges Amt /
Federal foreign office) in a hearing were recorded. Other actors unsuccessfully contacted were the
BAMF , the GIZ (Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit – German Agency for
International Cooperation), Pro Asyl, the Refugee Council Berlin, as well as different members of
the German Bundestag and research institutes.
Secondly, in order to study the Canadian case, interviews with the following actors were conducted
by the author in 2016:
• Bridge Clinic, Vancouver: Dr. Mei-Ling Wiedmeyer (medical coordinator)
• CARL, Ottawa: Peter Showler (former chairperson of the IRB)
• Carlton University, Ottawa; Department of Sociology and Anthropology: Prof. Daiva Stasiulis
• CCR, Montréal: Rivka Augenfeld (co-founder; counselor)
• CCRIHC: Sumathy Rahunathan (director)
• Committee Coordinator to Aid Refugees, Montréal: Richard Goldman (refugee lawyer; coordinator)
• FCJ Refugee Centre, Toronto: Francisco Rico (co-director)
• Lifeline Syria, Toronto: Seher Shafiq (manager, volunteers and community engagement)
• Massey College, Toronto: Prof. Geraldine Sadoway
• McGill University: Prof. François Crépeau (UN Special Rapporteur on the human rights of
migrants)
• McMaster University, Toronto; Institute on Globalization and the Human Condition: Dr.
Julie Young (research fellow)
• Peter Edelmann, Vancouver (refugee lawyer)
• Petra Molnar, Toronto (refugee lawyer, settlement worker, researcher and advocate)
• RIVO, Montréal: John Docherty (coordinator)
• Romanipe Montréal: Dafina Savic (founder)
• Romero House, Toronto: Jenn McIntyre (director)
• Ryerson University, Toronto; Department of Criminology: Dr. Idil Atak
• Sherbourne Health Center, Toronto: Aamer Esmail (associate director equity, diversity and
inclusion)
• University of British Columbia, Vancouver; Peter A. Allard School of Law: Prof. Catherine
Dauvergne (dean)
• University of Montréal; School of Social Service: Prof. Marie Lacroix
• University of Ontario, Oshawa; Institute of Technology: Dr. Sasha Baglay
• University of Ottawa; School of Sociological and Anthropological Studies: Dr. Elke Winter
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• University of Toronto: Prof. Audrey Macklin (former staff of the IRB); Stephanie Silverman
• Vancouver Foundation: Jorge Salazar (manager of ‘Fresh Voices’)
• YMCA, Toronto: Ashley Korn (manager for provincial programs; client support services
program)
• York University, Toronto; Centre for Refugee Studies: Prof. James Simeon (former staff of
the IRB); Prof. Jenniffer Hyndman (director)
• York University, Toronto; Osgoode Hall Law School: Prof. Obiora Chinedu Okafor
• York University, Toronto; School of Public Policy and Administration: Dr. Dagmar Soennecken
• Suhail Abualsameed (resettlement worker)
Further, some information have been taken from a presentation given by Mario J. Calla (Executive
Director of COSTI Immigrant Services) in Bamberg on 15./16.12.2016.
Interview requests to the CIC, and the IRB remained unanswered or were declined, as did the ones
sent out to political decision-makers.
Thirdly, to study the Australian case, the author conducted interviews with the following actors
and experts between January 2017 and mid-2017:
• Amalina Wallace, Sydney (former refugee decision-maker)
• ASRC, Melbourne: Pamela Curr (detention and refugee rights advocate)
• Australian Human Rights Commission, Sydney: Lucy Morgan (specialist adviser – immigration, human rights scrutiny team)
• BASP, Melbourne: Brigid Arthur (Project coordinator, Brigidine Sister)
• Cabrini Asylum Seeker and Refugee Health Hub, Melbourne: Tracey Cabrié (centre manager)
• CoHealth, Melbourne: Lindy Marlow (refugee nurse; state wide facilitator refugee health
program)
• IDC, Melbourne: Leeanne Torpey (communications and campaign coordinator)
• La Trobe University, Melbourne; Law School: Dr. Savitri Taylor
• Monash University, Melbourne; Castan Centre for Human Rights Law: Sarah Joseph (director), Dr. Tania Penovic
• Monash University, Melbourne; Faculty of Law: Dr. Maria O’Sullivan, Dr. Susan Kneebone
• Monash University, Melbourne; School of Social Sciences: Dr. Antje Missbach
• RAC: Ian Rintoul (spokesman)
• RCOA, Melbourne: Asher Hirsch (policy officer)
• SSI, Sydney: anonymous staff member
• Swinburne University, Melbourne; Institute for Social Research: Prof. Klaus Neumann
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• Swinburne University, Melbourne; Centre for Urban Transitions: Peter Mares [question via
email, 23.1.2019]
• Swinburne University, Melbourne; School of Arts, Social Sciences and Humanities: Peter
Browne
• University of Melbourne: Prof. Lesleyanne Hawthorne
• University of New South Wales; Centre for Refugee Research: Dr. Linda Bartolomei (academic director)
• University of New South Wales; Andrew and Renata Kaldor Centre for International Refugee
Law: Madeline Gleeson
• University of Sydney: Prof. Stephen Castles
• University of Technology, Sydney; Faculty of Arts and Social Science: Dr. Lucy Fiske
• University of Technology, Sydney; Social and Political Sciences Program: Dr. Andrew
Jakubowicz
Also in this case of Australia, barely any political decision-maker even bothered to answer the
interview requests. However, luckily, I managed to get into the Melbourne Immigration Transit
Accommodation (MITA) Broadmeadows to get to know and interview detainees (something that
is generally rarely accomplished, least by researchers (Bosworth and Kellezi, 2017; Rodriguez and
Mansoubi, 2017), some of whom had been detained in Australian facilities for up to eight years.
It should further be noted that in none of the three countries, representatives of Amnesty International, the IOM or the UNHCR were available for an interview.

.4

Civic ‘integration’ provisions

The following table gives an overview of the different provisions in Australia, Canada, and Germany that directly relate to the civic ‘integration’ efforts for asylum seekers and resettled refugees
(humanitarian migrants).
Table 1: Comparison of civic ‘integration’ provisions, Source: OECD (2016)
Provisions

Australia

Canada

Germany

Language training for asylum
seekers

no (except for Illegal Maritime Arrival
adults in Community
Detention or holding a
Bridging Visa type E)

no

yes

Adult education combined
with
long-term
language
training for asylum seekers

no

no

no

Skills assessment for asylum
seekers

no

no

yes

Civic education for asylum
seekers

no

no

yes

Job-related training for asylum
seekers

no

no

no
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Table 1: continued
Average duration of asylum
procedure (to decision in first
instance)

n.a.

4 months for new cases
(filed after Dec 2012)

5.3 months

Labor market access

yes (for bridging visa
Type E)

yes

yes (except for certain
origin countries)

Labor market access is subject
to waiting period from filing
asylum claim

no

no (except for certain
origin countries)

yes (3 months)

Labor market access is subject
to labor market test

no

no

yes (waived after 15
months and for highly
skilled jobs and shortage occupations)

Labor market access is subject
to restriction to sectors

no

no

no

Deliberate dispersal policy for
asylum seekers

no

n.a.

yes

Dispersal criteria

/

n.a.

Fixed quota according
to Königstein Key9

Can asylum seekers stay in individually arranged housing?

yes (in some circumstances)

n.a.

yes (only under certain
conditions)

Are humanitarian migrants assigned to a municipality or region after recognition of their
status?

yes

yes
(only
for
government-assisted
refugees)

no (except for resettled migrants for whom
the place of residence
is generally fixed for as
long as they depend on
social welfare)

Dispersal criteria considered

presence of relatives /
community networks /
availability of key social services

presence
members

For resettled migrants:
Quota based on Königstein Key; family ties
are also taken into account as far as possible

Systematic skills assessment
for asylum seekers

no

no

yes

Systematic skills assessment
for humanitarian migrants

no

yes

yes

Targeted language training for
humanitarian migrants

yes (if clients meet eligibility requirements)

yes

yes

Employment-related integration support for humanitarian
migrants

yes (if clients meet eligibility requirements)

yes

yes

Adult education combined
with
long-term
language
training
for
low-educated
humanitarian migrants

no

yes (but not obligatory)

yes (can be obligatory
in some cases)

Maximum duration of publicly
financed language training for
humanitarian migrants

5 years (must enroll
in Adult Migrant English Program within
12 months of arrival in
Australia)

no maximum period of
entitlement

no maximum period of
entitlement

9 The

of

family

‘Königstein Key’ is calculated according to tax revenue and size of population.
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Table 1: continued
Maximum number of hours
in publicly financed language
training for humanitarian migrants

200-510 hours

no limit on number of
hours

900 hours
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